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An Automatic Microwave Polarization Analvzer

J. A. Kaiser and K. L. Hanlin

Introduction

A method whereby the polarization characteristics of an incident wave
may be instantaneously and continuously measured and indicated is described.
It is possible to analyze either modulated or unmodulated signals whose
frequencies are within the operating range of the individual system con-
ponents. The system comprises an antenna which receives and separates the
two senses of circular polarization, a microwave phase comparator, ard a
means for making amplitude ratio measurements. The method described difiers
from previous methods in that it utilizes the two senses of circular polari-
zation in conjunction with a phase measurement to obtain "tilt' angle rather
that, using two orthogonal linearly polarized fields in conjunction with a
phase shifter.

Polarization Re lationships

An arbitrarily polarLzed wave incident on a receiving antenna, in rerrs
of two orthogonal linear components, may be written in the forri

E - EO + JE9 - C cos Wt + jD sin Wt.

As shown by Rumsey,I these two orthogonal linearly polarized fields can be
represented in terms of cwo circular fields:

EL - Ae+JWt
(2)

ER - BeiJWt.

In a plane normal to the direction of propagation, the circular fields are
I. rjodically in-phase, i.e., they add constructively in o-e direction,
twice during the course of one cycle. In the orthogon~l direction, 'the
circular fields add destructively, i.e., they are anti-phase. Figure I
shows a representation of the two circular fields in a X - Y plane at an
instant of time when they are in-phase and so add to produ,.e thc major
axis of the polarization ellipse. It may be seen that 90 degrees later
in time the two fields will be anti-phase because or their opposite sensua
of rotation, producing the minor axis of the polarization ellipse.

An amplitude envelope of the resultant field is generally an ellipse
which has a major and a minor axis. E6 cssures the dirEction of the major
axis while Es, which is orthogonal to E6, is in the direction of the minor
axis of the polarization ellipse. In terms of the cirLular fields, the
linear components are:
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E = Re (EL÷ER) P (A + B) cos Wt
that is, C - A + B

and E. - Im (EL + ER) - (A - B) sin Wt
that is, D - A - B.

It may be noted that if P = 0, then A - C - D. In this case (1). reduces to
left circular as represented in (2). Similarly for A - 0, (1) reouces to
right circular polarization. When A - B, Es disappears which is the case
for linear polarization.

The ellipticity of a wave may be expressed as a ratio of the maximum
value of field to the minimum value of field:

EA/Eo - C/D - A +, B
A - B

This ratio ranges from infinite for linear polarization to one for circular
polarization.

Polarization Analyzer

Automatic polarization, analysis can be accomplished with the aid of the
circuitry shown' in Figure 2. In order to analyze polarization characteristi
it is first necessary to transfer the wave in space into fields in transmiss
lines. For the purposes of this paper, an antenna such as a turnstile array
selected which separates a received signal into its two circular components.
For a given orientation of the receiving antenna, the two fields in-the tran
mission lines will be in-phase for only one orientation of the major axis of
incident polarization ellipse. This direction of the major axis may be
established as a reference direction. As the polarization ellipse tilts in
space from this reference direction, the phase of the field in one trans-
mission-line will be advanced an angle equal to the angle of tilt while the
phase of the field on the other transmission line will be retarded a like
amount. The signal intensities in the transmission lines from the antenna
may be written:

EL• A cos (Wt + J)
ER B cog (Wt - r)
where I is the angle between the major axis of the
polarization ellipse and a reference direction.

In Figure 1 the reference direction is shown as the X-axis. It nay be noted
that the reference direction may be changed at will by an observer who can
simply rotate the receiving antenna.

A portion of each field in (6) is detected to provide quantities pro-
portionalto component amplitudes. The remainder goes to a phase comparator
to be used for determination of the ellipse tilt angle.
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Ratio of Ampiitudes

The detected amplitudes PL and PR shown in Figure 2 are proportional
to the squares of the absolute ampli.udes of left and right circular com-
ponents. Recalling that the ellipticity ratio is given by EI/Es, a computer
which solves the equation

A +B * P1 (7).
A - BfR

provides two factors of interest coT.(erning polarization characteristics of
a wave, (1) degree of ellipticity (2) dominant sense of circular polarization
(by noting whether the ratio is positive or negative).

It is somewhat simpler to determine the ratio PR/PL and in some applications
is sufficient. The degree of ellipticity--for a limited range of values of
PR/PL--can be determined if required with the aid of Figure 3. The dominant
sense of circular polarization is determined by noting whether the ratio is
greater than or less than one.

Determination of Tilt Angle

The tilt angle of the polarization ellipse is the remaining unknovw
and is determined easily by measuring the phase difference between the two
senses of circular polarization with a microwave phase comparator. 2 Assuming
the signals of (6) as inputs to the phase comparator shown in Figure 2, the
signal intensity at terminal a is proportional to:

Ea -'A cos (Wt + 2) + B cos (Wt + Y) (8)
S(A+ B) cos Wt cos r+ (A - B) sin Wt sinY'.

The detected signal is proportional to the square of the signal intensity:

Paa- Ea2 2
C_-.A2 + B2 + 2AB) cos2 Wt cos2 d"2

+ (A2 + B2 - 2AB) sin2 Wt sin2 r (9)
Z- (A2 + B2 ) (cos 2 Wt cos 2 r + sin2 Wt sin2 r)

+ 2AB (cos 2 Wt cos2 r - sin2 Wt sin2 ,')
Pa ý (A2 + B2 ) + 2AB cos 2 2r.

Similarly, the other detected outputs from the phase comparator are:

Pb Z A2 + B2 - 2AB cos 2 r
Pc A2 + B2 + 2AB sin 2 ý" (10)
Pd -A 2 + B2 - 2AB sin 2 r.

Differencing the outputs from each of the hybrids produces:

]A - Pb Z- 4AB cos 2 j" (11)
Pc - Pd . 4AB sin 2 j-.
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Displaying these difference amplitudes orthogonally, i.e., Pa - Pb on
the X-axis and Pc - Pd on the Y-axis ofran X - Y indicator, which may be
an X - Y recorder or oscilloscope, yields the indication:

Pt Z 4AB (cos 2 X + j sin 2 a )
4.Be J2 -.

Thus, the product of Lhe amplitudes of the two circular components is the
radius to a circle which is described by the phase difference (2 2) between
the circular components. See Figure 4. If either A or B is zero, which mean6
that only one sense of circu1ar polarization is received, the radius of the
phase circle goes to zero, showing no elliptical polarization present.

The X -. Y indicator serves here as a computer, taking as inputs the
functions of an angle and displaying the angle itself.

It may be observed that as the tilt angle a ranges through 180 degrees,
a complete circle is traced on the indicator, meaning that the relative'phase
of the fields in the transmission liaes has undergone a change of 360 degrees.
The X - Y indicator thus does not automatically display the tilt angle in the
sense that it yields a change-in displayed angle of twice the change in tilt
angle.

Tilt angle can be automatically displayed if quantities proportional to
(11) are applied to a two-phase motor whose rotor is connected to a pointer
through a 2:1 gear reducer.

Conclusion

It has been shown how to determine automatically and continuously all of
the polarization characteristics of a wave. The degree of ellipticity and domil
sense of rotation are obtained from a ratio derived from the circular component
amplitudes and the direction of polarization is obtained from a measurement of
the phase difference between the two components. The method described requires
moving parts or active phasing devices.
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Far Field Paitern for

Reflector Antennas with

Displaced Feed

by

B. A. Munk
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Colunm bus, Ohio



Abstract

Far field patterns for a paraboloidal dish with the feed displaced either

transverscly or axially are determined analytically. The results obtained are

displayed graphically, in plots including the first three side lobes.



INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an analytical treatment of the far field pattern of a

paraboloidal reflectc -, in which the feed is displaced from the focus either -trans-

versely or axially. Although the transverse method has been investigated both

experimentally and by use of various computer programs, only one other analyti-

cal study of this method has been found by the author. (See reference 3.) The

transverse method presented here differs from the previously published one in

that expansion is performed around an axis nearly coinciding with the displaced

beam, rather than around the boresight axis of the dish. The advantage of this

approach lies in the simplification that only a few correcting terms need be added to

the unperturbed beam. Previous studies of axial displacement dhow that

approximately to a quadratic phase-distortion. The problem is thus reduced to the

classical one first treated by Lommel. (See reference 7) However, in this paper,

a slightly different approach is used.



FEED DISPLACED IN THE' FOCAL PLANE.

In figure 1, an aperture S is shown with a coordinate system. It is generally

accepted that the far flold pattern for such an aperture is given by the diffraction

integral

E - f(r1*) P J rsine cOs5d S (1)

z
POINT OF OBSERVATION

Il

r 2

!P
IP

FIG

H{ere f(r,#) is the illuminating function defining the field strength across

the aperture, both in amplitude and phase. Selecting the circular• aperture with

Sradius R, assume-that f(r,#) has the magnitude

/f(r,#)/= 1-K(r/R)2 (2)

2



Here, K is a constant, for determining the taper across the aperture. For

example, for K,0 we obtain a constant illumination; for K=2/3, the illumination

taper is approximately 10 db.

The problem Is now to determine the complex phase of f(r,#) with the feed

displaced in the focal plane as shown in figure 2. Here, F is the focal point of

the paraboloidal dish and F' the actual location of the feed. We now note that if

the feed had been located at F, then all rays would hive arrived at the aperture

plane with the same phase. With the feed actually located at F' the difference in

phase is mainly due to the path difference between FB and F B.' This is a very

good approximation because BP'BPI are both nearly perpendicular to the aper-

ture plane. Further, BP is appreciably smaller than the focal length f of the

dish (unless the f/D-ratio is extremely small).

/ z

F F

/
/

/'/
/

,/

P APERTURE PLANE

0

FIG2

3



The evaluation of FB and B is illustrated in the more general three-

dimensional figure 3. Again, the arbitrary point on the paraboloidal surface i

designated by B, and we find from triangle ABF

BF 2  r24,lf-212

z

F

*F

8.0

I'

\ tI \
I \

x

FIG 3

Substituting the parabolic equation

r2-4fz

into (3) yields

BF-f [14+ (r/ 2f)2]

Similarly, from triangles BCF and ABC we obtain

B FB2 *BC 2 +CFi2 r 2 +82 2r8 cos4-(f- Z) 2

4



or with (4)

BF 2  2f(2)) + 8 2 -2r8 cos• (6)

Now, since 8 << f. by applying the expansion

and substituting the first two terms we obtainFI=- (1(r/2f) 8r Cos

BF f (1 2(if(r/f)2 '2 os (7)

Thus, from (5) and (7) we obtain for the phase function A (r.) for the illu-

minating function f(r.A) across the aperture

r(r/2f)2) ir cOS* (8)

For brevity, we will introduce

qf(1 + (r/2f2) (9)

Thus, (8) can be written

A(r¢) -prq cos (10),

We now substitute (10) into the defraction integral (1) and obtain

E f' R. f(r)rdrf2 e j fr (sino fq) cos edt (11)

0 0

Applying the formula
In

J Tr(Z) n e "z 2 COS,# ein# (Ila)2n e e IPC5ild,

0

Where J n(Z) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n and argument

Z, we obtain from (11)

E =21rf R /M r/r Jje8r (sineQ0 + q] dr (12)

0

Our next task is to obtain a suitable approximation for q. We may rewrite (9)



T 1 + (r/2f)Z L - (2f 2  (r/R)7 (r/R)2
R

In this way we have managed to get q into,a form consisting of a constant

term plus a smaller term depending only on r. Thus, for a typical example, wli

an f/D-ratlo of 0.4 we obtain from (13)

1 (r/R)2] for r/R -0

1 -i(r/R) 2 ] for r/R.a 1T 3.56j

and a reasonable approximation for q in this case will be

q .- 8/f [1 .. (r/R)2] (14

Similarly, for a f/D * 0.6 we find

q6 . /f 1 g5.8 (r/R)2 j for r/R 0

q.- /f [I6.8(r/R, 2 ] for r/R --- 1

Thus, in this case, a good approximation is

q -/f [,-'W (r/R)2](1

In the following calculations, we will substitute only (14a). As shall be set

the final result can easily be modified to include also (14b).

Substituting (14a) into (12) now yields

E-2 /r If(r)l r Jo (x'-t (XI3dr(1

00

where we for convenience have denoted

X Pr(sins, -4- 8/f)•and t -iR (P8
3f

We now apply to (15) one of the addition theorems related to Bessel func-

Vtons, namely

J (x+y) (1+- , E y (1+,-) J X (17
p ,=0o Y! p-Y

6



Further, we substitute (2) into (16), integrate term by term and finally obtain

after some reduction of the first terms:

E/l (1-K)A1 "€". A2

+4t(x1 -K) A 2 - •1-2K) A.3. -K A]

t [1-K) A 2 -J(1-JK) A 3 .s+(1-3K) A 4 t-$* A51

2*~X[1K A2 1~ (1 -jK) A +,ý(1-3K) A5 4. A]

-it 3 x 1  1!-K) A 3 - •(I"-K) A 4 + J(1-2K) AS - (1-4K) A6 "- A 7]

+ ~52tx ~ii 4 - .i(14K) A 5 .*-2K) A 6 - A(1-4K) A 7  A A8]

+A.2t [(1-K) A '1+) A -S (1-3K) A -- (i-AK) A 6 (l-2K) A 7 ]

(18)

where
Jn(Xl).

An n I
(x./ 2 )n

x, x OR (sinG + 8/f)

for f/D = 0.4
t-

0 1 for f/D=0.6

It is interesting to ncte that the first two terms in (18) represent exactly the

well known fir field from circular aperture with no phase distortion, present. Yet,

the argument is not x = OR sine but x R(sins + 8/f), i.e., the pattern has been

displaced by the angle
-1

0 =sin 8/1

7



This is what one intuitively might anticipate and the rest of the terms in (18

can thus be considered to be merely smaller correcting terms yielding directly

an expression for the distortion of the pattern. This is further illustrated in fig-

ure 4 where (18) has been plotted for t a 1/2 rad corresponding to 8 0.1915 A,

x. ,3t 1.5 for f/D a 0.4 or
0

8-0.574A , x 06t- 3for f/D 0.6.0

For the purpose of comparison, the undistorted pattern is also shown cor-

responding to the first two terms in (18). It clearly shows that the side lobes

increase on the side of the beam closest to the boresight axis and that the dis-

placement of the main beam is somewhat smaller than 0 this is in agreement

with beam deviation factor introduced in references 2 and 8. It is also seen that

a large f/D-ratio permits a greater displacement 8 for a given distortion.

Similarly, figure 5 shows a plot of equation (18) for t , 1 rad.

FEED DISPLACED IN THE AXIAL DIRECTION

This situation is shown in figure 6. Again, applying tlhe same approach as

in the case above, it is readily seen that the rays emerging from Fi will be de-

layed by an amount corresponding to the path FIS - 8 cosT. However, as the

feed is moved from F to FI the phase reference at the origin 0 is changed by an

amount 8, so that the actual phase function is given

A (r) a#•8 (1-cosv) (19)

From the geometry of a paribcloid 't is further known that

CsY=4f 2-r 2(20)&f 2-+r2cos 7" -f+2(0

Subst'.tuting (20) into (19) yields

4(r) z 8 r 2  (21)
2fZ 1 + (r/2f)d

8

- - - ~ - - ~
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FIG 6

To obtain a clear picture of ,A (r) as a, function of r it has been plotted in

figure 7 and compared with (r/R)2 . It will be observed that A (r) does not devi-

ate very much, particularly for large values of f/D-ratio. Some comments are

in order in regard to evaluation oi the diffraction integral when the phase func-

tion is defined as.

.(r) - a. (6)P

The writer has evaluated the integral for values of p of 1, 2, and 4, and-it

can be shown that the changes in the secondary radiation pattern fori I p ,4

are gradual and continuous if "a" is held constant. In other words, the error

resulting from the. assumption that A (r) is of the form

A(r) - a (R2 (22)

is not great.
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The constant "a" is simply given by

a= z (R) fz2

14-16 f)2

Substituting (22) and (2) into the diffraction integral (1) yields

R 2J pr sin# cos +- ja (R12
Ex Jf f f(r) e R rdrd# (2

010

Now applying (Ila) on (24) gives
R J2

F 3 2Ff If(r) I r J (irsinte) dre (2

12



The evaluation of (25) can' now be performed in a number of ways. For

Sf(r) al an obvious approach is the application of the Lommel functions in two

variables (see reference 4, page 434 and reference 5 page 537), which were in-

troduced by Lommel for this purpose. However, in this presentation the writer

chooses to expand the exponential factor in the well known form

x Co X n
e a 2: -

nff 0 n!

and thus to integrate by parts, term by term after first substituting (2) into (25).

After reduction we obtain:

+j a 1-K) A, - ( A K 2 3]

-1-K 2 A1 -(1-=K) A 2 +'1-K)A + -&A
2! 3 4 4J

-Ja3[(1-K A,- +2K) A+1-2K) AI•K-+K) A 4  A5 ]

+t -Lj a 4 [ (,_K) A-(2-ýK) A + (2A~) A (1_5K A

+ +4K) A A 1(26)566
where A n Jn(x)

n (x ))n and x OR sino.

Expression (26) is plotted in figure 8 for a - 1 and 2 radians. For an

f/D-ratio equal to 0.4 this corresponds according to (23) to a 8 =0.284 A and

0.568 A respectively. With an f/D-ratio equal to 0.6, this corresponds to

8 .54 A and 1.08 A respectively.
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Conclusion

An expansion for the far field for a paraboloidal dish with the feed dis-

placed either axially or transversely in the focal plane has been obtained. In

both nases the expansion produces an expression the individual terms of which

are the product of a polynomial dependent only on x a PRsin& and an exponential

factor 08 depending only on the displacement of the feed. Thus, once the poly-

nomials have been evaluated, patterns for arbitrary displacement 3f the feed

can be readily obtained.
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-.A SIMPLIFIED -VARIABLE POLARIZATION ANTENNA

INTRODUCTION

In appaicaions where changes in polrrization are required, it has been the practice to effect
those changes through one of the following methods: use of multiple antennas, transmission-
line switching, rotating quarter-wave and half-wave plates, and insertion or removal of various
components such as polarizing elements, various feeds for refleftor.type anteass, and wave-
guide twist sections. Effort was directed toward development of a simplified variable-
polarization antenna in which any type of polarization - linear, circular, or elliptical - would
be readily available. Many of the disadvantages of previously used techniques would thereby
be eliminate.

Design of the antenna was based on a waveguide feed arrangement in which a polarizing
element and the input field were independently rotatible about the axis of propagation.

Perhaps the most commonly used waveguide polarizers are the lumped-reactance and
dielectric-delay-section types. At millimeter wavelengths, however, difficulties arise in
fabrication of the required components and in reproduction of electrical characte istics.

The elliptical-waveguide or squeeze-section polarizerI appears to have significant ad-
vantages over other types. Therefore, additional effort was directed toward developing a
relatively simple means of transforming a round waveguide into a waveguide with a cross
section which approaches an ebipse.

THEORY OF OPERATION

In a waveguide of elliptical cross section, 1-3 if the input electric vector is not aligned with
either axis of the ellipse, the field is resolved into two orthogonal components. The electric
vector of one wave is aligned with the major axis of the ellipse and the electric vector of the
other wave is aligned with the minor axis. These two waves are classified as the odd (OTE
and the even (,TE1 I) waveguide modes. The cut-off wavelength (X• ) differs for the two
modes, and in general the amplitudes are unequal. The exception to the inequality of amplitudes
occurs when the input electric vector is aligned at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the
axes of the ellipse.

Linear Polarization
When the input electric vector is aligned with the major axis of the elliptical waveguide,

the oTE 1 1 wave results. The eTEi wave is obtained when the input electric vector is
aligned with the minor axis of the ellipse. In either case, the alternate wave is not propagated
and linear polarization is obtained.
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Ci~vduw P. aA¢ .

The, Phd waveleseth (A• )of a Wwwl opaptea In Ae hadumstal mode in a hallow
airfflled wavagide is gjvealys

whW O = bee space wavelmgth

sad k.= oumt wavelength

flimoo o * Is difeu,,ed for ...o svmad odd modes s oelliptical wvegptide, or squeeos
Nestem, the two wave" popagae taugh dds sh ectio wi dih¢ermt phase velocities.

The parmates of sh sqnne asee Weh" are shm O s boeom hdat

'W ý 0= (2)

uwhe L 7 leeth of the &Paem*se moctlo

X plWlde wavelength fro the eyv" node

S80= pide waveleo for she odd node.

With Sho po msern so adjuae mad the Ilept electric vector fixed at amnmagle of 45 derees
with respect to the "o" of the ellipse, Sho two waves will omer" tram the polarizer esential-
ly e.. Is mplOtid. amad In p66" 4midnaft, *i two "Iltioa tor Circular
polaisrlm"e. t

El'l~p,.•el P,,•rwo,•.cemd
Rllipdie polarizath is obnaiemd whom *h single between she input electric vector and

either axis of the posartir is other dom 0 drogms or 45 deogms. Th ratio of the amplitudes
of the evenm nd odd wavegulde mode vartio for each such magic of orientation, sad therefore
elliptical polarizatlom of any Waial ratio betweem limo mad circular polarizatkma may beobtad.

DEIStIPTION

The variable polarisatos "ateenu asseombly conausts of a wavoguide rotary joint, a
* trasiom from rectangular to muad waveguide, a polarizing eiemoat, sad a radiator. These are
arranged so tb the polorimwr sad tho input field ane iadepsadeay rotatable about the axis of
prapaglom (Figure 1). Fipgreo Is a pholpgroa of the explwimnatal model.

The wavegulde rotary joint is of a coavemtional, continuously rotatable type. At least one
arm is ooilimear with to axis of propaNwgos. The sntmams used in the experlmental model was
a comical borm with am aperture apprimatly TA is dismver. a sadditiom to the conical horn,
many other astemnas typos may be used. They iclode, but an not limited to, circularly
symmetric vertex feeds, casserainm systems, sad dielectric rod antemmas.
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Squaeese-ectiona Pol*iser
"The squweze-sectioa polarizer w*at-formed by squeezing round-copper tubing with an outer

dinmeterof 0.875 inch and an inner diameter of 0.291 inch in a roller device in which the
amwuat and length of squeeze could be precisely controlled. Since results vary for different
metals, wall thicknesses, and so forth, it was necessary to determine experimentally the
aqsoeso-section parameters required for the type of tubing used.

The tubing was first compressed in an amount and over a length known to be less than
required fvr the 90-dogee diffwential phase shift. Then, the amount and length of tho
squeeze were increased by small increments and the results measured electrically until the
90-deree differential phase shift was obtained. A smooth transition at the beginning and at
the end of the squsase section Was obtained by using rollers of relatively large diameter.

The tubing used for the experimental model was compressed 0.050 inch over a length of
1.95 inches. (The length here in defined as the center-to-center travel of the rollers along
the tubing.) This compression resulted in a measured inner cross section with a major axis of
0.801 inch and a minor axis of 0.266 inch. Electrical measurements indicated that the required
90-degroe differential phase shift was obtained at the design frequency of 38.0 gigacycles with
the dimensions gives above.

The parameters as determined by the above procedure were used in the fabiication of
additional squeeze sections. The electrical characteristics were easily reproduced with a
minimum of time and effort.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Polarization patterns were measured by means of the experimental setup diagrammed in
Figure 4. The variable-polarization antenna was used as a receiver. The transmitting
antenna was a pyramidal horn with approximately 22-db gain, which was arranged to rotate
about the axis of propagation. The position informvton was fed to a polar recorder by a
synchro link. The patterns were plotted on a relative voltage scale at the design frequency
of 83.0 gigacycles. *The receiver gain was adjusted to maintain the amplitude near full rcale
for each polarization; hence, these patterns do not show the variation in signal strength as the
polarization changes from linear to circular.

Linear Polaisationr
To demonstrate the availability of linear polarization and to show its rotation about the

axis of propagation, the input electric vector was fixed in alignment with the minor axis of
the squeeze section. The polarizer and rotary joint were then rotated in unison in discrete
steps through the range S = -90' to 8= +90%, where 8 is defined as the angle between the
polar axis and the minor axis of the squeeze section. (Refer to Figure 5.) The polarization
patterns taken are shown in Figures 6 through 10.

Elliptical Polarisation
In the case of elliptical polarization, any axial ratio between linear and circular may be

chosen. The polarization ellipse may be fixed in any position about the axi3 of propagation
or may be continuously rotated. Rotation of the polarization ellipse is accomplished as
follows: The input electric vector and the minor axxs of the polarizer (taken as the
reference) are first aligned at the angle corresponding to the desired axial ratio. The rotary
joint and the polarizer Are then rotated in unison continuously, or turned to any position
about the axis of propagation.

To measure the variations in elliptical polarization, the orientation of the input electric
vector was fixed and the polarizer rotated in discrete steps through the range y = -45 o to

3



* I, y X *45 * whwev Is defined mm Sh agl* hAtwe as th pet-oam el Vctdcvor and the aimsr
"aIs of do palariser (Figaro 11).

The pearlmntimi rser'g --V 45 (Fitse 13) aid, 3z +"*(Fleuw* 13)"sOw
sesseestay swamle plarizatio. with "n saxa Mati Ieee thas 0.A d£. The patternsofor anglies
b am 7e a1 end - -* -4 (Figunis It Q g 1T) and Ow"#a ~beamse y= 0* &W
7 4*0 (Pigw.. is thmO 11) ims.eaf The env of ellp"~a pwslarmsatr boet..
U12M and slime".

TMhense of do ee" sler. el~ptlosI polerizatiom (rl& or left Is dhp pik~ upon wbegba
vy is P""v a npaive (Be. ftere IL)

A bandwidt of qpelae~10p percetwher, th. aiald rtio did not exceed L5 db was
measured fior the sqnseu*sesectlo polariwo investigated. The bandwidth far roating linear
polersantiom in the variable, polarlsagosa easeman Is Uitued only by the boadwidth of the
circular waveguide eed, is cneastra'o, the extremely nmiow bandwidth obtained by devices
which etiliss a hat-~wave pkb -A.t effect rotaWSn 1mw polarisation.

Is odar to iskairn.te doeffect of the vrasiioss famed In squ~eezing the ouwsed wavoeulds,
Into as eltiptical shop., doe wavegpid.s rotary joint was removed from the system and VWWM
meesamemts wero med. at the Input to the rectongular-lo-rovad waveguide transition. The
vanU ouvee f1 various orletatloss of the squeese-sectlom polarizer with respect to the
input electrie vector, as obon in Figure 23, indicate a well-matched device.

A neatvely simple technique was devisedl far forming mn elliptical waveguside or
squesesf.eotism polariser that dumonatrates ths copacity tir 'excellent reproduction of
electrical charactmristics. This fvi4" wa" 0imiq wit pveguide rotating joint to tarm
the variable, poiariinaumo aotemma. Experluest ibow~sd that with this anenna, any type of

polarization in readily available. LInser polarization may be fixed in any plowe about the
"ais of propagation or may he continuously reotae. Bight or left elliptical polorization of
mny desred axial ratio between linear and circular may be selected. The polariasato ellipse

may be fixed in any direction about the axis of propagation or may be pouuinuously rotaed.
This variable polarization antenna will have many practcal applications in the fields of rador,
commosicaticeis, avid Countermeeasues.
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ON TEE DESIG AND EVAUATION OF E17 AILULAE 0O0WMICATIONS APflMMAS

A. 3. Lipp and D. E. Hutchinson

Boeing Airplane Division Renton, Washir4.ton

This paper dscribes a method of determining the system power gain
required by an HF airborne systea to provide a prescribad comimica-
tions eircuit reLiability. The method includes the effects of carrier
pcWr, .skqmve propagtion loss, noise, receiver bandwidth, antenna
radiation pattern end required signal-to-noise ratio. The modes of
propvation considered are F-layer, 3-layer, and mixed L and F !ayers
.3f the ionosphere. The method can also be used to predict the reli-
ability of existing or proposed anenn system.

INTDIX TION

"rhe HF antenna system generally used on subsonic aircraft such as the,
IC-•-35 have been well defined. Hoevere, for high performance airplanes,
Figure 1, where variable geometry is employed, these systems prment
certain problem and in some cases become impractical. In view of these
problem, a progm. was initiated at The Boeing CompWny to determine
suitable methods of exciting radiating currents on both small and large
variable geometry airplanms. Since a nev generation of electronics
wuld be used on theme airplanes a method of predicting the system
power @in and thus the carrier pover required to provide a prescribed
circuit reliability me sought. A mnuber of methods have bee developed
for the evaLmation of HF airplane anten•me. 1,2,3,4,5,6* Five of the
methods 1,2,3,4,5, however, tend to rate all antenns the nmoe such
that it is usually possible to select the one that is most convenient.
Reference t present a method whereby a factor of merit can be deter-
u:i!ed for amplitude modulation, a 200 to 3000 mile ccommications
range, a zero db signal-to-noise ratio (SMR), ard for reflectione
from the F-layer of ionosphere. With the event of the use of digit&3
comanications system, requiring hig•dr SNR, and the use of HF on
fighter airplanes, where the commuication ranges my be loss than
1000 miles, it. wa felt an approch whereby the time availability of
a prescribed signal-to-noise ratio could be predicted would be more
applicable.

A search of the literature we mede and wa foundW th ,. the Ntional
Bureau of Standards bad an existing digital computer program capable
of predicting HF skywve commications circuit reliability. This
report deals pri•nrily with the implementtion of this program such
that the reliability of s large number of circuits taken to be typical
of those that wold be encountered in practice could be calculated and
thus predict the system performance of airplane HF slqrwve comunica-
tions systems.

---------------------------

*The references are listed at the end of the report



Calcul~ation& to date abow that for short path larviths., 90 to 720
amuttieal mlesw, emphasis is placed on high angles of radiation and
the low and of the 2 to 30 me frequency range.* At the longer ranges
200 to 1800 zautical milesj, emphasis is placed on lay a"les of radia-
tion a&M the upper. end of that 117 frequency range. For the short path
lengthe a single mtenna and 100 watt carrier or two antennas and a
250 vatt carrier vili1 provide, "n the majority of the casesj, a 90
paroen circuit reliability vwhee the required signal-to-noise (SUE)
Is 3 db In a 3 [M bandiridth. For the longer communication ranges,,
200 to 1800, calculations show that, In some instances., the power
gain required to provide a 90 percent circuit reliability awe'

imrcical for airborne systems.

III ALN CAICIRATIOU ANID RNSUMM

In N Sk~ve communications circuits the availablet signal power and.
noise pawn are subject to day-to-day variations; therefore,, when the
required signal-to-noise ratio (hourly median signal to average noise
within the hours) equals the available sigzal-to-noise ratio (monthly'
median of the hourly median signAL relative to the median noise within
the time block) Uhe circuit may be expected to bave acceptable quality
an kaif of the deys vIthin the month, or- the probability of satisfactorn
patformae on any given day wll be 0.5. This probability of satisfac.

tmýslol-to-noise ratio at a givien hour is defined as circuit reliabJ
ity. As the available signal-to-noise ratio exceeds the required sigm
to-noise, circuit reliability will increase. Figures 2 through 6 give
the estimated reliability for circuits having their control -point(1s)
(ionaspheric reflection point) at various geomognertic latitudes.* These
rellabIlity contours me detetrmined from the amplituda probability dis-
tribution of the signal and the amplitude probability distribution of
the nise and were calculated' by the National Bureau of Standardsr.
Tbese curves ver used to predict both the required antia pin and
the reliability for a -given antenna systiam.

A. Required Antenna Gain

In the design of an antemns. system it is neocessary to knwv the
.required antenns radiation pattern covueage. For 117 S"Yame
circuits the reiquired anten& gain and direction of radiation
is a function of ionospheric conditions and is not readily
calculated. Therefore, using the curves in Figures 2 through 6
and the digital computer progrm on BF Skymve propaatioz?
a aaoeoste program vae written whneseby the antenna pattern
Gain" Figure 7.. B8, and 9., require to Provido a presribed
circuit reliability for large mmber of poatulated paths
cou.1A be calculated. Bach circuit we described by 13 Pama-
wert6; path length,, path direcrtion,, recesiver location,, time

at receivin sit*, s*"son,, sunspot Lumber,, best operating
fraquecy,, noise, receiver bandwidth, aerrier poner, antenna
xr4.iAtion patterns, required signl-to-noise ratio and cir=uit
reliability. For eawh path the best. operating frequency, in-
o$dane angle at the ion*Oe~ere, corresponding airplane eleva
tion and ximath angle, a" AvailAble median signal-to-njise
retio (SM) were calculated.* The required available, SUE, at



the frequency corresponding to the best operating frequency,
wa then determined, for a prescribed circuit reliability, from
Figures .1 throug. 6. The required SHR, in a one cycle per second
bend, is the St'R required by the receiver to perform pronerly.
For exmple in voice coonmmication a _38 db SMR Ina a one cycle
per second band, depending on the voal ulary used, vill result
in a 32 percent word intelligibility. The required antenna
gaiu, relative to a prescribed carrierpover and an isotropic
radiator, is the difference betveem the required available SNI
and the corresponding calculated available SNR. After each ca.1-
culation the required gain wa compared to -1000 db and the
naxiuand average values grouped according to airplane eleva-
tion angle (0) and frequency. The airplane elevation angle 0

e masured from the zenith whIle the airplane azimth angle
(w) me sured counterclockwise from the airplane aose.

The required antena gain, Figures 7, 8, and ma, w ealculated
for tv cases; one for short ranges where the control points
are belov 60 degrees geocoagnetic latitude, temperate zone, and
.one for long range conmnicatlons where the control points are
both in the temperate and in the auroral done, above 60 degrees
geomagnetic latitude. Table one gives the positions of the
transmitter, the receiver location being the variable, and the
paxe teo defining each circult.

Both msn-made and atmospheric noise were considered. Figure
10 shows the median level of typical man-made woise, and for two
atmepberic noise grades. The atospheric noise levels are
shown for cmparison purposes only. The mn-made noise in the
case of the short ranges, which were taken to be typical of a
fighter airplane, •e taken to be that typical of a rural area,
while in the ease of the longer rVges, which were taken to be
typical of a, comnrYial overseas airliner, the man-made noise
wa taken to be that of a typical remote area. In both M8s8
the computer seleted *which ever was greater, an-ýmade or
atmospheric noise, and used this value in calculating avail-
able signal-to-noise ratio.. The reason for selecting different
man-made noise levels, as that in the tactical case the recivling
antenna my not be located remotely from the transmitter or be
placed in a remote area. This would be especially true in the
case of aircraft carriers and mobile ground units. Since the
noise we considered to be equal in all directions and the
receiver to be external noise limited, the receiving angeema
gain me taken to be zero.

The distribution of the required antenna gain shew that for the
sbort ranges 90 to 720 nautical miles importance is placed on
high angles of radiation, small airplane elevation angles, and
lov frequencies; while for the longer conamizations ranges
importance is placed on lov angles of radiation, high airplane
elevation angles, and high frequencies. In -the came of mall
airplanes, vere the airfram mebers are sinl in terns of
radio wvelength&, this is a dioadvantage in that it my be

-3-



difficult to obtain a reonble poie transfer efficiency...
Thi in 5CWAt offset In that the gain at the low frequencie,
2 to me, is oIme tbn that required in the r mining portion
at the band. For operation in the tmperate soe the required
Main values we reasonable for airborne system. Bovever, for
eli its, that have their control points in the auroral sons
the u m Vam becme high and are wot practical for airborne
systems. NUwer, It Is felt that the mam gaina are required
for a maumber of path@ and that a lover gain a t Crestly
degade the overall system performance. This will be emined
In the next Section.

Sinee reliability is a function of the difference between the
available and reqaired one cycle band MM the distributions
sW In Figures 7 tbrough 9 can be used to determine the carrier
pow or sian antensa gain for oter required SM. The one
cycle band M am be converted to other bandwidths. For uqple
a 38 we cycle b M•is equivalent to a 3 db S•ina 3
bandwidth. Tbas for a carrier pom of .2W watt e bas the
mi m antenna gain for a one cycle band, - of 38 db.

Figures U tbroug 16 show, the directive pattern gains of a

natch fed vertical stabilizer nd Ashunt fed wing strakee on &
typical variable vLng fighter airplane. The gains are for the
vin In the swept position and a pour transfer efficiency of
100 perent . The shunts, placed in eacs wing strake, were fed
such that symetric modes of currents wwe ecited on the wings.

.arison of the ntenna gain and the ri aleue in
Figure U1 througM 1 showth t thea noc nenawl provide
the better radiation pattern coverage and that a carrier power
of 1200 watts i required to provide a reliability of 90 percent
for a one cycle band 8•1 of 38 db.

To pedict the performnece of a given antmnne systam the reliabil-
ity ws calculated for a large umer of postulated commpiuations
circui.ts For each circuit the best operating frequency, incident
a04gle at the ionosphere and evuilable ome cycle band sigial-to-
naoie ratio me calculate for Isotropic radiators and a prescribed
carrie pow . The antenna pin at the correspodin frequency,
airplane elevation and as"Iath angle me selected from a table of
antea ga4&ns and us added to the calculated avallable MW. The
greter of the direct wve or the ground reflected my (a - 3 db
rond losee us eassued) ws used a the aaft-na gain value. The

reliability was then determined from Figures 2 through 6 and the
required me cycle band . Figures 17 and 18 show the circuit
reliability distribution for a 100 to 700 mOatioal comuniations
rans, a 100 watt carrier poMr, two airplane headi g, s required
ono cycle band of 38 0 ad the notch fed stabili-er radation
pattermns shown In Figures 11, 12,, and 13. fte airplant headings

f e north Uand Vast repectiely. T. distributions show that the
naber of circits, for each heeding, having a reliabinlit of S0
pftcet, a"e qproIW nteIy equal. k iMnticn of the required
&AM&w gain date prior to bein sorted into ang2 s-frequency groups



showed that., for short length circuits having their ionospheric
reflection points below 60 degrees geoinoetie latitude, the gain
in most of the circuits varied only slightly with direction. For
long range circuits where the reflections can fall both in the
temperate zone and auroral zone the gain an a function of direction
varied as mach a 15 db, and as a result of radiation pattern nulls
the reliability for some headings wuld be reduced and at least
four airplane headings should be used. Figure 19 shove the circuit
distribution for a 1200 wtt carrier power, a north airplane beading
and the notch antenna. Figure 20 showi the circuit reliability
for a 200 watt carrier and an antenna gain pattern consisting of
the malimum valuse of the gain for the notch and shunt fed wing
strakes. The distribution indicates that by using two antenna
system and a switching arangment the transmitter carrier power
required to provide a given reliability could be approximately
6 db lower than for a single antenna.

It is felt that this wuld be more appAcable to large airplanes
where weight and space is not "s critical. For airplanes where
communications is predomintely off the nose and tail the antenna

oxatlons and design cauld be such that a moderate, 4 db, forwrd
and aft gain could be saintained. This would be especially appli-
Cable to long and short auroral circuits where high pover pins
are required.

It us previously mentioned that the overall system performance,
as a result of the high required mmjd.r gains (Figures 7 and 8),
mny not be greatly degraded. To illustrate this the circuit
reliability distribution Figure 21 w calculated for an airplane
antenna havi•g a zero db gain, required one cycle band SNR of
35 db, and a carrier power of 250 vtts, The distribution shows
that 82 percent of the circuits bhav a calculated reliability of
90 percent or greater, 97 percent have a reliability 73 percent
c' greater, 98 percent have a reliability of 50 percent and that
only 2. percent have a reliability less than 50 percent. Table 2
gives the condition for which the distributions wre calculated.
The distkibutions shown in Figures 17, 18, If), 20, and 21 hold
for other required SNIR's if the transmitter power is increased
or decreased accordingly. In each case equal importanee ws
given to all azimuth angles. Howeer, pattern weighting in the
azimuth plane can be accomplished by making calculations only
at the airplane angles desired. For emmple one my desire only
to Inciude the azimuth angles plus and minus 60 demes fram the
nose and tail of the airplane.



A mathod of predicting the comiacation circuit reliability of'
arborne 1W systosa has been outlined. The method takes into
account antenha patterns, carrier powr And required sigral-to-
noise ratio. There are saw area open to discussion. The level
of wn-vade noise in the cae of the short ranges may be ton nigh
and i. tCi case of tUe long ranges wy be too lov. It was assumed
the mn-eade noise at the airplane is Lose than that of the gmind
site such that air-to-air circuit reliability would be equal to or
geater than the air-to-gound reliability. This infers that tha,
airplane is designed such that the man-made noise is less thaz,
that of the ground sites . In either cme the tsrj made noise Is
Ies tban that of the ground sites. In either ease the man-mace
noise sbou'lA be mininized and the level determined prior to ircirit
reliability predictions. The method show that air-to-ground
curs.unicaticns carrier nowr required ror relatively !ont ,aurorSm
circ'iits are prohibitive 1or airborne, tse and tkat the required
ante'mn •Aiv ,istributlon would be more jsefuJ if the maxi,.. r,

,' percentile and, 'A, percentile levei of the gain were determilied.
It Is anticipatet that the program will be up-dated to include tue
a-ove valies and to deteamine the actual gound losses associated
with the antenna gipn tsed in the calCulAtiona.
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TABI 1

Conditions for hequired Antene Gain Calculation

Short Range (90 to 7201.N.M) Long Rang* (200 to180W N.M.)
Locations: Latitude Longitude latitude Longitude

15 N 105o3 0 x 73W
3bN 52 E481 23,

.81N 123 511 27W
30N 8OW 37N 25W
35 N 68 W 65 N 18 W
33 K 107 W 59 N 18 E

1491 514W
64 N 22W

Directions: North, South: Eaut North, South, EBest
and West and West

Distance
Incrments: 8 at 90 N.M. Each 9 at 200 N.M. each

Times of IDy: 0200 - 0600 - 1000 0200 - 0600 - 1000
1140 - 1800 - 2200 114O - 1800 - 2200

Sesons: Januar - April Janiary - April
July - October, July - October

Carrier Powr: 100 Watts 100 watts

Mn-Mande Noise: Rural Rural

Required SNR: 35 dbIn 1 CPS Band 35 db in 1 CrS Band

Sunspot Numbers: 10 - 50. 130 10 - 50 -130

Total Circuits: 13,0824 20,736
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Conditions for Circuit Reliability Calculations

Short Pleng ]LiOO to 700 N.M.) long Pang* 200 to 1800 N.

Locations: latitude Umgitude latltude Longitude

15 N 105 E 40 N 73 w
36N 521 8 8N 2E
, 1w 1212 51N 27W
30 N 80w 37W 25W
35 N 68w .65 1148w
33" No7 w 591 1811

49N 54 w
64 N 22 W

Directions: 12 in 30 degree. imimnt 12 in 30 degee increil

Distance
InermenU: 7 at 100 N.M. Bseb 9 at 200 N.M. Eaoh

T1 eu of Day: 0200 - 0600 - 1000 0200 - 0600 - 1000
11.o - 1800 - 2200' 1100 - 1800 - 2200

gemons: Janary and July Janary and JuLV

man-vmde SOL@*: Rural ?AMD"

Rsquired M: 38 d ,in 1 CPS BMd 35,db••n c 1SBnd

amspot fumbw: 10,P,50 an 130 10, 50 and 130

Antenra: Stablize Notch and 0wa.,,difsA di,
WFing Strake Shunts zero ft 1pin1

Airplane lReding: North and Wet North

Carrier Pov: 100, 200, and 1200 vatts 250 vatts

Total circuits
hsch Condition: 18,114 31,104
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A NEW CLASS OF ELECTRICALLY SMALL AN7ZNNAS

by Richard C. Fenwick
Collins Radio Company
Space Systems and Antennas Division
Dallas, Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new class of electrically small antennas which

incorporate resonant, half wave windingF. The principal advantages of these

antennas are the resistive input impedance and the radiation resistance trans-

formation which may be obtained within the structure. A simple transmission line

theory is presented, by which antenna efficiency and bandwidth may be calculated
to a useful accuracy. Experimental methods and results are described for antennas

in the order of .01 wavelength in height and .05 wavelength in diameter.

INTRODYJCTION

One form of electrically short antenna which has been commonly used in
the past in a variety of configurations is a transmission line fed against a ground
plane, as shown in Figure 1.

i• L

h<<

Figure 1. Basic electrically small antenna structure

The terminating impedance ZT, is frequently an open circuit, and L is approximately
a quarter wave long to give a resonant input impedance. Also, ZT is often a capac-

itance, tunable to obtain a resonant input over a band of frequencies. In other
instances ZT is a short circuit, and L is a quarter wave long or less, so that an
anti-resonant input is obtained over a band of frequencies by tuning a shunt capac-
itanze at the feedpoint. This configuration is sometimes called a "strap antenna."
The tuning range can be extended by shorting the transmission line with relays.
Another condition is that where ZT is a short circuit and L is of proper length,



approximtely ,* halfwvane, so that the input is resonant. Such a structure is
shown in Figure 2, with its current distribution. Note that the currents in the
vertical members are equal in amplitude and in space phase.

kigure 2. Basic half wave electrically small antenna

This antenna offers several advantages over the quarter wave open circuited
structure, the principal one being the possibility of obtaining a large radiation
resistance transformation at the input.

The structure of Figure 2 radiates a predominantly vertically polarized
wave, due to the phase reversal in the horizontal conductor. The azimuthal pat-
tern is bidirectional, in directions perpendicular to the plane of the structure.
If the horizontal conductor is wound up in some manner parallel to the ground plan
so that the vertical leads are brought within a quarter wavelength or so of each
other, the azimuthal radiation patterns will be substantially omnidirectional..
In addition, the overall dimensions of the structure can be substantially reduced
by the winding technique without necessarily affecting the electrical properties
of the antenna. Such wound, half wave structures are the subject of this paper.
Figure 3 illustrates one form that the winding may take.

S- -;

. ............

Figure 3. Electrically small antenna with simple flat

spiral winding, an electrical half wave long

THZRETICAL MODEL

Even though the transmission line connecting the two vertical radiators
is wound up, hence coupled to itself, it has been found satisfactory to consider
that for a uniform winding a unique characteristic impedance Z0 for the trans-
mission line exists. The value of Z. depends on the coupling, of course, and is
not strictly constant along the winding in many configurations, including that of
Figure 3.

From an impedance transformation standpoint it is advantageous to employ
two quarter wave resonant windings in series of different characteristic impedance
in place of a uniform half wave winding. Figure 4 shows the transmission line
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equivalent circuit applicable to all configurations employing planar windings.
$U A/4 -4

Rd.O

R. R1  R

LI I L2ý

Figure 4. Equiva]ent circuit for half wave wound

electrically small antennas

SFor purposes of the following analysis the vertical menbers in Figure 4 are con-
sidered to be closely coupled, and' the transmission line between these members 'is
.wound so that the over-all width of the structure is much less than a half wave.Physical length of the winding required foer resonance depends on the winding con-
figuration. As an example, approximately a length 15% greater than a half wave is
required for antennas .fol high and .04s diameter, provided that the conductor width
is small in relation to the spacing between adjacent conductors. Length is closer
to'a half wave for larger diameter. Resistances .1O and Ro2 represent dissipative
losses in the winding, the ground plane is considered lossless, and R2 and Rw areradiation resistances. Radiation resistance of the winding itself is considered
negligible. Inductances L1 and L2 are considered to affect only the required

winding length for resonance.

By familiar transmission line relationships for lossless quarterwave
transformers,

Z 2
02

z0 2,' - RFRT whence R3 R 2

Z012 2 +z 2

similarly, R1  R whence R1 a o R2- 2hus, Rin - 4 oR2.
o2-02

It readily follows from a consideration of the power distribution in the equiva-
lent circuit that 12 Zo I1. The same result is obtained if dissipative losseso2 = .

* 0 2.

are relatively low. In the lossless case, all the input power is radiated, so
P = (I + 1 )2 R = 12 Rin, where R is the radiation resistance, given byin 1 2 r I r

Rr = 1600

assuming uniform current in the vertical leads. Substituting for I29 we find that

R.= + ZO,) Rr (lossless case)
in 

ZoP2a
Page 3



Note~ ~~ (ht f uniformwinding),, i-Note thatif Zo o if idi R r regardless of the value of Z,.
1. 2

-Note also that Rin can be made very much greater than the radiation resistance by
making Zol>> Zo2. As the ratio of the characteristic impedances becomes large,

it is necessary that each transmission line be very nearly an electrical quarter
wave in leneth, or the expected input resistance will not be realized.

Nov consider the effect of losses. If the current in each quarter wave
section is sinusoidal, the effective loss resistance of each section referred to
the point of current maximum is one half the total resistance of that section.
Since the current maxima presumably occur at the vertical leads, the total dis-
sipation is

12 Ro 12 2RZ0
"d 1 1+ 12121 l - Z• + Z°

2 2 2 2(Z01

so the lose resistance referred to the input terminals is

ROinput `1

The total input resistance is thus

_in Rr+%l+R 0 2( (includes loss)

The radiation efficiency is simply given by the first term divided by Rtn_ For
some purposes it is desirable to know the values of R2 and R4in the equivalent

circuit. Without going through the calculations,

R2 + 2

°1". Z°2

An expressicn for the bandwidth can be readily calculatd' for the circitt
of Figure 4 for the cat-e where ZOl , *Z2. The result is

Bandwuidth 2 2 lin fo Z01  Z)0

where f. i~s the resondnt frequency and bandwidth is imderstood as that between
frequenAes of equal resistance and reactance. Note that the bandwidth Is inversely
proportienal to Z.. Low values of Zo Imply large conductor widths and spacings,
hence large winding areas. 7hus, increased bandwidth implies greater antenna

Page 4
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volume.. This seems to be a fundamental property of small antennas.

The voltage in the center of the half wave winding can be quite large.
Assuming a sinusoidal distribution on the winding,

R 0 1 z
"VMax " 1l - 2 -° usually,

Vinput Rin R1 + -0 RiR

2

2 -2
"04

where o+ . 1 + R + .
j. wer(R' 2 02,2l

I DETERIAZTION OF CQARACTERISTIC nMEDANCES

An interesting feature of the transmission line approach to the analysis
is that the impedance transformations of the windings can be determined experl-
mentally simply bj using known resistances as "loads" and then measuring the input
resistance. The value of Zol can be found from the relation

02

0 
2

where RinI and Rin2 are the input resistances with loads RLI and RL2 respectively

placed at the normally grounded end of the half wave winding.

The characteristic impedances can be determined to a useful accuracy by
calculating the capacitance per foot and inductance per foot of the winding. Then
Z 0 n . The value of C is found by calculating the capacitance of an equivalent

wire grid'containing the same length of wires and wire spacing as the winding, and
then dividing by the length of the winding. The capacitance of the grid is found
by standard handbook techniques. The average inductance is determined by calcu-
lating the inductance for the middle of the winding, taking into account the
mutual inductances of the nearby wires. Again, standard handbook formulas are
used.

1 lMING AND MTCHING SCHEMES

The simplest arrangement for obtaining a resonant input over a wide band
is shown schematically in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Simplest arrangement for tuning over
a wide band, schematically

The only purpose of-the variable capacitor is to prevent length L from being res
This would cause an impedance discontinuity at the input. A switch can be
substituted for the capacito 'r. The tuning arrangement of Figure 6 allows a grea
input resistance than can be obtained with a uniform Zoo

2t

T-'

Figure 6. Tuning arrangement where Zuin 0 ove,

giving greater input resistaace

Even if oL is am small as .01, sufficiently large tnput resistances can

be obtained by the latter arrangement to allow use of an autotransformer tc
the input to r usual transmission lines. For example, ifoIr- .01, RZo. 16(

~~~~~~~~. X o oz 2 'z • > o '

S.16 ohm. If Z - 3 is achieved, and there are no dissipative losses,

02

Ri g Fr1+zol) Rr r n6Rr 2.56 ohms.

If the structure is 50% efficient, the input resistance is 5.12 ohms. If the
structure were converted into a top loaded vertical monopole by shortirg out all
the "turns' ' and opening the grounded es.d, the input resistance would be only f32 ol-
for 50% efficiency.

cp o this point specific winding designs have been scar-r- mentioned,
"fo.ia reason. This being tcat the number of possible winding csp nftiv .rati-e s i
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legion. The type of antenna being described is truly a wirebender's delight. It
is initially surprising that such a divergence of structures can give such
similar impedance and radiation properties. It is not surprising that so= of
the members of this wide class of structures have been used in the past.

Some winding configurations are preferrable to othera, of course.
Figure 7 shows top views of three windings, and their resonant frequencies.
Each was 3 x 3 feet, located 8 inches above a ground plane, and containing 42 feet
of wire.

ARROWS 'SHOW CURRENT DIRECTION .O4X - 1

~~.04X~

_ _LU

(a) x,22 1 .Gme (Mi f X/2x1S.95 m (c) f /2 ,136 mc

Figure 7. Three windings of same dimensions and containing the
same length of wire, with their resonant frequencies

In winding (c) the sense of winding is reversed at the winding midpoint, where
the current phase reversal occurs. Thus winding (c) is the only structre of the
three which has positive mutual inductances between all adjacent wires. Ihe
req,,red winding length for resonance is only between 14 and 17% longer than a
physi• i half wave, depending on whether the vertical leads are considered as
part ot lhe windings. Exact winding lengths required must in general be determined
C: - erii,'entally. Windings (a) and (b) would require more conductor length to

r ile at 13.36 mc, so that their loss resistance would be greater and their
!it ion efficiency lower. Configurations which give positive mutual inductances

- ý-e considered optimum in the sense that minimum winding length is required.
Fi2ure 8 illustrates two additional structures having this property (top views).

'V"
(d)

Figure 8, Wjin-cV in which mutual inductances

-etw e en •c •t wires are positive
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Windtng (d) is recopioed as a bent folded monopole, in this case multiply folded
to obtain a treater input resistance.

Since the net vertical current moment is reduced, hence the radiation
resistance, non-planer winding# are to be avoided unless allowable antenna dimensic
are *everely limited, or nechanical considerations rule out a planar winding.
Efficiencies can be just as large with non-planar windings, however, since wider
conductors can be used, giving lower winding resistance than could be obtained with
a planar winding. Two types of structures which have been studied extensively
experimentally are shown in Figure 9.

(ow0u69 UMSLNNLA', )"ELEVATID NMAOITIC *S1m(DI)

Figure 9. Son-planar half wave resonant structures

The EMR has been studied with a ferrite core as vell as air. Inductance per unit
length of winding is much greater with the ferrite, of course, but the loss is also
greater. A straight solenoidal winding has also been studied, as have several other
winding configurations for the Wound Umbrella. The one shown is. preferrable to most
due to positive mutual impedances and a more favorable mechanical arrangement.
Use of a grounded supporting tower makes the wound umbrella attractive at low
frequencies.

-MMORMINA RESUL11

The efficiency and ispedance properties of a wide variety of wound struc-
tures have been measured over the last two years. The electrical similarity of all
of the described winding configurations has become apparent as a result of the
measurements. In Table I the theoretical and measured performance data are pre-
serted for several planar wound structures, shown in Figures 3, 10, and 11.
Relativa Communication Efficiency (RCE) is for surface waves, with reference being
a pprfect short vertical monopole. Calculated RCEs and bandwidths in Table I are
those obtained assuming uniform current in the vertical leads, and using the
measured input resistances, which are seen to be not drastically different from
the calculated values. The latter have been calculated assuming a s=inusoidal
current distribution, the measured value of Zol/Zo2 , and lossless ground screen

and dielectrics. Resistances of connections were ignored, also, but an attempt
was made to take proximity effect into account. Not surprisingly, then, observed
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Sinput resistances are greater than the calculated values. The last two antennas
Sdescribed in Table I gave unbelievably high efficienicies, which were as great

3as +1 db rather comminly at frequencies near resonance for the 12 inch height.
qThis represents a discrepancy of 2 db or so from the expected value, which is
•not very serious considering the, errors which can attend field strength measure-
4ments, as discussed later. It appears that an additional explanation is needed,
Showever. A slight departure from an omnidirectional pattern probably accounts

for some of the discrepancy. Also, measurements of field strength with a top
loaded vertical monopole suggest that the field strength at 17.4 mc may be about
1 db higher than the value obtained with the calibrated loop antenna. If so, the
antenna efficiency given should be 1 db lower.

Efficiencies of non-planar windings can be similar to that of planar
windings. For example, an air core 11 turn "Elevated Magnetic.Ring" (Figure 9b)
with dimensions 4 feet OD, 1 foot ID, 4" high, and 8" high over-all gave efficiency
within 1 db of a planar structure as in Figure 3, described in Table I. Input
resistance of the EMR antenna was somewhat lower, but bandwidth was about the
same. Some advantage was found in going to various configurations of multiple
windings on the same core.

Figure 10. Planar half-wave spiral winding,
with' sense reversed in center

- 'Y

Figure Ii. Planar half-wave spiral winding designed

for greater resistance transformation
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RADIATION PATERNS

Elevation and azimuth patterns were taken on a 1/10 scale model of tie
antenna shown in Figure 10. These were compared with those of a top loaded
vertical monopole of the same dimensions.,. For all practical purposes the two
sets of data were identical, as expected. Radiation overhead was at least 20 db
down from that at the horizon. H-plane patterns should be nearly omnidirectional
for spacings between verticalleads up to an eighth wavelength. H-plane patterns
for non-planar windings have been observed to be omnidirectional within about
±1 db where the winding height was as much as 907. of the over-all height. Based
on rather limited evidence, it appears that patterns will not depart seriously
from omnidirectional regardless of the configuration.

METHOD OF MEASURING-EFFICIENCY,

The efficiency of the models is determined by measuring the available
power, Pav, from the antenna when placed in a known (measured) surface wave field.
The Relative Conmmnication Efficiency (RCE) is defined as

P PRCE = 1 av test antenna , -

Pav,standard antenna Pav,s

The standard antenna is normally taken as a perfect quarter wave or short vertical
monopole, for which the available power is readily :alculated from a knowledge of
the field strength. For a quarter wave vertical reference,

2 ,
RCEa 1.62 x 10-2 m2 1 + /4X)2J

mc Ra51k0

where fmc is the frequ,•ncy in mega~cycles

Vm is" the measured voltage delivered from the antenna to a 50 ohm load

Einc is the field strength at the position of the antenna, with the antenna
removed, involts/meter

Ra is the input resistance of the antenna

Xa is the input reactance of the antenna..

A surface wave signa- is generated at a distance of 550 feet from the models. A
remote rcierence antenna is used to insure that the field at the model has not
changed between the time wheii Vm is measured and when the model is removed and
Einc is measured. Care is takcr to determine that the incident field does not
varv over the model. Accurate measurement of Einc has been the greatest problem.
An E•pire Devices NF105 field strength meter is used, with the LP105 loop antenna.
The "Thop factors" have recently been revised by the manufacturer (January 6, 1964),
and the accuracies readily obtainable now appear to be within +1 db at the fre-
quencies where the factors have been extensively used (Table I), or better if
extreme care is :'ken.
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Nothing has been said about arrays of the half wave, wound structures.
Arrays are useful to increase power handling capability in a tuned system using
sliding contacts, and to increase the bandwidth. Up to 4 element stagger tuned
arrays have been built, with some success. Arrays to obtain unidirectional
patterns will also receive Attention in the future. Development of tuning and
matching schemes deserves additional attention. A general theory for non-planar
structures has yet to be worked out, and the simple theory for planar structures
cannot account for the efficiency variations with frequency which have been
frequently observed.

Credit and appreciation are due Dr. Walter L. Weeks of Purdue University,
formerly of Collins Radio Company, who initially conceived and directed the Collins
electrically smail antenna study program.
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BROADBAND ANTENNAS UTILIZING FERRITES

J. A. M. Lyon
J. E. Herman

S. B. Rhee

The University of Michigan, Radiation Laboratory, Ann Arbor, Michigan

INTRODUCTION

This paper represents a continuation of studies dealing with the utilization of fer-

rite material with various types of antennas. The antenna types considered include the

rectangular slot and the log conical antennas.

Data and a brief analysis are presented dealing with the effects of magnetic bias

on the operation of the rectangular ferrite-filled slot antenna. At the 13th Annual

Symposium on USAF Antenna Research and Development, information on the rectan-

gular ferrite-filled slot was presented. In this paper additional information is presented

showing that a shift of the operating frequency of the rectangular slot utilizing ferrite

can be obt dtined through the introduction of magnetic bias.

Various arrangements of the log conical spiral antenna have been made using

ferrite material and the results are compared with that of the same antenna without

the material. It has been found that the lower frequency end of the operating band has

been lowered through the use of ferrite.

Preliminary data on the variation of the magnetic properties of the ferrite with

temperature are presented.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

At the last conference, a paper dealing with the ferrite-filled rectangular slot

antenia with some mathematical detail was presented. This paper indicated the



posesle size reduction as well as the oorresponding reduction in efficiency. For

review purposes a brief resume of rdsults on such antennm is now given. Figure 1

shows three rectangular slot antennas. Further data including the dimensions of

these antennas and bandwidths are shown in Table I. For oomparison purposes the

Table gives information for an air-filled slot, a slot filled with powdered ferrite, and

a slot filled with solid ferrite. This latter slot Is the smallest shown in Fig. 1. It

Is believed by the authors that for some uses the reductions In efficiency shown for the

two ferrite antennas, one being of powdered ferrite -A the other having solid ferrite,

are tolerable whe, it is considered that there is an appreciable reduction in lineal

dimensions and weight. The bandwidth of these antennas is given in Table I, and it

is noted that the bandwidth of the rectangular slot filled with solid ferrite is approx-

imately 19 Me. Although this is sufficient for some purposes, such as telemetry on a

space vehicle, it Is recognized that the bandwidth may cause severe limitations in other

possible applications. With this in mind, additional studies Were made wherein the solid

ferrite material was magnetized with a steady magnetic bias field.

In Fig. 2 Is shown the solid ferrite-filled slot with permanent magnets used in

experiments involving a shift of the center frequency of the operating band. The per-

manent magnets can be placed in various positions with respect to the housing of this

rectangular slot. It was found that In each position used the permanent magnet and

the accompanying magnetic field caused a rise of the center frequency. The actual

operating bandwidth remained approximately the same. Figure 3 shows the amount of

shift possible for two values of magnetic field. It appears that the primary factor in

the shift of center frequency has been the change in the incremental permeability corres-

panding to the positioning of the permanent magnet. It has also been observed that

2



ether orientations of the magnet could be used with a shift in frequency in the "ame

direction as shown in the curves of Fig. 3.

In Figure 4 are shown several radiation patterns that have been taken with the

rectangular ferrite-loaded slot with and without the application of magnetic fields. It

is interesting that there is very little change in the shape of the radiation pattern of

the basic slot, although some minor variations in sidelobes have been observed.

Efficiency measurements were made upon the ferrite-filled slot having solid

rods o( ferrite both with and without magnetic bias. The application of magnetic

bias in the manner shown in Fig. 3, case 3, has resulted in the efficiency dropping

from thirty percent to approximately twenty-five percent. It was encouraging to

see tiat the drop in efficiency was small, and upon this basis more extended studies

in magnetic bias control of the position of the operating frequency band are

contemplated.

Figure 5 shows a log conical spiral antenna which was used for radiation

pattern,VSWR, and efficiency tests. Figure 6 shows the VSWR curves for this

antenna with and without loading. The inset in Fig. 6 indicates the arrangement of

the antenna in a cavity with ferrite. Figure 7 shows a number of radiation patterns

taken on this log conical spiral antenna as mounted in the metal cavity; both loaded

and unloaded cases are shown. One of the remarkable aspects of these studies has

been that the use of ferrite has lowered the low frequency limit of this antenna.

Furthermore, this lowering has been accomplished while keeping the antenna operating

in the desired axial beam mode. It is recognized that antennas of this type degenerate

at the low frequency end as the operation passes from an axial beam Into a split beam

mode. Measurements of this antenna show that it has an efficiency of 13 percent with

.3



ferrite loading at 400 Mc. Quite obviously this cavity imposes a very severe restricti:

on the operation of the log conical antenna Inserted. Figure 8 shows two log conical

spiral antennas. The small antenna on the right contained powdered ferrite which was

inserted within the conical structure. The powdered ferrite material was retained

by putting a thin sheet of polyethylene plastic over the smaller log conical spiral. The

ferrite powder completely filled all space inside the spiralled conducting elements.

Ferrite extends just outside of the conducting elements since the supporting wood

structure extends approximately 1IM8 beyond the metal conducting elements. This

ferrite-loaded antenna operated with VSWR characteristics as shown in Fig. 9 which

also shows the VSWR for the air-filled case. Figure 10 shows the radiation patterns

with and without ferrite loading at various frequencies.

The efficiency of the larger log conical antenna without ferrite shown cn the

left of Fig. 8 was compared with that of the small ferrite-filled log conical antenna

on the right. The small ferrite-filled log conical antenna has an efficiency of 23 per-

cent at 400 Me compared to an efficiency of 92 percent for the large log conical

antenna at the same frequency. This decrease in efficiency is accompanied by a

decrease in lineal antenna dimensions of approximately a factor of two and a volume

dev~rease of about a factor of 7. This means that a much smaller antenna of the

general log conical type can be made at the sacrifice of approximately 6 db in

efficiency. The radiation patterns indicate that otherwise the operating performance

is at least as good as that of the corresponding air-filled log conical antenna.

The forrite antennt characteristics described above have been obtained at very

low power levels and at room temperature. In anticipation of possible uses of

ferrite antennas at either higher power levels or higher ambient temperatures,

4



studies have been made recently of the magnetic properties of the ferrite used at

various temperatures and frequencies. The ferrite used is described by the formula:

Ni Zn Co Fe- At 0.9696 0.404 .03 1F. 84 .04 4

Figure 11 shows complex permeability as a function of temperature for various

frequencies. It is quite apparent that temperature may impose a severe restriction

on the use of ferrite antennas on aerospace vehicles unless special precautions are

taken to limit the temperature of the ferrite material to less than 1500 C. Some of

the means now used for protecting apparatus on aerospace vehicles on reentry could

possibly be applied to these antennas. For antennas which do not have to pass through

temperatures corresponding to reentry, it might be that the antennas would perform

satisfactorily. Additional studies are necessary for very low temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

The results achieved using ferrite material have been very encouraging as far

as reduction in the size of a given antenna type. It has been shown that reduction in

size iE possible both for broadbanded antennas and for antennas which are essentially

narrow band. Furthermore, it has been shown that through the application of

magnetic bias substantial shifts of theposition of the operating band of frequencies

can be achieved. It is interesting that these shifts can be provided with very little

reduction in the efficency of the antenna. It is also recognized that ihe use of ferrite

material causes in some cases a marked reduc+ion in efficiency. However, these

reductions in efficiency possibly canbe toleratedin specific practical applications

because of the g-eaz improvement represented by the reduction in physical dimensions

of a given antenna.
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1 RITRODUCTION

4 The capability of narrow beam antennas tc scan through large angular

sectors has become increasingly important in modern radar and communica-

tions systems. In some cases it is desirable to use a single antenna for the

performance of many functions at widely, different look angles. It is also

important to locate the antenna apertures around the periphery of a vehicle

so that the presence of the vehicle structure will have little affect on the

performance of the antenna.

Two dimensional Luneberg or geodesic lenses are often considered for

these applications as they are capable of 360 degrees scan and provide apertures

which can be flushmounted to many vehicles. The circular line apertures of

these antennas, however, result in off-axis pattern deterioration which is not

acceptable in many applications. For example, a circular line source has a

narrow beamwtdth in elevation (the plane normal to the plane of the aperture)

making beam shaping over an appreciable angular sector extremely difficult.

Also, although a narrow beamwidth may be achieved in the azimuth plane

(plane of the aperture) the beamwidth widens rapidly for pattern cuts through

planes tilted at increasing elevations. Such antennas are therefore not well

suited to applicationc requiring fan shaped beams.

The obvious solution to the problem is to employ a number of flushmounted

scannable linear apertures which together can cover the required angular

sector. Electronic scanning techniques are commonly considered for such

applications but their size, weight and cost frequently make their use imprac-

tical. Mechanically scanned linear aperture such as pillboxes have recently

achieved 100 to 120 degrees of beam scan. but the use of three to four such

large and heavy structures to achieve large angular coverage is undesirable.



The prism antenna-techniqt-e to be discussed makes it possible to scan

the beam from a number of linear apertures with a relatively simple mechan-

ical system. The beam forming capabilitles of amplitude tapered arrays can

be utilized for the antenna feed since a point source feed is not required.

A mechanical advantage between feed and beam rotation is accomplished. In

addition, the elevation beam can be shaped and scanned independently of

azimuth beam characteristics.

nI BASIC PRISM THEORY

The basic operation of the prism can be explained through Snell's law as

illustrated in Figure 1. A prism having a refractive index 172 is nutlined by

B, D, E. A wave front FB is shown impinging on the EB surface of the prism.

A normal to this surface is shown by BD. An incident ray (AB) of the wave is

at an angle of incidence a with respect to the normal BD. The angle 0 to which

the ray is refracted upon entering the higher dielectric prism is by Snell's law,• sna)

0 = sin - s (1)

where ?I and '/2 are the refractive indices of the medium through which the

incident and refractive rays propagate.

17, =vN = 1I for air (2)

/2 =v/'2 (3)

therefore,

sin (4)
sin"0 vf2

and for very small angles

a C 2 (5)

I the angle BED is made equal to 0 then all refracted rays are perpendicular

to the second prism face ED and ED will then correspond to a ccnstant phase

front.
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From (4)

sin a sin 0 (6)

,multiplying by length BE

BE sin a =N BE sin0 (7).

but

BE sin a FE (8)

and

BE sin = BC (9)

therefore

FE = BC with tWe result that the electrical length from F to E is (10

the same as that from B to C yielding a constant phase front across ED.

* If a linear array is placed along the ED surface and phased to provide a

beam in the dielectric perpendicular to' this surface the actual beam in free

space will be i efracted at the EB surface at an angle ae with respect to the

normal. Since the boam pointing angle,a , is related to the prism angle, 0, by

equation 6 a m3chanical advantage exists between the mechanical feed rotatiol

and the beam rotation. For example, if e = 9 the array would have to be mov

only 13.6 degrees for a beam scan of 45 degrees from the normal.

While it would appear difficult to change the angle BED = 0 in a solid diele

tr.c prism, a method has been devised which accomplishes this task as shown

In Figure 2. The diclectric material between the refracting surface and feed

array is divided along a circular arc. The feed and a section of dielectric are

free to rotate with respect to the refracting surface. The consequences of the

resultant small air gap will be discussed in Section V.
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There is a degradation of effective array aperture with scan equal to

S' which for high dielectric constants is very nearly equal to the normal

cosine law. For example, if e2 = 9 and a = 45 the effective aperture is .727

of the feed aperture; slightly greater than the .707 expected from phase

scanning a linear aperture.

For practical reasons TEM parallel plate operation was chosen for an

experimental model. The wavelength or phase delay in TEM mode pro: .-

tion is not dependent upon plate spacing, allowing more reasonable tolerances

in the construction of such an antenna. For some applications other modes of

operation are useful. For instance, operation in two modes which are separable

at the output and coupled to two displaced (stacked in elevation) radiating aper-

tures would allow electronic elevation beam scanning as the relative phases of

the two modes were changed at the input.

Figure 3 illustrates one particular geometry for a prism antenna which

allows full 3600 scan. Each side of the four sided figure is an aperture. The

beam scan for each aperture is shown versus relative feed position. It should

be noted that the scan is discontinuous between apertures. The radiating

apertures must be longer than the feed array to allow extreme rays from the

end of the array to pass through the refracting aperture at the scan limits of
0±45

While the square shape shown in Figure 3 is optimum (minimum size for

3600 scan) many variations of this shape can be envisioned for other applica-

tions. Some applications might not be able to tolerate the effective aperture

degradation associatt-d with scanning 450 from one side. Six sides could be

used with only ±300 scan required of each side for total 3600 scan. The

aperture degradation would then be only .860 for e 2 = 9, which is quite an

improvement over the prior .727 degradation. The overall size of th• antenna

must now be increased considerably, so a tradeoff between these two opposing

4



-criteria would have to be made for each application. Another application mig.t

rlquire less scan in some qadrants reducing the required size of that one

aperture.

It should be emphasized that the prism does no focusing, but merely redirects

the radiation. Thus, any technique that can be used with a line source feed can

be used with the prism. For this reason electronic scan of the prism feed can be

incorporated in addition to the mechanical scan already discussed. The prism

will not cause any multiplication of electronic scan. This is the case since it

requires as much phase shift per unit length of the array to scan the beam X

degrees in the dielectric medium as it does to scan KX degrees in air where K

is H. Monopulse operation could also be included in the prism feed. More than

one feed can be used for a number of simultaneous beams either from the same

aperture of a combination of apertures.

Mi FEED TECHNMUES

A numbei- of techniques for feeding the prism have been considered. A simple

H-plane oectoral horn with correcting lens has been used on test models to date.

The designs of scach a feed are very simple and are easily integrated into the

dielectric filled-parallel plate prism, since the dielectric is merely an extension

of the correcting lens. The horn; however, is inefficient, large, heavy, and it

is difficult to design for low sidelobes. These disadvantages can be eliminated

with the use of waveguide type feeds, either of leaky wave or resonant slot desigia.

Prior discussions have always assumed a beam in the dielectric normal to

the feed surface. It has been pointed out, however, that scanning of the feed beam

in the dielectric may be used in addition to mechanical scan of the feed. In all

cases the dielectric is assumed contiguous with the feed, and the necessity of

this condition will be explored shortly. Figure 4 shows an arrangement

employing two feed arrays each producirng non-broadside beams. The weight of
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the feed in this case is very much reduced by the reduced amount of dielectric

employed. Leaky wave structures would be ideal for such a feed system although

calculations have shown the design parameters (especially attenuation per unit

length along the traveling wave antenna) to be difficult to realize physically.

A resonant slot array feed as pictured in Figure 5 can be easily designed as

a feed for free space operation, but the additional requirement of parallel plate

operation, particularly with a high dielectric loading, imposes some restrictions

in the design not normally considered. Obviously if the dielectric is contiguous

to the array, the slot spacing for high efficiency (absence of grating lobes) must

be less than ý2 For high dielectric constant priema this condition cannot be

fulfilled without also loading the waveguide with a high dielectric material.

Appendix A shows that if an air space of a certain minimum thickness is

allowed between the dielectric and the array much larger slot spacings can

again be allowed.

It can be shown that such a dielectric air transition is allowable and can be

matched if the interface is on a constant phase front so that no refraction will

occur. Since the interface is rotated with the array for beam scanning, this

condition is al- ys met for the design shown in Figure 5. A quarterwave step

in the dielectric will provide a narrow band match at the interface. Assuming

the step must match air filled guide to dielectric filled guide (e 2) the step

dimensions are

L = (11)

4W

and
11

t F2 (12)
w 1 -1

•2
6



where
L is the length of tie step, t is the thickness of the step, and

c is the thickness of the parallel plate region.

For TEM operation of the parallel plate region broad wall shunt slots are

used in the feed array. Normally such slots have low mutual impedances, but

the presence of the parallel plates introduce image slots which cause effec-

tively high mutual impedances. The design must therefore be based upon

experimentally determined incremental slot conductances.

IV RADIATING APERTURE

Means of radiating from the dielectric filled parallel plate transmission

line to free space are varied and each serves a particular application. Where

the best possible match over broadbands and wide angular regions is required,

a long taper from dielectric to air coupled with an exponential horn could be

used. This involves considerable added weight and size, however, and a number

of compromises have been studied. A single quarter-wave step to air is easily

calculated and constructed, but the match depends on both frequency and angle

of arrival. An even simpler method is available which has little or no angular

sensitivity and is also broadband. The thickness of the parallel plate is changed
W I

from W with the dielectric to W -in air. Thi3 equalizes the characteristic
1 2 5

impedance in the two media since
377w

z - - (13)

and therefore
377 W1 377 W2Z 3  W l = ..... = z (14)

o1 L/. b 2

and

W2 = .XI. (15)
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The match at this junction is still not optimum because of the capacitive

discontinuity associated with the sharp change of guide dimensions. Whinnery
* 1

and Jamieson have derived values for the equivalent shunt capacitive reactances

due to such steps in parallel plate line. Methods of cancelling this reactance

include undercutting the dielectric, or adding a second short step with increased

inductance.

A simple horn can then be used to transform from the air loaded parallel

plate to free space radiation at this prism output surface. The horn could be

used as the primary feed of a parabola whereby movement of the parabola

would cause scanning of the beam in the elevation plane.

V CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Construction tolerances are difficult to analyze, but a few guidelines are

available. Inhomogeneities in the dielectric material can be analyzed as in

Appendix B. It is shown by means of an example that 20 db stdelobes will be

degraded by 0.5 d or less in a prism in which the dielectric constant is held

between 9 ±.03. Although such a sidelobe requirement is rather stringent

it does represent the degree of homogeneity required for some applications.

It has been determined experimentally that small air gaps between the dielectric

and the metal parallel plates, which cause an effective inhomogeneity. are

intolerable. The conductors must be plated or fired intimately to the dielectric

surface or beam distortion, servere beam broadening, and large increases in

sidelobe levels will result.

The circular interface between the rotating feed and stationary prism must

not leaik appreciable rf energy or cause a standing wave to be set up in the

feed. A quarter-wave choke of standard design will acceptably reduce the

radiation from this interface. The maximum air gap allowable, between the

stationary and rotating dielectrics for e = 9 and a VSWR of 1.14, would be

.010 k . This is a difficult but attainable gap tolerance over limited temperature
0

ranges.

8



"vl TEST RESULTS
t

Results of tests on a lens compensated horn fed prism have verified the

basic operation of the antenna. A picture of the test antenna is shown in

li•ocure 6. The dielectric was G-7 silicone fiberglass with a dielectric constant

oi 4.1 at 1 me. Figure 7 shows patterns for mechanical scan angles of ±18
degrees and 0 degrees. From Snell's law then; er (sin 4001 2 = 4.2. Orignal!

degrees g. r ~S 180) 4..rgnai
the aluminum sheets were used as the two conducting plates but the patterns

were sensitive to plate pressure and at best sidelobes were only 6 dbbelow the

main beam. Copper was then plated to both sides of the dielectric with results

as shown. It should be noted that the sidelobes are not imaged at extreme scan

angles nor are they symmetric at 0 degrees scan indicating that non-symmetric

phase errors are present. Such phase errors are associated with'random inhomc

geneities in the prism dielectric.

VII CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the operation of a scanning antenna based on the

properties of a prism. Operation over one qua,' nt of the proposed 3600

ultimate scanning range has been experimei y verified. Construction

accuracies have been shown to be critical bL. realizable. Techniques for im-

provement of the antenna system particularly in feed and aperture design have

been discussed.
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APPENDIX A,

OPTIMUM SPACING OF FEED ARRAY ELEMENTS FOR HIGH

EFFICIENCY ANTENNA PERFORMANCE'

The determination of the appropriate spacing between elements of an arral

in close proximity to a dielectrin. interface can be handled on the basis of the

generation of grating lobes. Obviously, when such an array is designed to

produce only one main lobe it will be very efficient, neglecting delectric and

copper losses in the antenna mechanism.

Consider an array having a Taylor distribution yielding 20 db sidelobes.

The Taylor distribution implies that the source is continuous. However, it

can be shown that discrete elements with a certain maximum spacing can

closely approximate the theoretical ideal.' As the spacing is increased beyond

the allowable maximum another lobe called a grating lobe will appear in the

pattern very quickly (for long apertures) and move towards the main beam

as spacing is increased. As the spacing is further increased more grating

lobes are produced. A particular antenna design based on discrete elements

must therefore be closely examined and a spacing determined to suppress

such grating lobes. If the -20 db sidelobes l.mit is held then the production

of as many as ten such sidelobes would reduce the gain (efficiency) of the

antenna by less than 0.5 db.

Figure 8 illustrates the geometry of such a prism feed problem. Snell's

law requires that a ray impinging on the dielectric-air ( E2  ) interface

at an angle% 0 = sin (where ,0 is the critical angle) would be

transmitted parallel to the array at a velocity equal to that of light in air.

The total suppression of a grating lobe in a direction 0 in this system

would then require L9 spacing of the elements, -here X is the wave-
2 0

length in air and the array elements are fed in phase with one another.
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For a long array such a grating lobe would be suppressed for any spacing

slightly less than one wavelength, just as for an array in free space.

Thus, for such a broadside array radiation impinging at any angle between

broadside and the critical angle, 00 = sin , will not result in a beam

of greater than -20 db level if a nominal spacing of 0.5 A or less is employed.

At angles greater than the critical angle, however, the effect of total internal

reflection is encountered. This effect corresponds to surface waves ch;, Icter-

ized by no time average flow of energy into the medium of lesser refractive

index. There is, however, a field which decays exponentially with distance

away from the interface in-to the lower dielectric. The time average flow of

energy in the lower refractive medium is parallel to the interface and does

not vanish. This energy flow is unattenuated in its direction of propagation.
B1X

It decays exponentially (e as the distance from the interface increases

since x is negative.

From Stratton 2 the field intensity of the transmitted wave is given by
Et = El(BIX + ia Z -i W t) (1

Et= E 1e 1(Al)

where

2 -r sin 0= phase velocity in Z direction and for EI =1, (A2)

X 2

B 21" Asin 2 0 .i = attenuation in X direction. (A3)

1 2  £2

When B =0

sin = - or sin 0 = - (the critical angle). (A4)
2 o f"7 2

The phase velocity in medium 1 (air) is then

A2



2 7r 2 7rX- _____ - 2f (A5)

A2  (

A where x 1 is the wavelength of the energy flow parallel to the array and sinc,

X0 o J 7AP 2  (A 6)

then

A = A at the critical angle. (A7)

If the elements are spaced 2 apart they will not give rise to this surfac2

wave. However, for such a spacing any surface wave for which AI = A /2

would be coupled to the array. This would occur when the phase velocity or

sin Qis equal to 2 sin 9 . For example, using a dielectric constant of 9

00sinG0 / = 0.333. (A8:

9' Thus, when sin = O.G66 the array would be coupled efficiently to the sur.

face wave.

But then

B 2f f sil2 (A9

2 ir 2 7r (0.576)=.443 .111 = (0.
ý2 X2

If the dielectric interface is one half of a free space wavelength from the

array then the field incident upon the array will be attenuated by

2 2r (.576) "o ( I
(A 10

2X2
-5.45

.e =e =-26 ob.

A3



This is greater than the -20 db level of the other antenna sidelobes and is

therefore satisfactory.

A signal at any angle 0 greater than this is attenuated even more, so the

condition of no grating lobes greater that -20 db has been fulfilled. Thus,

when the dielectric interface is at least one half of one free space wavelength

from the array an element spacing of one half free space wavelen7,th will be

great enough to insure a very high efficiency.
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APPENDIX B

DIELECTRIC PRISM PHASE ERROR ANALYSIS

In order to gain some insight into the effect of inhomogeneities in the

dielectric materials of the prism, the phase error analysis of Skolnik3

is used. Changes in the dielectric constant over small regionsof the prism

will have their greatest effect on the velocity and resultant output phase

of coherent energy traveling from the feed array to the radiating aperture.

For small phase errors the statistical average power pattern of a two

dimensional source is

2 2 -2 2 )

P() p (, + s (,0) 4 2 exp ( r u2 uC

where u =sin 0

S(,) = CO (cos2 0 cos2 + sin 2) (B2

G 0 no error antenna gain

Po(0, $) = no error array power pattern
0
-2
2 = mean square phase error in radians

C = correlation interval

-2Both 6 and C are fixed by the dielectric properties of the material

employed and must be interpreted for a specific prism 'design. A large

statistical analysis of typical or available materials that would determine

these parameters iS not available. Most high frequency measurements use

sample pieces approximately -L x A for insertion into waveguide. The
2 4

,.rnallest correlation interval, C, which can be used for this analysis is.

therefore X
2

BI



The mean square phase error will be affected by the total path length

through which the wave travels. If a particular phase error, 6p , is associated

w with a sample path length L, the total phase error, 6. associated with a total

path length NL will be

d=6 6, (B3)

This assumes a normal probability distribution for the errors and in-

dependence of the errors.

For example, given a sample path of length - which is equal to the2 '

correlation interval, then for a total path length of 10 X the allowab!e error

over the A6 path length sample (6,) would be

6/ = 6/2 = .223 6. (B3a)

Assuming a small azimuth beamwidth of 20 then from equation (2) S

(0,0) 1. Also, since u t 0, exp (" C, !c) 1. Therefore (1) may be

written
4C2 r 22

P(9,) + 2 (B4)

If we allow 0.5 db maximum degradation of 20 db sidelobes we then have

at this -19.5 db sidelobe

P(qO) = .0112 (-19.5 db) (B5)

P (0,0) = .0100 (-20 db) (B6)

therefore from 4, 5, and 6 and remembering that C =

2 2
.0112 - .0100 G .0012 (B7)G

0

B2



then assuming a gain G of 26 d1) (2(' beamwidth line source)

-2 .0012 x 400 .0487 radians RMS (B8
, 2

from (3) and (8)

2 -2
1= .09 x 10 1 radians RMS (B9)

= A0.90 peak phase error.

The phase delay through the small path . is f- x 1800. Therefore over

two parallel hut equal length paths in which a nominal dielectric constant of

9 vartes by some amount X it must be true that

1-9.0 (180) - /9.00-X" (180).0.90 (alC

solving for X

lxI 0.03 (B11

and the dielectric constant must therefore be held to 9.00 ±.03 in order to ins

19.5 db sidelobes. While this criteria is certainly quite restrictive there are

a few materials such as alumina creamic which have this homogeneity.

V
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TANDEM COUPLERS AND PHASE SHIFTERS: A NEW CLASS
OF UNLIMITED BANDWIDTH COMPONENTS

By
I. P. Shelton*, R. Van Wagoner and ].J. Wolfe

Radiation Systems, Incorporated
Alexandria, Virginia

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A new class of tandem couplers and phase shifters has been developed.
The. bandwidths of these components may be extended almost without limit.
These components consist of a series of coupling sections, having relatively
low coupling coefficients, arranged in tandem to achieve overall coupling
values of any desired strength. When used for octave bandwidths of oper-
ation, the advantage of this technique is that it allows the fabrication toler-
ance to >e relaxed by a factor of five or six. This same technique, by virtue
of the increased spacings between the tandem coupling sections, allows
components to be developed for high average power applications. For example,
RSi has developed and tested a 3-db quadrature coupler capable of nandling
7. 5 kw of average power.

Perhaps the most important asset of the tandem technique is that it
allows almost unlimited bandwidths of operation to be achieved. This broad
band-width capability is made possible by the fact that the requirement for in-
creased coupling'ratios for increased bandwidths may now be alleviated by
the use of a series of tandem coupled sections. For example, an eight-to-one
bandwidth coupler has been developed with a coupling variation of less than
+0. 5 db. Complementary to the development of these quadrature couplers has
been the development of the fixed phase shifters for similar bandwidth.

Measured data are given for octave bandwidths, eight-to-one band-
widths, and preliminary data on 17-to-I bandwidth couplers and phase shifters.
Tne technique used to integrate these hybrid couplers and phase shifters into
feed matrix assemblies is also illustrated.

2.0 REVIEW OF THEORY OF SIMPLE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

The basic theory of operation of the parallel-coupled directional
coupler is reviewed briefly for the benefit of those unfamiliar with this general

*Mr. Shelton is now a member of the staff of the Institute
for Defense Analyses, -Washington, D. C.



type of component. Figure I illustrates the operation in terms of the evei
and odd modes of the coupled region. The concept of even and odd mode
for such a structure is very powerful because it allows -nalysis of the ne'
work as a two-port rather than as a four-port. From the illustration it is
that the coupled region rep-,eserns a low impedance for one mode and a hi,
impedance for the other. Thus, each mode is reflected by the coupled rej
tte magnitude of the reflection depending upon the length of the region an
the mode impedance.

The reverse coupling characteristic is achieved by the opposite si
of the reflection coefficients fo; the two modes, The voltage reflection 4
efficient from an upward impedance step' is positive, while that from a doi
ward step is negative. it !s th.s characteristic that accomplishes the trai
of energy from the input port to the opposite port. The analysis of the coi
ponent for energy fed into a given port is outlined below.

Input amplitudes 1 0
Even Mode component t1/1 +l/Z
Odd Mode component +1/2 -1/z
Reflected Even Mode component +l/2 r +l/Z r'
Reflected Odd Mode component -1/2 r +1/Z r
Total Reflected (coupled) Amplitudes 0 r

The transmission coefficients for the two modes are both positive, so that
the energy emerging from the other end of the coupled region maintains the
same relative distribution as at the input end. Thus, in order to insure t]
proper cancellation of reflected components at l.he input port, the reflectic
coefficients of the even and odd modes must be of the same magnitude. Ii
the characteristic impedance of the uncoupled transmission line is Z0 , th
even-mode impedance of the coupled region is Zoe, and the odd-mode im.
pedance of the coupled region is Zoo, the reflection coefficients will hay
the same magnitude if Zo/7Zo = Zei/Zo. This leads directly to the well-
known expression, ZoeZoo' = Z7, which guarantees perfect match and iso.
lation for these directional couplers.

Therefore, the perforinarr.e of any parallel-coupled directional cou
can be described in terms of the reflection characteristics of a single mod,
provided the required' inverse relationship between even and odd mode im-
pedances is maintained. For the single coupled region with Zoe/Zoc p
and length 0, a straightforward transmission-line calculation yields

Vc k ccsG sin

where: k



For loose coupling, that is for p - 1 small, 'the voltage coupling co-
efficient Vc is nearly sinusoidal with frequency. For stronger coupling, the
curve tends to be flatter than a sine curve.

3.0 jEoRQ OPERATION OF WIDEBAND COUPLERS

The coupler can be further analyzed for the case of loose coupling.
For P 1, Vcv J k sin 4. Anoth3r way of looking at the operation of the
compom nt is to consider the reflections from the individual impedance steps.
For loose coupling these reflections can be added separately, since the
second-order reflections will be negligible. Thus, the reflection coefficient

for the even mode at the input to the coupled region, for example, is given by

and the total reflected amplitude from both ends of the coupled region is

given by

Vc Jz rsing.

It is seen upon examination that

S43-1 =0 1or Z r k.,Jp + 1 P +

Therefore, as one would expect, the operation of the coupler for the
caGqe of loose coupling can be analyzed in terms of the reflection coefficients
at the impedance steps.

It is now possible to consider the techniques that are available for
broadbanding the directional coupler. From past experience it can be expected
that a broadband component will contain several coupled regions. One con-
figuration for a broadband prototype is shown in Figure 2. The coupler is sym-
metrical in order to insure phase quadrature of the outputs in applications with
close tolerance on phase. Please note the crossover of coupled 'j s at the
center. The need for this detail will be clarified later. As with most multi-
section or multielement arrays, the operation can be described in terms of
harmonics. The innermost steps contribute a term proportional to sin 0, the
next steps out contribute a term proportional to sin 30, and so forth for as
many odd harmonics as one wishes.

The synthesis procedure will not be described here. Shelton has re-
cently presented the synthesis of wideband directional couplers and fixed

-3-



type of component. Figure I illustrates the opp.ration in terms of the evei
and odd modes of the coupled region. The concept of even and odd mods
for such a structure is very powerful because it allows "'nalysis of the noe
work as a two-port rather than as a four-port. From the illustration it is
that the coupled region reprzesers a low impedance for one mode and a hi
impedance for the other. Thus, each mode is reflected by the coupled rej
dos magnitude of the reflection depending upon the length of the region an
the mode impedance.

The reverse coupling characteristic is achieved by the opposite si
of the reflection coefficients for the two modes. The voltage reflect i•onf
efficient from an upward impedance step is positive. while that from a doi
ward step is negative. It !s this characteristic that accomplishes the trai
of energy from the input port to the opposite port. The analysis of the coi
ponent for energy fed into a gqven port is outlined below.

Input amplitudes 1 0
Even Mode component tl/Z +1/2
Odd Mode component +1/2 -1/2
Reflected Even Mode component +1/2 r +1/2 r
Reflected Odd Mode component -1/2 r +1/2 r
Total Reflected (coupled) Amplitudes 0 r

The transmission coefficients for the two modes are both positive, so that
the energy emerging from the other end of the coupled region maintains tht
same relative distribution as dt the input end. Thus, in order to insure t
Proper cancellation of reflected components at the input port, tho reflectic
coefficients of the even and odd modes must be of tlhe same magnitude. I:
the characteristic impedance of the uncoupled transmission line is Z0 , th
even-mods impedance of the coupled region is Zoe, and the odd-mode im.
pedance of the coupled region is Zoo, the reflection coefficients will hav
the same magnitude if Z0/7.00 = Zoe/Zo. This leads directly to the well-
known expression, ZoeZoo = Z2, which guarantees perfect match and iso.
lation for these directional couplers.

Therefore, the perforinarre of any parallel-coupled directional cou
can be described in terms of the reflection characteristics of a single mod,
provided the required, inverse relationship between even and odd mode im-
oed.nces is maintained. For the single coupled region with Zoe/Zoc P
ind length 0, a straightfo'rward transmisston-line calculation yields

we e-k2 ccsk 0 fsin
where: k



in general, the lower p, the greater the separation between transmission
P lines, with resultant difficulty in stepping in to more tightly coupled sections.

Of course, the first instance in which the tandem configuration was
used was the single-section coupler, in which the relatively strong coupling
coefficient associated with a three-db coupler was avoided byusing two 8.,3
db couplers in tandem. The primary reason for this design approach was the
improvement in strip-transmission-line mechanical tolerance, which is out-
lined in the table of Figure 4 (a). By coincidence, the 8. 3 db coupled regions
can be realized quite conveniently with a three-layer sandwich in which the
thicknesses of the layers are the same. In addition to improved raproducibi-
lity which results from the superior mechanical tolerances, the tandem realiza-
tion allows the design of three-db couplers at reiatively high microwave fre-
quencies without the use of elaborate tuning adjustments. For example, a
commercially available three db coupler operating in the S-band region contains
six tuning screws. Furthermore, the increased spacing between center conduc-
tors in the coupled regions enables the use of these components at increased
power levels.

In the case of single-section components, a small price is paid for
the use of the tandem configuration in the form of slight degradation of the
bandwidth-vs-coupling tolerance curve, as shown in Figure 4 (b). It is seen
that an octave-bandwidth three db coupler has a tolerance of + . 31 db for a
single coupled region and + . 45 db for the tandem arrangement.

5.0 COMPONENT DESIGNS AND TEST RESULTS

Tandem components of widely varied design and construction have been
fabricated and tested at Radiation Systems, Incorporated since early 1962.
These components vary from relatively narrow-band units to components that
cover 17:1 bandwidths. Frequencies of operation vary from V. H. F. through
X-band. In all cases the results have been satisfactory and, it is felt, better
than might have been obtained through previously available techniques. The
tables in Figures 5 and 6 list design values for the coupling coefficients of
several couplers and phase shifter designs.

5. 1 Octive Bandwidth Units

The performance data for a typical octave-band coupler fa-
bricated of three-layer strip transmission-line, are shown in Figure 7. Twelve
of these couplers were fabricated for a particular hardware requirement. Per-
formance data on all units were identical within the measurement tolerances of
the equipment used. These couplers were not tuned or adjusted in any manner
during the fabrication and testing process. This experience is by no means
unusual for tandem components.

-5-



The data shown in Figure 8 illustrates the performance of a 90 degr(
phase shifter that was designed to be used with the 3 db couplers discussE
in the above paragraph.

5.E 2ewer Unit

Tandem couplers have been designed and constructed to opern
with rather high power levels. The photograph of Figure 9 illustrates three
three db couplers that have been fully tested at an average power of 7. 5 kv
at a frequency of 136 inc. The three db coupling tolerance is within + 0. 1 d
the VSW" is less than 1. 1 to 1, and the isolation is greater than 28 db ove:
the 30 percent band of operation. This coupler is designed utilizing conve
tional three-layer strip transmission techniques; however, the center condi
m machined from 1/16 inch brass and the dielectric material is machined:
solid teflon sheets. The overall package is 1 3/16 inches thick, 17 7/8 in
long and 6 1/8 inches wide.

5. 3 Eight to One Bandwidth Copnen Desian and Data

The general design procedure outlined in the previous section
was used to determine the p values and hence the even and odd mode impec
of a seven section 8. 3 db coupler with tolerance of +. 35 db and a four sec
450 phase shifter with tolerance of + 30. It was decided to fabricate the ui
on copper clad polyolefin base material because of its low insertion loss ai
negliablo dielectric constant variation. The units were designed for a 3 lal -

strip transmission line package with a s/b ratio of 1/9, using s = . 031 aj
b = .281. The strip widths and gap spacings of the units were calculated a
follows:

Seven Section Coupler Four Section Phase Shifter
Strip Strip Strip Strip
Width Overlap p Width Overlap

4.4470 .133 .085 5.03:3 .128 .106
.1. 6256 . .197 .'020 2.202 .171 .013
1.2197 .215 -. 087 1.462 .204 -. 037
1.0708 .219 -. 187 1.158 .218 -. 113

Once these units were realized, they were combined in the ptaviously discussi
tandem technique to form the final 3 db hybrid coupler and 900 shifter. Photog
of these units are shown in Figures 10 and 11.



The forty five degree miters situated between the quarter wavelength
sections were found to lessen impedance discontinuity caused by large changes
in gap spacings from one section to the next. Final test data of the units are
shown in Figures 12 and J 3. The power division data recorded fcr tUl hybrid
coupler is very close to the calculated curve. The relative phase data recorded
for the 900 phase shifter indicates wider phase tolerance then anticipated.
However, part of this discrepancy was attributed to measurement errors, and
part to the imperfect realization of the calculated strip widths and spacings.
It is noteworthy to mention that it was found that strip widths and gap spacing
tolerances must be held to within + . 005" on the loosely coupled sections and
+ . 002 "g on the tightly coupled sections. Also, it was found that a slight varia-
tion in thickness of the center dielectric layer had an appreciable affect on +he
coupling valve of the tightly coupled section.

5.4 Excitation Assembly

One of the prime advantages ofdeveloping printed circuit hybrid
junctions and phase shifters is the ease and practicability of integrating these
units into matrix feed networks or excitation assemblies. Figure 14 itrates
RSi's technique for laying out a four part matrix using the 8 to 1 comjnents
discussed on the previous section. The network was used in conjunction with
a four-arm equalangular conical spiral antenna to afford radiation in the sum (-),
Difference (A) and acquisition (3) modes of operation. A block diagram of the
four part matrix and resultant radiation patterns are shown in Figure 15.

5.5 Seventeen to One Bandwidth Hybrid Coupler

Within the last few weeks a 17.1 band 3 db coupler has been
designed, fabricated, and tested. A photograph of the unit is shown in Figure
16. The experimental results ct this initial effort are shown in Figures 17 and
18. It is very encouraging to notice that the measured ripple position and mag-
nitude very nearly correspond to the theoretical curve plc+ted in figure 1 7. The
loss of coupling at the high end of the band is due to a fabrication difficulty.
If the design synthsis was faulty the coupling curve would have been symrre trically
poor around the center frequency of the coupler. it is expected that slight lay-
out adjustments will bring the coupling curve very close to the theoretical per-
formance.
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Figure 4(a) Effects of Mechanical Tolerances
in Coupling Tolerances

Performance
Phv1ical Chi.racteristics RSi Design Conventional DesiSn

Strip Width, S- S = 0. 062 S = 0. 014
Groundplane separation, b - b =0. 188 b = 0. 204
Strip width tolerance - 0. 027 db change/mil 0. 1 db change/mil
Material thickness tolerance 0. 140 db change/mil 0. 4 db change/mil

(Center layer)

.9 '

TWO

(46)p

0

0, .5' A, ... ,61

-I~9 e~l "•,

45

Figure 4(b) Bandwidth versus Coupling Unbalance. -12-



Nominal Coupling Value 3 db 3 db 3 db 3 db 3 db

Coupling Tolerance, + db 0.01 0.5 0.23 0.24 0.4

Bandwidth 0. 3:1 2.1 8,1 8A1 17 1

KIl .382 .4C6 .636 .542 .542

KI2 - 23R - 4'5 .35941?
K13 •.099 .208 .436

K14 _ .034 .073 .286

K1_ 5.... .181

N " K(21 ,I,0 ,66 .412 . 5420 _•__. .2 138. .162

K23 1..52 .099

1K24 .034

K31 412 .L .506

OUTPTUT

Figure 5. Coupling Sections Required for Various Tandem Quadr3ture Coup!ers,
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Nominal PIas Shift, degees- ________ 45 90 90

Phase Tolerarze, + degrees 3 4 4 6

Dandwlcth _____ 2:1 8: 1 8:1 17:1
. 480 63 .65 542

12.. 332 . 375 .542

K1_3_._40 .187 .542

K14 -__ ___ .079 .483

11xis_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .315

K116 _ _ ___ _ _ .180

- __ __ _ .658 .4

__ __2"__ _ _ .375 .542.

1 23 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 87 .199
0. 24 ____ .079

K3.1 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .542.

OUTPUT

"~igure 6. Coupling Sections R~equired for Various Tandem F
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Figure 9. High Power 3 db Couplers
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Figure 10. Elqht to O~ne. flandwldith Hybrid Coupler.
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Figure 16. Center section of a 17 to 1 Bandw~idth 3 db Coupler.
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A Now Soimitar Antenn

By Z. X. Turner
ANW3, *ight- tersom Ant, 0.

TI Scliitar Anter s diseovered by 1. X. Tw-r% - and I. P. Turnr
at WAY9, Oio in 1956, while feeding one leg of a 1o riodio spiral
ovier a grou pPluw. The anten from the start disp- simellent broad-
bud peopertise, pmrtioular37 with rospe e to iqsmpeda . 'he patterns while

twON not a2ys the mot desirabl for certain operaticral
re iremmte, sis 'minetes, 85 percent of the r*dlated enrg weS
in the vertieui pime i 15% !A the k4risontal plane. The exellent
offielmy (- m. 95%), the eomei sipisit, the ruggedness
of ectr.,tion,, and the Imr ooat, however, eaed it to find immsdate
applsatiom. S3nee that date ma thousaids hew been manufactured for
m-; use,, and aears the entire frequncy spetrum from 2 w/s to 20 go,
and for te-rtre cs ebedIng 2~000. The nhtuwal iipdn.of the
rnfIgumtim defined b7 the 4"tion kaf -)42 ~ g2)le

b ebmem 60 aid 10 ohm depending upon the thidlmess, and tapering of the
eandmotor. 17 using the proper matching techniquens it is practical to
d alat VSs emes th 1.25 over an oateve of baftidth with a 50 ohm
Uses or ime than 1.5 over a 10:1 benridth. The yatterns oan be amified
eamidmbl br ths a ad 0 factors of the equstion, how er0, the gseral
Pato' eONmftICAMUDI zrUSiM4d &iuilar.

it w as k from, the begiuzing that the attemation fro the feed
pinm •use extremely high, thus little emrg wa left at the end opposite
thM foed point to ease refeations. An memt mnilis of the mnr field

ta en the etruture has rmaid, homever, a matter of speculation
=M' reseemt2 *Aen Dr. Bans Uuiski Institut for Roahfrequensteocuilk,
* e e w easmiesioned b7 PAT Division mdr contract AV 61(052)-506 to
st* the, scimitar e.oifig.'tion id determine the euwat and voltage
diftrbiomi, and to mlir --- i ftr an optimm structure. While
the sUt is still in pwcves,, a eaemnerablem am t of valuble Informtiom
Wee been released and a summry Is b PResente here. The far field
pattens of tUe, antemnn (See Fig l) we" mde an a indel construted
atW ?WA , 9ad ae not eeai the optiý in delgi, nor does itGIII aII PWMgt whc MiOH t tbM patterns.

TO Obtain the desIre data the antem was split into two symterioal
esetins wit~h he].. being drilled smote ~ead as nteýup] am (See ig 's 2,, 3# i )~lloswv e odtri the manpetie

F.I 4a probes woreused to Weesin the .sletrissl field. TrA paee
destrzIntiom %s &lI" obtain &d Is dma in F4 5. Se figue 6 for

AIr-WP-Q-SEP 64 300



foa a plot of the pM*'e, I vectors in the nar field. Fig 7 shows a plot
of the surface currents on scimitar. Investigations mst be rode over a
wide frequency band, howmrr, to get a oomplete insight into the operatio
of the antenna. It is known that changes are slow and orderly for the
far field patterns, and in the Smith Cart plot of impedance, thus it is

oeanluded that the sam is true for the noe field parameter.

Fig d, b, and a show Smith Chart plots of the old, t+e new, and the
new antenna oocfigufttion compensated. Tou will note particularly (a) th
ordarliness of the Impedance behavior, (b) the impedance is inductive ea
wt anatenna is loss then .1 X in length, (o) the rapid rate at which the

ipedance nar .elass to it. basic value, and (d) how it is possible by -
a simple C network to compensate the antenna at fantastically lo valus
Of fheqenqY.

FIgue 9& and b give samples of the far field patterns of a oost nt-
setmitar antena. Figures 11 through 14 give smples of the for field
patter, for the net conf•guration. You'wil.l note that the mjor differe:
in the patterns are that both the vertical and horimontal patterns lay. n@
the ground plone, with very little enea emerging near the geometrical
center of the anteen. This cen be a decided advantage in eome applieatiU
MWn vorlations of the cimitar can be deal to change the orientation of i
pattaen, Iad to shift the energy from the vertical to the horisontal
polaitiUn. Frcm earlier studies of impedance vatching Dr. Wbinks
determind that a 350 tAiper from the round plane will provide an almost

-" ,pefsect Impedoac match for a 50 ohm transmission Lie feWd through a ro
platm. It eo readily be se= from the impodance plots, that this has bef
chieed and need. little dditional work. Dr. Iyons, University of Wichi

We d&i1nstzted that by selectively loading the scimitar with ferrite
material, thus reducing its sie, it can have several ootares of bandwidt?
and still rmain over 80W% efficient at all frequencies. In vim of the
industive nature of this antenna at the lower frequtncies, it is doubtful,
bwmvw, it aq additional compenstion beo the RC network shown is

-equ~ed or desired.

(1) Both the old and the nw configurations of the scimitar have
fantastie abilities to rediate &wW with little or no end effects, and
with effieisavies above 95%.

(2) rhe impedan•es am be =atabed to approach that of a trovmiseion
line o Th' poemrl octave of bai*,I th.

(3) ?be polaaiuation Is l1inirg but is oriented differently for all
points In opm.



(4) Tho ;&tterns an complex erd require auto in anl p-Insipal plaums
for both % an I polarizations to get a comvpehe=Iive three dimensionml
picture of the energ distribution. A oonsidw*ble shift IA patterns can
be achieved b7 an agier rotation of the aonmfigw'at.o over the grow
plane MA b7 a tapering of the con wtor from the feed point to the termination.

(5)The scimitar can radiate effioientl]y when lesoe than .1 N in length.

(6) Its unique properties should mok it an inportant tool in the
antow art for n applications.
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FIG 3 CONVENTIONAL SCIIETAR
WITH HOLES IN SURFACE
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FIG 4 -CONVENTONAL scnmAR
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fru testing and calibration of radar system, the available space

and dietmee bosoms a major problem. The far-field criteria generally

requie that Iap distanses eparate the wo antennae under consideration.

In order t overcome this obstacle, Republic has investipted the nar-field

oharearistlse of a maopulse antenna in both Ofreo-spaoe" and anechoic

ehmbers (reference 1). The findings indicated that phase correction of

th mw-field is required in order to properly simulate the far-field

at saut disanoes, This paper deecribes the utilisation of a microwave

lees for phase eoqespaetien of the new-field errors.

ometr1e-ptioal techniquese we employed for establishing the well

knowm far-field criteria and thoeandtude of phao errors encountered. The

eolltmtion otfmirave energy by a leno is presented. This collimation

action is verified by amplitude and phase data taken from now-field probe

as~uemata ot a adiame is on.

Far-field data taken am a 225 feet lfree-@pace range is presented.

This data is ompared to nar-fleld data taken with a microwave lens at an

antenna distanoo separation of 18 inches. A four barn X-band monopu.lse

a•tenna v utilised for all tents. Therfore the d ta includes both

elsevItn and asimauth radiation patterns for the sam and difference

chamiels. Also presented are data for the amplitude and phase of the

difference-to-eum channel ratio in the elevation plane. Boresight errar

m•uurinnta and calibration technique to eliminate these errors is do-

acribed.

It ia comlue 4 that a microwave lens in the near-field is an

effective method for eccuraotly simlating the RF conditions of the

far-fV.ld



Ofte of the problem of ten encountered :in the testing said calibration

of radar sy•e•tm ti the larp opece required. The faw-figed criteria

established allowable quadratic phase errors across the aperture of the

radar antenna. Thbis in turn, deteradnes the antenna separation which

must be used. Republic has investigated the near-f 1o.d characteristics

of a mnonpulse antenna in both free-aewo andw auchoic ohabers (reforenoo

1). The call nate l minim test range was, h0 feet. The data obtained in-

disated that a range of 0 feet was marginal, whilS results at 50 feet r

satisfactory for boxelht uren•ste. Pattern -tos require

gpratr raese.

For an aotenna boeng tested in the near fioed, sors meoan of oor-

recting the Incident ohase front is necessary if meaningful data is to

be obtained. Republic utilises a dielectric m crowav lons in a small

anrchole ohab*r for flig'it line testing of airborne radar systers. The

microwave leno converts the incident phase front free the feed, horn into

a plane phase front whtch illuinate the antenna of the radar system.

The radar operates in a normal fashion And al modos of operation and

necessary callbrations are checked. Of primar• interest is clearace

plare calibration for terrain avoidance. This requires accurate boresight

axis masuromnts., The use of the dielectric microwave lens in this

aplication has elimtnated the necessity of a flight test for clearance

plans calibration.

D, DhIZC'TRIC LENS

1. lens Design

The func',ion of the diolectric len as used in radar testing

and calibration is to modify the phase fronts of a radiating

It



a w, be eonto of the lana suriace is designed wsing the

pnasiples of •gomtrical opttis, a -rooedo-re comonly refoered

tes ray tracing. The electrical path length of a ray is determined

I the product of the physlcal path length and the Index of re-

ftractiGn (17) of the medita in'which the ray is propa4ting. The

Ind , at refracton (17) is equal to the square-root of the di-

elotrie conetaut (4p). Lons design is based an the principle of

equoai oat eectrical. paths along rays between pairs of vavefronts

i em bell' law of refraction.- The theory of reciprocity will

appy to a dieletrie les. If the les converts to a spherical

"oqpho surface from the source located to its left into a

pISe a srface on its right,, it will bring to a focus the

emrp In a plane wave Incident from the riight.

I one surface of the lons coincides with an equiphase front,

then the ra are refracted only at the other surface'. Coneider a

lens with onm plane surface and rotational symetry about an axis.

A cere section is shown f.n figure 1. The equation of the refracting

surfae• neoessary to convert a spherical phase front into a plane

front may be obtained from the condition that the electrical path

length through an arbitrary point (F) shall be equal to the

electrical path length on the-axis. This condition is

(FPj : ( FQ) + (1)

where 71 isth index of refraction of the dielectric material

Thes path lengths are illustrated In figure 1. The dlstanco(FQ)

is the focal length (f).of the Ions. Squation (1) can be. re-

written In polar coordinate (,)form as

rinfn (r cos-4 (2)
or, solving fsr r

2



in diving the equati on of the lens srsao, it "an be a&cm

The thickset pert of the low is on the axis. The thickness

(t) ao the lone at this point to given by

,,• .1-..-

where R and Gf we the coordinatoes of the lens apex where the di.

elootria reaches sero thickness. The thickness (t) an be found

in teW of the focal length (f), tVe refractive Indez (17) and

the lens diameter (D) by wvws of the equation

The thickness (d) at a'v point on the lens awffce defoned b• the

coordinates ( r,6) Is given by

"d * t (6)

2) Desiz Nvvroach

TVe lens to be used in the test system has tvo fixed parameters

det.erdned by else considerations. Typical values of these para-

mters are a foal length () of 20 inches m a d:diamnt, (D) of

)6 inches. The design approach suggested is outlined below.

a) Determine a maximum allowable thickness ( t max.) for

the lens. Woeght, dielectric losses and overall dimension

requirements will limit (t). The coordinates of the lens appex

(R and 6.) may be found geometrically.

3



b) le quation (4) for Ue ind of refraction ().

Thi res.•lt in a minluma allowabl, valve of dielectric
sooutmi ( 4 ml).

a) Dtermine a . nimam allowable thioknes (t min) for the

low# The Iolns mewt remain struOturally sound at the minluum

thickness. Again# deterimine R and G. Pgetrically.

d) 3olve equation (7) for the index of refraction., This

rewats in a mzinm allowable value of dielectric constant

(4 m,. i).

Yolawing the above procedure, a rarng of allowable

thickness

will deotem a range of aLlowable dielectric constant

"min V 4 min Co ~ Max: 16NN

The final step in tb3 devign is then to choose a materiL

who" dielectric constant is in the allowable range and determ!

the equation of the hyperboloidal surface.

When material of a given dielectric constant is specified

the parameters navilable for design are the lens diameter (D)

the 1ons thickness (t) and the focal length (f). One of these

pme~smtera s then be fixed to a given value and ranges of

allomable values determined for the remaining two parameters.

21 procoedwe is sesentially the same as outlined above.



The lens, utilised in th6 test progr awas made of

plaziglas fe 2.56), It has a diameter (D) of 36 iMhos

a thickness (t) of 8.6 inches, and a focal length (f) of 20

Inches.

3. Ions Performance

The illmonation across the averture of the lens is a result

of the nrimary illumination of the feed horn and the effects of the

lens on this frtiary pattern. The lens not only changes the shape of

the incident phase fronts .mut also introduces an amplitude variation

across its aperture. The effect of the lens on the illumination of

an istronid source is shotm in figure 2 (see reference 2). Experimental

data (figure 3) indicates that the lens forms phase fronts olane

to within A/lg ( 2 millimeters) and Introduces an amplitude

taper of 10 DB which includes the primary feed illumination taper.

The lens accounts for 7.h DB and the feed horn introduces approximately

2 DB.

The variation in illumination over the aperture of the radar

antenna being tested wil be about 5 DB. This taper is added to the

illumirAt4n taper already designed into the radar antenna. an

inctease in ,eaured beauidth and sidelobe level is expected.

5



a, AM=DIL UM'? WITH MEZZCRMIC-LM

A faur-hu mmmopulse atenna was tested on a free-epaoe 125 foot

mig aid at a disten at 16 Indies from the fao. oa the dieloetrio

lesow, %b data taken inoludee radiation Patterns " dffzernoe-to-SUR

ehennel ratio uwve. flvm illustrates th. test sot-up utilUsLa,

the deleetros loew.

"ISh patterns presented In Figures 5 to 8 Verify o.1iinal eec-

tationse The half-power beawwidthe show little or no increase when

memsred with the lone, but been broadening to evident at 2arger scan

ngles. Sidelobe levls inerease at sam angles of 10 dgees or greater

with som ehango in sidelabe structure. In the region of interest for

v'da"r system testing, too the bors ight regiou, the patterns are virtmally

identleel uben usasured In free space or with the lens.

The diffuenee channel information of a monopulse radar antenna

"syItem eonlista of two radiation lobee of opposite phase. The crossover

point or aU is used to define the location of the boresight axis. Ar7

apmprnt shift at this ll frm th defined boresight axis as determined by

the anteema 'glaAb g is oonsidered to be a boresight error (BSS). The

processed signal used by the radar systenr in locating targets consists of

the ratio of differ-m to sm signal apltude" multiplied by cosine

of the phase of the difference signal. This phase is referenced to the

cum hannel lobe. One difference channel lobe is in ohase, th.e other

is 180 dgeea out of phase. In the borestg't region, the phase changes

rapidly. A phase error in this region will shift the crossover point

left or right, resulting in boresight errs.

The rat•o. of the difference channel amplitude to the sum channel

(lit* (e ,) mad thei phase d ifarence of the two chmnmels (•)

6



we measured on the 125 foot free space range and with the lare. The

Sremlts at the .mese n is shm. in Figur 9 gaint, the data are,

virman3y Identical when measured in free space or with the Ins.

B displacing e fteed horn off the lens axus, the radar receives

a signil from a different apparent direction., This ts due to the re-

sulttng tilt in the incident phase front.. For radar system calibration

puVrposes a nazimum phase front tilt of 6 degrees was required. Tests

VOwO oonduoted relating horn dsaolacement to angular tilt of the phase

front and a calibration chart was generated for the lens. The calibration

cam was used in subsequent flight line tests.

D. COWCWSIONS

Republic has conducted an extensive test program to prove the validity

of radar system check-out utilizing a microwave dielectric lens. The

program includdd tests on the lens as a phase-front forming device and its

effect on antenna measurements such as patterns a.d boresight error. The

lens has also been used as an integral part of an automatic radar tester.

Comparisons have been made to testers which use a small anechoic chamber

without phase correcting devices. Evaluation of the data obtained has

shown the lens system to be the most suitable of vthe short range techniques

available. Appreciation is extended to Dr. Renry Jasik who conducted this

indepe.dent evaluation

7



1. Abstracts of tO Thirtseenth Annual Bvposium on the UtAF Research

eand Develment Program R.P"wslght Errors in the bar-Field of a

NMonepule Antenna by P. Zusolo, 8. Junsak and J. Castrlgno

dated Ostbr 1963

20 ., Siliver wuorowav. Antenna Thory and Dessign* NOrae Hill Book

Oorjmsy,191*
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HF SHUNT ANTENNAS FOR ELECTRICALLY SHORT AIRCRAFT

BY

DONALD G. GORDON
DESIGN ENGINEER

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC/LOS ANGELES DIVNION

A PAPER PRE•ENTED AT TIM 14TH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON

'YP. ANTENNA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT



I INTRODUCTION,'

This paper discusses an HF antenna concept, enumerates its advantages
for high-speed aircraft, and presents data resulting from a research study on
this antenna type. This research is continuing at the Los Angeles Division of
North American Aviation with the objective of antenna design parameter
development.

It is well established that an airborne HF antenna ope rates by coupling to
the resonant modes of the aircraft structure so that, in effect, the entire
vehicle functions as an antenna. There are two basic ways to excite an air-
frame - the shunt feed method and the series feed method. The series feed
method consists of electrically isolating a portion of the aircraft from the
main body and feedin.g the antenna between the gap. This is a high-voltage
device and is often called a voltage-type antenna. The probe- and cap-type
antennas are. the familiar examples which have comprised the most often used
solution of the HF excitation problem.

The shunt feed method utilizes a type of shunt strip that is shorted to the
airframe at one end and runs parallel to the aircraft surface to the feed point.
This is a high current device and is therefore often k.alled a current-type
antenna. This paper concernr itself mainly with the shunt antenna concept.

II ADVANTAGES OF SHUNT ANTENNAS

Structural

Series-type antennas, as previously stated, involve the electrical isola-
tion of a portion of the aircraft structure by means of dielectric materials.
This structural problem becomes very difficult to solve for high-speed air-
craft. At speeds above Mach 2, air friction causes very high tewperature on
the aircraft skin. At Mach 3, temperatures in excess of 6OO OF are encoun-
tered. A great thermal and/or structural stress is put on the dielectric mate-
rials used for isolation. Shunt-type antennas, however, can have their shunt
element centrally located, even on the fuselage itself. This fact results in a
much greater structural integrity for shunt antennas since the shunt element
can be located in regions of lower temperature and less structural stress.

Efficienc

The systems efficiency of an HF antenna depends in large measure on the
efficiency of the coupling circuit used to match the anteima to the transmission
line from the transmitter. The series-type antevnas need coils in their



coup),, r circuits and these coils are very large and lossy at the lower frequ
ries. Shunt antennas at these frequencies, b.owever, can be matched with I
loss clrrý*1ts composed solely of capacitors. This advantage becomes very
useful in the came of HF antennas for electrically short aircraft.

hunt �antennas have an inherent protection against lightning strikes sini
the feed can be lcwated away from the extremities of the aircraft; therefore,
in most cases, lIttning arrestors are not needed for shunt antennas. For
high-spead aircraft this is a decided advantage over series-type antennas,
since high-temperature lightning arrestors are usually very costly.

Vokqe Breakdown

Series-type antennas are high-voltage devices an~d are thus subject to
vrAte breakdown, especially at high altitudes. Shunt-type antennas, being
high-currea,, devices, have relatively low voltages at their terminals for a
given power level. Although high voltages may be encountered at frequencie
for which the shunt element approaches a quarter wavelength, this effect car
be avoided by shorting the shunt element to a shorter length as one proceeds
higher in frequency.

CoolN Advantages

The coupler of an HF antenna for a high-speed aircraft must be cooled
because of the high skin temperature and the heat which is dissipated due to
inherent coupler losses. Since shunt-type antennas can be more centrally
located, the cooling systens for the coupler can be more closely related to t
main cooling system. In fact, for the fuselage shunt, the coupler can be
placed in the main body of the fuselage with no special cooling apparatus
needed.

IMI FUSELAGE SHUNT ANTENNAS FOR A LONG SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

An external fuselage shunt was proposed by NAA for the HF communica-
tions requirement of its SST design. This antenna consisted of a shunt strap
arroximately 15 feet long, supported by a dorsal fin and located on the dorsi
midl'-ne near the tail (see figure 1). It was this antenna that was mentioned ir,
a recent issue of Aviation Daily. (Refer to Reference 1.)

2



A flush shunt antenna in the- same location was also studied. A photograph
of this antenna is shown in figure 2. This design incurs no aerodynamic pen-
alty, but has a greater effect on the bazlc aircraft structure. The antenna
consists of a dielectric filled trough In the airframe partially covered with a
conducting strap narrower than the trough width and shorted to the airframe at
one end. (See figure 3.) The feed is as shown in figure 4.

A 9-1/2-foot model (figure 5) of delta wing aircraft was constructed and
the fuselage shunt antennas tested on it. This simplified shape should have
characteristics common to many delta wing aircraft.

Magnetic Field Strength Tests

Magnetic field strength measurements were made in order to determine
the current flow patterns and the relative degree of coupling when the antenna
feed was placed in different locations. These measurements were made with
an electrically shielded loop probe. The flush shunt antemna was tested in two
positions - forward and aft with the feed point forward of the strap. The
external shunt (figure 6) was tested in the same two positions and also in the

.aft position with the strap forward of the feed.

The excitation frequency was 123.5 mc model frequency, or about 6.2 mc
frill scale. This simulates an aircraft about 190 feet in length. In MKS units,
the H vector immediately adjacent to a conductor has the same magnitude as
the current density. Relative current magnitude profiles can therefore be
constructed by using the loop probe. Figures 7 through 11 show these magni-
tude profiles for the flush aid external shunt in the feed positions previously
mentioned. The readings were taken with the capacitor and variable resistor
of the detecting circuit set in the same position. The current values are nor-
malized to 100 for the largest measureable value.

Figures 7 and 10 indicate that the flush and external shunts in the aft posi-
tion have essentially the same degree of coupling with slightly better excita-
tion of the vertical stabilizer in the case of the flush shunt.

Figures 9 and 10 show that a disadvantage is suffered by placing the strap
forward of the feed when the antenna is in the aft position. About the same
wing area is strongly excited, but the vertical stabilized is excited consider-'
ably less.

Figures 8 and 11 show that the forward location of the antenna feed gives
much better excitation of the wing than the aft position. The mode at the test
frequency consists of strong excitation of the leading and trailing edge of the
wing. The vertical stabilizer is only weakly excited.

3



The considerable difference In magnitude between the flush and external
shunt for the forward position is not understood at this time. Figures 9, 10,
and 11 were taken under Identical conditions and it is therefore felt that these

, profiles provide valid comparison of the two feed positions. In my case, the
wil excitation mode Is indicated in both figures 8 and 11, and the superiority
of the forward food position for excitation of the wing Is shown.

The aft position does have the advantage of a strong excitation of the verti-
cal stabilizer which may give rise to somewhat more favorable radiation pat-
terns tham the forward feed position.

bn!Le Measiarements

The impedance of the flush shunt mtanna In the aft position was measured
for the 2.5 to 8 mc range, full-scale, using a Boonton 160A Q-Meter. The
test setup is shown in figure 12. A computer program was developed to calcu-
Wete the tranformation of impedance by the transmission line. The program
assumed that the line was lossless.

The object cl thes tests was to establish an estimate of coupler size and
weigh. For stich a goal, it was felt that the inexpensive model shown in fig-
ure 6 would suffice. The antenna feed structure itself was accurately dimen-
sioned, but the general airframe shape was not made to close tolerance. The
model was made of galvanized steel, md the antenna feed structure was made
of copper.

Tht parallel resistance RV and reactance Xp were calculated using the
stand" Q-Meter formulas (ref or to Reference 2)

Q1 Q2Rp . (QJ_-

Xp

where: Qi - Q of work coil and circuits
C1 = capacitance necessary to resonate work coil
Q2 = Q of antenna plus work coil and circuit
C2 = capacitance necessary to resonate antenna plus work coil
'• = 2 ir xfequency

4



The series resistance Rs mad the series reactance Xg were calculated
from

2

RRX

Xs aRl P+ X aZ

impedance curves calculated from the data obtained for the 2.5 to 8 me
range, full scale, are shown in figure 13. Two resistance peaks have tenta-
tively been identified as half wave resonance of the fuselage and trailing ede
of the wing. As with all shunt antennas, below quarter wavelength resonance,
the reactance Is inductive.

Coupler Evaluation

Shunt antennas are inductive at frequencies below the quarter wave reson-
ance of the shunt element. To match such an antenna a shunt capacitor is
needed to transform the resistance to the characteristic Impedance of the
transmission line and a series capacitor to tune out the inductive reactance of
the parallel combination. N the antenna resistance is greater than the charac-
teristic impedance of the transmission line (typically 52 0) or if the antenna
resistance is capacitive, a variable inductor is needed in parallel with the
shunt capacitor. These circuits, with their theoretical tuning ranges, are
shown in figure 14. From the impedance curves of figure 13 and data from
similar aircraft, required tuning ranges of 30-3000 pf, shunt capacitance, and
5-500 pf, series capacitance, were calculated.

Since no power is reflected back to the transmitter when the antenna is
matched, all the power is dissipated In the antenna resistance Rn. The peak
current , through Ra and Xa (the antenna reactance), can thus, be found by
setting pA Ra - the peak Input power. For a 100-watt carrier and 100 per-
cent modulation, the peak inplit power will be 400 watts. From the peak cur-
rent, the peak voltage can be feond which is the voltage across all parallel
coupler components. Finally, the current t trough the coupler components
can, be found.

Results of calculations based on the impedance data measured to date on,
the 1/20 scale SST madel are shown in figure 15. These results, together with
data from other delta wing aircraft, indicate that current through the parallel
coupler capacitor will not exceed 35 amperes, rms, for 400-watt peak power.
These calculations also show that voltages across the coupler components and
the antenna feed should not exceed 4 kv, peak.

5



The bove reqiremsets of tuning range, voltage rating, and curi
Cm be met with off-the-shelf capacitors. One possible coupler config
Is shown in fiure 16. Preliminary calculations indicate that the coup

P smM have a range of 0.1-15 p h. At frequencies for which the impe
capailive and of low resistance, high current through the required iii
will cause large losses. This effect can be avoided by shorting the sh
meat to half its length when the frequency is near primary resonance (
10 me, tla scale).

For ighder powers, the coupler mum handle quite high currents.
kw, P1P 1or eample, over 180 amps must flow through the shunt capi
Large caevm'ts, such as this, will require advances in coupler techno]

i Comelessoos

In order to fulfill the HF communications requirement for today's
speed atreraft, a chamge from eortes-fed to shunt-fed antennas Is Indic
The high stsuwtral Integrity of shat antennas and their resistance to
In emlwand lighaing strikes are the main advantages which dictate I

This ck ge• from series to shunt feed systems is a change from a 1
voltg to a high current device. New design problems will therefore p
themselves. For powrs greater than 1 kw, couplers must be designed
will withstand hundreds of amperes. The large current flowing in the a
the airersft might create an ohmic loss problem that may require spect
plates of low lose metals for Its soltion.

At North American Aviation, these problems are being considered i
sevaectiao with a continuing research and development project on HF an

-. The Sm1 of this project Is to exploit to the fullest, all methods wh
wil ateed HF communicatious capability to shorter and faster aircraft.
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Figure 1. HF Antenna Housed lin Dorsal Fin
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Figure 2. HF Flush Shunt Antemia



Airframe Skin

Figure 3.

The HF Flush Shunt Antenna

Figure 4. Method of Feed
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"THE SELF AND MUTUAL ADMITTANCES OF CIRCULAR DIPOLE ARRAYS

Richard B. Macr*

* Microwave Physics Laboratory

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Office of Aerospace Research

Laurence G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts

Summary

Although circular arrays of dipoles have beer given considerable attention
in the past, the experimental results generally have been confined to dipoles
very nearly a half wavelength in length, have considered only pairs of dipoles,
or have been obtained from experimental models not reconcilable to the usual
theoretical models. The King-Middleton theory which gives the most accurate
theoretic.1 results has been too complicated for application to large arrays.

2 The purpn, of the present work has been to examine the circuit properties
of circular arrays over a fairly wide range of dipole lengths and spacings, to
correlate the measured results with corresponding results calculated from
the King quasi-zeroth order theory, and to package the latter theory in a
form suitable for practical application to the design of circular dipole arrays.

The following discussion and results apply to thin, center-driven dipoles
of lengths less than 3X/z where X is the free space wavelength. In a given
array, all of the dipoles are assumed to be parallel, identical, non-staggered,
and evenly spaced about a circle. Thus, an array of N elements has the di-
poles located at the vertices of an N-sided equilateral polygon. The side of
this polygon is designated by dA , and the radius of the circle passing through
the vertices is

d/x (1)

sin wIN

Circular arrays exhibit some interesting properties which are character-
istic of the array as a unit. For example, there are resonant spacings at
which the self and mutual conductances are at or near maximum values and
at which the self and mutual susceptances are zero or have small values.
Such spacings appear to exist for all of the dipole lengths considered., but

* This study was carried out while the author was at Gordon McKay
Laboratory, Harvard University, and was supported by Joint Service
Contract NoNR 1866(32).



the resonarces become loes pronounced as the dipole lenigth is increased
beyond X/2. As the number of array elements is increased, the resonances
occur at smellor values of d/k and become more distinct. Fror a 3-elewmen
array *I any dipole length these space resonances are not well defined. For
am array of fi-m hal-wave dipole* the resonant spacing is d/k a 0. 47S. If
the dipole length is 3X/4, more than five elements are requuired to produce
a well deftned space resonance.. For & given array. there is only one spacing
which preduaces a space resonance. When the element spacings are near the
resonant spacings, the circuit properties are very sensitive to small changes
in any of the array parameters. Thus,- in arrays with driven elements, these
spacings are best avoided. In arrays with parasitic elements, the parasitic
elements have maximum excitatina near the resonant spacings.

Uf there is only one driven element in the array, spacings can be found
at which the driven element is Tea ny completely uncoupled from the parasitic
elemen--s. As the member of array elements increases, the value of dAk at
which this occurs decreases. For a, 5-element array of full-wave dipoles,
it occurs at about d /). 0. 49.

For dipoles of length Zk not greater than X 0' there~ also are spacings at
which many of the circuit properties change very slowly as the number of
array elements is changed. For example, when Zk a X, curves of self and
mutual condactances vs. dAX all intersect near dAX a 0. ISO for a wide range
of N and the correspouding susceptance curves are very close from d/kt
0. 150 s,4. 00. Here agats the result, for N 3 are found to be quite differr.
out from these for larger N.

Similar graphs of the admittances Indicate that, when d/% is decreaed"
from about 0. 3OOt the conductances decreease slowly, but the self and some
mutual suemplaaces increase very rapidly. It is in this region that the
storage fields become very large with the attendant high Ole and frequency

-The results also Indicate a two -element array to be a. som~ewhat degen-
erate emns~ple which lacks, many characteristics of larger arrays. Th~as,
the approximation of applying the results from a two-element array to
pair* of elements in a larger array cannot produce reeults which are m
-than qualitattvnly correct, and in many cases, even the qualitativu behavior
will not be correctly described.

The resIts further show that the mutual admittances are migniflcant in
mnagnitude cofmpred *6o the self admiaatnce for nearly aUl useful spacings and
dipole aimes. Pence, simply Ignoring the rntauals is :L vvery poor approximation.

In the experimental model, antennas were actually monopoles over a
24 z 45 ft. aluminum ground plane. They were formed by extending the
slotted center conductor of a coaxial line above the groucidplane. Below

4--



the groundplane, the coaxial line served as a regular slotted line with a
balanced loop probe to measure the current standing wave. The measure-

ment frequency was about 660 Mcps. This model has received consider-
able use and quite detailed analysis. It differs fom the usual theoretical
model primarily in having a generator region which extends over a small
but f*aite distance near the groundplane surface. The extent of this region
depends upon the b/a ratio of the coaxial line where b and a are the radii
of the outer and inner conductors respectively. Its principal effect is to
make measured values of the input susceptance more negative than the
theoretical values. The equipment had a b/a of 3.

Measurement procedures for determining the self and mutual admittances
of an array are based on the coupled circuit equations. For circular arrays
of identical elements, symmetries reduce this set of equations to a single
equation which can be written

I l (11 + * Vk YVN. l

Yin (+)V1  V1  VI VI

IfY.ismasrefrN+ I N
if Yin is measured for -- (N odd) or 1- + I (N even) different sets of known

voltage ratios and an equation like (Z) written for each measurement, the
resulting set can always be solved for the self and mutual admittances in
terms of the measured input admittances. However, any uncertainty or
error in the experimental adjustment of the voltages will be present in the
final admittances. Therefore, the voltages should be set with an accuracy
that is an order of magnitude better than that desired in the measured ad-
mittances. The following sets of voltages can be established with high
accuracy and were used in thWe measurements:

VI =VIP V2 V3 = . ... VN = 0 Yinl = Yl 1 (3)

VI = VIP V 2 = V 3 = Vkl = 0, Vk= -VI, Vk+I . . . VN 0

Yink = YII Yl k (4)

I= I inl lk = Yinl Yink (5)

Driving voltages can be set equal to zero simply by short-circuiting the antenna
:o the groundplane. The antisymmetric condition can be set by placing an
,;ectric field p,ýobe at the array center and adjusting the phase and amplitude
of one driven element until a deep null in obtained at the probe.

-3-



Da wa, s obtained by recording current distributions near the standing
wave minim, graphing these to ar enlarged scale, and reading 3db curve
widths and minimum shifts from the graph. With these precautions, the
results could easily be repeated within 60.2 millimhoo who's h/X was near
0. 2500, aMd within * 0.02 millimbos for other lengthrn most of the results
were repeatable within much closer limits.

Thaortical results were calculated from the King quasi sero th order
theory. In this theory, currwent along the k tha&tonena can be written as

"--- " kSinp(h- is a) + ck (cog P- 2cosh , ph* V/2
VVk

• -•- , Zh = dipole length, s measures pcstion along the antenna.

The coefficients sk and ck involve all of the array parameters and can readily
be definod through four or five pages of equations. Although the theory does
involve some intricate mathematical considerations, it still is sufficiently
simple to be practical for applications to even wa.ge arrays, and will provide
an accurate description of both the radiation patterns and input admittances.
For applications to array design, the theory has been packaged as a Fortran
program to which the uner need only supply the array parameters as input
data. In this form the theory can be used without detailed considerations of
the underlying mathematics,

When measured and theoretical values of the admittances are compared,
very good agreemhent is found for the self co.,tductance and for the mutual
zdmittances. The, theoretical self susceptance has the correct variation
with d/I but differs frcm the measured -alues by an amount which is essen-
tiafly conpt .t for a given h/% and which it essentially equxal to the differences
found for a single isosigted antenna. These differences are primarily due to
the prenence of a fin|te generator region in the experimental model. If the
di'fersaea betweea experimental and theoretical input suecaptances are
determined for an isolated antenna of the desiredd langth and thickness, this
may be appiied as a correction for the same antenna when used in an array
to prodace very gored agreement between theoretical and experimental values
of either self eusceptances or input susceptances.

Additional details, graphs, atnd tables of tbe results .r* given in the
referencom.
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NIL4J-FIILD RAS UM NTS ON THI PLANAR FOUR-ARM LOG-SPIRAL AXTENNA

Preston L. Ransom

and

John D. Dyson
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Urbana, Illinois

Introduction

The multi-mode logarithmic spiral antennas radiate far-fields with amplitude

and phase characteristics that make this class of antennas of use in homing,

direction-fiuding, and related systems. 1  The greatest possible utilization of

these antennas, however, requires a detailed knowledge of their basic character-

istics. To provide this knowledge on the four-arm planar antenna, an investi-

gation of the near-field amplitudes was undertaken,

This paper, an interim report, gives information on the position and extent

of the active regions for the three possible modes of excitation and the relation-

.ship between the characteristics of these regions and the far-field radiation

characteristics of the antenna. This information, which was obtained for a

representative range of parameters, over a four to one range of frequencies.,

provides a conservative definition of the usable modal bandwidth of the antenna.

The Antenna

A sketch of the four-arm planar logarithmic spiral antenna is shown in

Figure 1, together with the defining parameters. The radius of"the truncation

of the arms at the feed region is denoted by P, the maximum radius of the

antennia by PMY the angular width of the arms by 6, and the spiral angle or

angle of wrap by the symbol C. Three antennas, with spiral angles of 75, 80

and 850, were used in this investigation. All antennas were self-complementary

(i.e., 6 = 450) and had P = 0.8 cm, P. 20 cm. The planar'antennas investi-

gated are formally labelled in the figures by the notation 4p-a -6 -2 P - 2 Po

.where 4p denotes the "four-arm planar" antenna and P and P are in centimeters.

However, since the spiral angle, a, is the only varying parameter, the antennas

may be referred to as the 7580, or 85' spiraled antenna."

The antennas were constructed by photographically reducing a precision

drawing to the desired physical size. The negative, so obtained, was used to

Presented at 14th Annual USAF Antenna Res. and Dev. Conference, Oct. 1964
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expose to ultra-violet light a chemically treated sheet of copper-clad, fiber-

glass impregnated teflon. The undesired copper was then etched away, leaving

the finished antenna. Photographs of the 75, 80, and 85 spiraled antennas are

shown in Figure 2.

The Nodal',Excitation

The theory of excitation of multi-mode log-spiral antennas (both planar

and conical) has been presented by Dyson and Hayes. It provides three possible

modes of excitation for antennas with four-fold rotational symetry about the

polar or antenna axis. Namely,

A1 = (1, J, -1, -j)

A3 = (1, -j, -1, j),

where An=i 1 , IR, 1 14) 'is the current vector notation for the excitation
n 1'12 3' 14)

at the four input terminals, and the input terminals arenumbered in the clock-
wise direction around the inner truncation (radius = P o) of the antenna.

In keeping with the IRE standard, the polarization sense of, the log-spiral

antenna may be determined from the hand used when pointing the fingers in the

direction of the spiraled arm currents and the thumb in the direction of the

radiated fields. Since the currents are assumed to travel away from the input

terminals, right-hand circular polarizatior corresponds to phase delay in the

direction of increasing 0 in the positive half-space; left-hand circular polari-

zation corresponds to phase advance in the direction of increasing *. Conse-
0quently, spiral antennas wound in the right-hand sense (see 85 spiraled antenna

in Figure 2) will produce primarily fields with phase variation of the form

e Jand those wound in the left-hand sense (see 750 and 800 spiraled antennas

in Figure 2), e+jW . Notice that in all cases, e-JM4 m must bean integer

for the field to be single-valued.

Consider the excitatioti (1, j, -1, -j). This..produces a field whose

azimuthal variation is such that a rotation of T2 radians about the antenna

in the direction of tncreasing P is accompanied by:

(a) a phase delay of 1/2 radians

(b) a phase advance of 3 1/2 radians

.;-se (a) requires a field with azimuthal variation *of the form e-j4

where m = 1. But right-hand wound spiral antennas produce such fields, so

thig excitation is said to yield mode 1 for the right-hand wound, four-arm

.og-spiral autenna.
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Case (b) requires a field with azimathal variation of.the foru ,

where a ='3. Since left-hand wound spiral antennas produce such fields,'

this excitation is'said to yield'mode 3 for the left-hand wound, four-arm

log-spiral antenna.

The modes excited by the remaining two excitations are identified by

similar analysis. The results are listed below and depicted in Figure 3.

Relation Between Sense of Wrap and Modal Excitation

L-M Wound Excitation R-H Wound

3 (1, j, -1, -J) m=l

m=2 (l,-l, 1, -1.) m =2

1=. ( -J, -l, J) 3=3

It has been pointed out that for m p 1 the far-fields always have a

null along the p'lar or antenna axis. 2 3. Hence modes 2,and 3 are.

characterized by a conical beam, while mode 1 exhibits a broad lobe perpen-

dicular to the plane of the log-spiral antenna as shown in Figure 4.

To obtain this excitation, a feed system employing one 900 hybrid and

three 1800 hybrids may be used with Interconnections as shown in Figure S.

The Near-Field Amplitude

The amplitude of the field along the antennas was measured by moving a.

sma11 shielded loop probe along a' path spaced .03A6 from the plane of the

antenna and parallel to an antenna diameter.- A block diagram of the experi-

mental measuring system is shown in Figure 6..

Figure 7'displays the near-field structure corresponding to three

excitations for the 800 spiraled antenna at 1300 Mc. On all the near-field

plate, the vertical axis is the relative magnitude of the probed field in.

decibels and the horizontal axis is the distance from tht antenna center, P,

and the circumference at P, C.

As observed for the conical log-spiral antenna,4 there is a region of

closely bound waves near the origin. With increasing radius, P, these

waves become more loosely bound, and more energy is coupled to the probe

until the waves become so loosely bound that this energy is rapidly lost

through radiation. In this latter region the. measured amplitude of the near

field decays to a negligible value. It is apparent that the region of rapid
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decay occurs at an increasing value of P as the order of mode is increased.

The probe-antenna spacing of .03k is arbitrary. Obviously, the probe

must be in the near-field region. However, the closer it is to the antenna,

the more the p:.'esence of the probe will disturb the current distribution on

the arms. One effect of moving the probe closer to the antenna is to increase

the "arm-ripple" in the measured amplitudes of the fields. This is already

quite evident in the mode 3 plot. Converse";, the arm-ripple effect is less

apparent with increased spacing.

As the probe path line is rotated around the antenna through an angle

of 22.5 the position of the arms intersected by this line undci-goes a

translation of one-half period. The "arm-ripple" similarly shifts along

the horizontal axis. The envelope of these ripples remains constant a-(

hence all data used to define the characteristics of the active region were

obtained fi:m such envelopes,

The well-known scaling property of the log-spiral antennas is demonstrated

by the measured fields of mode 2 of the 80 spiraled antenna shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8a, with a horizontal axis with length ninits, illustrates the movement

of the near-field structure toward the origin of the antenna, i.e., toward P0

as the frequency of operation increases from 1000 to 1800 Mc. Figure 8b shows

the constancy of the same fields when plotted on a normalized p/X, scale.

The observations of the plot of the mode 2 near-fields, representative of

all the mode plots of the 800 spiraled antenna, leads to the conclusion that

the modal active regions, in wavelengths, are essentially constant in position

and extent for a range of frequencies such that the inner and outer truncation

of the arms does not cause distortion of these fields.

To determine the position of the outer edge of the active region, the

modal near field plots and corresponding radiation patterns were observed as the

outer diameter, Pm of the 80 spiraled antenna was incrementally reduced. When

a definite change in the radiation patterns was observed, the reduced radius was

taken as the outer radius of the active region for the mode of excitation. This
mradius in wavelengths is denoted as P+, where the + sign signifies the outer

extent of the active region and the letter, m, will have values 1, 2, or 3 for

the mode. The superscript m should not be confused with the subscript m used

to denote the outer radius of the antenna structure, P , where m signifies

maximum . The increment of radius reduction was .06\ at 1000 Mc for mode I
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and 0.1, at 1600 Mc for modes 2 and 3.

For mode 1, a definite change in the radiation patterns appeared when the

reduced radius was at the point of 14.5 db down from peak on the near-field

plot of the unreduced antenna (see Figure 9a). For modes Z and 3the effect

of reduction was obvious at 15 db down as illustrated in Figure 9b and c.

So the modal radii at 15 db were s:lected as the outer extent of the active

region. These radii are tsbulated below.

Outer Radius cf Active Reg:Lon of 4P-80-45-40-1.6

Mode DB Radius A

1 15 0.35

2 15 0.67

3 15 0.83

It should be noted that the values listed above will be conservative in

design use, since they indicate the point at which a change in radiated fields

become apparent and not the point at which radiation patterns detericrate to

the point of becoming unusable. This fact is shown in Figure 9.

To determine the inner extent of the active retion in wavelengths. /)-,

the inner radius of the antenna, Po, was incrementally enlarged. This technique
01aid not yield desired results since, as P 0 increased, the four-balanced and

phased excitation lines were spread apart and, so separated, radiated a

circularly polarized beam, much as a turnstile antenna. To date, this experi-

mental problem has not been solved on the four-arm log-spiral antenna. However,

two facts justify selecting the radius at a point 6 db below the ,maximuxim on

the increasing slope of the near fields, as the inner extent of the octive

region.

First, there is remarkable consistency in the results obtained, thus

far-, on this four-arm planar antenna and the results obtained on the two-arm

antennas, both conical and planar. Under the same experimental conditions, the

outer extent of the active region was found to be at 15 db on both the two-arm

conical wid planar antennas. The inner extent of the active region occurred

at approximately 3 db for the two-arm conical with small included cone angles

(150) and decreased with larger included cone angles (45 ). Correspondingly,

the inner edge of the active region on the two-arm planar was determined to be

at a radius such that the amplitude of the fields as measured waE approximately

6 db. below the maximum recorded value.

Secondly, on the four-arm antenna being considered, the amplitude of the

fields coupled to the probe incivases rapidly with distance trom the
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origin of the antenna causing a vwry small change between radii at 10 db and

radii at 3 db below the following maximum recorded value.' This fact is

evidenced on all near-field plots. These variations in radii arc listed

below.

Radii in Wavelengths to DB Points on Increasing Slope of Near-Fieldn

of 4P-80-45-40-1.6

Modes,

DB 1 2 3

3 .045 .034 .21

6 .03 .12 .17

10 .02 ,11 .15

= .025, .024, .06

Hence, to define the inner extent of the active region, those modal radii at

6 db. down from peak of the near fields were selected.

Inner Radius of Active Region - on 4P-80-45-40-1.6

Modes DB Radius/X

1 6 .03

2 6 .12

3 6 -. 17

Knowledge of the extent and position of the modal active region allows

calculation of the usable or operating bandwidth, B of the antenna. At the

high frequency limit of B, f H'

fH CA /H, and. P = Po/ (/).

and at the low frequency limit of B, fLV

f L CA/L and P+ =P /XL(2fL = /L' adp='m/L (2)

where c is the velocity of propagation in free space. Thus the operating

bandwidth, B, is given by,
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f ~Pm P
-- (3)m

f P+
L 0
4

In keeping with Carrel's definition we shall denote the structure.bandwidth

as BS and the modal active region'bandwidth asB m and interpret them as
S ar

follows:

B P/P , B P/Pm (4)
s ma0 ar

B = B/B (5)
s or

Near field measurements, at the 0.03X probe to antenna spacing, were

taken on the 75 and 85 spiraled antennas 'at 1000 Mc for mode 1 and 1600 Mc
m

for modes 2 and 3. The 6 db and. 15 db criteria for P-, P+ was applied,

and the results including the calculated values for the modal active regions

and operating bandwidth are tabulated below.

Calculated Bandwidths of the 75, 80, 850 Spiraled Antennas

(B 25)
s

M1* ode P B Bar

I ---- ~ 0.405 ---
75 2 0.100 0.730 7.30 3.40

3 0.163 0.950 5.83 4.28

1 0.030 0.350 11.65 2.14

800 2 0.120 0.670 5.56 4.50

3 0. 170 0.930 4.88 5.12

1l 0.052 0.'410 7.90 3.16

850 2 0.168 0.670 4.05 6.17

3 0.260 0.895 3.44 7.27

Curves that indicate the trend in the operating bandwidth as a function of the

spiral angle'are shown in Figure 10.
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rioThe circumference of the antenna at the extremites of the modal active

region, as defined here, is shown in Figure 11. It is interesting to note

that the active region increases in width as Lhe spiral angle, G, decreases

This Is in further agreement with the results found on the two-arm conical
4

log-spiral antenna.

Conclusion

The near-field structure of the four-arm log-spiral antenna has been

experimentally investigated as a function of frequency and spiral angle.

An active region, based on radiation characteristics, has been defined and

used to interpret the operating bandwidth of these antennas.
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ADM&'=C•D ANTENNAS FCR SPACS APPLICA•I'(IC

A. M. Berkman and W. N. ou,,g

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
Sunnyvale, Califnrnia

The engineer faces two basic challenges in design of satellite antennas.
These are the interreiated problems of mechanical and electrical feasibl.A4.
and their compatibility with the space vehicle. This paper diseuaee
several wll knowm antenna designs and the techniques developed for their
application to space vehicles.

'The basic mechanical problem in the design of a satellite antenna is to
"achieve a package that is at once small and light enough to be launched
aboard a space vehicle and ihich, once in space, will have sufficient
structural integrity and accuracy to withstand the environment and to
perfoem its intended missiun.

In the stowed condition the package must be able to withstand the environ-
ment of the space vehicle during pre-launch, launch and exit. Some of
the conditions encountered during thip phase are extremes in vibration,
shock, acceleration, temperature and rapid depressurisation. Upon deployment
the antenna must function in the vacuum of space, as well as survive the
effects of radiation and thermal extremes.

the electrical requirements of pattern, gain, impedance, frequency bandwidth,
etc., determine the soe, configuration and in same cases, the type of
antenna that must be constructed,

If, for example, the satellite antenna must prodtce a high gain pencil
beam, the engineer has a number of choices of the type of antenna to obtain
this ppttern, but the choice must be tempered with the mechanical considera-
tions. Is 'e space available? Will the antenna withstand the environment,
and so ferth.,

A noerae of antennas were built at Lockheed to met these specific problems.
A short description of various antennas and the OUtstanding mehanical and
electrical characteristics of each will follow.

I, Antenna Fam

The following is a brief description of an antenna systm know as the
RAnterma Farm". The system consists of a grouping of two equlAngular spiral
antennas and a flush mounted disccne. The antennas we located on a swing
out circumferential segment of the vehicle.

The electrical requirements specified a circularly polrised group of
antennas oparating fron, 150 to 2500 megacyrles with a VSWR less than 3:1
over the band. Th pattern requirement called for a single lobe been with
the coverage at 72 frca the axis in a figure of revo'lution to be no lose
than -12 db below ilo ropic.
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Aiss required was a linearly polarised antanna to opRate from 2700 to
OW0 agsasylas with a WAI below 311 Iover thme band., Use pattern was to

peseasa mull on qiawi th a main lobe dmeeiribimg a tlgwe at revolution
at pgw.Zllmtely 60w from the azia.

A *to* of the avsllable space on the vehicle Indicated that flu obuniated
aiteimas located on the side of the vehicle would be the most desirable
type. Almost without evneption the electrical requiremont- called fcr the

onfa a frequency Independent antenna. The flush usueting desirability
svggsted the use of the plana equiangular sp&irl While it was recognized
that tie planar equiangular spiral posesse bidirectional radiat ion
shumtwiarltics Its use was. Justified on the following bosest Spane
swvablbis, u1mUoIty of construction and its ability to at the gain,,
ISiS an broad band coverage requirement,

The 270 to 2800 megacycle pattern coverage and gain requirent suggested
the use of a flash moqated diacone'.

Spose tlaeation for this antenna wos the aft wase Just, Inside the clearance
sinel for the vehicle booster shroud, The antenna structaue formed a
section of a 3V radius cylinder, to fit this space In the stowed condition.
Far eperstion the antenna is rotated 90 degrees about oshinged side, the
opertin force being prqvided by a siring, loaded, by*'aulic ally damped
setwebe. Reless is prvvided by a oqvib actuaated pin pulling device,
This to illvtroted in Figure 1.

Mhe Tortleal Naltira" Auntenuna System may be briefly described as three
py andel spiral ontemase clustered at the end of an inflatabl salumiznuu/flylr
boos, IA the vortically positioned rehicle a lang boon Is necesitary to place
the antenmna systs. olear of the vehicle,

the elsotriosi specifications re juired a circularly polarized group of
matema" -operating over an 18t1 bandwidth with a VSWR below 3.1 over the hand.
In the frequency range from 150 to 02500 magacycles a single ldbe been vas
required with the gain level at 70 from he axisIn afigure of revolution
to be no ow'e than 12 db below isotropic. In the 2700 - 2800 uslocycle. rance
the pattern required a null an &49s with the main lobe describing a figure
of revolution at approuimately 60w from the o~de The main lobe gain was
to be peaetethan0 b#

A study of the spae allocated for the Vertical )Maltirange Ant~wma System
Iindicted that flush mouinting of the antennas wcald not be pr~etical for
the folloving: reason. As the longitudinal axis of the ±01,ol is per-
pandioular to the itarth's -urface and the ontemis system is located at the
rear of the vahiole,, radowing of the anteena by the vehicle body vould be

xoeeI Ia. This would be the ewee for all otennas mouinted close to the
vehicle booy. The solwtion chosen vas to extend the internee from the
vehicle on an -inftalat, a1uminvo/Myla laminate boom.
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- i. In order to operate over the required bandwidth it is necessary to use
two frequency independent antennas. Both of the pattern coverage require-
merits, i.e. the unidirectional pattern and the beacon type pattern,
suggested the use of conical spiral antennas fed in different manners.

The space allocated was in the vehicle aft rack area. The dimensions were
approximately 341" long, 8" wide and 10" high, maximwm.

It was decided the best design approach to meet the stated requireents
would be to use an unfurlable antenna for the 150 - iOW megacycle range and
attach smaller 1000 - 2500 and S-band fixed antennas to the base of the
larger one.

In order to deploy the antennas to the best operating position the bocw
had to extend out 3 feet and bend to trail 11 feet aft of the whicle
flight path. The antennas were directed toward Earth. See Figures 2 and 3.

III. Flex-Rib Antenna

The Flex-Rib Antenna as developed for space vehicles is an extremely light
parabolic reflector which is furled into a small package for ascent,

The electrical requirements specified a high gain circularly polarized
pencil beam, to operate in the 1500 megacycle region.

This 6' parabola design consists of a thin metallic rib structure covered
with a flexible fabric which is gold plated by the patented L15 Lockspray
process to form a reflective surface,

Radial ribs carry and maintain the parabolic contour on their upper edge
by virtue of their depth in the axial direction, Because of their cross
section, however, they may be wrapped around the hub in the furled condition.
The reflective surface is attached to and folded with the ribs, and when
unfurled provides lateral stability as an integrally stressed part of the
antenna structure. Additional stability and erection response is provided
by cupping or "oil canning" the ribs.

The 6' parabola illustrated in Fignres 4 Lad 5 weighs 11 pounds completee,
and furls into a 10" diameter ctntaLizz, Deployment from the c-stainer is
accomplished through the release of m ccinpressed spring, ths hub aliding
out in a shaft. The spring lo~d.ýd crater feed arm folda down and also
serves the function of restrainine the reflector in the ocntainer.

The feed antenma for the parabola is a pyramidal spire' fed by a tapered
xmicrostrip baluno The balun is supported by the center feed arm.

IV. P-3 Antenna

This is a circularly polarized pyramidal spiral with hexagonal cross section.
It is mounted in the aft rack of the vehicle at the end of an inflatable
aluminum/Mylar boom. The spiral is deployed in orbit by the inflation of
the boom and spiral framework.



2he eleaeweiat peoif1actiaas reuirod a circularly polteuld sto.mto op-9e Is thI 60 mgaesole rags. The MSR we to be Is" than 311.The antemr pattern me to have an on ides gain of no lose than 0 db with
to berism level to be no lower thain -20 db.

A mpe m i the sha!e of a reotangular box was allotted. It wa Ya longqP Wide And 10' high. one again the l aVitudinal axs of te ve.hicle
is peuaVOteular to the Berth's marface.

The auitina as 8dpleord isa lwsrated in izwmes 6 &ad 7. The boom andhexagonal fromums we CoMposed of 3" alunimu/qlar tubing and theatenne dimat.w is 2D lahes greater thai that of the vehicle itself.A slafiomt featvre is that it demonstrate•e ffectiely one of the basicprasiplbas used in amsw of theming urlable designs, the ability of amimfiatable dwvtas to mantain its physical sh"p. after the inflation.aemiome proases Is oompleted and the uvit is depressw'ised.

Wuaf Is conu roly in process toward dw'b-opment of aninflatable rectangularWe.eide for apeMoMraft application. This tesohnique a &s use of Mylar
bee aphical ballow e 1 to apply proper tensiamiag to the alwminisedftlar uvg• do wells. To data an eight foot aetion hae been 8oasossful.yoonwted end tosted aid the teohnique show promise for early application
pA lh M-g A linear wrevso
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INTERFERENCE COUPLING FACTORS FOR PAIRS OF ANTENNAS

J. A.M. Lyon
A. I. Simanyl

1 W. R. Heath

- The Radiation Laboratory

The University of Michigan

INTRODUCTION

This paper represents a continuation of the power coupling interference

studies which were presented in part at the confe -ence one year ago. At that time

a detailed mathematical anaiysis was given for the case of two rectangular slots operat-

ing in a common metal ground plane. Further analysis was also presented with these

two slots in a curved metal surface. Experimental data was given for two rectangular

slots and also for two circular Archimedean spiral antennas. The study of power

interference coupling has been continued with additional data available on these two

S types of Antennas. Further information has also been obtained for two square spiral

antennas. In addition, coupling studies have been made on E-sectoral, pyramidal,

and conical horn antennas. Altogether, information is presented here on the power

coupling between two antennas where each of the antennas involved is one of the four

types mentioned.

Besides considering a pair of similar antennas, studies were made between a

given antenna and a monopole antenna. Results of coupling between a square spiral

and monopole are shown here.

The Square Archimedean Spiral. Right-hand and left-hand wound square

spirals were experimentally tested on the 12 ft. by 12 ft. ground plane in an anechoic

'. For a definition of power coupling, see Appendix A."€' '•Kalafus, R. M., et al, see List of References.



chamber. Pertinent data foilow:

Type: Cavity-backed, two-arm, twenty turns.

Frequency range: 2 -4 Gc.

Balun type: Strip-line, Roberts. located in cavity.

Manufacturer: Advanced Development Laboratories.

Model No. : 1 L (left-hani wound)

3 R (right-hand wound).

Overall dimensions (antenr-.. and cavity): 2 in. x 2 in. x 1 in.

Coupling measurements were taken between the square spiral antenna and a

quarter-wave monopole. The monopole was perpendicular to the ground plane and

located 11. 3 in. from the center of the square spiral antenna. Coupling patterns

were recorded for frequencies from 2 to 4 Gc at 100-Mc Intervals. Typical curves

for Spiral 1 L are shown in Fig. 1.

Further studies of these coupling patterns reveal a preponderance of maxima

at locations radially out from the antenna corners ( at $ = 0". 90°, 1800, and 270°),

Figure 2 indicates the maximum and minimum coupling between the 1 L spiral

antenna and the quarter-wave monopole, normalized such Vhat the spacing between

these two antennas is 1. 92 wý'elengths. These curves indicate:

a) A relatively small variation in coupling as a function of frequency.

b) A relatively constant difference between maximum and minimum coupling

levels over the frequency range.

c) A trend toward increased average coupling as the frequency is increased.

Radiation patterns indicate:

a) A greater beam width than that observed for the circular spiral.

2



b) A relatively constant gain over the frequency range of the antenna.

A theoretical analysis of the fields from a square spiral antenna is presented

in Appendix B. In this analysis it is assumed that current waves travel out from the

center terminals of the antenna with a wave propagation factor fP which is constant.

In addition, it is assumed that the current does not experience reflection at the

spiral corners and that it is attenuated in the "radiation region" of the antenna.

The equations resulting from this analysis were programmed for the IBM 7090

computer and radiation patterns were calculated. These patterns were found to

check quite well in many respects with those obtained experimentally. Both theo-

retical and experimental coupling patterns have maxima at positions radially out

from the corners of the antenna.

The equations from Appendix B for the electric fields or the square spiral

antenna were used to try to predict the fields from the square photo-etched spiral.

+ This spiral has twenty turns and a spacing of . 01 in. It is designed to operate

between 2 Gc and 4 Gc. Since the width of the wires and the spacing between

wires are equal, the antenna and the ground plane can be considered as being the

complement of a square spiral in free space. The free space spiral has the same

geometry as the spiral formed by the spaces between wires on the spiral. Equations

for predicting the fields of the ADL spiral in a ground plane are then found by

interchanging E and E in the equations for the complementary free-space spiral.0

It should be noted that the radiation from any spiral is affected by the cavity

and the photo-etched balun in the feed system. These effects are not considered

in the derivation of the field equations and hence do not appear in the computed

patterns. Both theoretical and experimental patterns are shown in Fig. 3. The

.q3



absolute levels of the theoretical curveo_ are arbitrary since they depend on- the

current at the tsrminals, which is not known exactly. Note that in Fig. 3 the

experimental pattern has higher directivity than the computed pattern. This is

due to the fact that the cavity radiates more power directly outward than in

directions near the gro•nd plane.

In Fig. 4 there are definite maxima at locations near the spiral corners in

both the experimentsl and computed patterns. Note, however, that the experi-

mental pattern does not contain a great degree of symmetry for fiuld points 1800

apart. This deviation from the theory It primarily due to the imbalance in the

feed osused by the balun and by direct radiation from the balwn.

An attempt to simulate this imbalance was made by calculating a pattern

for the case of unbalanced currents at the feed terminals. Since no information

was available concerning the amount of imbalance the balun caused, a guess was

made. A six-degree error in the phase and a two-to-one ratio in the amplitudes

of the terminal currents were assumed. The resulting field pattern is shown at

the top of Fig. 4. The curve suggests that if the actual imbalance in the feed

were known, then closer correlation with experimental results could be realized.

The pattern for the component of electric field in the plane of the spiral

(Fig. 5) is symmetric with respect to the origin; that is, the magnitudes of the

electric fields at points 1800 apart are equal. This result was predicted since

diametrically opposite points on the spiral (points reflected through the origin)

carry identical currents. Computer results also revealed a 3600 phase shift for

Eas is varied from zero to 2v radians.

4



Automatic Positioning Apparatus. In order to facilitate the rapid acquisition

of power interference coupling data, it was decided to build an apparatus which would

allow the continuous measurement of power coupling as a function of distance. In

making this decision it was necessary to first decide that only the amplitude of

coupling was to be determined. Figure 6 shows a front view of this automatic spacing

equipment in which are mounted two pyramidal horns. Basically, the apparatus utilizes

a sliding brass belt containing the movable antenna with one of the antennas remain-

ing fixed as shown in the bottom of the picture of Fig. 6, part A. As shown, provi-

sion has been made to minimize the effects of, any cracks between the moving metal

belt and the adjoining conducting ground plane. Figure 6, part B shows details

behind the ground plane of the automatic spacing device. It is to be noticed that

there is a servo-mechanism take-off of the position information providing one to one.

correspondence between chart paper advance and movement of the one antenna with

respect to the other antenna. An additional servo-mechanism take-off is provided

so that the rotation of the bottom antenna in Fig. 6, part A may be recorded.

The output of this servo-mechanism is used to drive the abscissa of an X-Y

plotter. The resulting pattern is that of coupling versus rotation for any given

spacing of the antennas.

Pyramidal Horn Antenna. A number of measurements were made of the

power interference coupling between two pyramidal horns. Figure 7, parts A, B,

and C show drastic changes in the level of coupling between two such horns as the

receiving horn is changed in its orientation with respect to the tran3mitting horn.

Each part is for a given spacing and orientation as indicated in the legend on the

individual parts. The same two horns were used in another test involving the

5



automatic positioning equipment previously described. For thit test the E-fields'

of the two horns were in line. Figure 7, part D shows the variation o( the coupling

as the spacing ie changed from a minimum of 8 inches to a maximum of 21 inches.

The coupling level is lowered 6db for each doubling of the spacing between the

antennas as shown by the calculated curve in this figure. This calculated curve

corresponds to the dependence of electric field upon the reciprocal of distance,

or power density falling off inversely as R squared.

Very low levels of coupling were observed when the two pyramidal horn

antennas were aligned with the H-fields colinear. The general level of coupling

in this case was in the neighborhood of 80db which is 'substantially lower than

the general level of coupling observed in the previous case tE-fields colinear).

At this extremely low level of coupling, because of the sensitivity of the measure-

ment apparatus, small variations of power level become prominent. It has been

these small variations which have been difficult to explain. (It is expected that

in the oral presentation it will be possible to clarify the variations In couplings

observed and therefore to present detailed data on the actual coupling through

the use of slides at that time.)

E-Sectoral Horns. Numerous tests were performed on E-sectoral horns,

each horn having a directivity of approximately 8 db. Figure 8 shows the coupling

for two E-sectoral horns with two different orientations corresponding to E-plane

coupling and H-plane coupling. The data in the figure have been taken for a

spacing of 11. 2 cm. A frequency of 10 Gc was used in the test. Later a series

of tests for various spacings in the two orientations were made for the coupling

of the same two E-sectoral horns. The information or. the latter tests are

6



described by the curves of Fig. 9.

Conical Horn Antennas. Two circularly polarized conical horns were used in

a series of coupling measurements. Figure 10, part A, shows the power interference

coupling to have a minor variation about a level 71 db down from the power entering

the transmitting antenna. Part B shows a similar measurement with the orienta-

tion of the transmitting horn changed by an angle of 900. It is noted that the average

level here has now been lowered to about 73 db down. The variations observed in

these two curves aro due at least in part to polarization ellipticity present on either

or both of the horns. The results shown in this figure were for a frequency of

7.57 Gc and a spacing of 31.0 cm. Subsequently, coupling measurements were

made on these same conical antennas at various spacings and trequeuacies.

Figure 11, curves A and B show the radiation patterns in two orthogonal planes

for the conical horns used. The directivity of each of these conical horns is

approximately 20 db.

CONCLUSIONS

Much data has been obtained upon each of several pairs of anteanas.

Details in the construction and feed arrangements of the antennas appear to be

of great importance in the power interference coupling level existing between

two antennas,. In the application of coupling information to the power interference

between two systems, additional data on coupling antennas operating at fre-

quencies other than the design frequency must be obtained. The results of this

paper are useful in assessing the interference of the particularly difficult prob-

5 lem of two systems using antennas mounted in a common metal surface.
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j APPENDIXA.

RELATION BETWEEN COUPLING AND WMTUAL UMPEDANCE

Consider the general linear twc-port network depicted in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Two-votatwork.

The network equations are:

V1 " 11 1 1 + ZI 12 ý

(A. 1)

V2 " 2111 + Z 2212•

Since antenna pairs are generally linear and reciprocal.

Z 12 = Z2 1  (mutual impedance). (A.2)

Furthermore, for far-fteld coupltng, we see that

zI12
1 << Izll1

z 12 1 << 1Z2 2 1

21



The power transmitted is

Wt- I'1 R (Z11 ).

TMe power received by a matched load it:

S(Z~I,1' 
IZ121iwr '2 Re 22n) ,- Re .

Thus the fr--field coupling ti

Wr IZ 12 1,(
C 4 ".l (A.3)

Where

R11 - R.(Z 11 )

R2 2 a Re (Z22 )

Mutual impedance te obtained from an open- circuit measurement, whereas coupling is ob-'

tained from a tuned measurement.

Z12= -I'l, (A. 4)

receiver
open- circuited

The loading that occurs tn near-fteld situations wlJ. alter the relation given by Eq. A: 4.



APPI1NDIX 3

DERIVATION OF SQARE SPIRAL FIELDS

In this section the radiation fields of the square spiral antenna are derived. The

antema is assumed to be made up of a series of linear wire elements arranged in a configurs-

tion similar to that of the square spiral (see FIg. 14). Each wire carries a traveltng wave of

current. The phase of each current is the same as the phase of the corresponding current on

the spiral. The magnitude of the current on each wire element is held constant, and attenua-

tion, due to radiation, It depicted by reducing the current magnitude on successive wire

elements in each leg of the spiral. If one assumes a constant magnitude current on each wire

element, the vector potential may be calculated.

z Field
point

R

L/ 2

-g .e

IVS. Is. Geome tayfr square SpOr ,Mdye/s.



The veor potential de to a,traveltgm wave ofafrreat om a liner wire lemeat,

aw vreew peteUlal at a large distance r from the wire ! pvev by

A7 a j 2 -Ikr(.1

2

N I to large woou red to a wavoleng, r to given approximately by

r = R-,.stn0sin9 - acoo0 sinG.,

The curret In assumed to have the form

110) = 0o7'01( + ) (5.2)

whe tMe factor -JM wlll be used later to adjust the relative phase between currents on dtff-

erst wires.

3quatI 3.1 my boeoese

L
,. -Lr 1° .- Jf,.+f) ,•,•(?,1,h o + scoedlne)&7

T

L

,-j(kjt+P-,kmcos~stnP)

A ° f4R f 0 sinksn9 sin0 - 11

After intega" and combining the two resulting exponentials into a sine term,

Aj J(kR + Of - ks coo 0 sin n)
Ay- s5n 2] sn [- kstn8 sln#] (3.3)

y 2.R [0.- It s ks sin 0]
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where

a the distane th coose" is displaced from b orlgi

L a the lagth of fth elemet '

a propagation factor for current wave

k a propagation factor for waves in free sp•e.

In a similar manner, the vector potential duo to a traveling wave of current on an x-directed

wire Is given by

io e-J(kR + Pt- ks con sin L)

Az 2rR[3 - k sin sin- (t3- ksnG cos ] • (0.4)

In order to apply these results to the case of the square spiral, an approximation

to the square spiral geometry must be made. It may he seen, in Fig. 14(a). that the geom-

etry of the square spiral can tri divided into four triangular regions and one small square

region by drawing four lines which pass through the corners of the wires. If the four triangu-

tar regions are now translated so that the vertices of the triangles (points a1 , a2 , a3 , and

a4 ) are positioned at the same point "a" in space, the geometry of Fig. 14(b) results.

Note that this translation has eliminated the small square region at the center of

the spiral. The relative translation between diametrically opposite triangles is equal to the

length of thL diagonal of this small square region. Since the diagonal length is equal to the

spacing between the spiral wires, the translation will be small If the wires are spaced very

closely together.

The geometry to Fig. 14(b) Is more easily analyzed since each wire element is

geometrically symmetric with respect to the axis it crosses. The current on each element

in Fig. 14(b) will be assumed to be the same as on the corresponding element in Fig. 14(a),

The total vector potential for the spiral antenna may now be found by summing

"the contributions due to each wire element. Zquatioms B. 3 and B. 4 will be altered for use in

these summations.

Performance of these summations requires consideration of the direction of

propagation of the current wave on each wire element. In Fig. 14(b). the ourrent waves on



000,

(a) Act -- (b) Model

. i.. 14. fqn spiral ooafgurtor

the r directed elements crossing the positive x- axis travel in the sootive i-dWrection (din-

ward). Nowever, the waves on the elements crossing the negative x-axis travel In the post-

ttve y-. direction (upward). This difference in the directions of w.ave propagation on y- directed

elements may be considered in the y- component of the total vector potential by changing the

sign of 0 (des"p in the exponential term) in Eq. B.3 when it is used for components, crossing

the negative r-szts. Similar considerations must be made in Eq. B. 4.

The relative phase between currents on all elements must ar io be considered in

performing the summation, hence, the factor -j11. This factor may he used to adjust the

phaise of the current at the center of the wire element being considered. It is easily seen

from f3 ..2 that if the phase of the current at the center of the wire (?I 0)is correctly

chosen, then the phase of the current at other positions along the wire (I q I'> 0) will also be

correct. Th factor -jff will give the correct phase at the center of -each wire element if I

ts deflined as the length of the opil leg from its beginning at the center of the spiral out to

hew center of the element being considered. With I defined in this manner, the current at

the center of the mth y-irected wire Plement It given by

2()m+ 1 Im e n
I m e



where m- 1 designates the first y-dtrected wire element to the right (or left) of the origin

and, m-M desigates the y-directed element farthest to the right (or left) of the origin (see

M•. 14(b). The fctor (-1)m+ accounts for the out-of-phase feed at the center of the

spiral. Similarly, for x-dtrected elements, the current at the conecr of the nth element is

I n = -1 n~ l I n e • J i

The only remaining alteration of Eqs. B. 3 and B. 4 needed to make them appli-

cable to the spiral antenna is to change the sign of "a" (element displacem-,nt from origin)

for elements crossing negative axes.

With the above alterations of Eqs. B. 3 and B. 4 taken Into account, ezpressions

for the total vector potentials in the x and y directions, respectively, may be formulated

and are given by.

-j(kR + f fn ksn sin 0 sin 0)

A, sin 0 (3 - k sin 0 cos 0)
n-l 2wR(P - k sin 8 cos'0) (3.5)

-j(kR + Ptn - ksn sin G sin 0)

+ n ()l+l nnn L
+_ nIo+a0ks c0 sin T (P + k sin 0 cos 0)

n= I ~2wR (13+kasin 0cos 0)

and

-J(kR + Of - ksm cos 0 sin 0) L

A (. sin + k sin 0sin 0)
y m=I 2UR(C + k sin a sin 0)

(3. 6)

M m e -j(kR + OfI - ksm sin 0 sin 0)
,M I. m• L

M ( E R)m+ m - kin sin0 sin - k sin a sin 0)

where

I magnitude of the current on the mth element,m

L = dsplacement of the mth element from the origin,
thLm = length of the m element.



noe total vector potoutial1 due to all nwrtuto on the snpiral Is then given by

Al may be .qpreea.d to terms al spherical coosrdliatee as follaws

A VA

A* a A, e o o 0 + A7 yl sin G (3.8)n

A0 -AA62si 0 +Acoo 0

Mwe electric fields are. Ume given, br.

3O - (3.11)AO

per*ormift the iv~icated oper Iation produces the following expresstons for Z.mwd

3*a.j~......caoemeG 1(-I) 3 1+ k ~ si o ) Sin-f~k~eo~

-J(Pt3 + ksasin sa Mn0)

n- sin (u+ nscoeO)o

-(pf + ksia coeos0)
*tloG (.)m+i InC "m -k o s in 0

m+ m (-Ap kstn O8stn) Li.12



-j(i3 5n - ks n sin 0sin8
4 I-k r .N e~..1 n•.

K - J•4•'Jk sine 21-l sin-r I/3 - ktne cose)
Z nI n I (j3 - k sin 9 cos 0)

"e j(01 n + ks nsin 0 sin e0)

+ sin0 E_,()n+ n sin (P + k sin ( coso )
n- 1 (0 3+k sin 0 cosO) sn

-j'Ofm ksm cos0sin9)
M Ime m mL

cos0 r (-)m+l sinmm (+ksin~sinO)Co =1 (3 + k sin 0 sin0) 2

(Of je3m +ksm cos0 sin&)

cos+ n sin 1(0-ksin0sinO)
m- ( - k sin 0 sino) J

(P. 13)

It should be noted that throughout this analysis no restriction has been placed on

the magnitude of the cur~rent on the spiral (In and I m) except that it must be constant over the

le'igth of any individual wire element. Magnitude adjustments may be made between succes-

sive wire elements, however, and these adjustments may follow a certain mathematical

relationship. A logical choice for this relationship would be a current magnitude which

attenuates only slightly until the "radiation region" of the spiral is reached, and thereafter,

attenuates at a greater rate. The expression

has these characteristics and was used in computing field patterns.
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INTRODUC TION

General procedures for determining the equivalent radius of uniform antennas with arbitrary
cross-sections are described. Once the equivalent radius is known, it is possible to make use of the
published literature for cylindrical antennas to determine the input impedance.

The eRuivalent radius of a uniform antenna with non-circular cross-section was suggested by
Eric Hall6n (). Hall6n stated that antennas with non-circular cross-sections could be examined
mathematically by considering them to be cylindrical in shape and to have an equivalent radius. Once
the equivalent radius is known, it is possible to make use of the published literature for cylindrical
antennas to determine the input impedance. Hallen advanced the theory that the equivalent radius of
an antenna with non-circular cross-section was equal to the radius of a circular antenna, which in
conjunction with a larger concentric circular cylinder had the same capacitance.

However, Hall~n's technique becomes difficult to apply when the shape is not conformably map-
able to a circle, which is possible only for a limited number of classical configurations. Shintaro Uda
and Yasuto Mushiake (2) used a different theory from that of Halln and derived an approximate expres-
sion for the equivalent radius given by:

loge P -"•2 •co• ~ed (s, s) dslds

logl -4f loge

where: P = equivalent radius
d(s, s = direct distance between two points s and s1, taken on the closed periphery c of the cross-

section.
a = length of the closed curve c.

The equivalent radius as derived by the approximate expression of Uda and Mushiake has been
c~mpared analyticilly and numerically with the equivalent radius found using Hall~n's method on a
few arbitrary shapes. These two methods give equivalent radii which differ by approximately 0. 15
to 5. 0 percent in the cases investigated.

Measurements have been made on the arbitrary shapes presented in this paper (Figures 4, 5, 6)
and reasonably good agreement has been found bet-ween the input impedance of the noncircular antenna
and the cylindrical antenna of the equivalent radius over a frequency range from below the first
resonance to above the second resonance.

EQUIVALENT RADIJS OF ELLIPTICAL CONDUCTOR

Hallin's method will be used as an example for the derivation of the equivalent radius of an
elliptical conductor.

Consider an elliptical conductor of major axis a and minor axis b with zero potential concentric
with a circular cylinder of radius R with potential 00 as shown in Figure 1. The equation for the
ellipse is:

+• 1 (1)
4r 2 2

'9 c c



jy"

F•gur 1 - E~llptical Conductor Concentric with a Circular Cylinder

Letco 2  a

Eqstou(1)aproscheaelrleaoa•v app-oaches ifr. Let v be -,- where nis anumberlr
1, then

I ' tn-h 1 b..

2 a

From t nwrN osine trafrmstian and th bowaday conditions, we obt2an

1o=C 1n' ÷, C21 ,

where

: 1 = n 4t/•(n-i)1

and

It follows then:

7Tn1 [ ____mu (--° )

Frmnere+oi un cosh we oa

-c~~ 0n2~il r,] u (n[ -1) ( "
00



or x12 3 - y,24-

c 2 cosh 2 17r(n-l) o + ,) c sinh2 K (n-1) v

no0 n-O0 n1 V

When

n o (') (n-1) IT (n-1) v' ,
"n0o n-Io

c cosh 2  Ii-: c +2 sin"2  F -(3)

n 1o Oo

For this case, equation (3) is equal to R 2 as v,
0

Therefore

R-. c cosh-•- [T - (n-1)Ooj c cosh 7r. (4)

The total flux between the two conductors is

02 no 2 n 0 (5)
Q=27 C1 7r (n-i) - n-I

The capacitance between the two conductors is then:

Capacitance = - 2 nE (6)
00 n-1

The capacitance for coaxial cylinders of radii p and R is:

Capacitance of coax. - 2 E (7)
log R

The equivalent radius of an antenna with noncircular cross-section is equal to the radius of a circular
antenna, which in conjunction with a larger concentric circular cylinder, has the same capacitance.
So equating (6) and (7), p will be the equivalent radius of the elliptical conductor:

c(cosh 7r) /e _(n- ()

Substituting

n 7r /tanh-1(_ b

we obtain
Qosh 7r tanh-e b (9)

u n x 3e a-

l~twhen x > 3, cosh x = 2~ e correct to three significant figures.



C Wa ~ a(10)

Applying thM deftitio. of hyoerbolli tangnt

ta x (X • - •"X)/(.X + ."1)

equation (10) beconws:
a+b (1

Equation (11) Is the expression for the equivalent radius of an elliAAcal conductor with major ax.
and minor axis b.

Whm either the major axis or the minor axis of the elliptical conductor shrinks to zero, tlz
ellptical conductor will become a thin flat strip. If the minor axis shrinks to zero, equation (11)
becomes:

P a -j-, or p=0.25 (width) (12)

This is the eq(ivaleat radfts of a thin flat strip. The result ts In agreement with a previous law
gatito (3). If a = b = r, the ellipse wlll then become a circle with radhu r. From equation (11)
a=b-r

-2r
p= �-- =r

It Is observed tkat the eqmlvalsa radius to eqal to the radius ot the circle.

ARBURARY GEOMETRIES

For those genmtris wblch are n4t easily comformably mapable Hall~n's method becomes
dicult to apply aid other techniqw must be employed. In the shopes which follow, the expres
of Uda and MIkhlako has been used. The integral can be evaluated analytically for cross-sectioi
of straiftl Une elements. A few examples are shown below.

ARn• a With L-Smnod Cross-8w-tion (Fiur, 2a)

1pb 71 11 2

&am Wlzh 1ý-C"A21n Fn

"p'a4P bP n (a 2 bý2p) e (77)

p 1/(2 +1)2



Ae -. (17) (2 +17)2 ()n)1 tan -6 - 7 -617 + 4 1o08 (Z)

Antema With CU-ShMped Crous-Section (Figure 2c)

Sp• aP bP 11. (a 2 + b 2 )pr/ 77+2)

p = 11(1+17)2

uei) = 2(2(l + 2 log, (2)+2 tan- ( n)

+ 2472 tan 1 ()3 (11 + 17)2

Anteam With U-Shaped Cross-Section (Flgure 2d)

p ap bp7 2'(a2 + b2)pr7 (a + 2) e #(417 )

p = 1/(1+247)2

0('] 0 112; 4 1(77) +S8)tan-1 (r7)

_2 , 2 - (1 2-

lip7 + 1f~4r,(7) 7 tan ( -)-(12?)+8tn ()

Antena With It-Shaped Cross-Section fftpur 2e

2 2 a2 2P 2 222+22
-1vaP b8pr (a +c ) 4 b (ae10 4p; 000)

p =1/(1+ 4 7) 2

2 '222 -1 b007r) 2 (1 + 4r) 16 r7/tan- (277)+-8r)7 tan- (j+tan-(17

3i 3(1 +47) 2 + 8 ?721 oge(4) .

Antenna With Hat-Shaped Cross-Section (Figure 21)

p eu

Pu =1 a+b+ 2 la -242 r24b2 -24c 2 + 4a 2 l°oe (a2)

S- 48ab-(Sb2- l16c)Iloe (4c +b)+32bctan ()-48ac

+ 8a tan- '(• + (8ab + 4b 2 - 4a2) log ( 2 b) - 48be



2 - - 1222

+ (Sb 2  16a) t,-1 (a - 3 2 b tan(•) + 162 loge (4c2 )

+ (16a + 32ac + 16c 2 ) log (2a + 2c) + 8 (2c+a)2 1 + a

(2c6 + a)+8boge2)lg a c
- (32c 2 + 32ac + 8a 2) loge(2c+a) +-Sb(a+2c) loge fb 2 +(a+2c) 2

2 2 2 2 c21 -a 4 - 2c+ (16ac+l16c + 4a -4b )log e [b ~(a+2c + i6ab tan- b

+ (32bc + 8b 2 ) tan- 1a + 2c.

Antenna With Rectangular Cross-Section (Figure 2 g)

1

p - baPb7 7 2(a2 + b2)24+pr])e 907)

p 1/2(1+?7)2

1107() 44tanl (7))+417 tan-l( +277T -S(1+7) 2 ]
Antenna Made From Two Circular Cylinders Li Parallel (Figure 2h)

i •+r2 172
Sp R +7) 2  (1 +7)2 +77)2

p~R(1 +77)" (+) D

"Antenna Made From Two Flat Strips in Parallel (Figre 2'.1)

p= e

9 162 24b2 + 4b 2 loge (b 2 ) + 4b 2 loge (4c 2 +b 2 )

+ 32bc tan- (Ž)]

or

=1 [_ 24a2 + 4a 2 log (a2 + 16c 2 loge(2c)

+ (16a 2 +- 32ac + 16c') loge (2a 2c) - 32c2 loge (2c + a)

-(32ac + 8a2 ) loge (2 + a)
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Antenna Made From Two Angle Strips in Parallel (Figure 2j)

p• elu

1 2 24a2 + 4a2 loge (a 2 ) + 16c 2 loge (2c)

16(a + b)2

+(16a2 +32ac+ 16c 2 ) loge f2 (a+c)J -24b 2 - 48ab

2 2 2 2- (32c . 32ac + 8a) loge (2c + a) + 4b loge (b)

4b2 lo 42 2 - 1 b 2 -l b
+4b21Oe (4c2+b) +32bctan (fP)- 32c tan-1

-8aog( 2  2 2 -lb 2 -+ 8ab log (a + b) + 8a tan T + 8b tan

- 8b2 -1 - 16bc loge (4c 2 + b + 8ab loge (2c + a)2

" b 1 1bclo',1(2 +a)2 b21+ 8(2c + a)2 tan-
2c -a)

"+ 8b2 tan-1 (a + 2c)/b

Antenna Made From Three Circular Cylinders in Parallel (Figure 2k)

JU
P=e

(1+ logR+ 7 221og (+2R) + 2 32 loge (27 3 R)

+ 2 77 2 loge (D 1 2 ) + 2 772 713 loge (D2 3 ) + 2 773 loge (D 3 1 ) ]
If

D1 2 =D 2 3 =D 3 1 =D

2 2

77(1±773
p 172 (1-472 77 3) 773 (1-- 7 2 4- 73)

2+7732 22 2

D (• 2 4 3)2 R i + 7[ 2 +7 3)
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when 12-1 , 77317
2 713

) D R •
2 

2

1

p(D2R)

T (a) T (b) T (c)

bT b = a 17b~ a• I a--.- a --.+I

[ a -' •a a--

(e) 2S(d)bT (e:=a/•2c -vP

T~r ba1 T ,
b - - -- a -

b at}q_.2c---

a -

a

(g) (h)()

1D 2c b

2c = q7 a U) =b1

/ (k)
S• • b 12/ D13

Figure 2 r2 772R r 3 = 2 R 4

Antennas With Arbitrary Cross-Section
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By applying numerical analysis techniques, Uda's method has been extended to geometri al
cross-sections of arbitrary shapes. For the airfoil section shown in Figure 3, p = 1.29.

Y

, (0.0, 1.6) p = 1.29

(-1.1, 0.8) -(2.3, 0.)

X
(0.0, 0.0)

X 0.0 0.8 1.08 0.5 -0.32 -1.11 -1.87 -2.16 -1.42 -0.64

Y 0.0 0.25 0.96 1.5 1.6 1.43 1.15 0.63 0.3 0.07

Figure 3 Air Foil Cross-Section

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Experimental results obtained for three of the cross-sectional shapes of Figure 2 are shown
in Figures 4, 5 and 6, along with measurements on cylinders of the same equivalent radius. The
agreement is good.
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Introduction

This paper is concerned with the possibilities of feeding large spbWrical reflectors

with a feed system transverse to the axis of the antenna, in situations requiring limited

electronic scanning. The work has largely been supported by the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories under AF19(628)2758, "Transverse Antenna Feeds". Support

has also come from RCA in connection with research for an antenna for multiple target

radar systems (MUTAR). It Is the purpose of this work to develop a transverse feed

system that corrects for aberrations and permits scanning.

1,2
Research on spherical reflectors has been going on for some time 1 This

effort arose from ideas put forward by Carl Sletten 3, Chief of the Microwave Physics

Laboratory, AFCRL, and was supervised in its first year by Roy C. Spencer who has

contributed heavily to the program, especially the geometric optics analysis. The

4,5 6
study to date has completed work on geometric optics, 4 ' 5 and polarization . Evalu-

ation of focal region fields and the feed problem are the present areas of endeavor.

Geometric Optics

The sphere is the simplest of all three-dimensional surfaces because its radius

of curvature is constant. Consequently, it has no preferential direction as do the

paraboloid and the ellipsoid and every radius (or normal) passes through its center

and is an axis of symmetry. This is the property that attracts our attention in scan-

ning ap~lications.

V



Consider a parallel pencil of rays incident on the concave side of. a spherical cap

as in Figure 1. Let the ray through the center 0 of the sphere, the central ray, be the

aWe. For any incident ray, the law of reflection states, (a) that the reflected ray lies

in the plane of incidence (the plaoe containing the normal to the surface, OB and the

incident ray AB), and (b) that the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence.

The plan of incidence therefore contais the center, which lies on the normal as well

as the aWi, and int 'ersects the sphere in a great circle. It follows that (a) all problems

of reflstion of asinglesray reduce to that of reflection from acircle; and (b) all re-

i1sclsd rays intersect the axi.- Thre can therefore be no slow rays (rays that miss

the axis), as there, are in the off-axis Illumination of the paraboloid. It further follows

that all Ineoming linearly polarized waves are treated alike.

hmooaing rays parallel to end very near the ray passing through, the center of the

sphere pms thtrough a focus F called the parazia focus located halt-way from the

F~gure 1. pheicalCp an r10nta01eletd a

2 NIEN A



center of curvature to the spherical reflector. In general, for any doubly curve,! re-

flector all reflected rays are trngent to two caustic surfaces. A caustic I's defined as

: the envelope of reflected (or refracted) rays as the position of the point of Incidence is

varied. A sphere has two cavatics, the axial caustic lying along the central ray, and

the caustic surface discussed below.

Let us now consider a family of parallel rays, i.e., a bundle of rays, traced

through reflection from a spherical reflector. A plane section is shown in Figure 2.

it is evident that the reflected rays fold into a tort of a fan whose envelope is densely

populated by rays. This is the caustic curve. It is formed by the crossing of adjacent

rays in a plane. In Figure 3, we have drawn a spherical reflector with three rays

incident on it. These are the central ray or axial ray, and the edge rays or marginal

rays. For our purposes the marginal ray is the outermost ray that is properly re-

flected. It is characterized by the maximum allowable value of h, h and the'fax

maximum angle of incidence a max = 0max* The axial caustic, the caustic surface

and the paraxial focus are all indicated and have been previously discussed. Every

ray is tangent to the caustic surface. In particular the marginal rays are tangent at

the points M1 . M1 M1 is termed the marginal focus. The marginal rays intersect on

the axis at F1 and then intersect the caustic surface a second time at the points C .

The circle of diameter C1 C1 "the circle of least confusion", is the smallest circle

that contains all the rays. For our purposes the region lying between the caustic sur-

faces and between the paraxial focus and the marginal focus is the focal region, and

it is here that we must concentrate our efforts.

Of the properties of rays of interest in this study, perhaps the decisive one is

optical path-length. Path-length enters into the expressions of wave theory as phase,

and thus into the evaluation of that theory. Figure 4 shows portions of concentric

spherical surfaces of radii IR and rp. A ray AB parallel to the axis OV is reflected

3
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EDGE RAY OR MARGIMAL RAY ___AI

REFLECTED RAY
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Figure 3. 'Focal Region of a Sphere
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Figure 4. Reflection from Two Concentric Spheres
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at 2 on the spherical reflector and Is incident at P on the second surface. Computa-

tiosally, It proves uisel to normalias all lengths with respect to R. Thu,% the corn-

putatios done for the single reflector food surface eaem were made using the formulas

bel.w, all of which may be derived from Figure 4.

L 2 It

9 - 2sa 1 h - ms Ž h

1/2
S 2(r 1h)

T7U plot of L against h (Figure 5) has even symmetry about h=0, and the slope

of the curves is alway3 so at h-0, the axdal caustic, but has other stationary

valums only for rp I 0.50 which mark the locus of the caustic surf-&P. FIgure 6

ohms the graphs of eve h, which have odd symmetry. This means that thare are up

to three rays which Peas through some field points (rp , 9). The stationary points

dWmot the cautic surface. Curves for Lyvs 0 were plotted (Figure 7). Almost all
p

the propertie seen In the other curves are to be found in these "fish tails". The

css of the "fish tael" mark the caustic surface. A line of constant 6 has up to

three toersestloms with a curve for constant rp, denoting the three rays through a

field joInt. Note that for reflectors of radii 150 to 300 wavelengths, a change of 0.01

.n L om the graphs may be a change 1.5 to 3 wavelengths, or 500. to 10000 of phase.

If om cossiders 90e to be important, changes in the fourth significant figure of

normal'zed path-letgth. are worthy of note.

6
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Polarization:

The spherical reflectors under study subtend ua1les at the center of curvature of

the order of 60. The resulting wide Lngles of Incidence preclude the neglect of polar-

ization effects, as substantial contributions of cross-polarized fields can arise. 6 If

one considers a linearly polarized plma wave incident on a spherical reflector, apply-

ing the current distribution method 7 one quickly obtains for the current on the re-

flector, K using the no~taton of FIgue 8,

K-2H 1Xft( x 411

if A2 is the unit vector in any direction 2, the component of current radiating in this

direction is:
S~A

K K- (R -A2 )n 2

For an incoming i polarized wave, if z Is the direction of propagation

A A A A
e k

and thus:
A A

K=2H A

To a good approximation, for spherical reflectors of the size and shape contenm-

plated, the polarization Is essentially that of the specularly reflected ray. This is

evidenced by the fact that the circle of least confusion subtends less than 7* at, any

point of incidence in a sphe! -al reflector stbtendlng 60 at the center as shown in

Figure 9. This type of assumption concerning the specularly reflected ray is also

Inho'rent in the stationary phase approximation.

9
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Figure 10. Specular Relection from a Curved Surfec

For the specular ray (see Figure 10).

A A A A A
h 2 111 - 2 0a1 -*n S) n a

hence
An 2 2(kn.)^

as

AX A A A A A A A

2H, fX~l n ( n.k2(l k)n 3 )

If the center of the spherical reflector is chosen u the origin of coordinates, one

an write in spherical coordinates.

A
!= OB

A A A A
- -i =-(isn0 cos• o sin sin 0 + kco, 0)

11



- , A

if-2H,[icosG-kxinecoispj

A A A' A
n2 - (i Sin 20 cosq + jsln20 sin0 + kcoo 20)

and finally

'A 2
f2.1= H1 (12 (co 0 - sin 9 sin,28 cos iP

A
-jsin0 sln2G sin 2 q

A
k 2ooo sin 2 oosJ a

Using spherical unit vectors, which are readily identifiable on the spherical

reflector surfaoe,

A A
2 H (# cod 0 - P woe 0 sin )

A A A
1 M -- (p coo 0+ sin 0)

A and
IA 2 rcoe aSin 9coo q

A 2
+ Gco anq (I+ sin 9)

A0 weo 0 sin qP
A i

For an incident 3 - polarized wave one can show that:
AK.- H1(-s.ns.,e.m2

+ [- (ci sin 0 sin 20 sin 2 21 v
A 2

+j2(dos 0- sin- Gsln2S sin go)
A

-k sin 20 cos sin ]
A A

as oe might axpect, with I and J, sin o and cor 4 interchanging their roles.

F'-"eA AA A
Fgre 11, 12, and 13 are polar plots of the i. J, k components respectively of

effective surface current density a they would appear on the surface of the spherical'

reflector if on were looling down the central ray at the reflector. The valuee shown

are valid perhaps for 9•- 35", but are shown out to 900 as a point of interest. The

12
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A
)-.aonman has th familia four-oed croess-olazrzed patters, and also Is sp-

A
p •esse more strongly than the k-componet s q*pane= 0 Note the and of

A
ieroa for the i aomp mnt for 9 i 45", which seems to be the caIe of the squashed-

dowr elliptical contours for smaller values of 0.

Focal Ren Fields

It Is evlm from the foregoing that any point In the focal region not on the axial

cstle receives field cotribatims from to many as the ray., i.e. three regions

on te reflector. If am were to mn up the field cootrIbutIoes from the reflector at

a general point In di focal region, cme would espect to find tha everything camcels

Sxoept tat arising from these thre regions and the .ffetm of dlonlute An the

c n stribution such as anr caused by edges, apertur blocking, etc. Let us

neglect discontluities in the current distribution. Since the surface current and

charge obey the continuity equation, only the curre distritio need by considered.

If, furthr, It it assumed that the focal region is in the far field of th coutributing
A

regions of the reflector, for an inciedt uniform i polarized plane wave, we can writo

for the field at a point P,

= f ( K ( . 2 ) 2  ± -- - - +- - - drr_',KA )A •dS

Reflector

where L 1 , L2 , are path-lengths from Figure 4, and C 1 = - j -. Then it can be

shown that



I 2HI if r(coose - sinG 0sin .20 cos 0b)
A

- J sin 0 sin 20 sin 6 cos 0

- coo 0sin 20 coso ]

2 r~c.(2 21/
X ,• 0,." ° + r -2r, •rfsinr .sin 0 po + o 0 coo 0

2 2
+R, + r a- 2er R sin." 0os (•-, i os a0 . ooo. 0

p p p p p /

x [R sinOd~d4o]

The processes which led to this integral lead inevitably to the method of stationary

phase in its evaluation. Stationary phase is an asymptotic method 8,9,10 mathematically

related to the method of steepest decent, but resting on a somewhat weaker mathematical

foundation. It has, how-¢ever, a strong physical relationship to wave motion problems.

Basically, it says thai if contributions at a field point remote from an equiphase surface

are added, they tend to cancel except for the contributions from regions where the phase

has a stationary value, i.e., its partial derivatives are zero. And it can be shown that

this approximation is quite accurate subject to certain limitations. The most important

of these boils down to the requirement for our case that - R is a very large number.

For R !- 170, 2R > 1000. The method can be shown to break down at foci and caustics,

in the simple form discussed here. Basically, what we have achieved is an extension

of the geometric optics model to give us some evaluation of the field, including inter-

ference and polarization effects, at points in the focal region which are not on or very

near the %va! aaustlc and the caustic surface. For the relatively large feed surfaces

we contemplate, this is a significant portion of the transverse focal region.

17



Ti aottar• pOlee ocaditioms mw

L 0; L 0;

which loed to the rel Mq

sad

sine .sla (*h,,O)

The first relatoaftp simply sols thMt stationay points lie In the plane of net-

dmon ombining the field point P. The second in simply the sine law for triangle OPB

of Fligre 4. Both of hemm oonditimn arise In the geometric optics troatment and show

the straeg relatiam ahip b'etwem this stationary phase evaluation and the geometric

optIW model. fially tkm, we cm show that at the points of concern, so-called field

poins of th first bad,

I~~ (FU +Up
1 ÷L' 1u Pil u2 P12 1 U2 P13

A
+j (U IPJ1 + U2 P,2 + U3 Pk3)

A]

where te ,ubscript 1, 2, 3, refer to al , and 3 which cam contrbute

at PP(r p r, 0 , #). sud mb erilpts 1,J,k refer to components Of polarization

(A(. 2 ) n ). Thus P is thej couqnment of polarization evaluated for 02, if

e2 ,idsts. And U3 In the statoa phase factor evaluated for '•3 I3 ex'its



where

L L

where L,.4 L are the second partial derivatives of L with respect to 0 and

respectively, and e 9 0 * j/4, with the * sign chosen the same as the sign

of L 6 *, Lb respectively, and account for the so-called anomalous phase change when

passing a caustic. Results have been computed for points on concentric spherical

surfaces, (r° = constant), for R = 170 X, 400 X. Typical results are shown in Figures

14 to 20, for the values of parameter , p s ho"w.

Experimental Work

The experimental model being used at the time this paper was written was a pill-

box with a circular cylinder back wall operating in the TEM mode. This is a two-

dimensional analog to the spherical reflector, While it suffers from some defects, to

whit - only one polarization is supported and there is no convergence to m axial

caustic, it does have a caustic similar to the caustic surface and permits the develop-

ment of measurement techniques. Amplitude and phase distributions in the focal

region are being measured.

The experimental model consists of two parallel plates 9' x 5' separated by 1/4".

The leading edge is straight and slightly flared in the transverse plane. The back wall

is a cylinder with a 7' radius of curvature. The measurements are being made at

24Kmc/s. that is. for a wavelength of about 1/2". The pillbox is being illuminated

from a distant source. The resultant infarnal fields are being sampled by a capacitive

probe which can be moved throughout the region of interest. A major advantage of the

pillbox is that the parallel plates permit ready access to the focal region, as compared

to the full sphere. After the completion of these measurements, experiments on a

19
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DUAL MODE PATTERN AND RECIPROCITY STUDIES WITH
A SIMPLE WAVEGUIDE FEED AND REFLECTOR ANTENNA

by

M. W. Scheldorf

Antenna Research Facility
IITRI, Geneva, Illinois

GENERAL

A multimode antenna behavior measurement program is being con-

ducted as a part of-a general RFI prediction and minimization pro-

Ject undertaken by the Antenna Research -- ility of lIT Research

Institute for the U. S. Army Signal Corps. A preliminary study

is finished, determining the dual mode behavior of a simple antenna

arrangement. A complete and essential reference for the general

theory of dual mode behavior of a rectangular waveguide is found

in %he 1962 IRE Wescon Convention Record TP-I, Paper 12-4, "Antenna

Beam Shifting by Dual Modes", Kitsuregawa and Tachikawa. This paper

discusses the changes in primary and secondary radiation oatterns

for different amplitude ratios and phase difference between TE1 0

and TE 2 0 modes.

In the experimental work, a 4.28 KMC signal frequency is used

for a number of tests with a 3" x 1 1/2" waveguide. The modes are

restricted to the dominant with a wavelength of 3.153" and the first

higher order mode with a wavelength of 11.49". These wavelengths

are sufficiently vell separated to permit excitation of either or

both modes with ease.

A parabolic cylinder feed unit is constructed. It is shown



In Photo 1-A.- A 2l" length of 3" x -ii-'lZ"ectangular waveguide

is fitted with three removable-probes; one at the center cf the 2

wide face (or the back side of the view shown), for TE 1 0 excitatioi

and two probes located in the wide faces on opposite sides, half-

way between the center and the narrow sides, for TE2 0 excitation.

The photo shows one of the TE 2 0 probes. A series of holes spaced

0.1" are located on the top wide face, in a transverse location

such that equal TE 1 0 and TE 2 0 fields will be measured for equal

maximum amplitudes. A movable plunger 1-B is provided and the

probe longitudinal positions so chosen that at one location the

short-circuit face of the plunger will produce a quarter wavelengt!

*spacing to the corresponding probes, at both operating modes. The

long section shown omits two horn flaps at the left end, held on

by machine screws (the tapped holes are visible).

After some preliminary field'pattern tests, the following

arrangements are chosen to excite the waveguide with TE 1 0 only,

TE 2 0 only and a mixture of TE 1 0 and TE2 0.

TE1 0 only: The centrally located probe is excited by itself.

TE 2 0 only: The TE 2 0 probes are fed in parallel with a phase

shifter added to one cable, to obtain the deserved phasing.

TE10 plus TE 2 0 : One TE 2 0 probe is excited by itself and a

parasitic probe is placed near it by means of a short-circuited

wire stub projecting into a hole in the waveguide wiall b ct:.,een

the feed probe and the open enid of the waveguide.

The setup including horn flaps, attached to the open end of

the waveguide is seen in Photo 2. 'leasurements of field distributi



-at 0.1" intervals are made as indicated by the curves of Figure

1. These measurements include holes between the probes and the

plunger. This accounts for the irregular and rapid variations at

the left end of each curve.

The TE 1 0 distribution is excellent. There is only one oscilla-

tion, which proves the absence of the TE 2 0 component.

The TE2  distribution is not as successful. There is a•0

variation in both the length of the period and its amplitude. This

indicates a lack of balance in the excitation of the two probes.

The TE 1 0 and TE20 combination is similar to the TE 2 0 distri-

bution but does demonstrate the presence of additional TE 1 0 com-

ponent by virtue of the greater amplitude and period length vahria-

tion.

PRIMARY PATTERNS

Radiation patterns of the waveguide section as a primary feed

for a reflector are taken as shown in Figure 2. The experimental

patterns agree with the theory of the Kitsuregawa and Tachikawa

paper. For a simple TEl 0 mode; the primary radiation pattern has

a single beam directed along the axis of the waveguide. For the

simple TE 2 0 mode, there are two beans, with the null along the

waveguide axis. When both modes are present there are two beams

of unequal amplitude and the null is not along the wavegulde axis.

SECONDARY PATTERNS

* The measurement of secondary patterns requires a special

reflector arrangement. 'Jopmally one would expect to place the

horn of the feed waveguide at the focus of a paraboloid. In the



present case this is undesirable because the waveguide structure

is extensive and in one case employs two cables connected to the

wide sides of the section. The resultant aperture blocking can

result in considerable distortion of the secondary pattern.

A parabolic cylinder is used in its place. This enables the

feed to be directed into the cylinder at an angle Fno that the maJor

portion of the reflected energy will miss the feed structure. See

Photo 5. This shows the feed, the parabolic 'ylinder and the

elevation positioner used to rotate the antenna assembly on a

horizontal axis.

Photo 3 shows the pattern range, including the horn antenna

for a remote unit. Photo 4 shows a better view of the parabolic

cylinder as seen from the roof of the penthouse used to mount the

remote antenna. This photograph includes the power supply and

klystron unit under the condition where the multimode antenna is

used as a transmitting sources.

The parabolic cylinder is designed on the basis of a 10 db

edge illumination 'rom a roughly calculated primary pattern shape,

As a result of the experimental curves of Figure 2, it is anticl-

pated that the calculated parabolic aperture may, be too large.

For this reason the aperature is reduced the appropriate degree

by covering a portion of the extreme edge, on both sides, with a

30 db absorber pad.

Figure 3 shows the measured secondary patterns for the TE 1 0

mode alone. One curve is for the entire parabolic cylinder (wide •

reflector). The other curve is for the condition with part of

14



the surface covered (narrow reflector), Both curves indicate the

usual narrow beam and quite low side lobes. The narrow reflector

exhibits a wider main beam and poorer side lobes as it should,

Figure 4 shows the measured secondary patterns for the TE 2 0

mode alone. Again measurements are made with both sizes of re-

flector, These patterns exhibit the double-beam shape that should

be expected, except that the null is not as deep as anticipated,

A subsequent pattern will demonstrate this more clearly, Other-

wise the comments f~r the TE 1 0 mode apply here also,

Figure 5 shows the measured secondary patterns for the con-

dition where both TEi 0 and TE 2 0 modes are present<,- The pattern is

what might be expected from a consideration of the primary and

secondary patterns of the TE10 and TE20 cases,

In this instance, since both modes are contributing to the

radiation, it is appropriate to test for pattern reciprocity. Par

this reason, power is fe6 into the dual mode waveguide in one case

and into the remote horn antenna for the other case. The agreement

is quite satisfactory.

ADDITIONAL RECIPROCITY TESTS

It is desireable to extend the reciprocity tests with some

more arrangements than can be more convincing, The first tests

are made with the secondary patterns. The wavegulde section is

fed thru a coaxial cable which is matched to give the maximum signal

as a transmitter by means of a double stub tuner. Then the trans-

mitter source and crystal detector receiver are interchanged, de-

tuning the double stub tuner until the lower portion of the pattern

5



enters the noise level region of the recording system. With these

secondary pattern tests, the detuning necessary is not a large

amount, because of the circuit gain loss introduced by the use of •

the parabolic cylinder reflector.

Two conditions are tried. In the first case, the waveguide

section is excited by the TE1 0 probe and one TE 2 0 probe, with a

phase shifter in the cable to the TE 2 0 probe. The comparison curves

are shown in Figure 6. Again the agreement is quite satisfactory.

In the second case, both TE 2 0 probes are fed and the TE 1 0 probe

used as a parasitic element, connecting its output to a short-cir-

cuited second double stub tuner. These comparisons are shcwn in

Figure 7. The results again confirm reciprocity.

Aditional reciprocity tests are also performed with the

primary patterns. In this case it is possible to start with a

much higher signal level at the receiver in the first step and

then use ¶uch more detuning when the waveguide section is used as

a receiver. Two wide divergent are made and the comparisons are

shown in Figures 8 and 9. Again the validity of reciprocity seems

to be indicated.

A final test for reciprocity is made by means of the feed

distributions in the waveguilde section. In this case a rather

unusual characteristic is disclosed. A complete description will

be undertaken following a note on a final set of pattern tests.

The TE 2 0 mode primary and secondary patterns are repeated.

The TE 2 0 probes are fed by two carefully made equal length cables.*

The balance Is verified by means of transverse field distribution

6



tests;. These distribution characteristics will be discussed at some

length later. The results are indicated in Figure 10. Note that

the primary pattern has a very sharp deep null and that the secondary

pattern has a similar very sharp deep null. The principal interest

in these-curves is to confirm experimentally what is expected from

theoretical considerations.

MODAL VARIATIONS WITH RECEIVED SIGNAL

As indicated above, tests to prove reciprocity in the waveguide

longitudinal field distribution produce a rather unusual result.

The general observation is made that this field distribution during

reception of a signal varies widely with the angle of arrival and

with the reflection of the individual modes at a constant arrival

angle. With respect to the angle of arrival, it is found that in

the direction of the waveguide axis, only TE, 0 excitation is pro-

duced. This is quite natural when it is observed that the TE 2 0

mode cannot be excited from a plane wave impinging on the waveguide

mouth at this angle.

As the angle from the axis is regularly increased, there is

a progressive improvement in the ability to excite the TE 2 0 mode.

That is, as the angle increases, the ratio of TE 0 to TE 1 0 increases.20 V,

One might suspect that this ratio could be a simple function so that

at a given angle the relative mode levels would be a constant value.

In an attempt to discover this simple relationship it is found that

the reflection of each mode makes this relationship fail. It is

a matter of the wave impedance presented at the mouth of the wave-

guide for the component modes. Some experimental evidence will

7



clarify both types of field distribution variation.

Figure 11 indicates both types of variation. The wavegulde

section Is terminated in a short circuit plunger, because this

provides the only reflection coefficient that can be introduced

with certainty and which will therefore permit a comparison with

calculated results. In order to assure a complete reflection froi

the plunger, all the probes are removed. The signal source is a

simple open-ended waveguide mounted on a vertical shaft fitted wil

a dial plate. The physical arrangement is shown in Photo 2.

Figure llB is the case where the reflections are kept fixed

and the arrival angle Is varied. Note that there is a steady pro-

gression from a pure TEl0 mode condition to more and more TE 2 0

mode content.

Figure llA is the case where the arrival angle is kept con-

stant at 200 and the short circuit plunger is varied in position,

This produces different wave impedances for the two modes at the

mouth of the waveguide and also varies their time phase. There

Is no particular trend because the steps are very large, but a

'great variety of forms is produced. It is highly desirable that

these curve shapes be correlated with calculated results in order

to justify the origin of the variations.

For the correlation refer to Figure 12. Here are plotted

curves for longitudinal feed distributions for four time phases,

0°, 30% 600 and 900 and for nine relative amounts of TEl 0 and TE2(

field. The curves of Figure 11B are found to correspond to a con-

stant time phase of 00 and with relative field values as follows:

8



00 angle corresponds to TE 2 0/TE 1 0-0.0, 100 angle corresponds to

TE 2 0 /TE 1 0 -0.75; 20 0°angle corresponds to TE 1 0/TE 2 0-0.25; 350 angle

corr.esponds to :halfway between TE 1 0 /TE 2 0-0.5 and 0.25 and 900 angle

corresponds to TE 1 0 /TE 2 0 -0.25.

The curves of 11A do not follow a constant time phase. 3/4"

shorter corresponds to 900 phase and TE 1 0/TE 2 0-0.75; normal corres-

ponds to 600 phase and TE 1 0 /TE 2 0 -0.75; 1 1/2" longer iorresponds

to 30* phase and TE 1 0 /TE 2 0 '0.5; and 2 1/4 longer corresponds to

00 phase and TE 1 0-TE 2 0 . It is entirely possible that more careful

measurements would show that the relative amounts of TEi 0 and TE 2 0

is constant, with a variation only in time phase.

TRANSVERSE DISTRIBUTION STUDIES

Transverse field distribution measurements are another way

of determining the relationship between the TE 1 0 and TE 2 0 modes.

A series of calculated curves similar those for the longitudinal

distribution are shown in Figure 13. The abscissa values are

purposely chosen to agree with specific hole positions in the wave-

guide for the experimental data vshich follows.

Experimental measurements are made with the short wavegulde

section of Photo 1C. This section has a grid of holes spaced 0.2"

with thirteen holes across the wide face of the waveguide and with

thirty-five of these rows. Two rows of the holes have spacings

of 0.1" in order to get better resolution at distances from the

mouth periodically related to the two waveguide wavelengths. The

experimental results are given in Figure 14. The shifting back

and forth of the general slope of the curve is due to the -low



change in phase of the TE 2 0 component which makes it add on one

side and subtract on the other with a progressive change along

the waveguide length. The notches at the center correspond to

,those rows where the TE1 0' standing wave component is low. At row

19 and 20 there Is a low level contribution from both modes. ThIl

Is coordinated with a deep notch in the longitudir.al field dis-

tribution. It is not possible to solve for any particular value

of relative TE1 0 and TE 20 fields, ruiu. the presentations intend

to familiarize the reader with the behavior of mode dis tribution,

variations.

CONCLUSIONS

Two,distinct conclusions may be drawn from the results of

the antenna study.

1. Reciprocity in antenna radiation patterns, while not

exactly proven, is a quite well established fact.

2. The variation of modal content in reception, dependent

on the angle of arrival and on the nature of the receiving end

reflection, is clearly shown.
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ABSTRACT

A perfectly focusping parallel plate catenary geodesic lens will

be derived. Measured Antenna Patterns will be presented to illustrate
the broad-band, perfectly focussing, low sidelobe characteristics of the
catenary lens. This lens is capable of producing a phased line source,
or it can radiate directly from the catenary curve. In the latter came,
the beamwidth of the radiated antenna pattern is determined by the
broadside projected aperture in one plane and the end-fire projected
aperture in the other.

Some applications of the lens will be discussed; e. g., it lends

itself to csc 2 0 shaping in one plane and a narrow beam in the other
plane. One may also take advantage of the natural catenary shape of
suspended cables to implement a very rarrow beam lens.

A perLc.tIv focussing parallel plate geodesic lens that radiates
from a generalized convexed cylinder will be derived and discussed.
This particular lens is useful where flush mounting is required on a
cylindrical vehicle and where radiation is desirable directly from thc
lens (that is, no transmission lines or array elements are used).

A wide angle geodesic lens used in conjunction with a serpentine

delay line will be discussed. The application here is to form a multiple
band-pass output high Q filter. This particular combination can also
be used for a chirping - dechirping network, pseudo-noise coding of
waveforms, etc.
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' I. FAMILY OF CATENARY GEODESIC LENSES

Perfectly focussing true time delay parallel plate geodesic lenses
find' application in many areas; e. g., modern radar systems, IFF
antennas, etc. Of particular interest are those lenses that are devel-
opable whose output lies along a straight line so that radiation may take
place directly from the lens. The folded parallel plate pillbox is an
example of such a lens. This paper describes an infinite family of
geodesic lenses, all of which have the mentioned properties. The
folded parabolic pillbox will be shown to be a special case of a general
class of "catenary geodesic lenses. " All of the members of the family
are parallel plate lenses whose mean surface is formed by the inter-
section of a catenary cylinder and a plane.

Consider Figure 1. y = f(x) expresses an arbitrary right
cylinder. z '= y tan 0 expresses a plane independent of x and going
through the origin (although there is no loss in 'generality in having it
go through the origin) that cuts the cylinder as 3hown. Point "1:P` is
the feed point located at (0, 0, f). The y 2 axis is defined as being in
the plane of the planar cut.

Z AXIS CYLINDER y = f(x)

Z = y .TANO

FEED (0, 0, f) R~x, y, o) "

INTER- , s

X AXIS

Figure 1. Cylinder-Flane Geometry

Defining Symbols Used in Derivation



From Figure 1, equations I through 4 are evident. (For equa-
tions. see Figure 5). Since the cylinder is singly curved (developable),
consider the lens to be developed, yielding the geometry as shown in
Figure 2. In the developed case, all geodesics become straight lines,
thereby making analysis simple.

From Fermat's principle, the total path length of any ray from
the feod point "P" to the aperture (at yZ = y2o is a constant, for perfect
focussing. Equations 5 and 6 are easily seern irom Figure 2; hence,
equation 7 follows from Fermat's principle and equations 5 and 6.

y A ax).
THE CYLINDtR

R(x,'.yo) L

Y2 _y, y sec $ a f(x) sec

THE PLANAR PORTION OF

I2 THE LENS (IN THE
'120 xy2 PLANE)

p R Z Z=z(S), THE CURVED

'PORTION OF THE LENS
DEVELOPED INTO A
PLANE

Figure Z. Geometry of the Developed Lens

2



The constant in equation 7 is obviously f + y2o. Equation 8 then
follows. Differentiation of equation 8 with respect to x gives equation
9. Equation 10 follows from differentiation of equation 3. Equating
equations 9 and 10 and using equations I and 2 yield equation 11. Inte-
grating equation 1 1 and conditioning the solution to pass through the
origin glives the solution of the cylinder (equation 13). z(s) then
becomes the hyperbola by substitution (equation 16).

Thus, for every 8(or 0). there is a catenary cylinder yielding a
perfectly focussing lens. The folded parabolic pillbox is the end-point
special case solution corresponding to 0 = ./2, or = =. By taking the
limit of the solution as .- o,-0one obtains the results given by equations
14 and 15. In this case the developed and planar portion of the lens
approach one in the same parabola, and the lens folds back upon itself,
giving the folded parabolic pillbox as a special case.

Figure 3 shows a graph illustrating the amplitude transformation
functions of the family; e. g., p(x) = p (Q) dQ/dx. where p (9) is the
power pattern of the feed and x is the aperture variable. The curves
show a pronounced inflection point and pedestal effect that may he
desirable for low sidelobe distributions.

It should be noted that radiation could occur at essentially the
intersection, if one chooses. This would give the same antenna pattern
in the xy2 plane, but would narrow the beamwidth in the yz plane in
accordance with the end-fire law. Figure 4 shows a sketch of this con-
figuration with extraneous tin removed and inverted relative to Figure 1.
It is perhaps worthwhile mentioning that, in general, the catenary more
closely resembles a circle than does a parabola; therefore, one would
expect the catenary lens to be capable of slightly more scan than the
parabola. The degree of difference in scan capability has not been
established.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The catenary lens corresponding to the 0 = 0 solution was built
and tested. The f/D ratio was . 5, the aperture 5 feet, and the frequency
X band. Figure 6 shows a photograph of this model. Figure 7 shows

the sum and difference patterns at 9 kmc. The sum pattern was scanned
± 2.5 bea-nwidths from broadside without appreciable degradation. No
attempt was made to scan beyond this value. Figure 8 shows a frequency
ran using a less directive feed (standard width X band waveguide). These
patterns illustrate the broad band capability of the family of lenses.

3
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4,- --a-"lO -• ÷ ~x•

(1) y sec (0 ds/l1 2
(2) z =ytan ( dx +(

(3) s= X I + ,u. 12 dx (11)v x -

0

(12) 6= f (sec + tan )
(4) s' = + 22dx

0 (13)-•-= cosh - 1

(5)1t* = 2 + (f-z)2 (14) lrn X2

(6) Y2 (x, 6 41'pa) = paabola26 Y2 0 Y2

(7)tI 2 15) rn s 2

(f51liraz (s, 6) =-- a parabola
(7). 1 + 1 2 '/2 + Uf.z02 ,----

+ Y2 = constant 2
0(16) + 1)2 -(_L~

(6 tan is\0
(8) s + \/(fy 2 -

(9) = (f +Y2 ) (f - z)- z

(f+y 2 )2 - 42

Figure 5. ,quations Ut7'ed in the Derivation of the Catenary Lens
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II. PERFECTLY FOCUSSING CONFORMAL GEODESIC
LENSES RADIATING FROM CURVED SURFACES

There are some applications where it is necessary to i'adiate or
recei'e electromagnetic energy from a curved surface, where the
antenr.a must conform to some particular shape, i. e. , it must be flush
mounted. The reasons for requiring this may be aerodynamic, mini-
mum volume, etc. The shape of the mounting structure may be cylin-
drical, conical, etc.

It is the purpose of this paper ta derive and describe a parallel
plate geodesic lens where radiation occurs from a generalized curved

surface. The technique holds for almost any surface of interest,
provided the surface is developable. However, the case given here

applies only to cylinders.

Consider Figure 9 to represent a portion of a generalized curved
surface (such as a vehicle surface, for example) and let the arc PQ

represent the desired arc from which radiation occurs. It is assumed
that radiation occurs normal to the axis of the cylinder.

RADIATED RAY

REFLECTED RAY

REFLECTOR

RAY FEED,

RADIATION NORMAL
TO CYLINDER AXIS

GENERAL SURFACE,
DEVELOPABLE

Figure 9. Flush Mounted Antenna on a Cylindrical Vehicle
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Shown cross hatched is the mean surface cf a flush mounted
parallel plate geodesic lens. The lens uses both a reflector and the
curvature of the arc a in order to form an in-phase condition in the
direction of the desired main beam. The lens may folded or not folded,
depending upon feed blockage criteria. The lens to be derived is per-
fectly focussing; however, scanning may be performed to some extent
by feed movement. Monopulse may be achieved by using two feeds.

Let the arc be given, and defined by

S = S (a) (See Figure 10) (17)

where S' z arc length and a is the angle that the normal makes with the
vertical as shown.

Let the lens be developed or flattened out as shown in Figure 11.

The path of a typical ray leaving a feed at point F is shown as
FRAA'. 11R" is the point on the reflector. Points A and A' will
become common when the lens is not developed; i. e., points A and A'
will touch.

"Y2* MAIN BEAM DIRECTION

VER TICAL

NORMAL

S

PQ

Figure 10. The Arc f From Which Radiation is to Occur 4
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FLATTENED
LEINS

SR (X, Y)

0REFLECTOR

RADIATION AR C

•R,

ZA

Figure 11. Geometry Defining Symbols Used in Lens Derivation

From Figure 11 it can be seen that (18) follows:

S (a)X. x (a) - y (a) tan2 (18)

Now, the condition for perfect focusing is conditioned by (19)

i -Z + I.,- constant (19)

FE, S

The 1ol1owinm relations can be easily obtained:

S ()- xz (a) - y (a) tan0a

1, 2 y (a) geca (21)

13



The constant in equation (19) is easily seen to be 2 yo. (The path
via the vertex of the reflector is' used to arrive at this constant.)

Let the arc PQ-be expressed ir terms ofy 2  Y2 (x 2 ). Then it
follows that:

S f l dy2  (22)
oy 2

dy2

but '- can be seen to be:
d2

dy2 = tan a (23)

dx2

Hence (12) becomes, by substitution of (23):

S =f csc a+dy 2  (24)
0

Differentiating'(24)-with respect to the upper limit 13 yields:

dS
- = csc a (25)

d 13

Hence,

S (a)

3 *in la dS (a) '(26)

Equation (19) now becomes, by substituting (20), (21), and (26):

x2(a) + la) + y (a) seca + sina dS (a)= 2 yO. (27)

Now solving (18) for x (a) and substituting this into (27) gives an

equation that can be explicitly solved for y (a). Then, substituting this
explicit form of y (a) into (18),gives an equation that, is explicitly
soluble for x (a). Hence, the reflector shape is known in parametric
form, x (a) and y (a).

14



An example will now be given to illustrate the technique. Suppose

that the radiating arc PQ is circular. Then

S (a) = Ra (28)

where R is the radius of curvature.

Then dS() Rd a (29)

3 will then become
a

S3= R f sin ada R (l-cosa) (30)

0

(27) then becomes:

xz +Y + y seca + R (1-cosa) 2 y 0  (31)

Equation (18) becorres (32):

x - y tana = Ra (32)

(31) and (32) will give for v" (a) the following:

y (a F(Y + R cosa )2 - (Ra )2
2R (I +a tana) + 2Y oec a

where Y = 2 y0 - R

By use of (18), (33) will give an explict relationship for x (a):
Y÷+ R cosa )2.(Ra )?-

x (a) = R a + tan a ('34)om 2 Ra )
ZR (1 +a tana ) + 2Y seca

(33) and (34) represent the shape of the developed reflector.

Figure 12 shows a plot of the results in the developed form.

If radiation were desired from the concaved side (rather than the

convexed side) the same technique for deriving the reflector shape
can be used.

15
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III. OPTICALFILTER

The following is a brief description of an optical filter that is
extremely simple in design and has some advantages over filters now

available as shelf items. These advanxages will be discussed after a

description of the optical filter.

Consider any multiple beam forming true-time-delay device

that has a fixed straight line aperture whoce amplitude distribution

at its aperture remains an even function (about the aperture center)
for all beam positions. There are many such devices that fit in this
category. To list a few: the Myers-Chu Figure of revolution geo-
desic parallel plate lens with multiple feeds, the circular folded pillbox
with multiple feeds, a flat parallel plate lens using a semicircular
dielectric between plates with multiple feeds, and the Ma'xson tilt
end-fed traveling wave array operating in the TEM mode (the velocity
of propagation in the TEM mode is not a function of frequency) . Now

consider an end-fed frequency-scanning line source to be placed at
the straight line output aperture of the multiple-beam-forming device.

(Again, there are many ways in which an end-fed frequency-scanning
f .line source can be implemented; e. g., a serpentine stripline, coax,

or waveguide, a helix operating in the TEM or TE 1 0 mode, etc.
Couplers do not have to be directional in principle; however, for the
purposes of this analysis, it will be assumed that the couplers are
directional ). Schematically, the filter under discussion is shown in
Figure 13.

The device operates as follows: The input signal contains a wide
band of frequencies. The frequency-scanning delay line produces

different phase gradients at the elements for different frequency comr-

ponents. Each frequency is focused to a different place along the
feed locus of the muitiple beam device; hence, each multiple feed

along the feed locus will pick up a narrow band of frequencies and
reject others.

The simplest way to analyze the device is to derive the transfer

function between the nth feed (a typical feed) and the input - then by
the reciprocity theorem, this will also represent the transfer function

between the input and the nth feed. If a Dirac delta function 8 (t) is
transmitted out of the nth feed, the Fourier Transform of the response

at the "input" represents the transfer function, F4tjw), between the
input and the nth feed. Assume that the multiple beamn forming device
is perfectly focusing; i. e. , it produces a tilted plane wave (the angle of

17



STRAIGHT LINE APERTURE
OF THE MULTIPLE BEAM
DEVICEN

DUMMY
LOAD

N TOTAL FEEDS

nth FEED 
mth ELEMENT

TRUE TIEDLYELEMELNTS)

MULTIPLE BEAM
FORMING DEVICE

FREQUENCY
SCANNING

DELAY LINE

I ST FREQUENCY
SCAN ELEMENT 

INPUT
IST MULTIPLE FEED'OF 

ICOUPLERTHE MULTIPLE BEAM 
DIRECTIONAL)DEVICE (NOT NECESSARILY 

(TYPICAL)
ALONG A STRAIGHrr LIM--)

Figure 13. Schematic of the Optical Filter
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tit, 0, of the plane wave is dependent upon which feed, of the N total
feeds, is under consideration) at the frequency-scanning aperture.
Schematically this situation is shown in Figure 14.

Now, the power pattern produced by the nth feed p(O) produces
an amplitude distribution at the frequency-scanning aperture. Define
the amplitude distribution produced by the nth feed at the frequency
scanning aperture as n The conductance distribution of the serpentine
feed also produces an amplitude distribution; define this amplitude
distribution as Bm. l-(ence, the response at the "input" terminal,
fq(t), to the (t) from the nth feed may be written:*

M

ff nr (M-m)dsing Mal
mm ~ oVi VJ

m=I
*Rigorously speaking, the results apply exactly only if a TEM delay

line (snake) is used; however, for practical purposes, the results
apply also to NON-TEM mode delay lines.

PRIMARY RADIATION PATTERN (POWER

p (0)OF THE nth FEED)

--,ýMth ELEMENT-40>-' 3

nth FEED
RADIATES

.(t) (4,
"..L'T- mth ELEMENT

- /BEAM
FORMING / -'

DEVICE /

/T - D DISTANCE (ELECTRICAL)
BETWEEN ADJACENT

PHASE FRONT E--- )- • LEMENTS = S
PRODUCED BY D
THE nth FEED
AT TIME t z to

"INPUT"

Figure 14. Geometry of the Filter
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where

d = interelement spacing of serpentine elements

0 = angle measured-from the serpentine array normal positive
toward the load end

vI phase velocity of th e propagated wave from the feeds to
the serpentine delay line

v 2  phase velocity of the serpentine delay line

s = distance between elements on the serpentine delay line via
the snake path

to = time required for a ray to propagate from the nth feed to

the Mth element on the snake

Hence, the transfer function between the nth feed and the "input" is
as follow s:

M Mdsin0 mO mduin0

n -j W(t + . . + -)
WFi(J.) = ,AnBre 0 V v2 Vi

m=l

MdsinO M dsin - s,n( e-W(t +..v! ) jm( A= m~ ¢{• - "•2)

or i ej v ABe) V=

m=l

Mdsing

The phase term e"'• (to + will be dropped, leaving:

M dsoing s

Fnj U = AnBe V 2

Sm=,l

or in another form

Fn(k nB jm(kIdsinQ " k 2 s)

in=

2o



where

kt I the propagation constant in the multiple beam-forming
IVl device

k= the propagation constant in the serpentine delay line.
V2 ;7

n
F n(k) can be recognized as the expression for the far field pattern of

the serpentine snake with an amplitude distribution of AnBm (rather

than Bin) at an angular frequency w and using a "wrap-up. factor ofi';

however, the variable of interest in our case is wi, not sin 0. So the

transfer function Fni(j w) [ that is, the amplitude response vs. fre-

quency resembles the previously mentioned antenna pattern clusely.
As a mltter of fact, in the case where k 2 is proportional to kl the
shape of the transfer function is the same as the shape of the antenna

pattern mentioned. In the case where k2 is not proportional to kl (as
is the case when a TEM mode multiple beam forming device is used in

conjunction with a non-TEM mode delay line) the analogy is not quite
so simple. Even in this case, however, the antenna pattern mentioned

will closely resemble the transfer function.

It is of interest to note that all M elements of the serpentine

delay line are used simultaneously for all N output ports of the filter;
thus, the "Q01 of filter is high for all output ports. This is one advan-
tage of this filter technique. Low side-lobes can be achieved in the
transfer function by designing the product An B to be tapered. The

m m
taper of the factor Am can be increased by using a more directive

feed at the nth port. The taper of the factor Bm can be controlled by
appropriate conductance design in the snake delay line. Another point
of interest is the fact that the product AnB can be made virtually

independent of n; that is, the shape of the transfer function can be made
to be the same for all output ports of the filter; however, the bandwidth

increases and the gain decreases for output ports away from the broad-
side case (in such a fashion that the gain-bandwidth product remains

constant). The way in which one can implement the independence ofn
ABm on n is to increase (in a secO fashion) the output feed sizes as
the port progresses from the broadside case to the extreme scan case.
Since, the gain-bandwidth product remains constant for all output ports
(it is assumed that losses incurred are not dependent upon n) It can ben,

seen that. in order to make A-nBm independent of n, the gain will

decrease as cosQ, hence, the bandwidth will increase as secO.



If a constant bandwidth is desired from all output ports, a con-
stand gaL. will also exist at all ports. This can be achieved only if the
gain factor for the amplitude distribution AnBm increases as sec 6 (9
is a function of n). This condition can be met, or at least approximated

Sby decreasing the feed sizes away from broadside. Of course, the side
Zlobe levels of the transfer function will increase as the port: is farther

removed from broadside.

An experimental model is presently being built; however, meas-
ured results are not yet available.
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A SURVEY OF SIDE LOBE OPTIMIZATION, SUPPRESSION

AND CANCELLATION TECHNIQUES

By

John B. Damonte
Dalmo Victor Company, Belmont, California

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the techniques
that are available for designing low side lobe antennas. The term
"low side lobes" is a relative term without much meaning unless it
is particularized. For the sake of clarity, the discussion that
follows will be in terms of an equally spaced, ten element, linear
array of idenrtical elements. For half wavelength element spacing,
and broadside operation, the absolute gain of such an array is of
the order of l%^ , .....I "low side lobes," are defined to be of the
order of -30 db relative to the main lobe peak.

Our goal will be to develop designs that optimize the side lobe per-
formance without unduly compromising the absolute gain or the
beamwidth. Given the ten element array described above, there
are three basic approaches that one can take in designing a low
side lobe antenna system:

1. Side lobe optimization
2. Side lobe suppression
3. Side lobe cancellation

Side lobe optimization defines the approach which utilizes conven-
tional design technique•s to extract a low side lobe design consistent
with good gain and beamwidth performance. It implies the best or
most favorable tradeoff between side lobe level, gain and beamwidth.
These techniques are briefly described in Section 2. 0.

Side lobe suppression defines an approach which starts with an
"optimized design" and applies unconventional design techniques to
further reduce the apparent side lobe level. It implies an antenna
system that forces the inherent side lobe level to appear as a lower
side lobe level or suppresses side lobes at the antenna terminals.
These techniques are discussed in Section 3.0.

Side lobe cancellation defines an approach which utilize s an antenna
whose side lobes have been optimized and suppressed to the extent
that is possible, and then applies various means to the system to
cancel, nullify or compensate for the effects of the side lobes. These
techniques are. discussed in Section 4.0.

On the basis of these assumptions and definitions, let us now review
these approaches in detail to see what sort of latitude they offer the
antenna designer.



2.0 SIV E LOBE OPTIMIZATION

We have defined side lobe optimization to mean the most favorable
tradeoff between side lobes, gain and beamwidth. For any particu
design, there are a limited number of parameters available to the
designer to optimize the pattern performance. For an equally
spaced,ten element, linear 4rray of identical elements with Xo/2
spacing, the general expression 1,2 for the voltage radiation
pattern may be written as:

n-I

E((4) Ii Eoi001(eii)
i-=0

where aj = complex feeding coefficient of the ith
element

Eoi - element pattern of the ith element

n z total number of elements

2-r--cosO

a = elem mt spacing

0 &* = usual polar and equatorial pattern angles

For this particular array, equation (2. 1) can be written as:
•9.

E(O+) = Eo(6*) Z Ii ejiTrcos I
1=0

For the moment we will assume that the element patterns Eo(eb)
are isotropic and that the element spacing a and the wavelength
Xo have been predetermined and are fixed. This leaves only the
feeding coefficients a'i as design variables.

The feeding coefficients. i define the amplitude and phase of the
energy fed to each of the array elements. Generally, the phase
is held constant from element to element since, such a phase distri-
bution provides a pattern with the highest gain and the narrowest
beamwidth for a given amplitude distribution. The choice of array
amplitude distribution is a tradeoff between beamwidth, gain and
side lobe level. Two "optimum" amplitude distributions for arrays
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are the Dolph-Tchebys cheff3 and the Taylor distribuions.
The .Dolph-Tchebyscheff distribut':cn will be applied to this array.
Itprovides the narrowest null beamwidth for a givcu level of equal
side lobes. Curves showing how the gain and beamwidth vary as a
function of side lobe level are presented in Figures 2. 1 and 2. 2.
Usinj, these curves and the feeding coefficient tables 6, the designer
can'quickly develop a design whiun is optimum for his particular
needs in terms oi side lobes, beamwidth and gain.

Although it is possible to design an antenna for very low side lobes,
realizing such performance may be quite ahother story. As the
design side lobe level becomes very small, the requirement on
tolerances'becomes pron. :itive. Analyses 11 -. 13 and measure-
ments over the years indicate that with reasonable - but not
excessi',. e - care. one may realize the side lobe pe-rformance
shown in Table I.

TABLE I - DESIGN VS MEASURED SIDE LOBE LEVEL

D-T Design Measured .1
Side Lobe Level Side Lobe Level Difference

-20 db -19 db I db

-30 db -26 db 4 db

-40 db -32 db 8 db

In addition to the tolerances on the feeding coefficients, dielectric
and metallic obstructions in the vicinity of the radiators tend to
distort the ideal distributions so that the design performance is
not realized.

In an actual design. the array, elements will consist of horns,
dipoles, endfire arrays, etc. Although the element patterns are
assumed to be identical, they often are not - due to mechanical
arrangement and mutual coupling. Referring to equation (2. 1),
it can' be seen that this has the effect of modifying the feeding
coefficient and therefore the array distribution as a function of
the pattern angle. In some cases. this effect can actually be used
to advantage to develop an antenna with very low side lobes.
Consider, for example. a 10 element array of horns whose out-
board elemen'ts have pattferni; -that are narrower than the central
elements for angles near the main lobe and patterns that are

- 3
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broader for large angles, as shown in Figure 2. 3. If the array
feeding coefficients are initially adjusted for an ideal Dolph-
Tchebyscheff distribution at broadside, the "near-in" side lobes
will be generated by an array with greater than the ",design"
arnplitude taper. The "far-out" side lobes will be generated by an
array with less than the design taper -- however, at these angles
the element pattern directivity tends to reduce the side lobes
below the array design levei. To optimize this design approach, t
elements should be chosen to meet the condition that:

Desired Side Lobe' Level = Modified "Design" Level

+ Drop 'in Element Gain

Although the element spacing chosen for our array (ko/2) will
not give rise to grating lobes, it is not uncommon to use element
spacings of approx:mately one wavelength where grating lobes
do become a problem in low side lobe arrays. Depending on the
element spacing and the design side lobe level, it can be shown thd
grating lobes can be reduced to reasonable levels without material
affecting gain or beamwidth by slightly perturbing 14 the element,
spacing so that the array becomes an unequally spaced array. In
addition to reducing the effects of'grating lobes, unequal element
spacing can be used as a form of amplitude tapering - called space
tapering 15 - to realize excellent side lobe performance for
electronic scanning applications.

3.0 SIDE LOBE SUPPRESSION

3. 1 The Mattingly Approach

Having optimized the side lobes by conventional means, one now
asks " what can be done to suppress the side lobes?". . Mattingly
recently pointed out the Dolph-Tchebyscheff design of linear array
is optimum only for one way patterns. Recall that for an array
of (n+ 1) elements, the Dolph-Tchebyscheff design sets the voltage
array factor E(U) equal to the Tchebyscheff polynomial of' degree

E(O) = Tn

For the radar case where the same antenna is used for transrnissi,
and reception, the round trip pattern ERT(O) is given by
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ERT(e) - ET(e) • ER(O) - (Tn)2

(Tn)' is a polynomial of degree 2n, but note that it is not equal
to a Tchebyscheff polynomial of'the same degree (T2n).

(Tn)z 4 T 2 n

Therefore, the round trip pattern of such an antenna does not
represent the optimum relationship between null beamwidth and
equal level side lobes. Fortunately, (T2n) can be expressed in
terms of (Tn)2 as follows:

T2n =2(Tn)2 - 1

and

Tin 2 [Tn+ -F2 T[ 2 J
The round trip. pattern can now be expressed as

ERT(e) = 2 [Tn +J > [Tn "j 1 T2n

Comparing equation (3. 6) with (3.2) we can define transmit and
receive patterns as follows:

ET(e) [Tn

r T

ER(O)) L~ nT

In order to realize a round trip pattern that is a Tchebyscheff
polynomial of degree 2n we must use different patterns for trar
mit and receive. Equations (3. 7) and (3. 8) indicate that the new
antenna is simply the original Dolph-Tchebyscheff array, whose
pattern is given by Tn, plus an omnidirectional antenna with a
relative'pattern level of 0. 707. The omnidirectional antenna is
combined with the main antenna in phase addition on transmissio
and in phase opposition on reception. A schematic of such a
system is shown in Figure 3. 1. For an array with an odd n,:mbe
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of el anents, the auxiliary antenna can be combined with the
center element.

For a ten element array with Xo/2 element spacing and Tn
designed for -Z7 db side lobes, Figure 3. 2 shows a plot of voltage
pattern T. together with the omnidirectional patterns +0. 707
and -0. 707. The combined Dolph-Tchebyscheff and omni patterns
for transmit and receive are shown in Figure 3. 3. The transmit
and receive patterns are then combined to yield the round trip
pattern T2n as shown in Figure 3.4. Also shown in this plot is
the unoptimized pattern (Tn) • The major differences between
the two patterns are:

a. (T2n) has side lobes 6 db lower than (Tn)P

b. (Ten) has a null beamwidth approximately 10%
narrower than (Tn)P

c. (T~n) has twice as many side lobes as (Tn)z

d. The one way side lobes associated with (Tin)
are 3 db higher than (Tn)

The fact that (Tin) has twice as many nulls as (Tn)z is evident
when one studies Figure 3.3. The purpose of the auxiliary antenna
is to bias the (Tn) pattern plus and minus so as to double the number
o0 nuUs and to pQsition the nulls so that on pattern multiplication
|ET(e) • ER() J the resulting side lobes will be suppressed. This

it really the key to how this suppression scheme operates. It should
be obvious that this approach works equally well with other than
Dolph-Tchebyscheff arrays. For antennas with tapered side lobe
distributions, one simply employs an auxiliary antenna with a
tapered pattern.

There is still a question of absolute gain to be answered. For the
ten element array described above, the one way absolute gain
was computed for each of the three patterns as follows:

GO k=O Ak]
'E(e) Tn Gm 1 = k - n(3

k=O
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A + (0.707)

G 0  E ki

( Tn+0..Ak . (0. 707]E() T ' "0 At,3 (njl n 0.7 )7)!'

[k~0 ak)-(0.707)]

Curves showing how these figures vary as a functiol of the desigl
side lobe level of Tn are plotted in Figure 3. 5. Also plotted in
this figure are the two-way gains for (Tn)' and (Ten) computed
as follows:,

ZRT() a (Tn)? Gi GelI

ZT(O) (TZn), Gm "Gm 'm3.

For a design side lobe level of -25 db, the two way gain for (Tn)P
is 0. 1 db higher than that for TZn. For higher values of design
side lobes, the gain for the two systems is essentially the same.
The division of power between the main antenna Pm and the
auxiliary antenna PA can be determined by pattern integration.

There are several variations of this approach which are worth cot
sidering. In the process of optimizing the two-way pattern, the
null beamwidth of (Tzn) can be set equal to that of (T )2 In
this case the round trip side lobe improvement is 9 - 19 db rather
than 6 db depending on the original design side lobe level, as show
in Figure 3. 6. This is due to the fact that the initial (T.) can hai
a slightly broader null beamwidth---- and thus a lower initial side
lobe level. In this process, the 3 db and 10 db beamwidths of this
new (TZn) may be slightly broader than the original (Tn)' depen-
ding on the side lobe level.

Another variation would utilize an auxiliary antenna whose relative
voltage level is something other than 0.707. The plot in Figure 3.
indicates that; for the initial type of optimization, a maximum side
lobe suppression of 6 db is realized for an auxiliary antenna level

- 14-
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of 0. 707, falling off as this value increases or decreases from
0. 707. This curve can be used to estimate the effects of main
antenna and auxiliary antenna pattern deviations from the ideal.

Although the Mattingly system offers a side lobe suppression of
6 - 10 db round trip, there are several questions that need ans%

I. What happens to the side lobe suppression capabilit)
if the relative phase between the main and auxiliary
antennas is something other than 0 and IT ?

2. What is the best way of implementing the auxiliary
antenna?

The answers to both of the questions depend on the particular
design and application.

3.2 The MacPhie Approach

In reviewing Mattingly's work 16 MacPhie 18 indicated that evez
though the terminal. voltage of the antenna is of the form

VRT K 1 T 2 n

The square-aw deector employed with many receiving systems
generates a system output of the form

PRT K 2 (T 2 n)z

This is a polynomial of degree 4n but it is not the Tchebyscheff
polynomial of degree 4n

T~n)l4 T4n

The ideal system-output should have the form

P RT = K 3 ' n

MacPhie describes a two-frequency, cross correlation type of
radar system which develops this optimum system output. In
essence, two patterns are transmitted simultaneously, each at
a different frequency. Two slightly different patterns are used
on reception a la Mattingly. The resulting system output is of
the form

PRT = K 4 Re A,(u) A NO(u) B(u) 3 (u) (3

-18-



wh.!ro Re means "the real part of"

* indicates the complex conjugate

The trdnsmit patterns Al(u), A 2 (u) and the receive patterns
Bl(u), BZ(u) are related to the origin'al Dolph-Tchebyscheff
6istribution 'I as follows:

n,

AI(u) - Tn(u) + 0.9440 (3. 19)

A,(u) Tn(u) + 0 3828 (3.20)

Bj(u) Tn(u) - . 9240 (3. 21)

B2 (u) - Tn(U) - 0. 3828 (3. 22)

This optimized pattern (T4_ is com'pared on an equal null'beam..
width basis with (Tn) anT (T ) in Figure 3. 6. It indicates a2 n.n
side lobe suppression improvement of approximately 2 db (one-
way equivalent) over the Mattingly approach The cost of this
improved performance is the complexity that goes with a two-
frequency, cross-correlation radar system.

3. 3 The Price Approach

The Mattingly and MacPhie approaches described above involve
*a pattern multiplication of the transmitted and received patterns.
For a "receive only" system, Price1 9 has shown that one can
get the equivalent of (Ten) and (T4n) opera:ion il one is willing
to accept the complexity of a non-linear data processing scheme.
Starting with an array whose pattern is optimized for (Tn), (T2n)
performance is achieved by generating the appropriate terms in
equation (3. 5) in parallel receive channels and then'multiplying
them together as shown in Figure 3. 8. Ksienski 2 O suggests that
it might be simpler to carry out the operation given by equation
(3.4) - -i. e., square the array output and subtract the auxiliary
antenna or a sample of the center element. The side lobe suppres-
sion pcssible with this system is essentially the same as the
Mattingly and MacPi-.i, syster s.

3.4 Time Modulation Approach 21

If it we, z possibl., to vary the position of fhe side lobes as a func-
tion of time without affecting the shape or position of the main lobe,

-19-
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then averaging the output of the array before detection would
result in a pattern with reduced side lobes. It is necessary to
do the averaging before detection to take advantage of the
destructive phase interference that takes place between adjacent
side lobes at the r.f. frequency. From our study of array theory,
we know that one way to shift the side lobe positions is to vary the
length of the array without changing its relative aperture distri-
bution.

Suppose we were dealing with a uniformly illuminated array of
length L as shown in Figure 3. 9. If we now modulate the length
L by an amount Ll where

Ll= pL fit) (3.23)

p fraction of L added and subtracted

f(t) = modulation function of t

The resulting far zone voltage pattern will have the form

E(0,t) = sin [l+Pf(t) cos} 2
E O t)...o & ( 3. 2z4)

sin ( cos 0

where C = constant - terms not dependent on t

n = number of elements

If we now filter out the "carrier" frequency or. "dc term" of the
modulation, we will have carried out a phase coherent averaging
operation and.the resulting output will be:

sin coTsO ) (
bo (0) : if2TrL I¢sIZTp o0)

sin s e (3. 2o)

where f(t) is assumed to be a square wave with a fractional
"on" period p.
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The pattern described by equation (3. 25) is that of a uniformly
illuminated array but with a superimposed cosine term that
suppresses the side lobes. This was accomplished by adding arnd
subtracting part of the array as shown in Figure 3.9. The optimum
value of p is 0. 25 and with this value of p, the first side lobe'
is suppressed from the usual -13-1/4 db to -23 db -- a net
improvement of approximately 10 db.,

It sounds a little bit like we are getting something for nothing.
However, an analysis of what happens to absolute gain quickly
shows the price we pay.; Kummer 22 has made such an analysis
and he shows that the loss in gain due' to time modulation com-
pared, to the .static or standard array with the same aperture size
and receiving pattern is:

n- 1 (i. 1
2

GTm 1__ (3.26)
G n- IIAiI

i-O

where Ai = ith feeding coefficient for the static array

= "on" time for the ith element

T = modulation period

n = total number of array elements

For uniform array switched -13-1/4 db side lobes to -40 db side
lobes, the time modulated antenna had 3. 53 db less gain than a
static antenna w ith the equivalent amplitude taper that delivered
-40 db side lobes. For an array with -30 db side lobes time
modulated to -40 db side lobes, the loss in gain was only 0. 51 db.

Tthese results indicate that in order to reduce the loss in-gain due
to time modulation, the array ought to be designed for the lowest
possible side lobes by conventional techniques. Time modulation
then becomes useful in further suppressing the side lobe level.

It is int eresting to note that very low side lobe arrays -- whether
static or time modulated, become increasingly stringent on the
tolerance to which the Ai are controlled. For the static case,
once the power dividers in the corporate structure are set,
nothing further can be done. Mr the time modulated case,
can be programmed to optimize side lobe performance.

23-



ST!!3.5 Summa ry

The side lobe suppression approaches described above uti
time modulation, non reciprocal antennas and/or non line
data processing to achieve a substantial improvement in i
lobe performance. The use of an aux:iliary antenna maý i:
additional noise, thereby reducing the signal to noise rati,
of the system. Whether this will have a deteriorating efft
the overall system will depend on the initial value of, S/N
the type of syste"m being employed.

4.0 SIDE LOBE CANCELLATION

Having optimized and suppressed the side lobes to the ext(
it is reasonable, one asks, "what can I do to cancel or at
reduce the effect of the side lobes on the system?".

4. 1 Logical Switching Techniques

The basic approach used in logic switching systems is to d
whether a signal is being received via the side lobes and,
ID turn off the presentation. A typical schematic of such a
is shown in Figure 4. la to consist of a main antenna, an ai..
antenna and a logic block. Given a main antenna whose rat
pattern' PM(O) is of the form shown in Figure 4. )b, the ai
antenna is chosen so that its pattern, PA(O), acts as an en,
for the side lobe structure. These two signals are detecte
fed to the logic block where their amplitudes are compared
each range cell. For any particular range cell, if PM(9L
the switch is closed and the system works like a normal ra
system. If PM(01( ), PA(0 i ), the switch is open and the p
tation for that range cell and that angle of look 01 is blani-
This occurs when an undesireable signal is being received
side lobes. It should be noted that in blanking the presenta
this resolution cell, 'a desireable signal on the main lobe W

'be blanked.

In an are-a with large prominent targets, this behavior coult
to presentation blanking for appreciable periods of time wh:
could result in poor detection capability of desired target s.
Obviously such a system is vulnerable to intentional jammii
however, there are techniques that allow one to minimize l.
of such jamming.

2
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The logic system makes an "on-off"' decision on a resolution ce
by resolution cell basis. That is, it is a single pulse detection
and comparison system. Since detection takes place before sil
integration - usually the presentation scope -- the system suff
an appreciable loss in sensitivity. To first order approximatio
the loss in sensitivity for Such a post detection integrating syst,
is:,

Loss in S/N 5 logl 0 n

where SIN = signal to noisc ratio

n = number of pulses integrated per
resolution cell without logical
switching

For a typical system which integrates 50 pulses in sequence pe:
resolution cell, this is a loss of 8,1/2 db in S/N, which reduceg
the radar detection range to 35%. This is a serious penalty and
may be prohibitive for most radar applications where target ecl
signals are small. For certain "receive only" applications whe
one is looking at "beacons," with large S/N, the losses of logici
switching are quite acceptable. The pattern 23 that results fro
the logical switching approach is shown in Figure 4. Ic. Since t
switching or cancelling occurs at video leveis, these systems a
often called video cancellers.

To increase the sensitivity of the system in the region of the ma
lobe, the pattern of the auxiliary antenna can be chosen to be a
cardioid with its null on-axis.

4.2 Side Lobe Modulation

It is possible to suppress the side lobe level without materially
affecting gain or beamwidth by using a periodically variable
antenna that acts to ",tag", or modulate the energy received via
the side lobes so that it car be filtered and eliminated. There
are several ways of doing this. Two of the schemes in current
favor employ

I. Phase modulation

2. Frequency modulation

- 26-



The phase modulation scheme involves the use of a low gain
auxiliary antenna whose pattern f(O) forms an envelope for the
main antenna pattern F(O) as shown in Figure 4. 2a. The auxiliary
antenna is used on reception only and is alternately connected
"in phase" and "out of phase" with the main 'antenna at sBone
predetermined modulation rate , as shown schematically
in Figure 4. 2b. The resulting voff'age pattern E(O) alternates
between:

Eo(e) = F(e) + f(e) (4. Za)

E4'(e) :, F(O) - f(e) (4. Zb)

-where . F(U) - voltage pattern of the main antenna

'f(8) = voltage pattern of the auxiliary
antenna

Eo(O) and E .(0) are plotted in Figure 4. 3. Note that signals
arriving via the side lobes are modulated 100% while those
arriving via the rmain lobe are practically unaffected. This can
be described mathematically as follows:

/ modulation Eo(I ) - E ! ( I) 1x 100% (4. 3)f 0(6o)+ _77+0)

Substituting from equation (4. 2)

'1Y modulation - x 100%C (4 4)

Note that for large side lobes, f(8) must be large if To modulation
is to be large (50 - 100%0). Large values of f(O) can sometimes
adversely affect the main lobe as shown in Figure 4, 4. To reduce
this effect, the auxiliary pattern, f(e), is chosen to resemble a
cardioid pattern.

Although the net effect of this system 's to suppress signals'
received via the side lobes, it should be noted that the auxiliary
antenna introduces additional noise due to its broad pattern.
This meanis that the overall signal to noise ratio will be degraded.

The second approach tomodulating the side lobe signals received
via the side lobes involved frequency modulation. It is a well
known fact that the angular location of the side es depends uot
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only on the antenna parameters but on frequency (or wavelength).
For a uniformly illuminated aperture the pattern is given by:

sin I O D eCos (4.5)
(l•TD COe SCos 0 i

For a unifcrmly illuminated array, the pattern is given by:

F(0) = si (nl os ) (4.6)
n sin (78 cosOt

If the radar system transmits alternate pulses at frequencies
f, and fz where fl and f2 are sufficiently separated, the
resulting radiation patterns have pencil beams that lie one atop
the other but side lobes that straddle one another as shown in
Figure 4. 5. Signals arriving via the side lobes tend to be
modulated whereas signals arrivilag via the main lobe are un-
modulated. Obviously, the modulation and therefore the side
lobe suppression varies with pattern angle and may not be as
good as that possible with phase modulation. This approach
has the advantage that no auxiliary antenna is necessary. On the
other hand, suppression of the first few side lobes requires that
f, and 'fz be widely spaced. This means we must have a
wide band system which may complicate the design.

Although it is possible to modulate signals arriving via the
side lobes and thus filter and eliminate them, it must be remem-
bered that real targets on the main lobe are nDt fixed in amplitude
but fluctuate. This fluctuation or scintillation may have a broad
spectrum depending on the target, and may include the modulation
feequency. This rreans that a desired scintillation target on the
main lobe could be mistaken for a modulated signal arriving via
the side lobes and thus be filtered and eliminated from the radar
p re sentation.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In cur quest for design approaches that optimize side lobe
performance without unduly compromising gair- aad beaznwidth,
we have discussed three general approaches;

1. Side lobe optimization - the thoughtful application of con-
ventional design techniques to generate an exceptionally good
design,

2. Side lobe suppression - the application of unconventional
techniques suchas taIe modulation, non-reciprocal
antennas and non-linear data processing to suppress the
inherent side lobe level to a lower level, and

3. Side lobe cancellation - a last 'resort in which one attempts
to compensate the system for the effects of the side'lobes
that cannot be reduced.

In attempting to form a basic design policy with regard to side
lobe'performance, the words of Angelique Arnauld are most
appropriate:

"Perfection consists not in doing extraordinary things, but in
doing ordinary things extraordinarily well."

For most'design situations, there is more to be gained in side
lobe optimization than in either of the other two approaches.
For special applications, certain of the side lobe suppression
techniques appear promising'but require a good deal of additional
development. Except for certain "receive only" applications,
where S/N is not a consideration, present day side lobe cancella-
tion tecIhiiques do not appear to be particularly attractive.
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LItGHTWE~IGHT LARGE-APERTURE ARRAYS FOR,
AIRBOR.NE APPLICATIONS

B. M. Bowman, W*. 0. Klever, A. E. Marble
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. Akron 15, Ohio

INTRODUCTION,

This paper describes des~ign and fabrication techniques that Gocdyear Aerospace.
Corroratrn arays Twon iseuc n he arraysoare sont i iue and prdutono DLr esignr
tureha foundn arras.u ino tuhary aevelopmwnt and productio of arge Daesi-n

emphsishas been placed necessarily on minimizing size and weight without
sacifiingperormnceorreliability. The particular anitennas discussed are

of the resonant, edge-slotted, wave-g uide type. However, most of the features
discussed are useiul with other types of arrays.

Figure I X-Ban6 Shaped-Beamn Wave-Guide Arr'ay,

Fi -ure 2 -X -Band Fan-Bcatin Array



SHAPED BEAM SYNTHESIS -.- -.. ...

Where vertical aperture must be minimized and w'ier.e the phascof the field
pattern is not specified, the unit circle representation of the Schelknnoffla
array polynomial has proved to be a powerful tool for shaped-beam synthesis.

theory and aplication of this technique have been described adequately in
the literature. 2, ,4, 5 Not apparent from these references, however, is the
simplicity of the method and the rapidity with which thu designer can become
skilled in the manipulations required.for beam shaping.

The method, very briefly, iz as follows. Schelkanoff showed'that che magni-
tude of the array factor o'f an n element linear array is2 n

1E10) I a a'IZ+ a2 Z +. . 2n -Z ()

where Z - eJb, b = 21id/A sin ý$, am is the complex current element excita-
tion of the mth element, d is the separation between elements, and • is the
angle from a normal to the array. The polynomial'can be factored into (n - I)
binomials so that Equation I can be written

E 0 I-j(Z - r )(Z. r,) (Z r n )(Z - rn (2)

The r's are the compiex roots of the polynomial. Z is a unit vector and hence
moves on the circumference of a unity radius circle as the value of 0 changes.
If the roots are plotted on the same. coordinates as the unit circle, as in Fig-
ure 3, each quantity (Z - r ) can be represented graphically as a vector from
Z to a point rm. Thus the value of IEj for any" value of 0t, is obtained readily
either by graphical measurement or by direct cornputation of the product of the
distances between the correspo.nding location of Z and each of the roots.

2
Taylor and Whinnery developed an analog computer that permits dire( t ob-
servation of IE(,O Ias the root locations are manipulated. Such a machine, has
the. obvious advantages of speed and convenienc-.. lhowev'er, the graphical so -
lution is capable of reasonable speed and accuracy i, the number of roots is
not too large and the measured values of (Z - ri.) are recorded in taiular form

for s'ubsequent multiplication.

A simple uniform array representation is shown in Figure 3. Note that a zero
,or null in [E1 occurs wvherever a root falls on the unAt circle. As a very simple
example of pattern shaping, Figure 4 shows tht- effect of moving one of the,
roots off the circle. Several effects are noted.

1. , The null at +90 deg has disappeared.

2. The peak of the beam has shifted slightly in angle (and in
'absolute magnitude if directivity wt-re to be computed).

3. The excitation currents are all di:f crenrt as can be seen
from the nolynomial coefficients.

The designer soon develops a facility for array factor shaping as experience
in root.manipulation is gained. Obviously more roots are required as shaping
requirements are increased. An example of an. eight-element shaped array
factor is shown in Figure 5.

auperior numbers in the text refer to items in the List of References.
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Figure 5 - Unit Circle Representation o- Eight-Element Nonuniform Array

An interesting and useful aspect of the method arises from the f'c' that a non-
unity root can be replaced by its inverse conjugate value without changing
IE(0)j, Thus, it can be shown that ZNi;2 different sets of driving currents
(where N is the number of non-uni•t roots) will produce identical power patterns.
This feature has been found useful in series wave guide power dividers where
the lowest possible ratio of driving current magnitudes is dictated by the lim-
ited practical range of s-lot coupling coefficients. In this case the set of driv-
ing currents with the lowest ratio of maximum to minimum value would be se-
lected.
I'h gr.phical pattern comp)utation is a-curate to a few tenths of a decibel if-
dcone with care. However, two digital computer programs are desirable:

1. Computation of normalized power pattern IE(V)I from
root locations

2. Computation of all the 2N/2 sets of polynomial coeffi-
cients from a single set of input roots

The first program can be used in place of the graphical solution if it is more
convenient, or as a final accurate computation. The second program avoids
the tedious expansion of the complex roots into the pol;.'nomials.

The unit circle synthesis has also been found useful in compensating for pat-
tern distortions resulting from mutual coupling. The procedure consists of
comparing measured to computed patterns, which assume no coupling, and
modifying the array factor accordingly. This iterative process appears to
converge quite rapidly if initial coupling effects are not severe,

POWER DIVIDER

Th(e center-feeding power divider, shown in th,- array of Figure 1, was selected
on the- bas~s of simplicity of design, ease of reproducibility, and ease of inte-
gration into the over-all antenna package. E-plane bifurcations were considered

-4-



a.d were rejected because they did not meet any of these requirements. The
power divider ia the resonant type with inclined slots in both narrow walls of a
standard WR 90 wave-guide section. Although power dividers of this type have

,beien built with slots in one edge, the literature shows no data for this doubly
slotted configuration.

Measurements on several test units indicate tlat the presence of a companion
slot has no noticeabie effect on the coupling of the original slot. When a pair
of opposing slots is terminated in a single section of wave guide, as in Fig-
ure 6, there -is very little coupling (<40 db) between'the two sides, due. perhaps,
to the section of transmission line between them which is below cut-off.

To design a usable unit it is necessary to know the relatic. "ip between the slot
conductance g, the slot angle ), and the slot depth D. Te. nits were made
with single slots, in each side of a wave guide, the slots hay , the same, angle
and same longitudinal center line position. Input admittance m.easurements.
were made with re-fer"ence to the 'slot center line with slot depths increased' by
small increments until pure conductance was measured. The slot conductance
was then determined by the input admittance, and checked by output arm couplin
measurements. Several 16 -output power dividers were then made based on the
original data and the coupling values rechecked. The results of these tests in-
dicate that the conductance is related to the slot angle in accordance with g =
K tan2 0, where K is a constant dependent on frequency and geometry. The
measu:ed coni-ct,..L7nce data are shown in Figure 7.

The maximum usable angle is of the order of 25 deg because the proximity of
the slot edge to the coupled guide seems to yield erratic data above this angle.
Due to the ,variation in wall thickness and inability to separate centerline spac-
ing errors from slot-depth changes, an exact relationship was not determined
between slot depth and slot angle. However, the outside cencerline distance is
of the order of a half guide wave length. The latter relatio-iship and the slot
depth versus 0 curves are shown in Figure 7.

Although an exact equivalent circuit for the power divider has not been de-
termined, a workable model, at resonance, is shown in Figure 8. With matchec
loads on all coupled arms it is seen that the input conductance is simply the sum
of the individual conductances because the slot spacing is one-half wave length.
Power divider design reqt,ires that these conductances total 1.0. The power
coupled out any slot is then P= gP in' where

P = power coupled out slot s,.
s

P.= power at power divider input flange,in

g z conductance of slot.

Off resonance there is a susceptan(e cuntribution from the slots which, in con-
junction with the dev'ation front half wave-length spacing. causes some mis-
match and henci' cýanges in the power divsion.

The results of high-power tests on a 24-slot power divider are shown in Fig-
ure 9. As indicated, this power divider would handle 200 kw at 15 psia inter-
nal pressure. Although no external radiation source was used, each test con-
dition was held for. two hours or until breakdown occurred.

PHASING TECHNIQUE FOR VERTICAL PATTERN

The resonant 'slo.tted wave guide feed svstems. described above cannot readily
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be designed to control excitation phase as well as amplitude. -The most corn,
phasing technique utilizes diclectric phase shifters in each branch guide. Su
phase shifters usually add cost to development and fabrication, add weight, i
terfere with radiating element placement (and hence degrade the patterns), a
might result in design problems for a broad operating temperature range. A
simple alternative technique is illustrated by the array of Figure 1. The pha
of each element in the vertical direction is determined by the distance betwei
the power divider and the first edge slot in the resonant slot pattern of each
element. This means that each horizontal element is slightly different, henc
the azimuth patterns of each ele-nent are also slightly different. However,
these differences are too small, in an array of the size shown, to be of prac
tical consequence. The composite azimnuth pattern is found to correspond ve
closely to that of a single element having an average distance between the po,
divider and the first slot.

The phase shifter employed is, then, a length of wave guide corresponding t
the desired phase. It need never exceed a half-guide wave length because
either the power divider slot or radiating slot angles can be reversed to obta
a 180-deg phase shift. The desired phase shift is easily predicted and is col
paratively economical and reliable. It does require, for the design shown ir
Figure 1, that each of the'elements be different. However, the production
methods are such that th- resulting added cost is very small.

SIDE LOBE REDUCTION

The array of Figure I is unconventional in the method utilized for side-lobe
control as well as for phasing. For simplicity of manufacture it'was desire,
that all slot angles be the same (except for reversals), resulting in an essen
tially uniform array. However, because of'a specified maximum azimuth si
lobe level of 13.0 db, some means of side-lobe suppression was deemed nec
sary to provide margin for center blocking (due to the power divider and pha
ing spaces) and for manufacturing tolerance effects.

The required suppression was obtained simply by eliminating certain slots f
the otherwise uniform slot pattern in each of the horizontal elements. Wher
properly designed, such missing slots create an interferometer type of sub.
traction pattern of such magnitude and phase that the near-in side lobes art
duced at the expense of an increase in other side lobes. An example is give
in Figure 10 for a computed array factor with and without two missing slots
near each end. As can be seen, the maximum side-lobe level has been redt
at the expense of a general increase in other side lobes and a slight beam bi
ening. Not shown by the normalized curves is a gain reduction of 0. 3 db.

No straightforward design procedure has been devised. However, with a ra
simple digital computer program, it is possible to examine quickly a range
numbers and locations of missing slots from which the optimum slot pattern
be selected. Figure II shows typical variations in first side-lobe levpl and
beam width for a limited range of missing element locations.

The above technique is not proposed as a substitute for more sophisticated
lobe reduction technique's. However, it might be a suitable alternative whel
simplicity is advantageous and the slightly reduced performance (as compar
to smooth tapering) can be tolerated.

PRESSURE SEAL

To utilize fully the weight and volume advantages of a wave-guide array. thi
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pressure seal must add negligible weight to the array. Thin dielectric films
bonded directly to the wave-guide elements have' been used succ(,-ssfully to
meet the pressure-seal requirem, ,.. ,,ery well. Several sealing systems for
RG-67/U wave guide are listed in Table I together with their temperature and
pressure limits.

TABLE I - WAVE GUIDE SEALING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum service Test pressure
Pressure cover condition (F) (psig)

0.300-in. Mylar with
polyester adhesive 250 30

0.010-in. Teflon with
high -temperature
adhesive 500 30

3M No. 57 thermo-
setting, electrical
tape 200 20

Placing the dielectric film in intimate contact with the radiating slots causes
the slot to appear longer than it is. This loading effect is shown for different
films in Figure 12. The locus of admittonces for various thicknesses of film
coincides with the locus of admittances for various slot depths. This fact is
very useful in determining resonant depths.

Power breakdown at high altitudes can occur at peak power levels that nor-
mally are encountered in airborne applications. In pressurized slotted arrays
this breakdown occurs normally immediately outside the slot and will erode
the pressure cover and eventually cause failure.. The peak-power breakdown.
limits of Lhe edge slots covered with Teflon are shown in Figure 13. Addition-
al power handling capacity can be obtained by making the slots wider or by re-
moving the dielectric cover from the immediate vacinity of the slots.

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Thvporetical tolerance studies and subsequent experience have shown that many
of the dimensions of X-band resonant arrays requirle accuracies approaching
those obtainable ()nly with jig boring mills. However. special te(hniques havc
been developed to permit the use of more conventi.onal equipment. Most of th.c(
techniques require a very high precision wave guide and tight inspection during
processing. In the array of Figure 1 all slots in the element guides have the
same angle. Thirteen slots of the same inclination are cut on the specially de-
signed gang mill shown in Figure 14. This process maintains tolerances of
*0. 001 in. on slot centerline location and slot depth. In cases where. slot angles
vary, such as in the power divider, tooling costs can be high and the use of a
jig borer appears to be the most economical method ot production.

Bulky mechanical fastening methods and conventional brazing processes cannot
provide the lightweight and high accuracies necessary 'ior airborne arrays.
Resin bonding methods thereiore have been used extensively for assembly.
Preimpregnated film adhesive systems have been developed which give high
strength alumi- urn-to-aluminum bonding at service temperatures up to 500 F.
Glue-line thicknesses can be controlled to within 0.001 in. when assemb!y is

-13-
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Figure 14 - Slotting Facility for Elemc- "'ave Guides

done in a properly designed holding fixture.

SUMMARY

The above discussions tucch briefly on several techniques that have tUcen em -
ployed successfully in array development but which have not received extensive
coverage in the literature. The material has been drawn from several pro-
grarms conducted at both the Ai-ron, Ohio and the Litchfield Park, Arizona
plants of Goodyear Aerospace. Tile paper should be considered as a compen-
diurn of solutions to specialized problems rather than as a treatise on array
design.
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ANTENNA RANGE EVALUATION FOR MEASUREMENTS

OF GEMINI TRACK RADAR

ByJ. H. Diel*

ABSTRACT

The accuracy in direction measurement required for success of
the rendezvous mission of Project GEMINI has brought about the neces-
sity for improvement in antenna measurement facilities. In order to
adequately evaluate the performance of the radio direction finding device
both the electrical ard the mechanical characteristics of the antenna
range must be excellent.

This paper describes the techniques used to set up and evaluate
an outdoor free space type antenna range for measurement of the pointing
accuracy of the GEMINI Track Radar. Since the anticipated accuracy of
the radar is a few milliradians it is desirable to attain an overall mea-
surement accuracy of less than one milliradian. In order to obtain this
measurement accuracy it is necessary to hold the signal le,,el of all
extraneous signals, both reflected and externally geneiated, to -51 db
over a four foot by six foot test aperture at the measurement frequency
of about 1400 Mc/sec. This condition is sufficient when the mechanical
errors in pointing the radar are held to negligible size (i. e., about
0. 1 mr).

The method used to obtain this accuracy in the standing wave field
consisted of the placement of radio frequency absorbing material at
various places on the antenna range tower holding the measured antenna,
and the use of a suitable antenna to illuminate the test antenna. The
evaluation procedures included measurements of the standing wave field
using the off peak amplitude measurement method, and an on peak phase
measurement method using tha interferometer techniques, The mechanical
accuracy was maintained by use •,' a theodolite for boresighting and a
redundant closed circuit television system and synchro system for
measurement of the test direction.

* PHYSICAL SCIENCE LABORATORY
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Box 548
University Park, New Mexico

Contract: McDonnell Aircraft Co., P.O. Y30412R



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The following papr is a dint u. f miasurements made for the
purpose of evaluating the track radar '., thw GEMINI Spacecraft. This work
was done under the sDonsor~hip of McDor.nll Aircralt Corporation. St. Louis.
Missouri.

The objective of the study is to obtain a facility capable of measuring
the accuracy of a radar at about 1400 Mc sec with a few milliradians
accuracy. This radar and the attached mockup require a test aperture four
feet high by six feet wide.

The antenna range to be used for this measurement is situated. at the
Physical Science Laboratory of New Mexico State University. This is an
outdoor free space type range with the portion of this range used consisting
of two wooden towers 375 feet apart and constructed such that the antennas
being tested are positioned at a height of 86 feet above the ground. The
physical layout of this range is shown in Fig. 1.

The desired accuracy of the measurement is a one milliradian

•ngular accuracy . The steps necessary to obtain and prove this field are:

1. 1 Determine field characteristics rcquirr-d for thsi accuracy.

1.2 Make a study of the environment to determine the level of any
externally generated interfering signals.

1.3 Study the illuminating antenna and its compatability with the
range configuration.

1.4 Make experimental measurements based On this study to obtain
the desired standing wave field.

1.5 Measure the phase front configuration to confirm that the desired
accuracy has been achived.

1. 6 Verifv the mechanical angle ac. uracy of the mea:;urement system.

2.0 DETERMINATION OF ACCURACY DESIRED

The radar whose accuracy is to be measured is basically two ortho-
gonal circularly polarized interferor'ieters with spacings of 0. 824
wavelengths.

In order to determine the phase front variation allowable to obtain a
measurement accuracy of one milliradian it is necessary to use the



interferometer equation:

, 2-,d sin 0

where >C is the phase ang!e difference between the two antennas, e is the
angle of incidence of the incoming wave and d is the separation distance
of the elements of the interferometer. Since the largest angle to be mea-
sured (0) is approximately 250 this equation yields an allowable error in

X of 15..85 minutes for an error in 0 of one milliradian (3.43 minutes).
For angles near 9 - 0, the allowable error in the phase front is, 17. 8
minutes.

Since amplitude measurements of the standing wave field are easier
to make, it is desirable to use this type of measurement for any preliminary
measurements required to determine the configuration of the range necessary
to obtain the desired accuracy. In order to use amplitude measurements,
it is necessary to determine the reflected signal level or standing wave field
necessary to obtain a given accuracy of the phase front or pointing angle.

It can be shown by use of geometric considerations and propagation
equations that the n.inimum extraneous coherent signal level required to
give an error in pointing direction of an interferometer of one milliradian
is given by

P a 20 1ogio[j tan (2,d sin8 )]

where P is the extraneous signml level in decibels, 8 is the angular pointing
error, and d is the antenna spacing in wavelengths. Thus if a reflected
signal level of -51. 8 db is maintained the angular error will be no longer
than one milliradian.

3.0 RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE TEST

A radio frequency interference test was made to determine if the test
site environment was suitable. This was made by recording all signals
received at a test antenna over a period of at least 24 hours for the test
frequency and for this frequency ± the receiver I. F. frequency. The antenna
used was a hybrid stub with hemispherical coverage and mixed polarization
as a functien of direction. Throughout the test periods the antenna was
rotated slowly to achieve optimum reception of any incoming signal. With
a receiver sensitivity of -80 dbm no signals were received during any of
these tests. This R. F. I. signal level is adequate for the measurements.
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4.0 ILLUMINATING ANTENNA STUDY

The illuminating antenna used was a 10 foot parabola fed with an
eight turn helix to minimize edge illumination. Radiation patterns were
taken of this antenna to determine the optimum feed position. The para-
meter optimized was the sidelobe level under the restrictive conditions of
a polarization axial ratio of less than 1. 0 db and a signal taper over the
aperture of less than 0. 5 db. This optimum pa'tern is shown in Fig. 1.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that if spectral reflection from the ground
is assumed there are two reflections from the ground to the test region.
These occur at angles of approximately 17" and 320 with respect to the
illuminating anteiina coordinates. At these angles signal levels of approxi-
mately -37 db and -40 db occur on the pattern. If space loss differences due
to different path lengths and reflection losses at the ground surface due to a
wave hitting a dielectric surface with an assumed dielectric constant to 2. 6
(dry sand) at an oblique angle of incidence are taken into account, the maxi-
mum reflected sign3l level which could result from ground scatter is 42 db
down from the main signal.

5.0 EXPERIMENTAL ADJUSTMENTS OF THE STANDING WAVE FIELD

In spite of the low ground reflection levels, it was found by measure-
ment that the standing wave field in the test region was still high. This was
caused by the presence of reflecting elements in the vicinity of the test
region such as the protective railing around the top of the tower, the' antenna
rotator, the antenna support pole ana other such necessary objects. In order
to rid the field of these objects as many as possible were covered with rf
absurbing material. Using this technique. the amplitude of the measured
extraneous signals was reduced to a maximum value of -44.6 db and an
average value of -48.3 db.

6. 0 PHASE FRONT MEASUREMENTS

The variation in the phase front across the aperture is the parameter
which will ultimately determine the accuracy of the measurement of the radar
angle. This variation was therefore measured as a final proof of the test
region. This was done using an interferometer composed of two left circular-
ly polarized spirals 0. 965 wavelengths (8 inches) apart. The interferometer
was set up so that a null appeared at a reference zero position. This null
was frequently rechecked during the test periods. The zero null position was
determined using a theodolite to position the ground plane of the interfero-
meter perpendicular to the direction from the phaise center of the illuminating
antenna to the phase center of the interferometer. An autocolimating tech-
nique utilizing an optically flat mirror fastened to the ground plane of the
interferometer was the method used to measur- this perpendicularity. In

I'
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order to recheck this boresight uuring the tests a closed circuit TV with a
15-inch Wolensak lens and internal reticle calibrated in milliradians was
affixed to the interferometer. For scanning in the horizonal direction this
interferometer was mounted on a remotely controlled cart which ran back
and forth on a track composed of an aluminum I-beam with an adjustable
track affixed to it. For scanning in the vertical the interferometer cart
system is mounted on an adjustable height fiber glass column passing
through the center of the azimuth rotator. The calibration of this system
resulted in a most probable measurement error for the total system of
t58. 2 seconds in pointing direction or ±5. 90 minutes in phase front. Using
this instrumentation the phase front was measured over a four foot high by
six foot wide aperture in four inch increments vertically and fouir inch
increments horizonally. The data was taken by moving the cart to a partic-
ular position in the field and rotating the cart until the interferometer null
appeared at the detector. The angle at which this occurred was measured
using a synchro system with an accuracy of t25. 1 seconds (included in the
cart accuracy of ±58. 2 seconds) and compared to the predicted value of
rotation necessary to obtain a spherical phase front with its origin at the
calculated phase center of the illuminating antenna. These data were then
reduced to a form which gives the phase front error as a function of posi-
tion. A contour plot representation of this phase front is shown in Fig. 2.
It was found that the phase front has a maximum error in any one measure-
ment (I. e., for any particular position of the cart which would correspond
roughly to any particular position of the radar being measured) of 34.4
minutes in the phase front or 1. 93 milliradians in radar pointing direction.
The most probably error in pointing direction for the phase front is 12.2
minutes or 0. 69 milliradians.

7.0 MECHANICAL ANGLE ACCURACY

The mechanical angle accuracy for the radar measurement included
the necessity of maintaining that accuracy in conjunction with the capability
of rolling the spacecraft mockup containing the radar in 1X increments
about its roll axis. A roll bearing was fabricated for this purpose and was
constructed to maintain an angular accuracy in the pointing direction of the
radar of ±42. 4 seconds or 0. 205 milliradians. The angular orientation of
the radar for the various directions for which data were taken was measured
using the same synchro system as for the phase measurements with the
closed circuit TV system used for a backup. For all axis angles the TV
syTitem used targets positioned by the theodo!ite to an accuracy of ± 14.2
seconds.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

Using an outdoor free space type of antenna range, the measurement
system which has been -obtained for meaivrement of the pointing angle of an
interferometer type radar has an overall angular accuracy characterized
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by a most probable error of 0. 648 milliradians. This figure includes an
overall mechanical accuracy of *42.4 seconds and a phase front error of
±12.2 minutes (most probable errors).

The configuration of the radar tested inount d on the front section of
a GEMINI m:ockup is shown in Fig. 3.
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF ANTENNAS
FOR USE IN A THERMAL ENVIRONMENT OF 2000"F

Godfrey F. Buranich
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.

Buffalo, New York

This paper present3 information to aid in the selection of materials for

ennas operating at high temperatures. Experimental helical antennas have

n designed and fabricated using a variety of these materials and the

ctrical performance of these %ssemblies have been measured at room

iperature and at elevated temperatures. No significant degradation has

n noted due to the reduced electrical conductivity of the metals used or to

thermal environment. Experimental data is presented in support of these

clusions. Other antenna models are being fabricated for evaluation of

itional designs. The paper also outlines the oxidation resistance properties

ligh temperature materials and the performance of present-day protective

tings.

Experimental data compiled in an investigation of temperature effects

:he power handling capability of microwave devices is also presented.

A review of the reentry environment to bc experienced by various

icles requiring hot antennas is presented and an outline of applicable ablati n

radiation haat protection methods is given.

The purpose of this investigation is to compile handbook information

ful for the design, fabrication and evaluation of high temperature antennas.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE METALS

Metals for use at high temperatures can be categorized into four gener

groups. These are steels, titarium alloys, super alloys, and refractory meta

alloys. Steels and titaniur- alloys lose much of their strength at temperature

less than 1000"F, while •er alloys may be considered for applications

requiring strerngth at 2000"F. Refractory metals can be used in thermal envir

ments up to about 4500*F and are generaily stronger than super alloys at 1800

The upper temperature limit of each of these materials is dictated by the strer

requirements in the proposed application, hy other characteristics which inclu

fabricability, oxidation resistance, cost and weight, and by the peak value

and duration of the high temperature environment . Figure 1 shows curves of

the strength/temperature relationships of the above groups of metals. The

superiority of the super alloys at temperatures above 1000°F is clearly eviden,

as is the superiority of the refractory metals above 2000°F.

The choice of materials for use at about 2000"F is more complex since

inherently oxidation-resistant super alloys, which are also attractive becaum e

they can be fabricated readily using conventional methods, have inferior

strength characteristics compared to the refractory metals. Refractory metal

however, require controlled-atmosphere chambers for welding operations and

must be provided with protective coatings to prevent catastrophic oxidation at

high temperatures.

Figure 1 shows the increased strength and elevated temperature capabil

alloyed metals as compared to the pure metals. Generally alloys lose signifi-

cant strength at a temperature of about 50% of their melting point. It is to be

noted that new alloys are being continuously developed for increased strength

at elevated temperature but such extensions are generally made at the expense

of the ease of fabrication and ductility of the metal. The competing strength-de

characteristics of representative metals useful at 2000°F is shown in Figure 2.

The nickel alloys such as Rene 41 and Haynes 25, which contain refractory met;

elements, retain strength to higher temperatures than those without these elemf

such as the Inconel alloys. Inconel metals lose most of their strength at 1500-

13000F.
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In the selection of metals for high temperature use it is therefore

necessary to use refractory metals above 2000*F if high strength is

required. Tantalum -nd columbium refractory metals are preferred

because they are ductile at room temperature and use conventional

machining operations, although brazing and welding must be done in a

nonoxidizing atmosphere. Protective coatings usable to 3000°F for short

times have been developed. Molybdenum has been investigated to a great

extent but this material requires special facilities and techniques for

machining and fabrication operations because it is brittle at room temperature,.

Protective coatings have been developed for molybdenum for use to 3000F"F.

At temperatures below 2000"F the super alloys have adequate strength

and inherently good oxidation resistance. However, those super alloys having

the highest strength at elevated temperatures are often precision cast into

parts because of fabricability problems.

Composite Materials

Composite materials are mixtures of high strength materials (usually

oxides or refractory metals) and metals with low melting points. A composite

material is of interest because it retains strength to a temperature which

approaches 80%1 of the melting point of its metal matrix. Composite techniques

have extenoed the useful temperature range of oxidation resistant metals.

Typical of composite materials are: TD nickel which consists ot sub-micron-

sized particles of thoria in a nickel matrix; a silver composite, which uses

whiskers of alumina in a silver matrix; and a chromium matrix with dispersed

magnesium oxide. Of these three, TD nickel is the most useful and available

to date. Its continued development by the DuPont Corporation has resulted in

a compilation of considerable data regarding its strength, oxidation resistance

and fabrication methods. N.ASA has also conducted an evaluation program on

this material because of its usefulness at 1300 to Z400°F. TD nickel has strength

which exceeds that of the super alloys abcve 2000°F, and it retains good strength

at 2400°F which is about 90% of the melting point of nickel. The dispersed

4,4
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thoria is radioactive but if ingestion is avoided (this hazard is particularly

likely in dry-grinding operations), no personnel exposure hazard exist's.

Investigations of a composite consisting of alumina whiskers in a

silver matrix have shown.that this material retains much of its strength to

140GCF even'though silver has a melting point of 1760°F. Investigations are

continuing to combine alumina whiskers with a nickel alloy matrix as a

composite material superior to TD nickcl, which will retain, strength (and

oxidation resistance) to a temperature approaching the melting point of nickel

(2650°F). Growing of the whiskers and proper wetting of the whiskers by the

matrix ,are two current problems which are impeding progress in this program.

A chromium matrix containing magnesium oxide particles is a

composite material having good oxidation resistance and a high melting point

(2700*F). Tests by NASA, however, have found it to be non-competitive with

other materials on a strength basis, its oxidation was rapid above 2200*F, and

the oxide coating spalled upon cooling.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Oxidation resistance is that characteristic of a material which enables

it to r etain a uniform (or slowly varying) weight while exposed to oxygen at

high temperature. Oxidation is a process which causes a material to pro-

duce m oxide powder or film on its surface. As a result there occurs a thinning

of the base material and an obvious reduction of strength. In an extreme case

this process of oxidation is similar to combustion. Such catastrophic failure of

a structural member of a vehicle can occur after damage to its oxidation -

resistant protective coating. For this reason materials having at least limited

oxidation resistance are strongly preferred for use at high temperatures 'in

place of those which depend wholly on a protective coat.

Initial oxidation of a clean material is relatively rapid until an oxide

film is formed. This film then forms a partially protective coating and subsequent

NASA TN D- 1785
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oxidation proceeds much more slowly and may eventually become nil.

At temperatures which are beyond the oxidation resistance capability

of a material, this reduced oxidation rate and the attainment of a constant

weight is not reached. The material in such an environment continues to

oxidize (rapidly) until it is entirely consumed.

Figure 3 shows the relative oxidation resistance of representative

super alloys at 2000*F based on a weight gain. The depth of oxide penetratio

into the metal is sometimes used as a measure of oxidation. Oxidation

resistance of representative Inconel metals based on oxidation penetration

in shown in Figure 4. The initial oxide penetration into these metals is showi

to remain essentially constant for various temperatures which are greatly in

excess of the temperatures at which Inconel retains useful strength.

Oxidation protection may be provided for assemblies ucing nonoxidatic

resistant materials by spraying on a protective coat of alumina. Alumina has

attractive high-temperature features for this purpose but it has porosity, and

oxidation of the underlying metal will occur, although at a slow. rate. *Such a

reduced rate of oxidation may be acceptable for some applications. In fact

flame spraying technology has been developed to such an extent that almost an

material can be processed. Current investigations are being made oi this

technology for the protection of a base metal against oxidation at high temper.

atures. Spalling and peeling occur between materials having grossly unmatc

thermal expansions. Application'of a protective coating with a spraying proce

has the additional advantage that large assemblies can be coated, and that

repairs of damaged items can be made.

The use of nonoxidizing precious metals, such as gold or platinumas a

plating or cladding on high strength materials provides only limited protectioT

because of the diffusion of such coatings into the base metal with time and

temperatures. Unmatched thermal coefficients of expansion between metals

become a problem if extreme temperature ranges are encountered. Quantita

data on the performance of such coatings (and coatings of palladium and rhodit

have not been found. Platinum coatings may yet however prove to be useful.

6
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The increasingly more rapid weight gain of a material exposed

temperatures above its oxidation-resistant capability is shown in Figur

for selected refractory metals. (Volatilit~y. of oxidation products of so

materials will cause a correspondingly rapid decrease of weight).

The application of protective coatings to refractory metals reqI

special facilities. The material to be coated must be subjected to a hil

temperature, and sometimes, simultaneously to a vacuum. Most facil:
can accommodate only small items. Several types of coatings have bee

developed and provide oxidation resistance without undue degradation o1

physical properties of the base metal. Of these, the most promising

the chrome-titanium-silicide coating of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge foi

columbium, and the tin-aluminum coating of General Telephone and Ele

for tantalum. A peculiarity of most of the coatings requires that the

evaluated at various pressures and temperatures to insure that no degr;

performance exists within the entire environmental range which may be

encountered in an application. Experience to date has shown that some

provide protection for extended periods of time at temperatures in exce;

* 2500"F, but provide little protection at 1800*F. Other coatings have be

to vaporize in a low-pressure envirorzment, and therefore have short lif,

Selevated temperatures at such pressures. Figure 6 shows the protectiVw

a typical coating as a function of temperature.

The coating of threaded fasteners remains a problem because co;

build up in nonuniform fashion on various parts of the thread.
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METAL TO.DIELECTRIC SEALS

High -altitude operation of high-power antenna systems requires the

use of metal /dielectric seals . The thermal expansion of materials is of it

portance in glass- and ceramic-to-metal seals. Seals of these types are g

made with a chemical bond which is produced when the materials are placec

in contact and heated to a high temperature. If the thermal expansion of the

materials is matched, no stresses will be created at the joint during cooling

If an unequal thermal expansion does exist, a tensile or compressive stress

exist and may result in the rupture of the weaker material. Since ceramics

have much greater strength in compression than they do in tension, an extei

seal, i. e.. ceramic surrounded by metal, is a preferred type of seal. Met.

having a greater thermal expansion coefficient than ceramics will, upon coo

place the ceramic into compression in such an assembly. The thermal

expansion coefficient mismatch which can be accommodated is limited to the

stresses which such materials can survive. Large differential expansions c

be accommodated only by allowing the metal to deform.

Figure 7 shows the thermal expansion of representative high-temper.

metals and common ceramics. Columbium, beryllia and alumina have close

matched thermal expansion properties. Mullite and molybdenum are also cl

matched. Generally, the published information on the thermal expansion of

ceramics is an average value from. which considerable deviation can be expe'

Figure 8, for example, shows the spread of values obtained in comparing da

gathered by various investigators on materials supplied by a number of orga:

zations,

The initial process in producing a ceramic-to-metal seal requires

metallizing of the ceramic. The most common method is the molymanganesq

process, which consists of painting a ceramic surface with a mixture of tool,

denum and manganese. Subsequent firing bonds this metal to the ceramic.

pure alumina this bond will survive temperatures of 2600° to 3000°F in a non

oxidizing atmosphere. The conventional brazing operation which joins this

metallized ceramic to a metal uses brazing materials of low melting points,

this is the reason that present-day widely used seals are limited to about 170

Brazes with higher melting points have been developed and some seals are nc

capable of withstanding temperatures to 27000F. This high-temperature seal

employs a palladium metal braze to join columbium to a tungsten metallized.

alumina ceramic.
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

The electrical properties of materials which are of importance in the

design of microwave antennas are the conductivity of metals, and the dielectric

constant and loss factor of dielectrics. Figure 9 shows the resistivity and

its variation with ctmperature of representative metals and compounds.

Figure 9 also shows the theoretical attenuation of S-band wave-guide which is made

of metals of various resistivities. Since the microwave attenuation occurs in

the skin layer of conductors, the protective coating (three to seven mils thick)

applied to refractory metals is a more mrnportant factor than the base metal,

Molybdenum disilicidt, is one such material for which (contradictory) data is

available. (High-tenaperature resistivity values range from 80 to 250

microhm-cm). It has g~ood oxidation resistance to 3000'F. It is to be noted

that the resistivities lieted are DC values and that the microwave values

may be appreciably diffetent especially for materials which employ powder-

metallurgy fabrication techniques. Among these is a new material, Carborundum's

Boride Z, which is 10% molybdenum disilicide and 90% zirconium diboride,

and which has oxidation reistance to 3600°F, making it suitable for possible

use on hypersonic vehicles. It has a room temperature resistvity similar

to the refractory metals.

In view of the small electrical loss introduced by metals having relatively

large resistivities, the ase of l.igh-temperature metals for antennas will not

seriously affect their electrical performance.

Figure 10 presents the temperature charactertstics of the electrical

properties of high-purity a.umina and fused quartz. The increasing dielectric

constant and the rapid increase of the loss factor occur for all the common

ceramics, with the degree of slope varying among materials having different

purities. A loss tangent of 0.01, which ip the high-temperature value of typical

ceramics, is the same value which plastic radome materials have at room

temperature. Little importance is therefore attached to the increased loss

tangent of ceramics at high temperature. The significant increase in. the value

of dielectric constant with temperature more critncally effects the electrical

performance of antennas. An antenna using a ceramrnc window normally .ncor-

porates matching devices to compensate for it. The change of dielectric constant

will therefore change the VSWR of the assembly.

12
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NNTENNA DESIGN AND TEST

The antenna range at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base was used to

compare the electrical performance of helical antennas made of conventional

and high-temperature materials. Specific measurements were-made to compar

the radiation efficiencies of identical antennas made of different metals.

Additional tests were made on nichrome and tantalum antennas to determine aný

changes in electrical performance produced by a 2000'F thermal environment.,

The thermal test environment is produced by s71 con-carbide heatir.g

elements inserted into a concrete or brick radome containing the antenna under

test. Two types of thermal radomes have beer. used. One was made of castabl,

concrete which was formed in matched molds. A second model was machined

from fire brick. Both had a wall thickness of 1. 5 ir.ches. Figure 11 shows the

fire-brick radome /silicon- carbide heating element combination. The advantage

of the concrete or brick radomes lies in the fact that little heat escapes from th

enclosure and therefore a few kilowatts of electrical power are sufficient to 'attaii

and maintain a 2000°F environment. The globar elements distort the radiation

pattern of the test antenna and the radome introduces loss which. varies with

temperature. These modifying influences, however, can be readily separated

from the effects produced by temperature on the electrical performance of the

antennas.

Helical antennas characteristically have an elliptical polarization. In or

to compare the efficiences of such antennas, radiation patterns were plotted

automatically for two orthogonal polarizations for each of -two mutually perpen-

dicular elevation, planes. The total area enclosed within these four radiation

patterns is proportionial to the antenna efficiency. A comparison of the total

area of each of the helical antennas therefore was used as a measure of the

relative efficiency of antennas made of different materials. Figure 12 shows'th

type of helical antenna used in these tests.

Table 1 lists the total areas enclosed by the radiation patterns of

antennas made of-copper, stainless steel, nichrome and tantalum. The tantalur

14
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antenna had a tin-aluminide high-temperature protective coating. The metals

have room temperature resistivities of 2, 70, 120, and 20 microhm-cm,
respectively. The resistivity of the protective tin-alurninide coating (approxi-

mately 3 mils thick) is not known. An inspection of the data shows that a metal

having a resistivity as high as 120 microhm-cm has no noticeable effect on the
performance of these antennas, and this finding is in agreement with a theoretical
analysis developed by Ramo and Whinnery. (The low efficiency of the coated

tantalum antenna is attributed to mechanical difficulties with the connector.)

TABLE I

Comparison of Radiation Pattern Areas

Antenna Material Area

Copper 25

Stainless Steel 24.4

Nichrome 25.4
Tantalum (Coated) 20.8

A simple method used to determine the effect of temperature on the electrical
performance of antenna consisted of mounting the radome and the heating element
on a ground planewith an opening for inierting the antenna accessible from under

neath. The heating elements in the radome are turned on until the assembiy

stabilizes at the test temperature of 2000°F, and a remote pickup horn is positione
above'the housing (for testing an endfire broadb'eamed antenna). The signal
strength is recorded as a function of time after insertion of the cold antenna into

the hot housing. A small metal assembly, such as helical antenna, will rapidly

(perhaps in one minute) reach the temperature maintained in the thermal enclosur

Thus, any signal strength variation detected during this short interval of time can

be considered a thezmal effect on the antenna performance. Tests made in this
fashion on a nichrome and a coated tantalum antenna showed no significant therma

effects on antenna, performance at 2000°F.
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VSWR measurements us.rng th s same tech-.;que of ncting electrical

performance as a function of time after -r iert-cr :;f a ccld an~tenna into a hot

radome are yet to be made.- Mcr:.tcr-rg the ,r~c-der.t and reflected energy in

the antenna feed l:ne appears t: be a methr d wb-::h can be readily instrumented.

The use of a swept-frequency re!,'eztcrrete!r s part cularly appropriate for this

use.

Several. other types of antennas are be.r~g fabr,.cated an~d will be evaluated

in a thermal envircrnment up tz 2000 F Or-e cf these ~s an open-ended columbiumn

waVeg uide sealed with an alumm.ra w'rd-_w. Th~s asgembly will serve to provide

experimental data useful for? dccamern.tig the 3election cf'materials, sealing

procedures and the compatibiLty --f fabr--cat-.or thods with assemblies requiring

ceramic -to -metal seals an~d a prctetVve ccat-rg. Relatively limited performance

of this assembly in therrnai shzck is cne pro~blem becrnming evident. A flexible

seal using a fu sod silica 1wnrd;'-v w-.1 be r~."et gated further.

A planar sp-ral artenrna is be-r'g fabr,-cated usir~g alumina dielectric as a

substrate with copper plating fc r c ordur t: r-. The c opper will be overplated

with gold for oxidation prc tect,_cn. Th--s c -mb-rat -. n is expected to be useful

to 1700*F. Fired -on- platinum paste corduct-rs or. aluminA will extend this range

to 230W'F. Flam'e-:3prayed aluiun~a %wA.l be e-. aliated i3r enhancement of the

power handling capability of the 3p-ra. arter.ra- Present experiments are using

silk screening of platinum paste or fused s.1ca whivch -.9 useful to 1700-1800*F.

The use of this material wlIU also shed I-ght :;r. tUe -.mportance of loss in the

substrate materi al, There :i rea,-cr. t- bel ev.e ti- at very low-loss material such

as fused quartz w.11 result -r VSWR fl-uctu3t -r s because of unattenuated reflec-

tions from the -ends c! the -3p ra,.. :t ,agreed tbat c zr~v~nt,.cnal low-loss plastics

have sufficiently greater ic ii rn-pared t:- fi-er quiartz that such reflections are

decreased and, do not affe~t the VSWR



POWER HANDLING CAPABILITIES

The possible degradation of the power handling capability of an antenna

in a hot thermal environment,as a function of temperature and the riaterial

from which the antenna is fabricated, is being experimentally determined. Power

breakdown tests are being performed in a waveguide assembly ir, wvhich samples

of selected materials are heated to a temperature of Z000°F. Power handling

tests of materials are being performed in this manner in order to avoid the

modifying influence of dielectric supports, feeds and other physical pecularities

of antenna assemblies, and to also avcid the added complexity of having to design

a suitable chamber for maintaining the antenna at 2000°F while it is simultaneously

contained in a vacuum.

Figure 13 shows the experimental set-up used for the breakdown tests.

S-band microwave power of about 1 kw peak is coupled to the test section enclosed

by fire bricks. Silicon-carbide heating elements inserted into the brick structure

provide the necessary heat using a 6 0-cycle power input of 3 to 4 kw. A chromel;

alumel thermocouple is used for temperature measurements and it also provides
t

an input to circuitry which automatically controls the heating current to maintain

a selected tem'iperature at the test point. The thermal drop along the test section

(a 12-inch long tantalum waveguide suitably coated for use at 3000°F) is ra.pid

enough to allow the use of copper waveguides for adjacent sections. Cooling coils

are soldered on th&.'e copper waveguides to insure the existence of suitable low

temperatures at the conventional waveguide windows located at the next flange

assembly. A one-millicurie Cobzlt-60 radioactive source is positioned on the test

waveguide during breakdown measurements to give repeatability to the measure-

ments. It is usually argued that breakdown occurs when a suitab~e ionizing particle

(from background ionization present "n the laboratory) enters the waveguide

during the presence co the pulsed microwave energy. Since such coincidence occurs

very infrequently, the experimental procedure of slowly increasing the microwave

power until breakdown occurs results in impressing power above the breakdown

threshold before this coincidence occurs. A spread of breakdown values is

obtained in repeated tests. Investigators have shown that a given power setting

may have to be maintained for an hour or more before readjusting it to a higher *
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level t• insure that the inherent power-handlir,,g capability of a device is not

being e:r ered. If a radioactive source is used, the frequency of background

i)onizinq events is greater and repeatable breakdown readings may, be taken

;Is of less tha'n one minute.

.Brea. 'iow'n tests were run on a waveguide in which two hemispheres

0. 335 inches in radius were located on the centerline of the broad wall and

spaced to produce an electrical match. Copper hemispheres at room tempera

ture had a power-hadling versus pressure characteristic as' shown in Figure

Minimum power handling occurs at a pressure of about 2 mm Hg andthe powe:

handling capability rapidly increases with increasing pressure. The figure

i so shows that at higher temperatures, approximately the same minimum

pe)wer-handling capability is noted except that it occurs at higher pressures.

this characteristic is in agreement with theory which states that power handli

is a functinn of gas density. The density which exists at a selected pressure

at room temperiaure can be reached at high temperature only by i-ncreasing

the pressure. This cold- (26"C) to-hot pressure ratio is proportional to

293/T where T is the hot temperature in degrees Kelvin. A curve is shown

for the assembly after cooling to 150°F to indicate the degree of experimental

stability which existed over the testing interval. Considerable warping of the
test section occurred during the heating operation and may explain the dis-

crepancy noted. Hemispheres made of TD nickel produced similar performan

with temperature.



RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT

The hot thermal environment experienced by antennas on re-entry

vehicles varies appreciably among vehicles,. trajectories and with location

on the vehicle. The generated heat is the result of the decreased kinetic

energy of a vehicle as it decelerates during atmospheric entry. A lunar

re-entry vehicle (having a velocity of 36, 000 ft/sec) has an energy content

of 26,000 BTU/Ib, and an ICBM has an energy contentof 10.000 BTU/Ib.

The efficiency of conversion of kinetic energy into re-entry body heating is

relatively efficient (80%) at altitudes above 300, 000 feet and is relatively in-

efficient (1%) at an altitude of I50, 000 feet. Becauae little kinetic energy

is lost at high altitudes, most of the heating occurs at an inefficient rate. The

extremely rapid atmospheric entry of an ICBM results in a relatively low total

heat input into the body, but such a vehicle encounters very large decelerations

and extremely high heating rates. The manned re-entry vehicle must be

designed to limit re-entry deceleration within the tolerance of the human

occupant. Heating time in such a trajectory is at a low rate but long and- the

total heat input is higher than would have been experienced in a faster re-entry.

The highest heating rates are at the stagnation point of the vehicle with as little

as 101 of this value existing at the back of the vehicle, which is shielded from

the oncoming flow by other sections of the body. It is estimated that 5 x 106 BTU

are transferredto a blunt re-entry vehicle. Radiative and ablative techniques

are used to protect the vehicle from excessive heating. The radiative system

is capable of re-radiating an unlimited amount of heat, but metals cannot with-

stand heating rates in excess of about 90 BTU/ft 2-sec. Since heating rates an

order of magnitude higher than this exist on portions of a re-entry vehicle,

ablative coatings must be used. Various types of plaotics and quartz are used

for this purpose. These materials dissipate several thousand BTU per pound

and can withstand all expected heating rates. Since 'there is a practical limit on

the weight of ablators which can be carried cn space vehicles, sufficient ablation

material is used only to protect the areas of vehicles which undergo high heating

rates. A co'mbination of ablators and high-temperature materials, i.e.,

refractory metals, super alloys and ceramics, has been found to produce the

most lightweight heat-protection system.
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Figure 15 shows the temperature distribution expected on the ASSET vehic]

and indicates the environment which will be encountered by antennas as a

function of their location on such a vehicle. If ablation protectiorn is requir

the antenna will be required to transmit through a "radome" whose thicknei

will vary with time during re-entry.

Thermal shock is a problem encountered by antenna windows. The

thermal shock to be expected is of such a severe iature', that beryllia -

a material exhibiting good thermp! shock characteristics due to its high

thermal conductivity -- will probably fracture. Recent studies have shown

that low thermal expansion, a unique characteristic of fused quartz, may bi

a necessary characteristic for extreme-thermal-shock survival.

Figure 16 represents the thermal loads experienced by an Apollo tyl

re-entry yehicle. The short time of high flux input emphasizes the suitabil

ablation protection for the period of time during which the re-radiation cap,

of metals is exceeded.

The X-15A-2 is made largely of Inconel metal, and an upper tempera

limit of 1200*F is beirg provided through the use of ablation coatings. Thit

coating (T-500) is applied in varying thicknesses up to 0.6 inches. Unprote

skin temperature would approach 2000*F or higher over much of the forwar

fuselage.

OSU-RTD Symposium on E!,-.ctromagnetic Windows, June 1964.
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DESIGN, EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE OF MOPERN MICROWAVE
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS FOR ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS

Elery F. Buckley
Emerson & Curming, Inc.

Microwave anechoic chambers are currently in use for a great variety
of indoor measurements on antennas, antenna systems, and associated radomes
as well as for the study of the radar cross-section of a host of materials and
targets. There are three distinct types of measurement performed routinely.
As discussed in some detail in Reference I, these are

1) Antenna pattern measurements
2) Radar cross-section measurements of passive or

active targets
3) Antenna-impedance, antenna-coupling or antenna-

RFI- compatibility measurements.

Antenna-pattern, boresight and radome work involve operation of the chamber
with one-way energy propagation only. The prime requirement is that an
appropriate transmitting antenna at one location within the chamber set up an
essentially plane-wave field throughout another volume of the chamber of
dimensions sufficient to encompass the antenna or array whose characteristics
are to be measured. This volume is frequently referred to as the quiet zone,
and its "quietness" or reflectivity level is evaluated by one of several methods
outlined below. All of these methods involve determination of the ratio of
reflected field intensity to direct transmitted field intensity at points of
interest with specific antennas and antenna orientations.

Major emphasis is placed upon the functioning of anechoic chambers
with one-way energy propagation as is appropriate to most antenna-pattern
work. Radar-cross-section and antenna-impedance measurements require
energy propagation both from and to the vicinity of the transmitting antenna.
Some differences in chamber design may be invulved and evaluation procedures
are quite different for two-way energy propagation, No discussion of these
procedures is included here but the reader is referred to References 2 and 3
for information on radar-cross-section performance and evaluation of
anechoic chambers.

- This paper is an abridgment of material prepared for inclusion in the
forthcoming revision of the Radome Handbook. Step-by-step details of
test procedures have been omitted to make this presentation primarily
a tutorial review and a summary of the state-of-the-art.



I. Design of Microwave Anechoic Chambers

The achievement of the lowest possible level of reflected
energy in an anechoic chamber depends upon the proper manipulatiot
of two variables:

- the characteristics of the absorbing materials used to
cover the internal chamber surfaces

- the shaping of the chamber to direct residual reflected
energy away from the quiet zone or working volume.

Hiatt, et al of the University of Michigan (Reference 4) have
considered many of the important aspects of chamber design and of
absorber and chamber evaluation. The reader is r.aferred to this
report as a general reference and bibliography to supplement the
information given here.

Since experimentation with a large anechoic chamber is
prohibitively expensive, and since several proven chamber
configurations and absorber arrangements are available, the design
of anechoic, chambers is usually best left to experienced designers.
The following discussions summarize various factors which should
be considered in any deeign effort.

la.) Characteristics of Absorbint Materials

Currently available premium- quality absorbing
materials exhibit reflectivities of -40 to -50 db at normal
incidence and also under conditions of specular reflection
at equal incidence and reflection. angles up to as much as
60. This means that the energy reflected in the direction
of the receiving test antenna is 40 to 50 db below that
reflected in the same direction by a highly conducting flat
plate, but does not mean- by any stretch of the imagination
that the remaining major portion of the incident energy is
totally absorbed by the material. ,Particularly when
absorbing materials are shaped in the form of pyramids or
con:es which are relatively large with respect to incident
wavelength, th~mre is somewhat diffuse scattering of
unabsorbed incident energy in essentially all directions.

For argument's sake, we might assume that true
absorption occurs for 99Y% of incident energy and that zero
through-transmission results because of a metallic mounting
surface. Therefor the remaining 1% of the energy is re-
flected, corresponding to a "total" power reflection coefficient
of -ZO db. Zonceivably, scattering may be such that in any arr
solid angula.r increment subtended by a distant test antenna,



including that increment in the specular direction, th. energy
reflected is 50 db below that which would be specularly
reflected by a flat conducting surface. For any given appli-
cation, therefor, the best "absorber" is that which reflects
least in those directions of maximum interest. In a flat-wall
rectangular-box antenna-pattern or boresight range the
forward specular direction at areas midway between trans-
mitter and receiver is most critical, whereas in a cross-
section range, straight backscatter into the region of the
transmitting antenna may be equally important for the
absorbing material located in heavily illuminated areas..

In flat-wall rectangular-box chambers suitable for
pattern and boresight tests, it appears to be usual practice to
employ scattering absorber materials of long pyramidal or
conical configuration over large areas midway between trans-
mitter and receiver as well as behind the receiver, and
frequently to use less expensive materials in other regions
where the usually stronger specular reflection from these
materials will not be directed into the vicinity of the receiver.

Even with physically tapered absorbing materials which
are characterized by a strong tendency to scatter incident
energy in many directions at the higher frequencies, there
is usually a relatively strong specular component which
becomes more and more predominant as frequency decreases
because the taper dimensions become less in terms of wave-
length and the material appears as a "smoother" reflecting
surface. Shaping of the internal surfaces of the chamber
then offers advantages in directing the more predominant
specular- reflection component away from the working volume.

lb.) Shaping of the Anechoic Chamber

The simplest configuration of an anechoic chamber is,
of course, a rectangular room with flat internal surfaces
covered with absorbing material. The obvious and experi-
mentally well established limitation of such a structure is
first-bounce specular reflection of energy from areas on
side walls, floor and ceiling midway between transmitting
and receiving antennas. This assumes of course that the
line-of-sight of the transmitting antenna is essentially
parallel to these surfaces. W.hile it may be possible for
short-range work to transmit more or less diagonally in a
horizontal plane to minimize side-wall effects, one is
economically obliged for long-range operations to transmit
approximately along the axis of an enclosure whose length
is substantially greater than its width and height.
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Several alternative steps can be taken to minimize the
limiting first-bounce reflections of a rectangular flat-wall
chamber. Operationally, antennas of minimum side-lobe lev
"and minimum possible beamwidth consistent with far-field as
other experimental requirements will reduce the illuminatior
level of offending areas by the transmitter and the sensitivit)
of the receiver to reflections from the offending areas.
Similar improvement is possible by making the chamber widi
and height as large as pcsaible with respect to transmission
length, but economic limitations may hot permit sufficient
increase in these dimension's when transmission length
exceeds 50 feet or so.

As mentioned above, a strongly scattering absorber ma
be used on flat chamber surfaces to minimize specularly
reflected energy in the frequency range where the absorber
is an effectively "rough" reflecting surface. Nevertheless,
the specular component continues to predominate at lower
frequencies, and there appears to be a trend toward the use
of very thick absorbers to keep this low-frequency region
well below the range when maximum performance is required
18-inch pyramidal absorbers have been used for S- and X-ban
operation. This approach is. expensive and subject to rapidly
diminishing returns.

After maximum advantage has been gained by the use
of directive antenna.n and scattering absorbing materials,
further reduction of chamber reflectivity (or equivalent
reflectivity at reduced cost) is frequently possible by the
addition of one of several varieties of baffles or by other
modifications of chamber shape.

There is considerable controversy concerning the
effectiveness of baffles and other modifications in the shape
of anechoic chambers in improving performance, much of
which arises from proprietary or patent-encouraged
positions of commercial manufacturers. Independent studies
by Hiatt, et al (Reference 4, page 60) and Ferris, et al
(Reference 5) of the University of Michigan have concluded
that appropriate baffles can improve chamber performance
wh'n dimensions ar. "large in terms of wavelength".

Historically, there is ample evidence of the necessity
for grý-atly reducing the magnitude of half-way reflections
from flat surfaces parallel to the direction of propagation
in vnechoic chambers as well as in outdoor antenna test
ranges. These reflections in chambers were particularly
severe in the days when the best absorbers exhibited
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reflectivity of only -20 db or so and were characterized by
maximum reflection in the specula~r direction. During this
period most of the common baffle configurations were
developed.

Outdoor test ranges were equipped with transverse
"fences" to prevent illumination of the areas half-way
between transmitter and receiver, and diffraction effects
from the top edge of the fence were much more easily
tolerable than the ground , reflections which they replaced.
The idea of the transverse fence was applied to anechoic
chambers in the form of a shallow transverse absorber-
covered baffle projecting normally from side-walls, floor
and ceiling approximately midway between transmitting
and receiving stations. The idea was soon extended to a
series of transverse baffles to take care of different trans-
mission lengths in the same chamber. Rather elaborate
shaping of transverse baffles was used in an effort to entrap
reflected energy and/or to insure that all but direct-ray
energy to the quiet zone suffered two, three or even more
reflections. (See References 6 and 7.)

The performance limitation in a chamber with many
transverse baffles is imposed by edge-diffracted energy
from peaks of the baffles. Such energy has a sizable
forward- scattered component over which very little control
can be exercised by choice of absorbing material. These
considerations prompted the "aperture-type" chamber in
which the basic element is a single transverse baffle in a
preferably funnel-shaped chamber, the aperture in general
being relatively close to the transmitting end of the chamber,
with an opening sufficiently small that no direct illumirnation
of side, floor and ceiling surfaces on the receiving side'of
the aperture is possible. This design was developed by
Buckley at Emerson & Cuming, Inc. (See Reference 8. )

Figure I illustrates the evolution (from a rectangular
box) of the aperture-type chamber and, more recently, the
funnel- or horn-type. In Fig. l(a), energy reflected from
regions midway between transmitter and receiver appears
to proceed toward the receiver from the image points shown.
In addition to phase shifts occurring at the reflection points,
the considerable difference in path-length to the receiver
along the direct-ray path from the transmitter and along the
reflected-ray paths from the images generates a pronounced
interference pattern between d.rect and reflected rays as a
function of receiver position. The path-length difference
also permits substantial changes in the interference pattern
with changes in frequency.
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In Fig. l(b) the aperture edges constitute the major
reflection points and, since these points #to closer to the
direct-ray path than those in Fig. 1(a), the transmitter
images approach the transmitter. The differences between
direct-ray and reflected-ray path-lengths are much less in
the aperture chamber and the cycles of the interference
pattern are physically much longer. This effect, coupled
with the reduced magnitude of reflected'energy'at the aper-
ture edges, results in much more nearly uniform illumina-
tion of the chamber in the vicinity of the receiver, and
therefore much lower chamber reflectivity.

The aperture-type chamber, in addition to exhibiting
lower reflectivity than the rectangular-box type, can have
much reduced width and height at the transmitting end, as
shown in Fig. l(b), and is therefor more economical.
Aperture-type chambers have recently been reported as
very successful pulsed back-scatter ranges at Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory. (See Reference 9)

As thov aperture is moved closer and closer to the
transmitter the dimensions of the transmitting end of the
chamber can be correspondingly reduced. The funnel of
Fig. l(c) appears as the irmiting ca-e in which the aper-
ture edges coincide with the physical extremities of the
transmitting antenna, and the longitudinal chamber surfaces
are defined by lines joining the transmitting-antenna
extremities to a suitable limiting contour on the receiver-
end wall. Under these conditions, the trinsmitter and its
images essentially coincide and the troublesome path-length
differences- noted above essen, al].ly disappear. The validity
of this argument becomes nebulous, of course,- in the
frequency range whcre a scattering-type absorber on the
funnel generates difkuse -reflection components comparable
in magnitude to specular components.

There a.re two cla.ar disadvantages to the limiting
funnel chamber configuration of Fig. 1(c). First, the quiet
zone must be within the flaring portion of the funnel for
minimum reflectivity rather than within a rectangular
extension of the large eriA of the flared section, for example,
as might be desirable for a long quiet zone. Secondly, bi-
static reflectivity measurenments of a target in the quiet zone
are not feasible since separate transmitting and' receiving
antennas cannot be spacedA apart as required in the throat
of the funnel. Additionally, at •n'crowave frequencies,
physical alignment and f'T:tIng ,of the transmitting antenna in
the throat of the funnel may be critical. A few funnel-type,
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chambers have been proposed or constructed by The B. F.
-• oodrich Co.-- Performance, data antdlest procedures have

not become generally available as of this writing.

The most widely used type of shaped anechoic chamber
is the longitudinal-baffle variety designed to avoid the multiple
edge-diffraction effects of many transverse baffles in a
chamber where the transhmission' length must be variable.
Ray tracing is used to determine a configuration which directs
specularly reflected energy away from a central cylindrical
quiet zone which extends essentially the full length of the
chamber. Figure ,1-2 illustrates a typical configuration.
This design was developed by Buckley at Emerson & Cuming,
Inc. (Reference 10). Baffles of this type are undoubtedly
effective in controlling the specular component of energy
reflected from side walls, floor and ceiling of a. chamber
throughout the frequency range where the slant surfaces of
the baffles extend at least several wav-lengths in the
dimension normal to the line of the peak.

An investigation by Kay of TRG (See Reference 11.)
has compared the performance of a single transverse
metallic fence with that of a metallic longitudinal baffle in
reducing ground scatt-r on an outdoor range. The conclusion
is drawn that a properly designed single transverse half-way
fence is preferable to the optimum longitudinal baffle. No
investigation was reported of the effects of multiple fences
to accommodate different transmitter-receiver distances.

Paved longitudinal baffles are reported by Honer and
Fortner of Micronetics (See Reference 12) to offer effective
minimization of ground reflection effects in 600-foot and
1000-foot outdoor pulsed reflectivity ranges.

Theend wall of an anechoic chamber behind the
rectiving antenna is usually in the form of a vertical wedge
or cyL.;nder,. or at least a slanted flat surface, so that
specular reflections are directed away from the receiver.
A flat wall behind the transmitting antenna is adequate in
general unless high-level backlobes or dipole-type patterns,
for example, must be tolerated in the transmitting antenna..
In the latter instances, baffling or shaping of the transmitting-
end wall shoidd be employed to avoid specular reflections
directly down-range..

Reference 13 describes and illustrates several flat-
wall and baffled anechoic chambers, as well as outdoor
test ranges. The emphasis in this reference is on use of
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these facilitiees as radar cross-section ranges, but many of

them are obviously suitable for antenna -pattern and bore-
sighting work.

Z. Evaluation of Microwave Anechoic Chambers as Antenna-
Pattern andBoresi ht Ranges

Many procedures for evaluating the reflectivity of anechoic

chambers have been employed. These- range from simple comparison
of antenna patterns recorded -ý.Ti a chamber with those obtained for the
same antenna on a proveni outdoor range, to much more elaborate
techniques such as described bcelow. Hiatt, et al (Reference 4,
pp. 34-4 1) have referer~ced and summarized most of these procedures.
For modern low-reflectivi~ty ch~ambers only a few techniques appear
to be satisfactorily comprehensive --. a, the I 'antenna -pattern
comparison" procedures introduced and Nvidely used by Emerson &

Cumning, Inc. , b) the "free-space VSWR'1 technique, championed by
The B. F. Goodrich Go. , and c' a thorou.gh field probe found valuable
by several -laboratories, partic.;itarlv at VHF and lower UHF
frequencies3 where methods a"* and b) may be difficult to use. Each,
of the above methods has certain features which mnake it attractive
for specific purposes.

All the procedures to be described attempt to relate the level
of reflected field intensity to direct transmitted field intensity under
the conditions of interest. In all cases, the measured level of
reflected energy is dependent -upon the directivity of the antennas
used in measuring the qu1an`,'ties. The purist would undoubtedly be
happier with defined charac-Lristics whicb apply strictly to the chamber
or test range itself under iikumination by a truly isotropic radiator.
While such quantiti.es can certainly be defined, their adequate measure-
ment would likely be, difficult, i-i riot impossible, and their practical
utility in predicting charnber performance with typically directive
a.mtennas would be limited. Thereftore, it seems preferable to
recognize at the outset that tbk- errors in a recorded antenna pattern,
for example, due to reflected energy, depend not only upon the
distribution of illuminating en'er gy (_.. e. , upon the directivity of the
transmitting ante-nna.), but -upon the reflected energy accepted by the
receiver (i. e. , upon the direc-tivAtv of t~he receiving antenna).

The methods des~cribed'here are appl~cable equally to evaluation
of the performance of any antenna pa~ttery) ra'nge, . ýc'ther it be an open
range, outdoors, or a fu~l'i,. enclosed n''r'aeanechoic chamber.

Evaluation of the performance of a microwave anechoic chamber
whtore the magnitude of the refl~ected field within the design quiet zone
is required to be below that of the direct field by a specific number of



decibels, frequently 50 db or more in today's designs, requires
precise measurement of extremely minute variations in total received-
signal strength, corresponding to in-phase and out-of-phase addition
of direct- ray and reflected-field components. For example, a
0. 055-db total excursion in the peak value of the main lobe of a probe-
antenna pattern indicates -50 db quiet-zone reflectivity.

The accurate detection and read-out of such a small change

in peak response cannot be accomplished. without relastively elaborate
precision circuitry. Therefore, most chamber-evaluation procedures
depend on various "off-peak" detection methods in which the probe
antenna is oriented so that its response to "direct-ray" is greatly
reduced and the minute effects of reflected energy are observed as
now relatively much larger variations. For example, if th.2 main
lobe of the probe antenna is aimed so that the direct ray causes a
response 20 db below the peak value, the maximum excursion
corresponding to quiet-zone reflectivity of -50 db is now 0. 55 db
and is clearly observable with standard pattern-recording instruments.

Za. ) The Pattern-Comparison Evaluation Method

The pattern-comparison technique is one of the most
widely accepted and versatile of the several "off-peak"

p techniques which have been used for evaluating the quiet-
zone reflectivity of a microwave anechoic chamber. The
"recording of a series of antenna patterns has the distinct
advantage that it provides an antenna engineer with an
intuitive "feel" for the quality of his range by displaying the
very small pattern perturbations that can result from even
extremely low-level residual reflections.

The details of the technique are specifically as follows.
The chamber is illuminated by a transmitting antenna located
and oriented in the manner for which the chamber was de-
signed. Usually the design calls for this antenna to be aimed
approximately along the major axis of the chamber from a
point at or near one end. For evaluation purposes the
receiving antenna is mounted upon an azimuth and/or
elevation rotator within the design quiet zone and in a trans-
verse vertical plane at a typical distance from the trans.-
mitting antenna. Sets of patterns are then recorded at
closely adjacent test points along various radii of the quiet
zone. One pattern of each set, usually the one recorded
with the receiving antenna on the axis of the chamber, is
chosen as a reference. The remaining patterns of that set
are superimposed upon this reference one b- one, with the
peaks of the main lobes coinciding (see Figure Z for
representative patterns), and the deviations of each pattern
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from the reference are tabulated at the - 10, - 15, -20, -25
and -30 db levels on each side of the reference.

The deviations at each reference-pattern level are then

plotted -;ersus the radial distance between the chamber axis
and the test point, as in Figure 4, and the cyclic variation of
the deviation with distance from the axis diisplays the
constructive and destructive interference between the direct- 71
ray electric vector from the transmitter and the resultant
electric vector arising from energy reflections to which the
test antenna is sensitive. '-, for example, it is found that at
the angle corresponding to -25 db on one side of the reference
pattern, the peak-to-peak magnitude of one cycle of the
deviation curve is 0, 6 db, it is readily shown that the
resultant reflected energy level is -55 db in the region of the
test points corresponding to that cycle. The graphs of
Figure 3 plot on the ordinate scale the quantity

20 log.1 0  . + 
)

L x .' y

which represents the peak-to--peak variation in decibels of
the total electric-field magnitude resulting from interference.
between the direct-ray electric vector x (abscissa scale)
and the reflected clectric vector y (parameter of family of
curves) over the decibel ranges of x and y commonly
encountered in this evaluation procedure. * In the numerical
example immediLtely above, Figure 3 may be entered at
0. 6 db ordinate and -25 db abscissa to read out -55 db
reflectivity.

Each cycle of each deviation curve of Figure 4 along
each traverse lirne yields a value of reflectivity for the
corresponding region of the quiet zone. The several
reflected-energy values along the various radial traverse
lines are usually averaged, or otherwise statistically
analyzed, to yield a number or numbers to characterize
the performance of the chamber. An example is given at
the lower right of Figure 4.

SWhile the curves of Figure 3 are plotted ae straight lines, they are actually
very slightly concave upward. They may be extrapolated as straight lines
to the left and downward as far as may be desired, but should not be extended
upward and to the right without additional calculations. For example, the
curve for -20 db reflectivity should int,'raect the -15 db abscissa at 11, 05 db,
and all other cu•rves should be parallel to this one. .411 lines are correct as
plotted at the 5. 7-db ordinate value.

-10-



The transverse vertical plane containing the many points
at which patterns are recorded is preferably that plane located
at the maximu'm design distance from the nominal transmitting-
antenna position. The test then reveals the minimum performance
of the chamber, since quiet-zone performainre, under all usual
test conditions, improves as the transmitting and receiving
antennas are brought closer together.

A very substantial collection of experimental data of this
type shows that one horizontal and one vertical radial traverse of
the quiet zone with one polarization, and with either azimuth or
elevation patterns, is sufficient to 'characterize initially the
performance of an anechoic chamber at any frequency of interest.

At frequencies of 200 Mc or so, or whenever. chamber
cross-sectional 'dimensions are comparable to wavelength, even
as much as one half-cycle of the, deviation curves of Figure 4
may not exist within the design quiet zone, and the Field Probe
Evaluation Method described below may be a more appropriate
test procedure.

Zb.) The Free-Space VSWR Evaluation Method

Since there does not appear to be any readily available
reference which describes this technique in detail, the following
excerpts from Hiatt, et al (Reference 4, pp. 38-40) must serve
as a summary.

" . ....... Transmitting and receiving horns are -set
up as they would be for an antenna pattern test......
Room reflectivity data is obtained as a function of the aspect
of the receiving horn, with J6 'varied in discreet steps (for
example, 10") from 0 = 0' (looking at the transmitter) to

' 180". At each aspect, the horn is moved back and 'forth
along its axis to produce a 'change in the received signal from
a maximum to a minimum. It is assumed that this results
frorn the in-and out-of-phase'addition of the direct signal El
and the reflected signal E 2 , the ratio of which can be obtained
from the maximum to minimum ratio R using equation 2.

E 2 = - - (2)
R. ,

The value used for E I depends on the orientation of the horn,
and is found from the average signal received as the horn is
moved along 4.ts axis by normalizing this relative to the peak
value observed when 0 = 0*

~-11-



"".(this) B. F. Goodrich method provides the

ratio for one antenna location as a function of fte receiver
orientation ........ The measurement would be repeated
for the desired number of locations within the quiet zone to

give a complete picture of the room performance.

2c. ) The Field Probe Evaluation Method
I

Neither the pattrrn-coonpar-son procedure ncr the free-

space VSWR techni'q.ie, as desc-ribcd above, extract detailed
information, about -he uniformity of the total illuminating field
over wide areas. For strictly pattern work, when thc shaee
of an antenna pattern is tneF characteristic. under stu6y,
relatively large variations in illumination level within the
quiet zone are rolerab]e if the antenna apcrture iF small with
respeC4t to the dimension-ns of thbe quiet zone. UTnder such
circumstances, the patt..rn-comnparison procedure is highly
instructive since it gives range performance in terms of
srn~ll changes in pattern slha,.pe.

Where accurate rneasurvmnents of antenna gain must be
made, and when the apertur-: of the gain standard antenna is
significantly different in. shape or size from the aperture of
the antenna under test, uniformity of illuminating field is of
greater importance than in the above application. If it can
be assumed that transmitter power and receiver sensitivity
remain constant, then the variations of the on-peak or zero-
aspe~t response of the test, antenna observed as a function of
antenna.2si~tion in either the pattern-comparison or free-
space VSWR techniqu.e constitute a partial map of the
illuminating-field rnagritude. A survey much more nearly
complete than provided by the above techniques may be
required when field-intensity variations throughout a sizable
volume must be known.

Probing and mapping of illuminating field intensity can
be automated by driving a probe receiving antenna along a
straight-line path by means of a lead screw or other device
while a strip-chart recorder plots antenna response versus
antenna position. Care rrust be taken to prevent interfering
reflections from moving part3. Off-peak orientation of the
probe antenna can be used both to relax the required
precision of recording and to obtain additional information
about chamber performance.

When variations of field ýntensity of less than about
0. 1 db are to be measured accurately, ordinarily available
equipment stability is insufficient, and instrumentation
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becomes more elaborate. From'Figure,3, 0. 1 dbpeak-tO-
peak perturbation of on-peak ( x = 0) level corresponds to
reflectivity of -45 db. Buckley (Reference 14) has described
a null-balance technique for point-to-point measurement of
field intensity variations down to 0. 01 db. A two-channel
comparison system uses

a) a moving receiving antenna, oriented for maximum
output, to probe the field as required,

b) a stationary pick-up antenna or other means of
sampling transmitter output to provide a reference

c)energy level, and
c) an accurate amplitude-sensitive null detector

capable of measuring minute differences between
the response of the moving antenna and the
reference signal (e. g. Weinschel Dual Channel
Insertion Loss Test Set).

In any case, curves of the response of the receiving
antenna versus its transverse off-center position show cyclic
variations very similar to the deviation curves of Figure 4,
and chamber reflectivity may be derived as in the pattern-
comparison procedure by entering Figure 3 at the appropriate
pattern level x with the values of db spread measured from
the curves.

If the volume explored by the probe antenna is very
large or three-dimensional, inverse-square corrections
for the varying distance between transmitter and probe must
be included unless they. are very much smaller than the
observed variations of probe output.

2d.) _Comarison of Evaluation Methods and their
Appl•cability to Boresight Ranges

The field probe evaluation technique is by far the most
rigorous of the test procedures described above. It is
required for a typical pattern range only when detailed
information about field uniformity is needed for ensuring
accuracy of absolute gain measurements. One of the other
procedures i, entirely adequate in almost all cases where
accuracy of pattern shape is the antenna characteristic of
major interest. Nevertheless, when the field-probe method
is automatod to the extent that curves similar to those of
Figure 4 can be recorded directly without the necessity of
recording and comparing patterns, this appears to be a
relatively rapid test procedure.
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The reflectivity levels measured by the methods

described can be related to accuracy of boresight measure-

ments when detailed knowledge of the patterns of antennas

to be tested is at hand. Figure 3 permits readout of the peak-

to-peak variation at any pattern level due to measured

reflectivity, and the corresponding angular variations are

evident immediately from fhe known pattern. When using the

pattern-comparison procedure for evaluation of a boresight T
range it may be sufficient to compare patterns, for example,

near the level corresponding to pattern cross-over in a mono-

pulse system in order to obtai•n a direct indication of the

angular resolution permitted by range reflections.

The VSWR evaluation method should also be capable

of indicating boresight resolution directly when the antenna

to be boresighted is u:3ed as the probe and is oriented at the

cross-over ange., for example. Motion of the antenna in a

direction at right angles to the transmitter line-of-sight is

equally as important as motion a3ong the probe axis.

When a beam-seeker or null-seeker such as the Carco

Electronics or California Tech;nical Industries boresight-

error measuring system is employed, a field probe in the
transverse plane by an antenna oriented for peak response

on axis should yield data which is easily interpreted in terms

of angular resolution.

3. Performance of Microwave Anechoic Chambers as

Antenna-Pattern and Boresi•ht RT.ngcs

The measured performance of several anechoic chambers
which were designed specifically ae antenna pattern and boresighting
ranges is summarized below.

Eccosorb Arechoic Chamber No. 225, of the aperture type,
is located at Warner Robins Air Force Base, Georgia. Chamber

dimensions are approximately 31 feet wide, 25 feet high and 102
fee.t long. An elliptical aperture of :naxirnur width 12 feet and
maximuum height of 8 feet is center,#d in a transverse wall about
32 feet from the transmitting antennas. Tbe chamber was
evaluated at 13. 5 Gc by the nu.11-balanct technque of probing the

field in the vicinity of the receiving atennas. In this case the probe
anten-na was one of the 22-db pyrarnndal hrr.s which are used in the

Cal.ifornia Technical Industries Bea,- .- cker Installed as part .)f
the boresight test faciliy. The pr .- .as travErsed + 35 inches
horizontally with respect to chamber axis, ard I 21 inches
vertically, in a plane normal tc, thc. :.hambhr ax,;i at a distance of
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1160 inches from the location of the transmitting antennas being bore-
sighted. Average reflectivity varied from -52 db to -55 db depending
upon the beamwidth of the parabolic orange-peel antennas under test.
These reflectivity levels correspond to peak-to-peak variations of
0. 03 to 0. 045 db in the illuminating field strength.

Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 250 is a longitudinally baffled
T chamber installed at Canadian Westinghouse Company, Ltd. , Hamilton,

Canada, for boresight testing of X-band monopulse antenna systems.
This chamber, of dimensions approximately 30' x 30' x 98', was
evaluated by both the null-balance and pattern-comparison methods at
9. 375 Gc with a separation of 900 to 1000 inches between transmitting
and receiving antennas. A 20-db-gain transmitting antenna was used
in both tests. In the field-probe test, 6-foot-long traverses of a
15-db probe antenna were executed along horizontal, vertical and 45"
diameters of the quiet zone at the receiving end, and the measured
average reflectivity was -41 db corresponding to an average peak-to-
peak variation of approximately 0. 16 db in illuminating field strength.
In the pattern-comparison tests, patterns of a 20-db receiving horn
antenna were recorded at 1-inch increments along vertical and
horizontal radii of the 6-foot diameter quiet zone, and averagc
reflectivity of -54 db was computed. The difference between this
value of -54 db and the value of -41 db indicated by the field-probe
technique is due to two factors:

a) Directivity of the receiving antenna was 5 db greater in
the pattern-comparison test, and

b) Normalization cf pattern peaks was used in the pattern-
comparison data reduction, so that computed reflectivity
is based upon the shape only of the recorded patterns
rather than upon small variations in peak-of-pattern
level.

A chamber installed at N. V. Hollandse Signaalapparaten in
The Netherlands is essentially identical with the Canadian Westing-
house facility and was evaluated by a slightly modified pattern-
comparison procedure. The measured reflectivity of -53 db
compares very favorably with -54 db in the Canadian chamber.

Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 423 is a smaller longitudi-
nally baffled anechoic chamber (16' x 16' x 28') in use at Motorola
Inc. , Scottsdale, Arizona for production boresight testing of small
missile seeker antennas. Evaluation oi this chamber was by the
pattern-comparison procedure at ? Gc using vertically polarized
20 db horn transmitter and receiver at a separation of approximately
Z0 feet The patterns recorded at 1-inrc.h increments along 36-inch
horizontal and 18-inch vertical traverses showed no deviations
within t 72' which were sufficient to indicate reflectivity greater
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tAan -65 db. Similar tests usingas receiver the circularly polmRrized
Motorola antenna to be boreuighted showed no detectable deviation at
any pattern level down to 30 db below peak. At the critical -3 db '

pattern points on this antenna, reflectivity of -65 db corresponds to a
peak-to-peak perturbation of 0.013 db and to an angular resolution of
+ 0.01 degree.
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IAck of information in published literature concerning the e 'feet of
elevated temperature at low air pressure on corons and breakdown, particularly
for titanium surfaces, prompted a research study by Lockheed-California Company.
The studies were conducted in view of increasing speeds and penetration into
the upper stmosphere by supersonic air vehicles which use titanium as struc-
tural metal. The skin temperature of a high speed airborne vehicle rises with
increasing velocity due to air friction. Titaniym when heated to temperature
above 4OOTF temperature, shove a decreasing voltage potential for corona dJ3 -
charge as the surface temperature of titanium increases the evaporation of
electrons commonly called thermionic emission depends on the metal used and
applied temperature, and titanium turns ort to be a good emitter. Electrons
within the metal surface will be freed by therml energr with increasing
probability that the electrons escape from the metal surface. The effective-
ness of electron emission from titanium is studied and its results on the
occurrence of NJ. corona discharges is presented in graphs and color slides.
An 8" diameter, circular titanium heated surface was used for the investiga-
tions. The tests were conAducted at low air pressures to simulate operational
altitudes between 50,000 and 200,000 feet. The ap lied R.F. frequency wes
2 Mc, and electrode separations up to 10 inches were studied.

Introduction:

This paper preseuts expwrimental results -on corona or glow diachargs aso.
low air pressure corresponding to altitudes from 50,000 feet to 200O000 feet
in thi H.F. range at 2.0 Mc. Investigations of corona or glow discharges
were made as a function of temperature. These tests wero conducted to invest-
igate particularly titanium as structural metal at temperatures up to 700T?



of the 10 pw. The moults obtained indicate that at higher teupeftatu! 6 10"
voltage potential applied Initiates the corm proases. At ambient or roon teuPeI
&two approximately a 20 percent higher voltase potential.tisnecesseary to obtain i

mom oct too start corom or glov discharge..

No reforences were foindi In ewurmat literature treating the sbJect * fte
Jimflufmew at elevated temperature on titaniu at low air proess ures corespon~ding
to the uar atmospbere vLtb N.Y. carom. phremen at high fre.qmncy (2 Weo) above
an analogue to the vaeum tube. A tube is eviscuated to an air pressure of 1
aicrom. fte cathd Is an emitter lika tungsten or' oxides, not ualiln titan~iua
which, who, heted., shms the ckaraczterietic discoloration of a heat cycle and is
coated wIth a thin layer of titaiium azide Mw applied plate voltage mimee the
gaitte free elactrowns ow rapidly to the &&oe. MP~ electrode configuration of
a capacitive type satenca at N.Y. frequncy is an analogue. Nowyver., the electror
being satiwe low oscillate, with the applieod frequency.

huerim~&l imoodure:

MThe poximemtl set to used for the test is shown in Fig. 1. Mw 1.
powr soe ifo a sarplus Navy TMI 2 transmitter,. An autotransformor ifs
designed and built to boost the N.Y. output voltage to a mximu of 13M0 volt
at 2 It.2 Pirsl $Us*sdischarge cbsmerIs 12,OinchuioIn diaeter and 36.0
inches In length and awaited vertically. An 8.00 diameter circular titanium
struetwe ws built and a heater element inserted, ? his structure, was located In-
side the Pyrax glass cdauber. The circuit used is schematically shown In Fig. No,
2. By egumlatiag the applied 60 cycle a-c voltage on the heater element vith a
vorlae the texperatwe an the titanius surface ivsa controlled and calibrated aso
fuctioonof hoting tiaandapplied roltap potential - s* Fig. go,3. .To
prevent beat relatics to the 1'yrex glass cbwWar an asbestos collar vks built
arowad the circu.2ar titanuim stiucture The tests wore made in steps of 100O? uap
,o 700'?. fth easurments were conducted with the following electrode configurs-
time..

1.) 1,0" sphere to 80 dia. *circular titanium platre
3.0" cylindrizal stub to 80 dia, circular titanium plate
1.0" cylindrical stub tP 8" dia. cicua titanium plate
0.5" cylindrical stob to 8* din. circular titaniumn plate

!%e electrodes vem inlted an the vertical axis of tha cylindrical test cbamber
with the locair heated electrcoe prouded. The tests were conducteod with tspark
Sapp of 5.0 anA 10.0 inches distance, end simslated altitudes -from 50.,00v rest
to 200,000 feet.

Thi mraiaaof owsporatiam of eleoctrans,, ecaonly called, tberriosi c
.uiostic 609WU nd am te metal used and Its toeqeatwe. At .m~ient teqierature
?wo elactrose are able to lweave the mtal surfacej, but olectrmas within the metal
will be Irv" by heat, valch Iqprto to tb* electrons the eorg to move out of
the metal sw-face To detendmi tbe aswmt of electrame which ..'eipe from the

arteper =0i In mw socco, we mot ý:vw tie velocity diu;r~ibuti= n md
e~nllwy a the *Uctrws. Wnide *-ý mftal at ,arloue; tegperature., and the



.difference in potential energy between an electron at rest inside and out-
side the metal. The work that mast be done to take an electron at rest
within the metal and transport it across the surface to a distance at which
the surface force is negligible is called york function. The work function
depends on the metal used, and is measured in electron Volts (eV) necessary
to remove a unit charge from the surface. It is known from the literature 1)
that electropositive metals have small work functions and, therefore, emit
mch larger electron currents at a given temperature than electronegative
metals. Titanlum belongs to the electropositive metals,2) and it can be ex-
pected that titanium acts as a good emitter. Work function of thl elemnts Is
plotted in graph No. 4. The work function of titanium is 4.O9 eV.)0 , tungsten
has 4.52 eV, and thorium 3.4l eV. The work function of titaniuu is epproxi-
mately between tungsten and thorium. Thorius and tungsten are good emitters
and are used for filaments in vacuum tubes.

xMperintal Results:

Measurements are made with the 1.0" diameter sphere to 8" diameter circu-
lar heated titanium plate for gap distances of 5, and 10 inches. Results of
these tests are plotted in Fig. No- 5 and No. 6.

It is apparent that temperature has a strong influence on the corons or
glow discharges process in the lover altitude region but ceases. to be a, sig-
nificant factor above 100,000 feet. This effect indicates that at altitudes
above 100,000 feet or so, free ions resulting from collision alone are in
sufficient nuMbers to initiate the brealdovn process because of the longer mean
free paths of electrons. At lover altitudes below 100,000 feet, the mean free
paths of the electrons becomes shorter and at higher tesvrature thermal ion-
ization is more effective, Other measurements were made with
(Aluminum) 3.0" cylindrical stub to 8.0" die heated titanium plate
(Brass) 1.0" cylindrical stub to 8.0" die heated titanium plate
(Brass) 0.5" cylindrical stub to 8.0" die heated titanium plate
The results are plotted in Fig. No. 7

S~8

9
10
11

12

i) ieous Conductors by Cobins, page 111
2) Lindbook of Phyress by $mefml (printed in Gersmn)
3) MZerence Data for Radio aglneers



Conclubion: 
,-- 

---

it can be seen that in 'All the tested electrode ofgstosteifun
of e~rtiwe i mae pOnounced at lover altitudes. The therutonic emissionvhlcta Not be observed In design and devoloiint Of I.F. antennass for the hightawraturo airfraas when titsnlim is Its structural gotgl.



-Slock Dlaumý of Test Set'up Fig. No. I

1 Transformer
up to 1300 V

at 2 He Pyrex Glass Chamber12.0" Dis.

36.o" Length

TM 2
Transmitter Titanium

Plate
2 W to 18 He

150 Wott
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TD 2 [ Vacumm
I- Power Source PUMP.m

Fig. Wo. 2

•• Thermo
Titanium ,meter'
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Fig. go. 7
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Fig. No. 8

Corona start voltage 83 a function of altitude
and temperature
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Fig. N~o. 9

Corona stasrt voltagel as a fu~nctvjt of temperature
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Fig. No. 10

Corona start voltages as a function of altitudes
and temperature
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Fig. Uo. 12

9000 V. U.F. Corona start voltages as a function of altlt.ds
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A PRECISION GROUND-REFLECTION ANTENNA BORESIGHT TEST RANGE

3. S. Hollis*, R. E. Pidgeon, Jr.t, and R. M. Schutzt

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the NASA-MSC-FO-MILA'** antenna test

facility and the iesults of measurements of the range characteristics. This antenna
range, which is shown in Figure 1. 1 and in the plan view of Figure 1. 2. was designed

specifically for making boresight-accuracy and calibration tests of the 14Z8-Mc

Gemini Rendezvous Radar and secondarily as a general purpose antenna test facility.

The range has the dual capability of operating as a ground-reflection range and as a

conventional elevated range. At, can be seen from Figure 1. 2, the surface of the

range is graded plane. In the ground-reflection mode of operation the antenna under

test, assuming that it is operated on reception, is illuminated by direct-path energy

from the source antenna and by energy which is, specularly reflected from the smooth

range surface. In this manner reflections from the earth are used to advantage rather

than being allowed tj contribute to the received field in a random fashion. The ground-

reflection mode of operation is the subject of this paper.

In the elevated mode, discrimination against extraneous reflections is achieved by

the directional characteristics of both the transmitting antenna and the antenna under

test and by the use of diffracting or absorbing materials. While the performance of

the range has not been tested for the elevated mode, the planar range surface is advan-

tageous for'this mode because the location and size of the region of specular reflection

can be calculated.

For the rendezvous radar boresight application the radar is tested in a full-scale

mockup of the Gemini Spacecraft,, shown in Figure 1.3. The mockup is mounted on a

precision, multi-axis positioner on top of the range control building. To aid in

suIppressing reflections from the support structure, the building is oriented such that

its sides make angles of 45 degrees with the axis of the range, and the two illuminated

sides of the building are covered with weatherproof, high performance, microwave

absorbing material.

APrincipal Engineer, Scientific -Atlanta, Inc.

f'Senior Electronic Engineer,. Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.

TDesign Engineer, McDonnell Aircraft Corporation.
:":xNational Aeronautics and Space Administration--Manned Spacec rift Ceiit,'r--
Florida Operations--Merritt Island Launch Azea. In this pa'pe'r the rang, will be
called the Gemini Rendezvlis Radar Boresight Test Range or aprpru!)r.atu
contractions.



r rafge was designed and validated for NASA as a co-operative effort between
SeL ifi: Atat and McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, the prime contractor for the
Gemini Spacecraft, and is instrumented with Scientific -Atlanta equipmen~t. Architects
W*7* 011 Jon. Htart* Associates, Architects and ronginesers, and the facilities contractor
was W illiams Development Corporation. 1rquipment for making pro -installation

rcce ptance tests of the radar was designed and fabricated by Westinghouse Aerospace
'.ivision. Baltimore, Maryland. the subcontractor for the radar.

Figure 1. Is1 Aerial View of Radar Bore sight Range
The spacecraft mockup is shown mounted on the control building at the left.
The source tower is at the right between two floodlight towers. This photo-
graph was made before the grass cover was established . The. sprinklers
ahown in the dark areas on the range are removed during range operation.

Preceding Page Blank
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Figure 1. 3. Gemini, Spacecraft Mockup On Control Building

Absorber panels W.~ F. Goodrich type VHP-I8) on the control building can be re-
moved in case of high winds. An absorber insert (not shown) is provided for the
contrcol building window. The small, absorber -covered structure on the roof to
the right is a work stand for servicing the radar.
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2. THE GEMINI RENDEZVOUS RAADAR

A brief description of the Gemini rendezvous radar is given to provide an under-

standing of some of the major problems associated with establishing the spm-cifications

for the boresight test range.

The purpose -f the rendezvous radarI is to measure the range and relative be&ring

from the Gemini spacecraft to the unmanned Agena target vehicle during the rendez-

vous of the two satellites in space. * A co-operative radar system is employed in

which an RF pulse is transmitted from the Gemini radar, received by a transponder

in the target vehicle, and re-transmitted after a short delay at a different frequency.

The range to thl target vehicle is determined from the measured delay between

transmission. and reception of the signals.' Readouts are provided for range, range

rate, and direction to the Agena vehicle, and an on-board digital computer calculates

the orbital corrections which are necessary to effect rendezvous.

T1he Gemini rendezvous radar oporates as a two-channel phase -monopulse radar or

interferometer to measure the direction of arrival of the received signal. Three

antennas are incorporated in t..e interferometer with one antenna common to both

channels. A fourth antenna is used as the transmitting antenna. The antennas are

located on the spacecraft as shown in Figure 2. 1.

The phase differences between the signals received by the two orthogonal pairs of

antennas are measured by the 'radar. The electrical phase differences 40 and 0 are

related to the space direction anglee a and 0 as illustrated in Figure 2. 2 by the

equations

2Zwd 2Zwd CG
4,I = cos •; •Z = cos S(

where d is the spacing between the phase centers of each antenna pair, X is the wave -

length, and a and 1 are measured from the yaw and pitch axes of the spacicraft,

respectively. These angles are limited by the radar to the intervals of 90 degrees

*25 degrees. The radar provides coverage for yaw and pitch angles up to *25 degrees.

Each channel of the interferometer locates the source of radiation on the surface of a

cone. The spacing between the antennas is less than k; thus a unique cone is defince

for each channel of the interferometer. The direction to the source of radiation is

I'Vester, B. M;., "Gemini Rendezvous Radar," The Westinghouse Engiheer, Volume
24. Number 1; January 1964.

-4
In the rend# ,. ous mission the two-man Gemini spacecraft will be launched into an

orbit which is approximately co-planar with that of an unmanned Agena target vehicle
launched earlier. With the aid of guidance information furnished by the rendezvous
radar. corrections will be made to the orbit of the Gemini vehicle to bring it into
contact with the Agena vehicle.
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rotation with. shaft-oosition encoders. The phase delay thus introduced in each

antenna is very nearly proportional to rotation of the antenna for small ellipticity

ratios.

This paper is concerned with techniques and equipment employed for measuring the

accuracy with which the radar determines the direction to the Agena, defired as the
boresight accuracy. Equipment designed by Westinghouse and referred to previously

is employed to measure the radar range accuracy.

d cosa, FROM TRANSMITTER

a

ANTENNAANTENNA
PHASE CENTER PHASE CENTER

Figure 2. 2. Illustration of Relationship Between Electrical
Phase and Space Angle in Interferometer

S~REFERENCE-
, ANMENNA

F ,ATjON
AN N NA"

Figure 2. 3, Determination of Boresight Direction by Intersection
of Cones of Constant Pha.se Delay



3. TME RENDEZVOUS RADAR BORUSIGHT MEASUREIAENT PROBLEM

The Gemini rendezvours radar must function in a space environment of zero atmos-

pheric pressure, increased solar radiation levels, and zero gravity. In establishing

criteria for the acceptance tests of the boresight accuracy, it was considered imprac-
ticable to attempt to simulate a zero-pressure environment or to take into account in
the measurements the effects of the increased level of solar radiation. The effect of
gravity on the boresight directions measired by the radar was investigated in the
manner described in Section 6.

The boresight-rneasurernent problem can be divided into the following categories:

(a) Establishment of an incident 1428-megacycle, circularly polarized

field over the active aperture of the radar antennas which would ade -

quately simulate an incident plane wave of constant amplitude,

(h) Provision for supporting, positioning, and indicating the orientation

of the radar,

(c) Establishment of a frame of reference in which the measurements

could be made,

(d) Determination of the location of the source of radiation, and

(e) Establishment of an optical line of sight from the source of radiation
to the radar to permit its comparison with the line of sight indicated

by the radar.

We will not dwell on a discussion of the various xange configurations that might have

been employed for testing the rendezvous radar. The ground-reflection range was
selected because of the high suppression required of extraneous signals, the low
directivity of the radar antennas, and because thii type of range is in keeping with

the flat terrain which exists at Merritt Island.

A discussion of some of the basic problems involved in the establishment of the inci-

dent field over the test aperture and which influenced the selection of the range con-
figuration is given in the following paragraphs.

,Hollis, J. S., and R. E. Moseley, "Siting Considerations in Microwave Antenna
Measurements," Essay No. 3, Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.; August 1961.
Curnming, W. A.. "Radiation Measurements at Radio Frequencies: A Survey of

Current Techniques," Proc. IRL, Volume 47, No, 5, pp. 703-735; May 1959.



3.1 Suppression of Extraneous Reflections

The radar-boresight error specification for which the range was designed was 3

milliradians. In a typical measurement problem of this type it is customary to

require that the measurement system error be an order of magnitude smaller than

the tolerance of the quantity being measured. This criterion would have resulted

in a measurement system overall accuracy of 0. 3 milliradian and would have lImited

the error caused by extraneous reflections to the order of 0. 1 milliradian.

Calculations showed, however, that this aegr...e of accuracy would have demanded

suppression of range reflections and tolerances on other measurement errors which

were not considered practical-le. A more realistic range accuracy goal appeared to

be 1 milliradian with a maximum allowable contribution from extraneous reflections

of 0. 3 to 0. 5 milliradian.

The requ red suppression of range zeflections can be determined by considering the

relationship -f the radar electrical phase error to boresight error. Differentiation of

equations (1) gives

.- •~- =--sin ct;

(Z)
de 2 Z ird "sin 1

The mechanical spacing d between antenna centers is 6. 80 inches. Evaluation of

equations (2) for the range of the variables a and 3 gives the approximate relationship

dot 5da;

(3)

d(O2 =5do.



Referring to Figure 3. 1, let A be the amplitude of the phasor at the difference termi-

nals of one of the interferometer summation networkri caused by a direct-path signal

impinging upon the antenna. If B is the amplitude of the pbasor produced by an

extraneous signal entering the same antenna, the maximum electrical phase deviation

will occur when the two phasors are in quadrature. The error c will be (B/A)x 103

milliradlians if B<<A. For the worst-case condition, if equal. and oppositely phased

extraneous signals exist in each channel of an interferometev pair, the phase error
will be 2(13/A) x 03 millir-dians, corresponding to a boresight error contribution of

about 0. 4(B/A) x 03 milliradians in accordance with equations (3).

If the contribution of extraneous signals is to be, say, 0. 4 rnilliradian, we must let

0.4(B/A) xl03 mr = 0.4 mr , (4)

giving

B/A = 10- (5)

These calculations indicate that the maximum level of the sum of all extraneous

signals should be held to the order of 60 decibels below the level of the direct-oath

signal to .neet the above criterion. It should be noted that the calculations give the

maximum error contribution fromn one interferometer channel. The -magnitude of

the total boresight error is given by the rms sum of the errors in the two channels.

, •'0 () FUNCTiONAL C: AGRAV• CF flNE

I • ,ANNEL OF 'NIEEF,{ROMFTER.

A

A'-.. b ) DEAL !M' PA Ji~ IF O RAi
A' P AONG SUM iGN

PATH N< L5 N E, bFFF.,CE

1P týH 1AN .4E 1

EFFEC 0j
S A Si NAS.

Figure 3. 1. Illustration of the Effect of Extraneous
Reflections on Boresight Accuracy

(A=A'; B=B')
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3. 2 Range Length

In order to -'stablish the range length it was necessary to determine the extent of the

active apertvre of the radar antennas, that is, over how much of the spacecraft quasi

constant-amplitude, constant-phase conditions must be provided. Upon consideration

of the problem and after consultation with leading antenna authorities, it was concluded

that one could not predict to any degree of certainty the contributions of currents flow-

ing over the surface of the spacecraft to the indicated boresight angle. However, one

can show easily that the contribution may be significant.,* It was therefore decided

that the entire spacecraft would be mocked-up and that the phase error would be

limited to less than 0!1.6 over the auerture represented bt the maximum projection of

the spacecraft normal to the direction of incidence. This would have resulted in a

range length of about 700 feet. The range length was set at 1000 feet because this

length resulted in a lower grazing angle for the ground-refleclion range configuration

and at the same time provided a mnore desirable phase -variation limit.

3. 3 Gain of the Source Antenna

The maximum gain of the sov'.rce antenna (actually the directivity rather than gain)

is limited because of one of two factors: (a) the requirement for a nearly constant
3

field over the test aperture and (b) the requirement for control of the circularity

of the incident field at the test aperture. To adequately simulate far-zone condi-

tions, a criterion was established that the taper of the field over the test aperture

should not vary more than approximately 0. Z5 decibel.

The maximum projection of the spacecraft is 10 feet at nose-on incidence, but

the horizontal projection increases to approximately 19 feet as the spacecraft is

rotated in azimuth. The variation of the field in the vertical plane is determined

by the ground-reflection r-xnge configuration discussed in Section 4. The variation

of the field horizontally is determined directly by the directivity pattern of the

source antenna. However, it became evident that the ground-reflection range con-

figuration was the major factor in deciding the beamwidth since the maximum

allowable height of the center of the source antenna was about five feet. An 8-foot

diamcter antenna was enployed giving a beamwidth of about 5 degrees and a

directivity of about 30 dec ibels.':: Estimates of the cross -polarization character-

istics of a paraboloidal reflector with an axial ratio of 0. 373 indicated that the change

in circularity should not be excessive over the 19-foot test aperture. Aperture

amplitude and polarization patterns are presented in Section 6.

3 Chastain et al, Investigation of Precision Antenna Pattern Recordirg and Display
TechniqCS. Final Report, Contract AF 30(60Z)-Z737, Scientific-Atlanta, inc.,
April 19b3, AD41591".

:S'mbse)Sue nt measurements have shown that currents on the spacecraft do contribute

significantly to the boresight direction.

.In the ground-reflection range this directivity is increased by about 5 decibels by
the mn-phase :nterference from the ground -reflec.:ed wa-.c
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4. CONSIDERATION OF THE GROUND-REFLECTION* ANTENNA TEST RANGE

The ground-reflection antenna test range has been employed for a number of years and
4

has been described in the literature. A rigorous description of the theory of operation

is exceedingly complex; however, its principle of operation can be explained in an ele-

mentary manner by the method of images of geometrical optics and by use of Rayleigh's

criterion of roughness5 of physical ontics.

The range geometry is given by Figure 4. 1. The range is plane and smooth within

Rayleigh's criterion to provide for specular reflection of the incident energy. At fre-

quenciees above about 100 megacycles for nearly grazing angles of incidence and for

both horizontal and vertical polarizations, the phase of the reflection coefficient fbr a
6

plane incident wave is virtually 180 degrees. Under this set of assumptions an image

of the transmitting antenna appears to lie below the range surface, equidistant from

the antenna, thus maintaining the angle of incidence i equal to the angle of reflection r

at the range surface. It has been shown that for a unity reflection coefficien.' and,

neglecting the vertical directivity pattern of the transmitting antenna, the field varia-

tion with height at the test antenna is approximated by

E = ZE sin Z -h•h 2  (6)

00
where E 0in the field produced by direct..path transmission. 7 E thus has a sinu-,

soidal variation with height, with a value of zero for h 2 0 and a first maximum for

Zrhlh 2

XR ~ '(7)

"*This type of range hat been described by the terms ground-level and ground-plane.

The term ground-reflection more specifically describes the principle of operation than
do the alternate designations.
4Cutler, C. C., A. P. King, and W. E. Kock, 'Microwave Antenna Measurements,"
Proc. IRE, Volume 35, No. 12. pp. 1462-1471; December 1947.
ilollis and Moseley, op cit.
Cohen, A., and A. W. Maltese, "The Lincoln Laboratory Antenna Test Range,"

The Microwave Journal, April 1961.
Camoanella, A. J. , C. F. Douds, and R. E. Wolfe, Feasibility Study of a High

Performance Antenna Test Range (U), HRB Singer, Inc., Contract AF 30(602)-2445,
Report lo. RADC-TDR-62-301; 19 October 1962.
Christie, R. A., Antenna Testing Fac .lities, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,

Whippany, New Jersey.
Communications with Mr. George Dale, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,

Whippany, New Jersey.

5Kerr, D. E., Propagation of Short Radio Waves, Radiation Laboratory Series,
Volume 13, McGraw-Hiil; equation 19 and footnote page 16.

63ordan, E. C,, Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York, o. 613; it-)1.
7Cutler et al, op cit.
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or

hXR (8)

In consideration of the geome.'ry of Figure 4.1. it is evident that, in the ground-

reflection antenna test range, the incident wave produced by the transmitting antenna

is not plane. Further, the antenna usually has a significant change in directivity with

elevation Angle. Experimental measutements have shown, however, that equation

(6) predicts the field variation with height quite well near the region of the maximum.

Although the field may depart from the predicted value in the vicinity of the nulls.

-this is of no consequence since the vertical aperture of the antenna under test must

be limiter to a height d such that the field variation predicted by equation (6) is small.

A generally accepted criterion for the total variation is 0. 25 decibel.

POSIT..... SPACECRAFT
POIIOE , MOWCKUP

'ANS~T!I

Bi11 NGIANIGýE S1JRFACE Y

IMAGE

Figure 4. 1 Ilustration of the Principle of the Ground-Reflection Range

Figure 4. 2 shows the limitp of the field variation in decibels as a function of the nor-

rmal'zed aperture height d/h 2 . Here, h 2 is the height of the center of the test aper-

ture, %%'iich is assumed coincident with the maximum given by equation (8). The

height hI is predicted by equation (8) to be 5.75 feet for a range length of. 1000 feet

and height h2 of 30 feet, the nominal values for the rendezvous measurement

problem.

4. 1 Height of the Apparent Source of Radiation

The apparent source of radiation for the ground-reflection range can be defined as

the center of phase of the array formed by the transmitting antenna and its image in

the reflecting surface of the range. Although it has been shown that a unique center

of phase usually does not exist except over a small region of solid angle of the

13
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far-zone pattern of a directional artenna such a center of phase can be defined as

it exists at the center of the test aperture. By the method of images it can be shown

that the height of this center of phase is approximated by

h = h• h (9)

where R is the amplitude ratio of the specularly reflected wave to the direct-path

wave. This approximation is based on 180-degree phase reversal of the incident

wave at the range surface and constant phase of the transmitting antenna far-zone

field with elevation.

In typical ground -reflection antenna range applications the phase center (hence the

apparent source) is often assumed to be Located at the intersection of the range sur-

face with the vertical line joining the centers of the antenna and its image. While

this assumption is satisfactory for many applications, the height of the apparent

source can vary significantly; therefore itwas necessary to determine its location.

For example, a radar accuracy specification of 3 milliradians is represented by a

circle which is 3 feet in radius at the test range of 1000 feet. It was necessary to

determine that the location of the apparent source could be predicted with small

error comparedwith this radar error specification. It was further required that a

direction be assigned for the mean location of the apparent source, which would be

used as a comparison standard in making the boresight measurements. The method

employed to accomplish this and the results are described in paragraph 6. 3.

4. 2 Range Surface

The primary requirements for the range surface are that. it be graded smooth within

Rayleigh's criterion and have a shape which produces a unique image of the trans-

mitting antenna in the range surface for all orientations of the spacecraft mockup.

These r,,quirements are met by a plane surface over the major area of illumination,

which is graded -to the tolerances shown in the plan view of Figure 1. Z.

Most of the reflected energy comes from within the first few Fresnel zones on the

range surface 9 . These zones are bounded by ellioses for a plane range surface and

a point source transmitting antenna. For the range constants at L-band, the first

Fresnel zone has major and minor axes of approximately 495 feet and 22 feet and is

centeree1 280 feet in front of the source antenna. The tenth Fresnel zone has major

and minor diameters of 888 and 80 feet and is centered 447 feet from the source

antenna.

•r'etsu Morita. Dleterrnmination of Phase Centers and Amplitude Characteristics of
RadiatLng StUct.ares, Technical Report No. I, SR 1, Proj. 898, Stanford Res. Inst.
Menlo Park_ California. Contract DA04-200-ORD-Z73, AD68240; March 1955.

9CamIpanella et al, op cit.
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The range surface is controlled over the area indicated in Figure 1. 2 in addition to

'the region of specular reflection to reduce errors from diffuse reflection.

The Rayleigh criterion1 0 is given by

n *in # < k/k, (10)

where ,1 is the height of a surface irregularity, is the grazing angle and k is usually

set between 8 and 32,. the constant 32 defining a very smooth surface.

Letting X=S inches (f- 1428 Mc), and t2, the constants for the current problem,

and letting ka 32, gives i1<7 inches or *3. 5 inches. However, because of the extreme

accuracy requirements of the problem and because the antenna range is to be

* employed in higher frequency applications later, the surface was graded to a toler-

aance of *1 inch. Surveys of the range have since led to the conclusion that the graded

surface probably has a *1/2-inch tolerance exclusive of the Bermuda grass cover.

The question of the type of surface which would be employed was of some concern.

Gravel in the form if graded, crushed aggregate would be a good choice, because it

would allow rainwater to leach into the surface and yet would resist wind erosion. It

was decided agaiAst, however, because of the cost.

Asphalt and concrete were considered but were discarded because of the cost and the

drainage problem caused by their lack of perviousness. The cost of asphalt or con-

crete could have been reduced by use of a narrow strip of either material down the

center of the range with grass on both sides. While this technique can be employed,

it was rejected because of the high angular-accuracy requirement of the measurement

problem, the consequent desire to have no linear discontinuities along the length of

the range, and because of the drainage problem.

Grass has been criticized as a range surface because the blades can fill with water,

which has a high dielectric constant, resulting in changes in the reflecting character-

istics. However, grass was chosen because of the low initial cost, but with the

specification that it be maintained closely mowed. In measurements which have been

made to date the effect of moisture on the grass or of the moisture content of the

range surface has been found to be insignificant. Specifically, polarization measure-

ments have been made immediately before, during, and after a severe thunderstorm

with a circularity change of less than 0.1 decibel from an axial ratio of 0.5 decibel.

The measurement after the rain was made with large puddles of water on the range.

Measurements have not been made at frequencies other than L-band, nor has it been

possible to make precisely controlled measurements of the height of the apparent

source immediately before and after a rain for comparison purposes.

K'err, on cit, equation (19) and footnote, page 416.
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5. RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

Primary considerations in the design of the instrumentation system were accuracy of

the boresight measurements, rapidity and ease of acquiring data, and flexibility of

operation. The range can be used for making general antenna measurements as well

as boresight measurements, and equipment is provided which makes possible

detailed study of the characteristics of the range itself.

Operation of the range is conducted from the centralized console shown in Figure

5. 1. Major items of equipment are identified, indicating the degree of control pro-

vided. Most of the units shown are standard items of range instrumentation and are

not discussed in detail. The positioning system ar I other Ppecial items are des -

cribed in the following paragraph*. Plans are currently being considered for incor-

porating the additional equipment necessary to extend the full capability of the range

for operation through X-band.

CIRCULARITY 9. 0 DIGITAL 9, • OFFSET
CONTROL COIMAND AND UNIT
INDICATORS READOUT UNIT e, q INDICATORS

TRANSNITTER REIGHT, ,
SQUINT, AiNo POLARIZATION
INDICATORS • •....

S~ANTENNA
POSiTTONER

10 -RANGC CONTROR UNIT
RECEIVER

ANTENNA

,RADIATtON N . ',

i' ~PRINTER •

POSITIONER PROGRA M MER - PO S ITIO, NER

TRANSMITTER TUNING UNIT COTO UNT

Figure 5. 1. Range Operating Console. A polar recorder not
shown is mounted on a removable wing normally
located at the right of the console.
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5. 1 Spacecraft Mockup

The spacecraft mockup is a full-scale RF model of the'Gemini Spacecraft in which the

major details forward of the rear mounting structure are retained.* Windows and

large protuberances are included, but minor details, such as skin corrugations, are

omitted. A semi-monocoque design was chosen to provide high mechanical integrity.

The inner skin, which provides nearly all of the structural ,;trmngth, is thermally in-

sulated from the outer skin, which serves to electrically simulate the skin of the

actual spacecraft. To reduce structural deformations from stresses caused by non-

uniform solar heating, the interiorof the mockup is cooled by air supplied from. the

air-conditioned control building.

5. 2 Positionina and IndicatinE Equipment

The accuracy requirements of the Gemini rendezvous. radar plus the weight and size

of the spacecraft mockup dictated that the positioner for supporting the mockup have

unusual positioning capabilities and accuracies. This equipment, the coordinate

system which is employed in the boresight problem, and the method of optically

aligning the positioner and radar in the coordinate system are described in the

following paragraphs.

5.Z. 1 Coordinate System

The coordinate system shown in Figure S. Z relates the spacecraft coordinates (roll,

pitch, and yaw), radar coordinates, and positioner axes to the location of the source

,TIT#

Figure 5. Z.. Spherical Coordinate System

x

I iTe spacecraft mockup was -designed by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and fabri-
cated by the 65490th Maintcnance Squadron, Patrick Air Force Base, Florida.
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of redlatiowui a composite coordinate system. This system is in agre.mentwith
standards established by the Laer Range Instrumentation Group (MRIG) .for testing

•space -vehicle antennae.1 The spacecraft mockup is fixed with respect to the

XYZ coordinate system, and the source of radiation'. defined by the point T1, mooes

over the surface of the sphere.

The 'primed coordinate system to fixed relative to the radar; the X1 .Y' plane is located

coiniident with the phase centers of the radar antennas, assumed ro~be on the surface
of 'the radar ground plane, and the Z' axis is adjusted coincident'with the Z (roll)

axis.

Figure S. 3 depicts the :oordinate system as it is oriented in the test range, showing

the relationship of the positioner axes to the spacecraft and 'radar coordinate. system.

7C

* PLANE INCLINED FRON
HORIZONTAL 31 TILT A49LE 'Y

011910 OF IT I1 0
COORDINATE SYSTE 0•ot

Figure S. 3. Spherical Coordinate System Shown. in Relationship to Range Geometry.
The spacecraft mockup is shown rotated clockwise in 6.

Parallax between the angXes 0 and 0' exists because the spacecraft mockup is canti-

levered over the edge of the control building to reduce reflections into the radar

antennas from the control building and positioner. This parallax is accounted for in

I 1 ,IRIG Standard Coordinate System and Data Format for Antenna Patterns, " IRIG

Document No. 102-61.
*Mere, as in the usual antenna test range, the line OT' remains fixed relative to the
earth. The coordinate systerm moves relative to the space-fixed line OTV.
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computation of tables of the radar digital readout as a function of the 0, ¢ orientation

of the mockup.

5. Z. 2 Positioner

The multi-axis positioner shown in Figure 5.4 supports and orients the full-scale

Gemini mockup. The positioner. which is used here in the same manner that a con-

ventional model tower is used for supporting antenna models, is an azim'.th -over -

elevation-, ver-azimuth antenna positioner. The upper-azimuth axis is the ' (roll)

axis, and the lower-azimuth axis is the 0 axis. The elevation axis enables the (ý and

0 axes to be adjusted orthogonal, and permits the spacecraft rmockup to be mounted

in a vertical position for ease of installation.

Figure 5.4. Rear View of Spacecraft Mockup and Multi-Axis Pos~tioner

In testing the Gemini radar, static meazurements** are made in which the spacecraft

mockup is oriented to successive positions, which are indicated to an accuracy of

*An uncertainty in the parallax calculations is theoretically caused by lack of knowi -
edge oi the location of the phase centers of the radar antennas. A similar error would
be intrcduced by the uncertainty in axial location of the phase center of the source
antenna, however this source of error can be eliminated by squinting the antenna to
direct its beam axis toward the radar antennas, and, in any event, both parallax
errors are smoall.
*A preliminary -iesign study is being conducted to determine specifications for equip-

ment modifications to permit dynamic accuracy measurements under conditions of
controlled acceleration and velocity of thz rmockup. Xý
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0.01 degree, and the radar digital readout is compared with the calculated Values.

To facilitate making these measurements, the positioner is controlled by a high-

performance two-channel servo system with independent operation of the 0 and ( axes.

Two modes of operation of the servo system are provided, a rate mode and a position

mode. In the rate mode of operation, the 0 and ¢ axes of the positioner are driven at

constant rates as set by individual rate controls. Antenna patterns may be recorded

in the conventional manner in this mode. In the position mode of operation, the posi-

tioner is servo-driven to manually set angles of orientation. The 0, t command

angles and the digital readout of positioner orientation are displayed on direct-reading

counters having a resolution of 0. OOZ degree. The high resolution of the positioning

servo system makes it possible to position the spacecraft mockup smoothly to within

a few thousandths of a degree.

In addition to the manual control capabilities, the positioner can be program-

controlled to automatically generate a series of b cuts for examining the character-

istics of an antenna over the sphere of radiation.

5. 2. 3 Alignment of Coordinate Systems

The Z and Z' axes* are brought to within 0. 1 milliradian of coincidence by means of

a precision clinometer. The coordinate system is defined to measure 9 from the Z

axis to the line OT. The line OT is defined as the line joining the origin 0 with a

surveyed point T on the range surface directly beneath the center of the source

antenna. The El-readout counter is set to zero when the Z-axis is aligned with OT.

Alignment of the Z-axis and the line OT is accomplished by the optical reflection

procedure illustrated in Figure 5.5. The line OT is referred to as the optical

boresight.

POS!1ONEP SPACECRAFT
P N MOCKUP

0/ THEODOLITE

TARGET
TRANSMTT INT

ANTENNA-,
C ON R O T. •

BUILDING RANGE SURFACE
ST

Figure 5. 5. 1llustration of the Optical Reflection Technique for Aligning
the Z and Z' Axes with the Line OT

*'The Z' axis is defined by a line passing through a reference point on the radar
ground plane and normal to a plane which is defined by three flats on the ground
plane.
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In this procedure, an optically -lat 4-inch diameter mirror is mounted on a fixture

in front of the radar with the surface of the mirror parallel to the surface of the

radar ground plane. A theodolite and target are located at surveyed bench marl's

such that the optical axis of these instruments is aligned with OT'. The distance

from the origin 0 to the target is approximately 858 feet; thia distance places the tar-,

get and theodolite at a convenient eye level. t

The positioner is oriented to center the target in the mirror, and the spacecraft

mockup is then rolled to detect any misalignment of the Z and Z' axes. If required,

the positioner can be reoriented slightly so that the center of the target rotates about

the center of the mirror as the mockup is rolled. This procedure precisely aligns

"the Z axis with the-line OT.

The direction to the source of radiation is defined by the line OT'. It is necessary to

brirg OT and OT' into coincidence, since T' is not necessarily located on the range

surface but at a height h, approximated by equation (9). Because of extranccas reflec-

tions and other measurement errors, the location of TV cannot be determined as a

unique point, but as the center of a small region of uncertainty. The direction OT' is

measured by the interferorreter procedure* using the interferometer which has a

resolution of about 0. 1 milliradian, or the radar, which has a resolution of approxi-

mately 0. 8 milliradian. The line OT' thus defined is aligned with OT either by moving

OT' into coincidence with OT or by moving the Z axis into coincidence with OT' with

the 0 readout counters set to zero. OT can be changed by varying the elevation squint

angle of the transmitting antenna; the Z axis can be changed by tilting the positioner

with the mechanism provided for this Frrpose.

It is planned to supplement the optical boresight alignment system with one in which a

television camera with a telescopic lens is mounted in the front of the spacecraft

mockup and aligned optically with the surveyed point T, using the previously described

optical boresight procedure to establish an accurate reference. This system will pro-

vide a convenient monitoring capability for frequent checks of the boresight reference.

5.3 Transmitting Equipment

The transmitting equi',ment furnished for the radar boresight range includes signal

sources, antennas, and associated equipment, antenna positioning equipment, and

equipment for making polarization adjustments. All of the transmitting equipment is

controlled remotely from the operating console.

The wooden source tower shown in Figure 1. 1 was designed to permit antenna imped-

ance, radio interference, and Gemini and Agena RF compatibility measurements to be,

made. The antenna positioner, shown in Figure 5.6, is raised by means of a hoist

"See paragraph 6. 3.
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controlled from the operating

console to the proper height for

ground-reflection range opera-

tion, or to the top of the tower

for operation of the range as an

elevated range. The antenna

positioner provides for *4. 5 qr

degrees of azimuth and elevation

motion of the transmitting -ar .

antenna a nd for rotation about

the axis of the antenna.

The circularity of the received
field is adjusted remotely byfieldis a sthe remotive amplytbyFigure 5.6. T;-nsmitting Antenna, Positioner,

va rying the relative amplitude and Hoist Viewed Looking Toward

and phase of the orthogonal corn- the Control Building

ponents of the transmitted field.

This capability makes it convenient to obtain polarization data on the range character -

istics or the system ,under test. For example, the circularity of the received field

can be changed to determine the sensitivity of the rendezvous radar to polarization

changes.

5.4 Receivingl and Recording Equipment

Antenna-range receiving and recording instruments

include a 20-Mc to 100-Gc wide-range receiver,

rectangular- and polar -coordinate antenna pattern

recorders, and a radiation distribution printer.*

Field probes are provided for sampling the incident

RF field in front of the spacecraft mockup. The

aperture field probe is shown in Figure 5.7; the

horn antenna is mounted on a small remotely con-

trolled carriage. With this device mounted on the

front of the spacecraft mockup, the field amplitude

S distribution can be determined over a 16-foot

diameter aperture.

Figure 5.7. Aperture Field Probe with Horn Antenna Mounted on Carriage

An instrument for numerically recording the relative antenna gain in decibels as
sampled at discrete angular increments in 0 and d. See L. Clayton and J. S. Hollis.
Polarization Analysis by M\'asurement of Multiple Comoonents, 13th Annual Sym-
posium. USAF Antenna Research a.,d Development Program; October 14-18, l963'
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The polarization probe is shown in Figure S. 8mounted onthe front section of the

spacecraft mockup, h oaiainpstoe a emutdo h aperture field

probe as sbown in Figure S.49 to permit measurements of polarization over the te st

Spertart.

Figure S.8S. Polarization Probe Mounted on Spacecraft Mockuxp.
The rendezvous radar is not shown in this photo.

PROBE

SPACECRAFT AF.TENNA

~TO T

APERTURE FIELD
PROBE

Figure 5. 9. fllustration of the Use of the Polarization Probe
to Obtain Polarization Patterns as a Function of

Position in Test Aperture



6. MEASUREMENTS

6. 1 Introduction

A field trip was made to validate the range in the ground-reflection mode for making

acceptance measurements of the rendezvous radar boresight accuracy. To deter-

mine the performance of the range measurements were made'(1) of the amplitude

and polarization of the incident field over the test aperture, and (2) of the specific

capability of the range for making boresight measurements. Samples of the data

are presented in the following paragraphs.

While indicative of the performance of the range at L-band, the measurements are

in no sense comprehensive and, in fact, raise many questions concerning the

detailed mechanism of the range operation which are worthy of investigation and for

which the- instrumentation is already provided. Because the measurements to deter-

mine the boresight capability of the range are somewhat unusual, the procedure used

in making the measurements is described in some detail.

6.2 Aperture-Field Measurements

6.2.1 Amplitude

Field patterns were recorded over a 16-foot diameter aperture in front of the

spacecraft mockup employing the aperture probe shown in Figure 5.7. The probe

was mounted to the front of the mockup and parallel with the pitch axis. Measure-

ments were made with the mockup oriented at ze•'o degrees in 0; the mockup was

rolled to successive 0 angles, and the field was explored by moving the sampling

antenna radially across the center of the aperture.

A linearly polarized horn antenna with a gain of about 15 decibels and with 30-

degree beamwidths was mounted to the probe carriage. The purpose of using a

relatively high -directivity antenna was to minimize the effect of reflections from

the probe-support structure and spacecraft mockup to give a measure of the incident

field. The relative position of the horn on the carriage was adjusted for each O

angle to obtain patterns of the vertical and horizontal polarizacion components as a

function of radial distance from the roll axis. Aperture field patterns are given in

Figure 6. 1.

Figures 6. (a) and 6. 1(b) are patterns of the vertical and horizontal polarization

components as a function of vertical position in the aperture. From equation (8),

the calculated height hI of the transmitting antenna which produces an interference

maximum at the center of the receiving aperture is 5. 75 feet. The corresponding
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height of the transmitting antenna was del -rmined experimentally to be approxi-

mately 5. I feet. For these patterns the elevation squint angle of the transmitting

antenna was -0. 5 degree (down). It was found that the height of the interference

maximum does not vary appreciably with small changes in elevation squint angle,

indicating that the phase of the far-zone rattern of the transmitting antenna is-rela-

tively constant with elevation angle, Adeitional measurements are required to

explain the difference between the height hI calculated by the simplified theory lead-

ing to equation (8) and that determined e.;perimentally.

It is seen that the peak of the interference pattern for the horizontal component is

approximately I foot lower than that of the vertical compon-3nt. The height of the

transmitting antenna could be readjusted for a best compromise for the two polari-

zations, although from a practical viewpoint this is a finer adjustment than is likely

to be necessary.

The shapes of the vertical patterns are in virtual agreement with those predicted by

equation (6) and Figure 4. 2. The vertica. taper of the field is approximately 0. 25

decibel in 10 feet, which is the maximun diameter of the spacecraft. Because of

the small difference in the height of the horizontal and, vertical polarization maxima,

the total vertical taper is approximately 0. 35 decibel.

Figures 6. 1(c) and 6. 1(d) are patterns of the vertical and horizontal polarization

components as a function of horizontal position in the aperture. The amplitude

taper in the horizontal plane is a function of the beamwidth of the transmitting

antenna. The horizontal dimension of the aperture represented by the mockup is 10

feet when the mockup is oriented to zero degrees in 0 and increases to approxi-

:iately 19 feet as the mo-:kup is positioned to the specified limits in 0. Under these

conditions the transmitting antenna beamwidth is sufficient to provide an illumina-

tion taper of less than about 0. 25 decibel.

The vertical and horizontal field patterns provide an indication of the proper adjust-

ment of the height and squint angles oi the transmitting antenna, and confirm~that

the range operates in general accordance with the theory discussed in Section 4.

The smoothness of the patterns indicates virtual freedom of interference from

objects which are within the d.rectivity pattern of the probe horn. The high degree

of suppression of extraneous reflections required for the boresight measurement

problem dictates a measurement technique of greater sensitivity and accuracy, as

discussed in paragraph 6.2, to determine the range capabilities for this application.

6.2.2 Polarization

Polarization patterns of the incident fie! were made with the polarization probe

shown in Figure 5.7. The linearly polarized probe antenna shown in this photograph
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was employed for these measurements. The circularity of the incident field at the
center of the test aperture was adjusted from the operating'console by varying the
relative amplitude and phase of the vertical and horizontal field components of the
source antenna. This adjustment capability permits compensation for the difference
in reflection coefficient of the range surface for the horizontal and vertical field
components and permits measurements to be made of the sensitivity of the measured
boresight direction to the polarization of the incident field. The polarization pattern
shown in Figure 6.2 illustrates that the axial ratio can be adjusted to less than 0. 1
decibel at a given position in the test aperture.

Figures 6. 3 and 6.4 indicate the range of adjustment provided by the circularity
control unit. Figure 6. 3 is a family of polarization patterns with relative amplitude
a3 a parameter. The relative phase between the orthogonal components is approxi-

mately 90 degrees.

Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) are polarization patterns recorded as a function of the
relative phase angle between orthogonal field components. Figure 6.4(a) is re-
corded in decibels; Figure 6.4(b) is a linear voltage recording for approximately the
same phase variations.

The circularity control unit may be employed to obtain precise linear polarization of
the incident field after insertion of a ixed phase delay to increase the range of
adjustment. The patterns of Figure 6.4 degenerate into the linearly polarized
patterns shown in Figure 6.5 with a tilt angle of 45 degrees as the relative phase goes
to zero. The linear-voltage pattern of Figure 6. 5(b) has the predicted classic shape
of two tangent circles. The tilt angle of the incident field can be set by rolling the
transmitting antenna about the axis of the beam.

The axial ratio of the incident field at the center of the test aperture as a function of
frequency'is given in the graph of Figure 6.6. The change in axial ratio is probably
caused by amplitude and-phase changes in the circularity control circuits of the trans-
mitting antenna. The change is negligible over the operating range of the Gemini

rendezvous radar.

Polarization patterns as a function of position in the receiving aperture were recorded
by mounting the polarization probe on the aperture field probe as illustrated in Figure
5. 9. Axial ratio as a function of vertical and horizontal position in the aperture is
given in Figure 6.7. These patterns were recorded after adjustment of the circularity
at the center of the test aperture and without changing the transmitting antenna squint

angles.

The variation in axial ratio with horizontal position in the test iperture is largely
caused by the off-axis depolarization characteristics inherent in the paraboloidal
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(a) Decibel'Scale

(b) Linear--Voltage Scale

Figure 6. 5. Polarization Pattern of Linearly Polarized Field
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transmitting antenna. A less directive transmitting antenna would result in both a

smaller variati n in axial ratio and a smaller taper of the field amplitude with hori-

zontal position, but would increase ths susceptibility to extraneous reflections. The

directivity employed appears to be a reasonable compromise.

6.3 Boresight Measurements

6. 3. 1 Discussion of the Measurement Problem

To detei-mine the boresight measurement capability of the range, it is necessary to

measure the direction of arrival and purity of the phase front of the incident fielk.

The measurements must be made either with a device that does not perturb the inci-

dent field or with a measuring technique that is not affected by reflections from the

test device. Furthermore, 'these measurements must be made under conditions that

simulate the specific boresight measurement problem. High -directivity antennas

cannot be employed in the measuring device because their directivity would discrim-

inate against wide-angle reflections to which the radar is sensitive.

Direct measurement of incident-field phase over the aperture to the required

accuracy was considered impractical because of probe-structure reflections and

mechanical. limitations. It was decided to employ an interferometer with radiation

characteristics similar to those of the radar to determine the direction to the

apparent source in a manner that cancels errors caused by reflection of energy from

the probe-support structure. The spacecraft mockup was employed to support the

interferometer so that double-bounce reflections between the support structure and

fixed objects would be taken into account, and so that the same degree of shielding

of the test positioner which exists during radar boresight measurements would be

provided.

6.3.2 Principle of Operation of the Interfer.'meter

The interferometer functions in the manner of the Gemini rendezvous radar to pro-

duce nulls in the two interferometer channels which are determined by

(a) the angles of rotation of the azimuth and elevation spirals

relative 'o the reference spiral,

(b) the circuit phase delays of the azimuth and elevation channels,

and

(c) the direction to the source of radiation.

A block diagram of the interfarometer is given in Figure 6.8.. The ground plane

and spral antennas are identical with those of Lhe Gemini rendezvous radar. Rota-

--)Tl of the azimuth and elevation antennas and control of the variable attenuators is
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Figuie 6. 8. Block Divgrarn of Interferometer
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effected from the operating cona, to obtain a null in each channel. Readout of the

rotation of the spiral antennas is not provided; instead, the direction of arrival of

the incident field is determined by the following procedure.

(a) From Figures 5. 3 and 6. 9 it is seen that the line OT is identically

located relative to the spececraft under two sets of conditions:

(I) with the spacecraft mockup rotated clockwise about the 0 axis

to a position 0, +, and (2) with the mockup rotated counterclockwise

about the 0 axis and rolled 180 degrees in 4 to the same poaition

e0, 4. The position in the latter case is identified by the underscored

symbols 0, .

(b) The relationship of the line OT to the mockup is unchanged under the

two conditions described in (a), but the mockup is inverted and changed

in position relative. to earth-fixed objects. The source of radiation T'

is earth-fixed relative to T and therefore moves in the space -fixed

coordinate system to the position T' as illustrated when the pooitioner

is rotated to 0, •.

(c) If T' is located at T, and if the interferometer is nulled with the

mockup positioned to a given 0, + orientation, a null will also exist

when the mockup is , otated counterclockwise about the 0 axis to the

identical 8, orientation.

(d) If T' is not coincident with T, the location of T' can be determined

by nulling the interferometer at a given 9, i orientation and, without

changing the electrical adjustment, positioning the mockup to a direc -

tion 0, 6 which nulls both channels. This procedure moves T' to its

original location T' in the space-fixed coordinate system. The loca-

tion of T' relative to T can be calculated from the measured 0, 40 and

0, tangles.

Reflections from the spacecraft moickup do not introduce measurement errors

because the spacecraft illumination is identical for the two null conditions. In addi-

tion, the interferometer absolute accuracy is not a factor because the interferometer

adjustment is unchanged during the course of a measurement.

The interferometer method described measures the direction of OT' but does not

provide information concerning the distance OT'. Tile direction OT' is defined by

the mirror symmetry' of the incident field for the clockwise and counterclockwise 0

orientations. Discussions referring to the location of the apparent source are

made on the assumption that the center of phase lies in the plane of the source

antenna.
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Spacecraft to Obtain Two Identical Orientations of the

Spacecraft Relati~ve to OT
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6.3.3 Practical Considerations

The process of positioning the mockup to obtain nulls in both interferometer

channels simultaneously as described in paragraph 6. 3. 2 is time-consuming.

Therefore, the procedure illustrated by Figure 6. 10 was employed in which the

two interferometer channels are nulled independently. The spacecraft mockup is

positioned about the roll axis to orient the antenrnas horizontally aind ;-cctically.

One interferometer channel is employed for azimuth measurements and the other

for elevation measurements. The interferometer is nulled for the direction OT'

for the clockwise orientation of the 9 axis as in paragraph 6. 3. 2. For the counter-

clockwise orientation, azimuth nulls are obtained by rotation through AO; elevation

nulls are obtained by rotation in elevation through AE by means of the elevation

axis of the positioner, indicated in Figure 6. 10. It is seen that OT' is located

relative to OT by azimuth and elevation angles (40)/2 and (AE coso 0)/2, respectively.

The effect of extraneous reflections from sources external to the spacecraft mockup

Is to cause scattering of the measured location of the apparent source as test condi-

tions such as the position of the spacecraft are changed. The magnitude of the effecL

of extraneous reflections on the measured boresight direction is discussed in para-

graph 3. 1. It should be noted that the interferometer measurement method is sensi-

tive to at least the following error sources in addition to errors from extraneous

reflections,

(a) spacecraft positioner and angle-readout errors,

(b) coordinate system misalignment,

(c) frequency drift,

(d) amplitude and polarization variations of the incident field,

(e) RF leakage into the interferometer circuits, and

(f) interferometer changes caused by gravity.

The measurement procedure requires that the mockup be rollcd 180 degrees in moving

from 0,0 to 0, J, and, therefore, the measurements are sensitive to effects of

gravity. For example, loose cables behind the interferometer panel which can change

in position as the mockup is rolled can cause large errors by Introducing a different

field perturbation for the two cpposite orientations of the interferometer. Further -

more, the interferometer -measurement procedure prov,.des a means for testing the

radar for'errors caused by rolling the mockup. It was found during range tests that

an error of a few tenths of a milliradian was introduced by the rIsflection of shock

mounts on which the interferometer was mounted.
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•AE

Figure 6. 10. illustration of the Method Employed for Positioning the

Spacecraft Mockup to Make T' Coincident with T'
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In making the measurements which are presented in the following paragraphs, it

was necessary to exercise extreme care in each of the items listed above.

6. 3.4 Interferometer Test Results

Figure 6. 11 is a scatter plot of the measured azimuth of the apparent source o!

radiation as a function of e over the range of 0 to 25 degrees. The data were

taken over a period of several days and were made in conjunction with apparent-

height measurements.

The measured data show a counterclockwise bias of about 0. 35 milliradian

and a total scatter of about 0. 55 milliradian from the mean. The indicated bias i*

probably a result of an initial optical boresight error which occurred prior to

refinement of the optical boresight procedure. The azimuth error appears to be

independent of 0.

Figure 6. 12 shows curves of the measured height of the apparent source as a function

of 0 for an elevation squint angle of -0. 5 degree. The measurements were made

under a number of different conditions and over a period of several days. After

curve (1) was made the coordinate system alignment was checked and. the optical

boresight tests were repeated before taking the data represented by the remaining

curves.

From the data presented, the mean elevation of the apparent source is 0. 35 milli-

tradian abov•e the range surface and the maximum error from the mean is 1. 17

milliradian. However, it is felt that curve (1) is not representative of the range

capabilities becau.e of misalignment errors and, excluding curve (1). the data

indicate a mean elevation of 0. 25 milliradian above the range surface and a maxi-

munt error of 0. 55 milliradian from the mean.

The interferometer elevation channel was employed for curves (1) and (2) and the

azimuth channel was employed for the remainder of the curves by rolling the space-

craft mockup 90 degrees in e5.

:F"r curves (5) and (6) the .transmitting antenna was squinted in azimuth to direct the

ax-is of the beam tovard the interferometer. From these curves there appears to

b,,- a slight improvement from squinting the source antenna, although the effect was

-ot noticed in the azirhuth tests.

Figure 6. 1 3 is a graph of the measured. height of the apparent sourze as a function

of the clevz.tion squint angle of the source antenna. The dashed z'irve was calculated

from eqkiat,_-n (9) on the assumption of a (sin x)/x radiation pattern with a 3-decibel

ele,.'ation beamwidth of 5 degrees and unity reflection coefficient at the range surface.

It is seen that t-c measured data are in general agreement with the calculated data.
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Furthermore, the smoothness of the experimental curve indicates the high accuracy

capability of the interferometer technique.

7. SUMMARY

Measurement of the Gemini radar boresight accuracy required development of a

test range with suppression of extraneous signals on the order of 60 decibels,

establishment of a circularly polarized incident field with low axial ratio and ampli-

tude taper over the active aperture of the spacecraft mockup, and provision for

precise positioninig of the mockup. Careful design and construction of the ground-

reflection range resulted in a low level of extraneous reflections. Aperture ampli-

tude and polarization test probes provide an indication of the proper adjustment of

the incident field. A precision multi-axis positioner, controlled by a high-

performance servo system, supports and positions the spacecraft mockup with

positioning and readout accuracies of 0. 01 degree. The accuracy of the optical

boresight technique developed for aligning the coordinate system is 0. 1 milliradian.

A two-channel interferometer was employed in the L-band range-validation tests

to measure the direction to the app.arent source and the purity of the phase front

by a method which is insensitive to reflections from the probe-support structure.

Tests indicate that the mrasurement accuracy of the interferorrieter is a few tenths

of a milliradian. The measured scatter in the location of the apparent source was

within approximately 0. 55 milliradian of the mean in azimuth and elevation. The

height of the apparent source measured as a function 'f elevation squint angle of the

transmitting antenna is in general agreement with that calculated on the basis of a

point source and a plane reflecting surface.

In measurements made to date, the effect of moisture on the range surface has been

found to be insignificant at L-band. It is anticipated that the range will be evaluated

at higher frequencies, both as an elevated range and as a ground-reflection range,

and at lower frequencies as a ground-reflection range.

Experience gained in the operation of the range for preliminary tests of the Gemini

rendezvous radar confirms that the range meets the de3ign objectives and has additional

merit in the rapidity with which measurements can be made and in the flexibility pro -

vided for controlled experiments.
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EFFECT OF AMBIENT PLASMA ON ANTENNA BREAKDOWN
AND RADIATION CHARACTERISTIC (U)

John B. Chown and David E. Weissman

Most of the treatments of the attenuation experienced during re-

entry consider only the low-signal-level case, where the power is

such that the plasma Ls undisturbed by the field. The purpose of

this presentation, however, is to explore the noniinear plasma effects

that occur at higher power levels and ultimately limit the amount of

power that can be radiated from a given antenna.

The breakdown of antennas at low pressure has been studied in
1-5the past by various investigators. The equation that describes

the breakdown mechanism for CW is:

SV, Va VP

p p9
p + (PA)2

where V is the frequency of ionization per electron, V is thei a

frequency of attachment per electron, D is the diffusion coefficient,

A is the diffusion length for the particular geometry and conditions

considered. The above equation is normalized to pressure assuming

T = 273 K. The pressure, P, is included here as a measure of the

collision frequency. The data to be presented later are given in

terms of V, the collision frequency. +

"The work described herein was buptor.ed by Sperry Gyroscope Company
L.nder 433D prime Contract AF 04(694)-330.

Stanford Research Institute. Menlo' Park, Californ-a.

10'v for elevated-ttemp-erat ure •ir :,4 a.,.umed to be I x "O -T



The right side of the above equation represents the loss of

electrons by attachment and diffusion respectively, while the left

side is the production rate of electrons due to the presence of the

RI field.

A series of measurements has been "ade ustng a low-pressure flame

to determine the effect of incident power level on the power radiatod

from a slot antenna submerged in an ionized medita. Data were obtained

at several different collision and plasma frequencies. The L-band

slot antenna used in the tests is shown in the low-pressure vessel

(Fig. 1). The slot-backing cavity was filled with Teflon and a thin

alumina window used as a pressure seal. A thin plasma layer of

thickness (d) was produced over the slot surface, using a potassiuin-

seeded ethylene-oxygen flame. The carbon burning chamber and thin slit

through which the thermally ionized gas' paa.tep is visible below the

antenns. The plasma thickness was such that d <« ., a condition that

is si'gilar to the plasmas existing about slender re-entry bodies.

Vi'ible also in the low-pressure chamber in a movable unbalanced ion

probe, used to obtain the plasma-density profiles.

Figure 2 presents the power required for breakdc.vn as a function

of collision frequency v. The top curve indicates the breakdown power

level for free diffusion D and the lower curve for ambipolar diffusion
*

(• ). In the breakdown process, the diffusion loss mechanism
a

dominates below the minimum breakdovn power point.

Plasma frequency w >s 2iT x 104 .fN , where N is the electron density
per cubic centimeter. e e

(1) Uabipolar diffusion is applicable when the Debye length, \< A
the diffusion length.

(2) Loss of electrons via ambloolar diffuoion is approximatply
1/40 that '.f the rate when free diffusion is assumed.
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In an un-ionized gas or one of very low degree of ionization, the

free diffusion coefficient is used to determine the breakdown field

strength. When an antenna is immersed in a plasma, however, the

diffusion process may be ambipolar. Under this condition, the electrons

remain in the region of high electric fields for longer periods of time

than under free-diffusion conditions. Thus, their probability of gaining

ionizinr energy is increased and the breakdown field strength (and

consequently power level) is reduced.

In Fig. 3 the power radiated normal to the L-band slot antenna Is

given for various ratios of W /w. The collision frequency corresponds

to the minimum power handling point in Fig. 2. Where high fields are

present and breakdown considerations are important, the plasma becemes

nonlinear in the sense that as the power delivered to the antenna is

increased the characteristics of the medium are altered. As can be

seen in Fig. 3, when the plasma is such that wp << w and free diffusion

is applicable, the change in the plasma is abrupt and the power radiated

typically decreases by an order of magnitude. When w ! w and the

diffusion is ambipolar, the decrease in the radiated power is only a

few decibels, since the initial breakdown level has now decreased. In

the case where w > W, the transition to the nonlinear plasma condition

is gradual, with no abrupt change in signal level. Once breakdown has

been sustained, however, the radiated signal level is essentially the

same, irrespective of the initial conditions.

As the power is increased (Fig. 3) beyond the breakdown level, the

additional power is Iabsorbed in the plasma, which grows in extent and

density. Figure 4, which is the plasma-density profile normal to the

slot obtained with the probe, indicates this point clearly. Even though

the ambient electron density levels differ by an order of magnitude,

once the RI power is applied and breakdown occurs, the density profiles

are essentially the'same. It can thus be seen that for thin plasmas,

which are considcred here, once breakdown exists, the power radiated

is ostensibly independent of the initial conditions and the low-signal-

level attenuation as well.
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Conc lus ions

W() Once the RV field M.gnitude is such that the plasma becomes

nonlinear, increasing the power delivered to the antenna does

not increase the radiated power, but merely increases the

temperature and extent of the plasma.

(2) The tests indicate that the maximum power radiated by an

antenna is essentially determined by the breakdown power level

measured under ambipolar diffusion conditions. For example,

this may be accomplished in the 'CW case by measuring the power:

radiated by the antenna under breakdown condition Just prior to

extinction of the glow discharge, over the collision frequency

range of Interest. This test may be performed without the

necessity of supplying an ambient density in the vicinity of

'the antenna.

(3) When one is interested in radiating as much power as possible,

there is little or no advantage in reducing the, incident power

delivered to the antenna so long as the ambient electron density

in the vicinity of the antenna is such that the diffusion is

ambipolar.
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RF I•REAKIO11N IN A SPACE ENVIMK.qNENT

E. F. Vance and J. E. Nanevvic,

Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California

Under high-vacuum conditions, such as those that exist in space,

electron mean-free-path is generally large compared to the dimensions of

RF equipment, so that ordinary gas discharges are not normally a problem.

Under -such conditions, however, multipactor (or electron resonance)

discharges can occur on RF equipment. RF breakdown voltage for parallel

plates is illustrated in Fig. I for pressures ranging from a few hundred

microns Hg, where gas processes predominate, to a fraction of'a micron

Hg, where secondary emission processes predominate.

The multipactor discharge is dependent upon secondary electrons

produced at one electrode being accelerated across the electronde gap

in a half period (or an odd multiple of a half period) of the RF wave,

whereupon they strike the electrode and produce new secozuary electrons

I
to be accelerated back across the gap during the next half period.

Since a dc field' in the electrode gap will tend to upset the synchronism

between the electron trannits and the RF field, or cause most of the

electr-ins in the gap to be collected by the positive electrode, the

application of a dc bias may be considered an appropriate means af

preventing multipactor discharges. As the theoretical2 and experimental

The work described herein was supported by the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories under Contract AF 19(628)-325.



data o1 Fig. 2 indicate, the gap can be biased until the discharge fails

co occur, but bias voltages of the order of the upper RF breakdown

voltage are required. Further iore, below cutoff the bias voltage serves

merely to establish a new one-sided multipactor discharge mode at the

3,4
po61_-ýtive electrode.

,In electrode structures such that the electric field is non-uniform,

electron motion between the electrodes tends to be asynchronous. However,

multipactor discharges occur in certain non-uniform field structures

iust as they occur under the asynchronous condition imposed by bias on

a uniform field gap. Thus coaxial cylinders such as transmission lines

and cavities support multipactor discharges over a wide range of RF and

bias voltages, as illustrated in Fig. 3, where rms breakdown voltage

is plotted as a function of bias voltage for several center conductor

diameters. -'

ExperiL'ei s have also been conducted with electrically small discone

antenna configurations. Figure 4 shows contours of multipactor discharge

initiation vol.-age (rms volts) at 57 Mc for cone angles ranging from 900

(top-loaded monopole) to 600. For angles less than 600, the discharge

voltages were so eratic that smooth contours could not be obtained, and

0for cone angles less than 30 no discharges were observed. However, when

ambient ionization was introduced by producing a small auxilliary

discharge at VHF in the vacuum chamber, multipactor discharges occurred

for all cone angles of 15 or greater, and the discone discharge continued

even after the VHF discharge was stopped. After the VHF discharge had

been extinguished, the discone voltage was reduced until the disconte

2



dI chargc became extinguished. rhe rms voltages at which the disccmne

discharges t xtinguLsh are shown in Fig. 5. These extinguish voltages may

be taken as an indication of tfie voltage at which multipactor discharge

occurs in the presence of ambient ionization, since once established, the

di,4z.harge provides its own ionization.

Since most of the energy the electron e'ains from the RF field during

its transit across the electrode gap is dissipated when it strikes the

electrode, the power absorbed by the discharge increases with the RF

frequency of the discharge (i.e., the number of electron impacts per

second). Poser loss to the multipactor discharge is thus most severe

at the higher frequencies.

It is concluded, therefore, that the possibility of multipactor

discharge should be considered in the design of RF transmission lines,

cavities, and antennas for use on space vehiclcs. Particular care is

required for vehicles operating in ambient ionization such as exists in

the earthi's ionosphere.
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Introduction

A class of low profile transmission line antennase has been

developed for compact, portable communications systems where a

low silhouette antenna is desirable., The spatial patterns of

these antennas are comparable to those of a quarter wavelength

monopole above a ground plane although the antenna height is

reduced by a factor of 30. Maximum performance of these

radiating structures has been obtained by the application of

integrated antenna techniques in their design. These tochniques

avoid the losses associated with a transmission line and coupling

networks.normally used between the RF source and the antenna

by integrating the solid state amplifier or oscillator directly

into the antenna structure. This technique is particularly

desirable for radiators with low radiation resistance such as

the transmission line antennas since the transmission line and

coupling network losses greatly affect the transmission efficiency.

The two integrated devices discussed in this paper are a trans-

mission line antenna-transistor amplifier, or antennafier, and

a transmission line antenna-transistor oscillator, or antenna-

mitter.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Transmission Line Antenna-

The integrated low profile untenna is a transmission line

antenna excited by a UHF power transistor connected to the antenna

structure. The transmission line antenna consists of a quarter

wavelength of wire formed into a Figure 8 and mounted parallel

to and typically 2.5 electrical degrees above a small ground

plane. Each end of the transmission line is RF shorted to the

ground plane. This quarter wavelength transmission line antenna

is tuned to half wave resonance by means of the capacitive reactance

of a transmission line stub connected to the midpoint of the

antenna as shown in Figure 1. Tuning is accomplished by adjusting

the length of this stub. Impedance matching of the UhF jwer



transistor is accomplished simply by moving along the transmisslo6

line from either grounded. end until the proper input impedance

is found. The impedance evcrywhere along the linc is real at the

half.-wave resonance frequency and rises rapidly along the line

when moving away from either grounded end. 2 , 3  The 50 ohm point,

for example, is approximately 2 degrees (A/180) away from'the

grounded end.

The equivalent circuit of the antenna is a sharply tuned

parallel resonant circuit. A Q of 100 is typical. The Q can

be adjusted by varying the spacing above the grounded plane.

The radiation resistance referred to the maximum current point

along the antenna is proportional to the square of distance above

the ground plane.', As the radiation resistance increases the

Q decreases. This high Q provides an advantage in that the

antenna can serve as a tank circuit thus lending itself readily

to integrated'antenna techniques.

The Figure 8 transmission line antenna efficiency is about 1

to 2 db less than a 'quarter wave monopole mounted above the

same size ground plane and spatial patterns are very similar.

Antennamitter

In a 300 mc oscillator-antenna circuit, or antennamitter, the

antenna becomes the oscillator tank circuit and feedback is

achieved by coupling power from -the antennamitter output into

the emitter of the UHFpower transistor in the common emitter

circuit. This is accomplished by means of a, variable capacitor

from collector to emitter. The circuit is shova in Figure 2.

Feedbutck i1 adjusted for maximum radiated power, output.' The tran-

sistor is mounted directly on the ground plane. This provides

both a good heat sink and direct connections to the antenna and

ground-points.

Antennafier

For a 300 mc RiF amplifier-antenna circuit or antennafier, the

'antenna serves as the output tank circuit. The input power to be

amplified and radiated is matched to the base circuit of the UHF

2



power transistor by means of a n network. This is shown in

Figure 3. In contrast to the antennamitttqr, feedback fromthe

radiated output power to the input circuitry must be prevented.

This is readily accomplished with the Figure 8 antenna design

by mounting the n network input circuit on the opposite side

of the ground plane from the antenna. In a practical portable

communications system application the antennafier would be the

RY output section to be driven by a crystal controlled RF source.

This could be a relatively low powered source since the antenna-

mitter provides gain.

Measurements and Observations

A radiated power of l1 watts at 300 mc has been measured from

the antennamitter. The over-all efficiency, that is, the ratio

of radiated power to prime power. input, exceeded 50 percent. The

spatial radiation pattern is comparable to that of a quarter

wavelength monopole over an equivalent size ground plan and

variations in the pattern in the azimuth plane were less than f 1

db. Somewhat less radiated power has been observed from the

antennafier, however this was the result of insufficient available

drive power rather than a basic limitation of the device. In-

tegration of the transistor amplifier into the transmission line

antenna resulted in 6 to 8 db more radiated power than from the

equivalent non-integrated antenna. The power input to both

devices was the same. The available radiated power for both

devices is limited only by the state of the art of transistor

design. Both devices demonstrated a high tolerance to perturba-

tions in the immediate environment. Various objects, including

half and quarter wavelength rods, were brought within one inch

1)f the integrated antennas and no appreciable detuning was ob-

served.

Conclusions

The low profile transmission line antenna when integrated with

3 solid state RF power source provides a compact, efficient, low

3



silhouette, omni-directiQajM 1rdiating device., This technique

has been demonstrated at 300 mc and can be extended to higher
frequencies and higher power levels as better high frequency

transistors become available.

Integrated antenna techniques allow the maximum efficiency to

be realized from high Q, low radiation resistance antennas Such

as the transmission line antenna jiscussed above. The ratio of

radiation resistance to ohmic resistance is optimized by in-

tegrating the XF source directly into the radiating structure

thus avoiding transmission line and coupling network losses.

'King, Ronald, Harrison, C.l. Jr., and Denton, D.H. Jr. "Trans-
mission-Line Missile Antennas," IRZ Transactions on Antennas
and Propafation, ps 88-90, January, 1960.

'Starer,James 3. and King, Ronald, "Radiation Resistance of a
Two Wire Line", Proceedings of the IRE, pp 1408-1412, November,
1963.

3King, II.W.P, "Transmission-Line Theory," McGraw-Hill Book Co., +•
Inc., New York, N.Y., 1955.

"4 Durton, Robert W. and *King, Ronald IW., "Theoretical Considerations
and Experimental Results for the Hula-Hoop Antenna,". The Micro-
wave Journal,pp 89,90, November, 1963.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

The advent of the high performance supersonic aircraft having

airframe skin temperatures in excess of 650 degrees Fahrenheit-

for long durations has brought about requirements for rugged heat

resistant antenna structures.

This paper describes the development of one such cavity backed

annular slot antenna designed to efficiently and reliably operate

with a C-band beacon transponder. Several units have been built

for use by the Air Force Flight Test Center, Ed*ards Air Force

Base, California.

The pattern requirements for the delivered antennas are that

they be similar to that of a vertical monopole over a ground

plane as installed on the belly of a large airframe. In order

to operate with the matching transponder a maximum VSWR of 1.5:1,

over a ten per cent bandwidth is required. A 50 ohm coaxial
transmission line is used. Installation is to be flush with the

airframe mold line.

1



ELECTRICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

It has been shown for an annular slot antenna,in an infinite

ground planehaving an ,outer diameter of 2b and an inner dia-

meter of 2a that if
217

0 a < 2, where 0 -2-

the resulting radiation pattern will be very similar to that of

a short monopole fed over a ground screen. ' Further, by adjust-

ing the ratio of the slot outer diameter to the slot inner dia-

meter, the antenna may be designed to have a low VSWR over nominal

bandwidths.

Noting these two effects a cavity backed, annular slot antenna

was designed utilizing a conic tapered center conductor to match

the antenna aperture to the transmission line. As a first step

in arriving at a final design a Oa of 0.6 and an outside diameter

to inside diameter ratio of 5:1 were chosen as parameters for

the slot aperture. An air dielectric cavity of depth was then

constructed. This gave an initial breadboard antenna which had

a measured VS'WR of less than 1.6:1 across an eleven per cent
frequency bandwidth at C-band. No auxiliary impedance matching
was necessary.

Since the annular slot antenna is required to operate on high

performance, supersonic aircraft in high heat thermal environments

it was then necessary to fill the cavity void with a high tempera-

ture resistant, low loss dielectric material. This required the

free space air dielectric breadboard version: of the antenna to

be scaled proportional to the dielectric constant of the material.
The dielectric constant, e, of the selected material was 7.0.

However measured data taken using a scaled version of the initial

1 Jasik, H., Antenna Engineers Handbook, Chapter 8, pp 8-1 through
8-16, McGraw--ill Book Company, Jnc. 1961.
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~1•

air dielectric 'breadboardrmodel with a scrale factor of

indicated that, for this particular design application there

existed an effective dielectric constant, e eff. Ceff was

computed using measured impedance versus frequency data to

be about 2.1. Then using the corrected scale factor of
I

*the final prototype antenna dimensions were computed
9eff

and a model fabricated. The measured VSWR of this model was

less than 6:1 over an eleven per cent bandwidth-at C-band.

Using a quarter wavelength transformer properly placed at the

terminals of the antenna, the final dielectric filled annular

slot antenna was matched to a 50 ohm line with a VSWR of less

than 1.5:1 over a ten per cent bandwidth at C-band.

The measured radiation patterns of the final model mounted

on a 9 x 9 wavelength ground plane are shown in Figure 1 and

Figure 2. Figure 1 shows the azimuth pattern to be omnidirec-

tional and have a ± 0.5 db maximum ripple. Figure 2 shows the

elevation pattern to be similar to that of a vertical stub over
a ground plane. The elevation half-power beamwidth is 53 degrees

and the measured gain is about 3.0 db above an isotropic refer-

ence.

3



MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION

Figure 3 is a photograph of the C-band high temperature

annular slot antenna, and Figure 4 is a cross section of the

antenna showing the basic construction features.

The antenna dimensions are as follows: The ratio of outer

diameter to inner diameter of the slot at the surface of the

antenna is 6.5:1, and the inner conductor diameter at that

point is 0.284 inches. The over-all diameter of the antenna,

including the mounting flange is 3.5 inches, while the over-all

mounting depth is 1.71 inches. Figure 5 shows a component

parts layout of the assembly.

Four main parts constitute this assembly: (1) the cylin-

drical ca-ity, (2) the cavity dielectric filler, (3) the conic

center conductor, and (4) the connector-impedance matching

section. All metal parts are made of stainless steel. Fab-

rication and assembly is accomplished without the use of

soldered or brazed Joints. The center conductor is assembled

by threading and tapping several of the stainless steel sections.

This allows easy assembly with the dielectric filler.

A high temperature epoxide based adhesive provides a moisture

sea] between the impervious dielectric filler, cavity, and cen-

ter conductor. The adhesive bond also adds structural integrity

to the center conductor assembly. In addition a retainer ring

provides a positive mechanical attachment of the filler to the

cavity. The entire antenna assembly mounts from the inside of

the airframe such that the slot aperture is flush with the skin

mold line. A high temperature asbestos gasket is used between

the antenna flange and the airframe mounting surface to provide

a positive mo±sture barrier at the airframe skin.

Naterinls Consideration:

In order to sustain temperatures in excess of 650 degrees

Fahrenheit for extended time periods the structural materials

4



for the annular slot antenna had to be selected carefully.

Particular attention was given tothe electrical properties

of the dielectric materials, and to the assembly techniques

of the conducting elements. Obviously, conventional antenna
materials such as aluminum, soft or hard solder, and phenolic

plastics are not able to survive long-term exposures to tem-
peratures in excess of 650 degrees Fahrenheit. Because of its
excellent durability, availability, and coefficient of thermal

expansion stainless steel, AISI No. 303, was selected as the

material fromuwhich to fabricate the metallic structural parts.

Stainless steel's compatibility with the titanium mounting sur-
faces in a high temperature airframe is excellent, since the

coefficients of thermal expansion match more closely than with
those of the aluminum alloys. Table.I summarizes the coeffi-

cients of thermal expansion of these materials.

TABLE I

Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

Metallic Materials

Aluminum 2024 alloy 12.9 (10)-6/OF

6061 alloy 13.0 (10)- 6 /oF

Stainless Steel AISI 303 5.3 (101 6 /°F

AISI 304 5.3 (10)- 6 /°F

AISI 416 3.2 (10)-6/°F

Titanium 4.7 (10)- 6 /F

For the established antenna design the selection of a good
cavity dielectric filler material involves giving consideration
not only to the electrical properties, such as dielectric con-

stant and loss tangent, but also the the thermal and mechanical

properties of the material. Major thermal characteristics are

miaximum temperature endurance and thermal expansion coefficient.

5
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Strength, erosion resistance, porosity, and handling character-

istics of the material are the major mechanical properties.

Based on past experience it was decided that ceramic compounds

offer the best overall characteristics in the thermal environment

to be encountered. Ceramic compounds can be made impervious to

moisture, have reasonable electrical parameters, and may, in some

cases, be machined.

Several ceramic materials were investigated, and based on the

pertinent mechanical and electrical requirements an impervious,

very hard, but precision machinable ceramoplastic was selected

as the cavity filler. This material is the Mycalex Corporation's

Supramica 500. The electrical properties of this material are

adequate to allow reasonable antenna efficiencies. The dielectric

constant is about 7.0 and the loss tangent is near 0.001. The

physical and thermal properties of this material make it very

suitable for use in the established antenna design. It has' a

Rockwell N hardness of 115 thus offering a high resistance to

erosion and impact shock. The material has a maximtm temperature

endurance of over 700 degrees Fahrenheit and a coefficient of

thermal expansion near that of stainless-steel.

To adequately support the center conductor at the input

connector 'terminal a low loss, low dielectric constant, ceramic

foam was chosen having a coefficient of expansion matching the

other materials used for the antenna. Emerson and Cuming Inc.,

Iccofoam LA-43A was the material selected. It is a porous

ceramic. However, moisture is prevented from coming in contact

with the Eccofoam by the Supramica dielectric material and the

epoxy adhesive bond on one side and the environment proof matirg

connector on the other. This Eccofoam material is available in

several values of dielectric constant. A value of 2.0 for the

dielectric constant was chosen since this was compatible with

conventional low temperature coaxial catle dielectrics. The

companion dissipation factor is about 0.006. Table II indicates

the coefficients of thermal expansion for the dielectric materials

selected.

6



TABLE II

Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

Dielectric Materials

Supramica 500 6.2 X 10- 6/°F
(Mycalex Corp. of America)
(Cliftnn, N. J.)

Eccofoam No. LM 43A 4.0 X 10- 6 /°F
(Emerson & Cuming, Inc.)
(Canton, lass.)

When Table II is compared with Table I it may be seen that the

coefficients of thermal expansion closely match for all the mater-

ials selected. The temperature resistance and compatibility

of these materials was born out by repeated heat cycling of the

antenna assembly from -55 degrees Fahrenheit to over 650 degrees

Fahrenheit. These temperature' limits were maintained for ex-

tended periods of time, up to fifteen hours in some cases, and

then rapidly changed to-the other extreme such as to reach that

extreme in a very short time. No degradation of electrical per-

formance or mechanical integrity, especially moisture reuistance,

was noted. A slight discoloration of the stainless steel

occurred but otherwise there were no visible effects to the

antenna. The mechanical integrity of the assembly was further

substantiated by repeated. impact shocks of 65 g's for 6 milli-

seconds in all major planes. In addition successive vibration

tests of from 5 cycles at 0.2 inch displacement to over 2000

cycles at 15 g's yielded results that showed no mechanical

damage or electrical performance degradation.

7



c.c LUSiON

The antenna design described above yielded a compact, rugged,

high-temperature resistant radiator capable of flush mounting on

a flat surface. Complete filling of the antenna cavity void and

the use of stainless steel fabrication without solder type con-

nections permit long term operation of the antenna when the de-

vice is completely immersed in a high-temperature, erosion caus-

inL, environment.

No appreciable design effort would be required to provide a

flush mounted assembly in compound radius surfaces. The design

techniques employed may be applied to many related antenna types
and by appropriate scaling of dimensions and dielectric propertit

my be extended to other design frequencies.

8
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THE USE OF STRIP-TRANSMISSION LINE TECHNIQUES AT X-BAND

By: W. Bryant, D. Canady, and G. Monser

1. 0 Introduction

Results are given on an Air Force R/D program sponsored

by WADC which is directed toward the development of a broadband

Butler 'natrix and array. An earlier paper by Mehr6n has considered

Butler matrices from a tutorial viewpoint. Here, we consider some

of the design problems for providing matrices and arrays at X-band.

Early in the program we realized that before a suitable

matrix could be made, it would be necessary to do some component

design. In particular, we had to develop broadband phase shifters,

couplers, and the associated feed-throughs and connectors for use

in the matrix. Data on these matrix components is reported. Con-

current with the matrix effort, we have developed an array which

would be serviced by this matrix. The array consists of 8 spiral

radiators arranged in a linear array. Here again, effort was first

directed in the individual element design. Data on the individual

spirals used in the array is given. Also, available data on the array,

which was undergoing evaluation at the !ime this paper was prepared,

is included.

2.0 Factual Data

The two components which were to be designed were a

broadband matrix to be operated from 7 to I I Gc/s and a broadband

eight element linear array to be serviced by this matrix.

2. 1 Matrix Design

Before designing and building a broadband matrix for

servicing the 8 element array, a 4 element narrow band matrix was



considered. Two different designs for this unit were built and tested.

Figure I shows the center conductor layout for one of these designs.

The basic components used in this narrow band matrix consisted of

a high impedance Shimizu'coupler and a newly designed right angle

transition from strip transmission line to 'type N coax. The required

phase shifter's were accomplished by means of differential line lengths

in the matrix layout.

The average measured data from 7 to II Gc/s obtained

from the matrix shown in Figure I is given below:

Mismatch: 1. 38:1 all ports

Coupling from beam ports to antenna ports: 6. 7 db

Isolation: 21. 9 db (lowest value 14. 0 db)

ILMS phase error: @ 9. 0 Gc/s (typical 2 beams) 30

Since the ideal or no loss coupling from beam to antenna port is 6 db,

the insertion loss of this matrix is 0. 7 db. This loss' is chiefly due

to the copper and dielectric losses, variations in the outputs of the

3 db couplers, and mismatch losses.

Next, a layout of a narrovy band eight element Butler

matrix as shown in Figure 2 was made. The same basic components

were used in this matrix as before. All interconnecting line lengths

were accomplished in the same high impedance line as used in the

coupled region of the 3 db directional coupler. Differential phase

shifts were accomplished by means of varying line lengths. All

beam and antenna ports utilized 50 ohm right angle connectore - thus

requiring the tapered line length at each port.

Complete measured data was not available at this writing.

However, the data available shows the amplitude distribution from
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beam ports to antenna ports to average 10.5 db over the 7.0 to 11. 0

Gc/s frequency band, with the highest readings at the high end of

the frequency band. Average isolation data was greater than 20 db

over the band.

In connection with the above development efforts, it wab

first necessary to seek adequate matrix component design. The prin-

cipal elements under consideration are the directional couplers and

phase shifters. However, connectors and feed-throughs are of nearly

equal importance if an adequate design is to be provided.

In developing a 3 db directional coupler, many different

techniques were investigated. These included the following designs:

hybrid ring (rat race), broadband hybrid ring, asymmetrical 3 db

coupler, and a Shimizu 3 db directional coupler . The major dis-

advantage for these designs was the low isolation. The final design

which, we felt, gave near optimum results was a high impedance

ý,.himizu coupler where the coupled region was designed for a higher

than nominal (50 ohms) impedance. Typical specifications were:

a-erage VSWR 1. 35:1, average isolation 20 db, coupling 3.4 * . 6 db.

It is felt that the higher impedance coupler performed better because

of the smaller electrical length of the miters and corners in the coupler

region.

In the development of the broadband phase shifters, a type

A, Schiffman3 phase shifter was adapted to fit our needs. Table I

(below) gives average performance data across the 7 to 11 Gc/s band.
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TABLE I

Design Measured Deviation
Value Phase Shift from Averaje VSWR

22.50 230 +40 -3* 1.25:1

45.00 450 +50 -70 1.25:1

67.50 700 +60 -40 1.25:1

Before any strip transmission line components could be

designed for X-band operation, well matched transitions had to be

developed. We achieved a mismatch of less than 1. 30:1 over the

7 to II Gc/s band for a pair of in-line type N connectors, which were

connected in line with the center conductor of a short section of strip

transmission line. Right angle connectors were also developed with

a mismatch of less than 1. 30 over most of the same frequency band.

In addition to the above development problems, dielectric

and copper losses cause the insertion loss of strip transmission line

circuits to increase with increasing frequency. At X-band the type

of material being used in this program had an attenuation of about

0. 4 db per foot measured at 9 Gc. One means for decreasing the

dielectric loss is to increase the ground plane spacing. This reduction

can be effected up to about 10 Gc. Above 10 Gc a cut-off wavelength

may occur and a waveguide or non TEM mode of transmission may

be energized. Other limitations caused by the increase in frequency

are transitions from strip transmission line to either coaxial or

waveguide; tighter tolerances; effects caused by bends and mitered

corners; generation of parallel plate mode caused by slight air spacing

in the circuit boards.

2. 2 Array

The design of the array shown in the photograph (Figure 3)

was predicated on the success obtained with an S-band array of similar



design. The S-band model had undergone considerable development

and a near-optimum design, we felt, had been provided. With this in

mind and in the interests of economy and time, we chose to scale this

model.

The development effort consisted of designing and evaluating

a suitable balun to feed the array elements, construction and evaluation

of the array elements, and a final evaluation of the array configuration.

Data given in this paper is chiefly on the array elements. At the time

this paper was prepared the array configuration had not been fully

evaluated.

Figures 4 through 8 give measured data on a single

element in the array. In Figure 4, the average VSWR for the ele-

ments is plotted. The characteristic for the individ..al elements was

similar to the displayed curve. The VSWR increased at 7 Gc and de-

creased at I Gc when put into the array environment when compared

to a single isolated element.

Figure 5 shows the measured isolation at 7 Gc between

the end element and successive elements of the array using an in-

sertion loss technique for measuring the isolation. From this plot,

it might be concluded that no dividing wails are necessary between

the elements within the cavity structure. However, as will be shown

later, there is some justification for using dividing walls.

Figure 6 shows the average measured axial ratio for the

spiral elements as a function of frequency. From this plot it is seen

that an acceptable ellipticity was obtained.

Figure 7 illustrates the average measured gain for the

units as a function of frequency. In this figure dJirectivity using the

beam area method4 is sketched and the return loss due to VSWR is
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indicated. P.easonably good agreement between computed directivity

and the measured value is noted. The difference is believed due to

radiation inefficiencies.

Figure 8 shows typical element patterns across the band

for vertical and horizontal polarized radiation. From this data it

is seen that beam shape remains well defined across the band and that

minor lobe response is below 10 db.

We now return to a further discussion of isolation between

elements. As noted earlier, isolation data obtained using an insertion

loss technique warranted a tentative conclusion that -no dividers would

be required to separate the element cavities. To assure this con-

clusion was valid, the test series shown in Figure 9 was performed.

In this figure we see compared the radiation from a signle test dipole

mounted in the cavity and the same test dipole set-off with dividers

in the cavity. The effect upon the radiation pattern appeared sig-

nificant. For comparison purposes free space and cavity-mounted

spiral element response it, also included. Based upon these tests we

included dividing walls within the cavity between radiating elements.

3.0 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper has been to provide information

on the use of strip-transmission line techniques at X-band. The de-

velopment effort was chiefly concerned with providing a broadband

eight element matrix for servicing an eight element linear array of.

spiral radiators. The components required for the development of

the broadband eight element matrix have been designed and evaluated

with proven feasibility. Prototype matrices have been evaluated

using these components.



Data has been presented on the individual spiral elements

to be used in the eight element array. Limited isolat'on measure-

ments for the spirals in the array have been given.

Strip-transmission line techniques can be successfully

applied to the design of broadband matrix and array configurations

at X-band.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In designing delay lines with conventional waveguides or coaxial lines at
low frequencies (UHF), the problem of weight and size assumes increas-
ing importance. Low frequency waveguide or r-gid coaxial line, when
us•d in the form of delay lines, is excessively bulky and massive. How-
ever, these problems of weight and size may be surmounted by using a
helical conductor enclosed in a cylindrical shield. This type of feed line
looks somewhat like an enlarged coaxial line with its center conductor
formed into a helix. The light weight and compact features of the helicsl
line offer great advantages when compared with the bulky waveguide con-
figuration. In a VHF application investigttion shows the helical line al-
lows a weight saving of 20:1 over a conventional coaxial delay line.

This report will be concerned primarily with the development and test
recults of a lightweight, frequency-scanning, heliral delay line. Pre-
liminary efforts were directed toward investigating the feasibility cf fab-
ricating a practical frequency-scanning delay line in the form of a shielded
helix. Having verified from experimental results tLhatthe shielded helical
delay line is entirely practical from the standpoint of single mode opera-
tion and low loss at L-band frequencies, transition components associated
with the helical line were developed. These components include wave-
guide-to-helical-line transition, helix load, power distribution couplers,
e~c. Finally, a linear array antenna was constructed with the objective
of determining the frequency scanning capability of the helical teed line.

Throughout the course of the helical delay line program, Reference 3 has
guided our experiments. The theoretical aspects oZ the helical line are
treated in detail in references 2; 3, & 4, and will not be repeats.1 in this
report.

I1. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
HELIX PROPERTIES

In the rde*,ign of helix frequency -carning delay line, it is necessary to
consider the behavior of the following helix characteristics:

"* Pronagation constant (h)
"* Helix impedance (7.)
"* Attenuation constant (a
"* Peak power handling capacity (Pb).



To conduct an investigation most efficiently, it is desirable to predict and
optimize the behavior of these properties in advance.

PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS

The s'heath helix analI;s~s shows many of the properties of the propaga-
tion characteristic of an actuAl he~ix. I The sheath model structure con-
*ists of a cylindrical cond.cting surface and of a current whose direction
is taken at a helical angle, '*, from the transverse plane. The propaga-
tion characteristic of a sheath helix is shown in Figure 1. The slow
wave phenomenon is noted from the curve, as W -a ,, v/c-- sin b where
v Ai velocity of the wave in the axial di~rection.

.)espite the fact that the analysis of the sheath model exhibits many prop-
erties of an actual helix, it is not complete in describing the propagation
constant, especially, at high frequencies. An extensive analysis con-
ducted by S. Sensiper for the open tape helix introduced the strong influ-
ence of the periodic' nature in.a helix. 2 Figure 2 is a sketch of an open
tape helix. Analysis of the tape helix shows that the periodicity becomes
evident when the wavelength of the operating frequency is equal to the
length of a belix turn. Furthermore, because of the periodic nature of
the structure, the solution of the open tape helix requires an infinite set
of space harmonics to. satisfy the boundary conditions.

*Theoretical investigation of the open tape helix was extended to the case
of a shlelded helix by L. Stark 3 and later by C. M. Chu 4 , who introduced
the effncts of discrete wire conductor in a helix.

4 The'propagation characteristic of an open helix is shown in Figure 3

'After Sensiper) where:

Ik = = free space propagation constant.

Ih = axial propagation constant.

P = helix pitch.

x. a helix pitch angle.

a = mean radius of the helix.

RXferenco 2 shown that there are certain values of propagation constant
which are not permitted for normal slow wave operation. These values
falU in the excluded regions of propagation shown in Figure 3. In the ex-
cluded regions, the velocities of tha IpIce harmonics travelling in the
axial di:rection are greater than the speed of light, i. e. ,1 I nm k I for
some mth space harmonic. The result, an inefficient transmission line,
is an abnormal mode. radiating its power normal to the direction of prop-
agation. The propagation constants of interest are bounded from the ex-
cluded region and are characterized bj modes i. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 4 shows the propagation characteristics of a shielded helix. Modes
. and 4 are identical to that of the open helix. However in the shielded
helix, the figure shows that modes can now exist in the exchlded regions.
These modes have cutoff frequencies and propagation characteristics
similar to those that could exist in cylindrical waveguldes. Reference 3
shows the properties of these modes are largaly determined by the size
of the outer pipe or the equivalent coaxial lin*, where the helix is re-
placed by a smooth cylinder.



For shielded helical transmission lines in general and delay lines in
particular, it is desirable to operate along mode 4 in the second branch.
As exple.ined in detail in later sections, the efficiency of the helical line
is increased when the frequency of operation is centered around ka = 1.5,
corresponding to hp = 3w over that of operating at small values of ka.
Operating along mode 4, it is possible to Launch the pipe mode e0, 1 How-
ever, the cutoff frequency of this mode can be raised so that it can not
propagate in the frequency band of interest. Reference 3 indicates that
the cutoff frequency for mod. en I is kb = 2.4 and for single mode opera-
tion b/a should be less than l.,V 1b n radiut of conducting shield).

For a helical delay line the frequency-scan characteristic can be shown
to be inversely proportional to the slope of the propagation characteristic.
Consider the freq'iency scan equation (1).

kL sin6 0 z-Znw

where

9 = the angle of the main beam from the normal to the antenna.
L • free space distance between radiating elements.
k - free spacepropagation constant.
b total phase iag between adjacent elements.

For a shielded helix,

* fihL = kLR

where R is the retardation factor.

Inserting kLR for $ in equation (1) and differentiating with respect to k,
it can be shown that in the region around broadside (0 = 0),

do = R (0.573) = change in scan angle in degree
dk Percent change in frequency
k

If the frequency of operation is in the normal helix modes, R can be ap-
proximated by csc ti (the inverse of the slope shown in Figure 4).

HELIX IMPEDANCE

Knowledge of the helix impedance characteristics becomes useful when
transitioning to other for-ns of transmission lines and in determining
power handling capability. Impedance characteristics of a shielded and
unshielded helix are shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The impedance curves shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are for an open
tape helix. In Figure 5 the impedance is plotted Nersus frequency for the
case where ., is 10 degreer and the ratio of tape width to helix pitch (I/pb
is U/lOw 2 . Reference ?. explains how this curve was plotted from rig-
orous calculations. Calculations of ½elix impedance based on a developed
helix is shown in Figure 64. The curves show impedance characteristics
with 6/ p sec ý taken as the variable. The s is equal to the number of
turns per guide wavelength and is shown to be less than unity. However,
s can be greater than unity; for this case, the largest integer of s is sub-
tracted leaving s, as a rule, less than unity. To a close approximatic.,
s = ka provided the helix is operated as a slow wave structure.

3



Both Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the variation of the helix impedance for

a round wire helix. Figure 7 is the result of extending the impedance
calculations of Figure 6 to a round wire. The impedance plot of Figure
S is for a shielded helix at the limit of zero frequency 5 s 0.

For a shielded helix operating in a slow wave mode (s > 0) Figures 5. 6.
and 7 can be utilized in determining the impedance. The electric field
configuration of the helix is shown in Figure 9 for s = 0 and s x A.S.

HELIX ATTENUATION

Section 11 pointed out the benefits of operating on mode 4 rather than mode
1. By operating fn the second branch, the pitch size can be increased,
resultinp in the use of larger diameter wire. The increase in wire diam-
eter reduces the current concentration around the wire and, in general,
improves attenuation.

Figure 10 shows the attenuation characteristic of an unshielded round
copper wire helix at 1 gc/s from calculations in Reference 4. Thecurve
shows that the actonuation increases as phase shift per turn increases, up
to s a 0. 5. Low attenuations at small values of a are the result of high
impedance in this case. however, the phase change with frequency is
also reduced at low s values. Therefore, best operation is close to ka =
1.5 or s a 0.5. The attenuation will be minimum for a broad range of
wire diameter to helix pitch ratio. To determine attenuation at other fre-
quency bends and for geometries scaled with the frequency, the attenua-
tion constant goes as frequency to the three halves power.

The measured value of attenuation of the helical delay line reported here
is shown in Table I. The lose appears comparable to a 50 ohm 1-5/8-
inch coaxial transmission line. However, nearly half of the measured
loss can be attrib'ted to loss in the dielectric material. A substantial
amount of dielectric material was used in the experimental helical line.

TABLE L PROPERTIES OF A FABRICATED HELIX
AT 1.35 gc/s

Mean Diameter v 3.047 inches

Pitch a 0.913 inch

Wire Diameter a 0.318 inch

Shield Diameter - 4.566 inches

Measured attenuation = 9.0 db/100 ft

Measured Peak Power Capacity > 1.5 megawatts 7

Figure 10 can be ised to determine the attenuation characteristics for a
shielded helix operating in the delay line modes. For these modes the
shield has little effect on the helix field configuration, as shown in Figure 9.

HELIX POWER HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS

In general, the helical delay line wh.-n used in a frequency scanning sys-
tem must be able to transmit high pu'sod power. The power handling
capacity of the helix (equation 2) is as fo.lows: 6

4



Pb u- (wrE ) Z

where

r radius of wire.
Emax z maximum E field.,

Z a Helix impedance taken from Figure 7.

Equation (2) is derived with the assumption that the radial electric field
has no variation around the wire. The approximation is most accurate in
the region of minimum attenuation.

The influence of power breakdown due to wire diameter is shown in equa-
tion (2). For small conductor size the electric field intensity is increased
and concentrated around the wire; hence voltage b eakdown is enhanced
compared to a larger diameter wire. Here again, mode 4 operation ap-
pears desirable.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF A PRACTICAL SHIELDED
HELIX AT L-BAND

For a frequency-scanning system, theory says that the helical delay line
should operate on mode 4. The frequency corresponding to mode 4 opera-
tion centers at ka = 1.5. Furthermore, theory predicts that for minimum
attenuation and peak power handling capability,

wire diameter 0.35
Helix pitch

and for single mode operation,

b < 1.6
a

In order to experimentally verify the results obtained from theory, a heli-
cal main line section was fabricated to the dimensions shown in Table 1.

wire diameter 0.318 = 0.35
Helix pitch (P) 0.913

radius of shield, = b- 2.233 15
radius, of helix a 1.523

The retardation factor csc, = 10.52.

These parameters were selected to correspond to the optimum conditions
predicted by theory. The operating frequency band was chosen to corres-
pond to 1.1 < k'a < 1,3. (The reason for not operating about iKa = 1.5 was
that theoretical study was not complete at the time of the experiment.) For
k'a= 1.1 and 1.3 the frequencies are 1220 mc/s and I120 -nc/s, respec-
tively. k' is modified to account for partial dielectric propagation.

To determine the propigation characteristics of the experimental helical
line, a special cylindrical outer shield was constructed. The shield con-
sists of a probe carriage which slides along a longitudinal slot and is simre
ilar to a coaxial slotted line. The helix termination was made of an annu-
lar cylinder of synthane and fitted between the helix and shield. VSWR if
tho termination is less than 1.1 over the frequency band. In conjunction
with the helix slotted line, a phase measuring system was set up.



Measuremnt•S of phase versus axial distance showed good agreement with
theory. As would be expectod, the wavelength along the helix Is shorter
than the free specs value due to the substantial amount of dielectric ma-
terial uaod in supporting the hellk conductor. Measurements show that
the phase velocity parallel to the helix wire varies from 0.90 c at f 2

1265 mc/s to 0.95 c at f a 1.420 mc/s (c * velocity of light in free space).

At a frequency of 1350 mc/s, the insertion-loss of thehelixwas measured
as 0.092 db per foot. As mentioned earlier, lots in the dielectric mate-
rial contributed to approximately half the measured insertion loss.

High power measurements have shown that. the helical line is capable of

wi-,hstanding more than 1.5 mw of transmitted power. The transmitter

used for this test was the type AN/TPS-I operating at a frequency of 1300
mc/s, PRF a 360 pps and a pulse width of' 2 microseconds. Theabsolute
power breakdown value of the main helix section was not determined.
Power breakdown in the helix to waveguide transitions occurred prior to
the main line helix.

Figures 11 and 12 show the type of helix to waveguide transitions used in
the high power test. These transitions use the probe-type coupling tech-
nique *ad are not critically sensitive to dimensional variations. Over the
frequency band 1260 mc/s to 1420 mc/s the VSWR is less than 1.1 for
these transitions. -Insertion loss of a single transition was measured as
0.022 db a. 1350 mc/s.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE POWER .

DISTRIBUTION COUPLERS,
Directional couplers wore developed to couple energy from the helix to
the radiating elements. Design requiremnts were as follows:

A large ranlre of coupling values, -13 db to -30 db (required for lowI
oid~lobe antenna)

a These couplers should be highly directional In order to minimize re-

flection toward the input of the helix

* Those couplers should not introduce high mismatch into the main line

• The power handling capability of the main line hellx muct not be de-
graded significantly by the introduction of the coupling wires inside the
shield.

Two related types of coupling configurations were conaidered in satisfy- 7
in* those requiremoets. One is known as the coupled lbelix configuration7 .
This type of coupler consists of an auxiliary helix centeied between the
rnainlina helix and the shield. Models of this coupler for complete power
transfor have beendevlqoped which exhibit extremrelybroadb.nd directional
coupling characteristics8. The second type of coupler is a short, fixed
length of strip trarmission line foliowing the contour of the thield. The
stripline is located between the shield and the mainlinj helix.

Ths first type of coupler, uaing courled helic,.s, has a natural coupling
between parallel wrire tansmisgion lines; in particular, it is contra-.
directional in that the induced wave travels in the opposite direction to
the inducing wave. If either the electric or mrgnatlc ceur'ling were ellm-
mafted, the cot:pling would be non-directional and if sithar were r.everved,
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the coupling would be co-directional. In lumped constant video directional
couplers, the magnetic coupling can be reversed by reversing the winding
sense of one coil. The same situation exists in the case of coupled helices.

Power transfer from the main helix to the coupling helix is accomplished
in the following manner: Theory predicts that the power transfers back
and forth from the main helix to the coupling helix along the axial distance
to produce a "beat" or coupling wavelength. Therefore,' it is possible to
determine the tapping points (or length) of the coupling helix at which the
required coupling value is desired. In this manner, complete or minimum
power transfer can be accomplished by tapping at the peak or null of the
"beat" wavelength.

Coupling coefficient can be controlled also by moving the coupling helix
closer to the main helix or by varying the pitch and sense of winding the
coupling helix. With tighter coupling the coupling coefficient is more con-
stant over the frequency band. The directivity is affected by each of these
variations and so, compromise must be made to maintain a desired value
of constant coupling coefficient, constant transfer phase, and directivity
over the frequency band. Coupling helices have been fabricated by wind-
ing a silver strip on a polyfoam core to fit over the main line. Beat pat-
tern measurements were taken to verify theory.

The second type, the stripline coupler, is currently used in the helical
delay line to achieve directional coupling by control of the impedance of
the auxiliary line.- The stripline coupler is similar in operation to the
loop-type directional coupler used in some coaxial applications or strip-
line couplers. One advantage of this type of coupler is that the coupling
stripline is much shorter than the coupled helices. Loop-type couplers
(assuming proper construction) have intrinsic backward directivity; that
is, the coupled energy in the secondary line travels in the opposite direc-
tion from that taken by the wave in the main transmission line or guide.
Although loop-type directional couplers have found wide application in re-
cent years in measurement systems, their design is largely one of "cut"

and try.

The stripline coupling configuration developed for the helical line is shown
in Figure 13. This coupler is simply a short section of helix (some Xg/4)
with coaxial connectors attached at each end. A 7/8-inch coaxial line is
used to increase the power handling capability of the coupler. Teflon di-
electric spacers maintain a constant separation distance between Lhe strip
and the shield. Furthermore, these spacers ensure that the stripline fol-
lows the curvature of the shield, thus,' promoting coupler repeatability,
aid in mJching the coupler, and increase power breakdown Strength.

Various tests were conducted to determine the effect of' changing the strip-
'line parameters of the coupler. First, the distance (the thickness of the
teflon spacers) between the shield and striipline was varied. The width of
the stripline was also varied to maintain a reasonably good VSWR. A par-
ticular value of coupling coefficient was obtained for a specific teflon thick-
ness. During preliminary testing no attempt was made to optimize the
directivity; however, the objective was to obtain a directivity of greater
"han 20 decibels.

After the tests of varying the teflon thickness, angular variations of the
stripline were introduced to observe the coupling effe-ts. Using an 1 -
db coupler, angular variations alor,; the helix pitch anile were tested.
Test results showed that for minimum coupling viriation versus frequency,



the optimurm angle of the stripline was 9.37 degrees opposite the helixc
angle. Directivity measurement showed values of 17 decibels or greater.
Further increase of stripline angle resulted in loss of directivity. The
design Information obtained from this test was extended to the 17-decibel
coupler, and the result showed identical couplinig variation.

For maximum directivity the wAidth of the coupling strip was varied keep-

obtainsed when the ratio; of the thickness of the teflon spacer to the width
of t~he strip is 0.416 of an inch. The impedance of the coupled strip trans-
mission line establishes the mismatch of the terminals re~ative to the
transmiscion line. This impedance also. affects the manner in which re-
flections from the two terminals of the coupler interact with each other.
With a suitable choke of strip width for a given dielectric thickness, the
coupled wave cancels at the directive arin and adds at the coupling arm.

Firnal design information~ for the power distribution coupler is shown in'
Figure 14. The ratio of the teflon thickness to the width was kept con-
stant at 0.416 of an inch for all points along the curve.

V. COMBINATION HELIX-ANTENNA
FREQUENCY-SCANNING SYSTEM

The linear a~rray antenna used to determine the frequency- scanning capa-
bility of the helical delay line consisted of, 10 dipoles placed collinearly
along a corner reflector. Figure 15 shows a VSWR characteristic 'of a
typiksl dipole. VSWR is equal to or less than 1.5 over the frequency range,
1320-ISZO tne/s.

The helix-anteanna components wer e assembled as a unit, as shown in
Figure 16. The length of the main helix line was 48 inches long to pro-
vride for 10 couplerc. The unit was designed with a retardation factor of
10.52 (csc 4o) and to scan *45 degrees over the frequency band of 1300 to
!SOD mclb. The spacing between couplers is 4.565 Inches.' From prac-
tical considerations and to obtain low sidelobes, a roodified Taylor amp-I litt-4o dietributiotn wzos cfozen for this type of an array. Coupling values
ranged from -10 decibels to .-26 decibels, producing a beamwidth of 13I degree* in the plane of scan.
Prior to testing the helix-antenna combination at the anteiana pattern site,
tostie were conducted to dotermine the relati-ve phase, and amplitfide at the
out-ptits of the cour1.r. Rtelative phase measurements taken at the output
of '.acb coupler inclepted that the curve of the phase error is similar for

each frequency of 1 terest. Correction of the phase error was accom-

anlkpo !iteLngth, h. uv eitn h corrected phase error in
Figue 1 istheresult of the phase measurement taker, at the output of

hent wijuthed coaxial lines. Amplitude measurbment shows good agree-
2 m ant wih thecalculated values as ashown in rigur e I.

Finally, the enttir. helix-a'ntenna combinationr.was taken to&n antenna pat-
*torn site to determine its frrs-uency scanning capability, The results of
th, test are plotted in Figure 14 over the fre.:uency band 1250-1520 inc/s.
The side lobes and boa~mwldth show good *qreesment with the calculated
values.



CONCLUSION
The performance characteristics of the helix-antenna combination have
been tested and, in the frequency band of interest, adhere closely to those
predicted by theory. Thus, it was established that the shielded helical
line is entirely capable of single mode operation. low loss, and high •ower
capability at L-band frequencies and lower frequencies. Furthermore,
it appears that this technique can be extended to the S-band region for
wider beamwidths.
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ABS-TRACT

WIDE SCAN SHORT FOCUS MTLLIMETER WAVE DIELECTRIC

LENSES

By

A Mayer

National Engineering Science Company

Pasadena, California

A foamed dielectric lens may be favored over a metal .egg -crate) lens-

particularly in view of recent adv-,.nces in plastics technology - for any of

several reasons: its tower weight, smaller volume (by design such as in

footnote 13, ease of fabrication, mechanical and thermal ruggedness, versatility

or uniqueness le.g., the practicability of good design having a ring focus),

etc....

This paper is concerned with the design. performance and uses of dielectric

lens antennas of the binormal or "two point corrected" type indicated in

Figure 1.

Panel A represents in solid ,i.nes the cross-section of sitch a cylindrical

lens and a focal line feed (at F), designed by geometric optics to produce

a plane wave front emergent at design angle G "The lens surfaces are not

portion@ Jff simple circular c)-linders.,, Ths- foc31 line is parallel to'but

removed from the plane of lens symmetry. A feed at F, the mirror image

of F, product-4 a second or alternate plane -vyve directe.d along W; --G, shown

in broken lines. The lens is designed for specified focat length f, diameter

d, beam vingle 0. opr-rating xv•ve langth \ and diclectric const-int n; f. d hnd

9 'but not determine Yr, t-e fe-_ ,fiset from the piAn o)f symmetry,

The lens material may b- any ,uqttbte diej?-tric. -,ve hav'e surcessfully de.signtu

ar'd tested lenses of aolid polytyrene -nd of alumrnium -Io-dTd fcamed

1. Based in part on "A Design Pr.'cedure t'r)r rjir-lecric kliirowave Lense.a
of Larr Aperture R~v~o and Lar,-ý $cannanti n:" " by A I4'ver. Raytheon
R{-port M/R 1 791Z. Fibraary 14 1 ?56 Mtievti utlu fde-ii~ln vcrr,
presented mn in 'artirc " of -ame title, to-el -,t:I F S, [oltf .n L R- Z
Tr-inn.. P j A P Vol. AP. -i No 1. jl;rj.r, I r' I :1 57

CfPo Fr't.jci• T5-1 .,i ..opme.="t n i I 1i. • ia te! tr
1a~ytheon Report M /R



epoxy resin.

Panel B shows it (two-) zoned version of the lens, stoplped for lightness,

reduction of transmission loss, and Pstvings of mati-rial. The design of

the parent lens (as in A) de.termines a fani'ly of interior binormrll lenses

all of which are optically exact for the stipulatto-' design parorne,ters. f, d.

0, n. and . Only a portion of each member )on# goes to make up the final

zoded enas (allowance for ovetrlSpA.

Panel C shows that by rotating the cross-section in B aix-ut the x-axis we

generate a spherically symmetric lens (whose surfaces are aspheric, quite

aside from being stepped). This lens has a ring -focus.

Some noteworthy features of these lenses are. (1) very short focal lengths

(compactness) are achievable,. (2) along with unusually low ft/d ratios 0.35

compared to practical lower limits-1I. 0 with metal lenses of egg-crate

variety); (3, capability of large beam offset; and 14) room, by virtue of con-

trolled axial offset. Yr, to accommodate many separate feeds or continuous

feed structures on a ring focus.

Only the briefest comment on the design procedure is possible; see Raf. I for

details. Figure, 2 shows in solid line the upper half of a binormal lens which

satisfies all the requirements of a stipulated design Ifo, S r d/2, 0, in,,

the location of its intersection with the x-axis is not known. The interior

intersectien co is assumed to have the trial value c'. Starting from F, ray

traces are made through cl -to a conveniently chosen but arbitrary wave front

W, then back to F, in a manner which satisfies '.exactly) the optical reqarerneni

of the design. Alternate traciags are iutward, towar-I W through the uprier

half of the interior surface then inward, toward.F thrcough the lower half of

that surface. The collection of points 'and associated slopes)determirid by

ti-e ray tracings - e,.. . the colle-tinn associcted with frial vAlue c' and

identified by open circles and markings ej, e- ji, i. -- define a "rat l;4ttice"
it is relatively simple to detfrrnIne a ray lattice which condenses as ,eosely

as desired to the kniie-edge (at foi sow, of the d:esired solution,, When a ray

Lattice is found acceptable Igood enough -onrens.ýtton ;it educ O, poIync•-'.-,.

are p.issed through the lattice points to determine the remaining surfac.e coortiin

ates. Although the c?.lcu~ation of ray lattics ir•ay be. econorrii,:ll; donn in ýi

calcu),ator, it is desirable to determine the interpolation -polynomlnals by

corrnputing machine. We have used iourth )rdflr Ii lb,,n.ils ain n d have-



had excellent ray-trace checkouts for lenses of up to 48" diameter having

f/d as low as 0.35 and 0 as large as 60, designed for K-band or x-bawd

operation employing media of dielectric constant 2.54 or 1.6. The entire

design mathematics are readily and economically programmed for computer.

Before citing specific performance dtta, we note some applications to

illustrate the versatility of the binormal lens. The lens performs the functione 3

of scanning in one or two dimensions, when one or more feeds move on a

scanning curve 'for the cylinderical lens) or scanning surface (for the spherical

lens). Experiments show that the antenna pattern does not deteriorate exces-

sively for the motion of F on a 'bst scanning curve" (such as the broken line

drawn through F and F' in Figure IB) or on a "best" cap based on the focal

rin4 (as shown in Figure 3). k tiure 3 shows how simultaneous lobing or

trachinj may be achieved with stationary receivers (horns perhaps) at the

points maritod 1. 2, 3; corresponding beams are similarly numbered.

A similar arrangement, mouuted in an airplane with x-axis perpendicular,

can serve for (Doppler) navigation. Sequential switching orphasing of elements

is of course possible: the ring feed easily'becomes an array. As a passive

or active beam transducer - a "repeater"' with or without ga'n-it may accept
signals from (say) direction I and rel such signals to any or all of directions

1, 2, 3 (incidence and return along 3 is a kind of corner reflector function).

Applications 6o airport surveillance and beaconry are readily recognised.

The focal line or ring of the binormal lens leaves ample room for occupancy

by passive and/or active primary radiators whose mutual coupling is con-

trolled; e.g., horns, small depoles, slots, pill boxes with or without para -

metric and/or tunnel diode loadings. The use of binormal lenses in adaptive

or data processing arrays is clearly poesible. Their potential as a primary

to feed a larger antenna - combined with low noise active element -n the

local ring - is considerable.

As examp.. of the performance obtainable with good but not best dielectric

material., Fi•ure 4 shows the contour of an anzoned K.band lens designed for

so ! d/2 = 5,5". f 5.5", 0 = 20, X = .9' = 2.3 cm, n = 1 5, and Figures 5

and 6 show its test patterns. The patterns were measured with the lens fed

3. Most of thesis are r-adily suggested by Figure 1.
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b- -sfal Cncal tnvri praridý'd "Optirnu.r&- horns designe .7v e dge ul u t r at!

10 todovwn fromi the center. Coniparison 'tha 55%1 effic~ient rar~bololi~ of

apntur er T'2 corn CSis briefly tabulated6:

CP~i %D. cV~b' G 0 fiMajorz g-Scon ,I! h-*'s b177 IRang
t-ct6.5n onIiim'*~iI r)td

L~aens 'fedn

The. lowver affkaienc4y of thi.6s artnar and early-Lens and fee-d cornbinavýýon

is readily forz by Teexrra tbi.i.rkncss of the unzc'ned lens ',,oss anct

residual 1nor~nyIn 'he icaý,ed foam-edl e-poxy;); by the extreme einipI~icttj

of t~he feed ho--rns useýd Itrz'ese ::'Tmre not &inEci to comlpen sate, for astigrnatls*W

such as any aSOVh~riC- Ifens ?rocý'sesCS tW to) hav F. s H.ý 9iulc pha.se cet-;

coi-ni-den;, with1- thorm, o! the lencs\ e-tc.. With zoningf and. -improved lots of

load.i!O-foi-n miaterialb and especially- wvith a 7eygood microwave dielecclricý

rnater tal like tlun,-omaded; poly styrene, niýnch betfý-r efficiencie~s were obtained.

Sven. In this ixeanrt rc~oeration andTtiC- ng the se3(anning p.-roperty n

the relap&ti-re nr4forrnity of gaiOn durinn:; scan. is notevworthy.

If time Permits, tes i. results for ote esswill hcI d~iscu-jsSedi e~g. for h

lens of Fivr~eý 7. Desitgns for- lenses, of diamLeter cnieal agrta

those cited ha-te b-een s'ucce'safulIMy cr;Ixhded out. 'rhef werc-: rocntly wit~h

0.35~ Ld £n $~the! Value 0.35 is ýIot eionr r;,ange Emrit. fo.,r the4s½n)Tr7zc

f/Ai
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ANTENNAFIERS FOR BEAM-STEERING ARRAYS*

Jonathan D. Young
Antenna Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering,
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43212

ABSTRACT

An active steerable-beam array consisting of four transistor-

ised dipole antenaafiers has been constructed and evaluated. Beam

control was accomplished by integrated gain and phase-shift circuitry

in each dipole,, coupled by an equal-amplitude corporate feed. Antenna

patterns have been taken for different amplitude tapers with beam

angles varying from broadside to endfire.

The antennafier element used was a gamma-matched half-wave

dipole integrated with a T2028 transistor amplifier and a pi-section
phase-shift and impedance transformation network with dual varactor

control. Gain control was effected by adjusting base bias, while variable

varactor bias in two legs of the pi-section was used to shift phase.

Calibration curves of element control voltages vs. eiement gain and phase

shift, and array control voltages vs. array beam characteristics have

been obtained.

* The work reported in'this paper was supported in part by
Contract.AF 33(657) -!086 between :Research Technology Division
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio and The Ohio State University
Research Foundation.



ANTENNAFIE.ýS FOR BEAM-STEERING ARRAYS*

Jonathan D. Young
Antenna Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43212

IN T RODUC TION

Of the many beam-steering methods in use today and being

ealuated for future use, one of the most promising developments is

an array of antennas with integrated gain and phase-shift circuitry,

called antennafiers, for electronic beam-steering. Electronic steer-

ing with antennafiers eliminates the need for heavy and complicated

mechanical steering without paying the penalties incurred with mech-

anical or ferrite phase shifters.

The antennaf.er element can use relatively uncomplicated minia-

turized circuitry which has simple control requirements, and thus can

provide a saving of both space and cost.

Antennafier arrays may vary in number of elements, type of

elements, and purpose; but all offer a relatively simple, compact, and

inexpensive method for complete antenna beam control.

ANTENNAFIER ARRAY

A steerable-beam array has been built and tested using four

identical X/2 dipole antennafiers at 148 Mc. Fig. I shows a schematic

diagram of one such element. The dipole antenna is connected by a

gamma-match directly into the base of th' T2028 VH4F transistor. The

*Thw rcrk reported in this paper whas supDorted in part by

•on~ract A."- 33(657) - 10386 bet'•een Research T,2chnology Division
.-ri•'ht-Fatterton Air Force Base, Ohio and The Ohio 3late Universitv

Rsear,:ch 7- undation.



length of the garma rod and resonating capacitance were adjusted for

proper matching between the antenna and transistor. Gain a4justment

was accomplished using ,ontrol Voltage A to vary the amount of for-

ward bias betwean emitter and base,

A Pi network with reactvp, elements *as chosen to couple the

transistor to the transmission line because of its theoretical ability to

transform the transistor output resistance to the characteristic imped-

ance of the line white at the same time providing any desired phase-

shift. Fig. 2 shows the required arm impedances vs. 'phase shift for

a Pi network coupling the 12 0000 output resistance of the T2028

transistor to a S00 transmission line. ,With fixed inductances

LB=. 27 micro-henries and L = 1. 0 micro-het-ries. the capacitancesC

required to satisfy these impedance curves at 148 Mc are shown in

Fig. 3.

The circuit chosen to approximate these requirements has a

2. 2 pf fixed capacitor in arm AP and type PC 139 varactors in arms

B and C. A bias variation of 0 to -45 volts for Control Voltages B and

C gives a capacitance range of approximately 2 pf to 20 pf in arm C

and approximately 4 pf to 40 pf in arm B. It was found that this

circuit gives approximately a 1800 phase-hift range'with adequate

matching.

Fig. .4 shows a curve of relative output signal amplitude of the

Pi network vs. phase lag angle. An expected, the best matching occurs

in the range where the network is most nearly able to satisfy the required

arm impedances.

Comparisons of theoretical and experimental arm capacitance vs.

phase angle for arms B and C are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The disconti-

nuities In the experimental curve of Fig. 5 occur when the limits of the

obtainable capacitance range are reached. The tack of a "hump" in the

2.



experimental characteristic of Fig. 6 results from using a fixed

capacitor in arm A.

Four of the antennafier elements previously discussed, spaced

a half wavelength apart, constitute the steerable-beam array as

shown in Fig. 7. The elemenus are coupled by the feed structure shown

in Fig. 8. This feed arrangrment and the 1800 element phase shift

"ange theoretically provide a continuous range of beam angles from

broadside to endfire in one quadrant.

The phase of the received signal at each element, with respect

to the phase of element 1, vs. Jeam angle is shown in Fig. 9. Neglect-

ing mutual coupUi4g, the phase shifting circuits must compensate for

this signal advance or delay, so that all element signals to the feed

st.-ucture are added in phase at t•0e desired beam angle. The reference

base line, chosen as shown, modifies the phase shift requirements so

that the continuous range of beam angles from broadside to endfire is

obtainable from the phase shift circuitry which was used.

Fig. 10 shows the required circuit phase shift (with respect to

the base Line) vs. beam angle. The feed structure and phase shift

circuitry satisfy the necessary reiuirements of the phase shift range

for each element.

Experimental results show this to be a workable system for

beam steering. Figs. 11-15, show calculated and measured antenna

patterns for beam angles of 0o, 010, 300, 600, and 90 off broad-

side respec'ively. The noticable assymmetry in the patterns near

endfire is caused by the supporting structure. Discounting this, the

patterns show a good agreemrnt with the reference patterns calculated

from point-source ar: ay th.?ory.

The cii'cuit phase shifts which produced these patterns are.

corna:-ed with theor tical p.redictions ini TAi3 E I. The difference



betwemu calculated and eporimenstal element phase, which is most

acute for greater required phase shifts, is believed to be caused

principally by coupling between the elements. For small beam angles

from broadside the results seem within experimental error of the

theoretical predictions.

SUMMARY

The autesna array described herein demonstrates the capability

of rapid electronic beam steering. Good performance can be obtained

over a cohudmous range of beam angles from broadside to eudfire,

using retatively luexpeusive, lightweight, and uncomplicated antenna-

tier elements.
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TA B IE 1

Experimental and Theoretical Element Phase Shifts

Element Number Predicted Phase Experimental Phase

Broadside Pattern
1 00 +1 Z°
2 0o0 -12o

3 00 00

4 00 00

300 Pattern

1 -135)90o 00(1460
2 - J90o 800 8 480

3 +45 .)oo 8o+320
4 +1350) 104°, 1360

600 Pattern

1 780)1560 0
2 +126 0 1922 +840
3 -IZ6 56° 0 -84
4 + 7 8 o0 1481 +40

90 Pattern

I - 90 -)180 248170o
2 

0o

3 +'90 0)180 2 6 4 c +1220

- 98 O -14 2 o
4 + 90080 . 2281 +1700
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Fig. 2. Arm impedances of Pi-network versus
phase shift for specified impedance
transformation.
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Fig. I11. Broadside array radiation pattern.
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HIGH-POWER SEAM SWITCHING TECHNIQUES

FOR

MULTISEAM ARRAY ANTENNAS

He!mut E. Schrank
Westinghouse Defense and Space Center

Surface Division
Baltimore, Maryland, 21203

INTRODUCTION

Many electronically controlled multiple-beam array systems presently under considera,-

tion require a means for rapidly switching microwave power from one beam to another, or

from one array to another. In the present state of the microwave switch art, there are as yet

no available components ideally suited for rapidly switching very high power levels. Ferrite

HF switch- power limitations are well below the power -handling capability of the waveguide

itself. High power gas plasma switches can be used in pairs in a balanced duplexer arrange-

ment to form a 1:2 switch, but plasma devices suffer from the disadvantages of poor noise

figure and slow recovery time.

This paper describes a technique for accomplishing multi-channel switching of high or

low microwave power levels, using available state-of-the-art components. This technique

operatea on the basic principle of using binary hybrid power dividers to, split the high power

into lower-power parts, then digitally phase shifting these lower oower levels, and recom-

bining the parta into any one of a number of high power output channels.

The number of channels which can be switched is any binary number (I. e., N = 2 n), and

the total power which can be switched is equal to N - times, ti power handling capability of

the waveguide phase shifter components used. To intrnduce the technique a simple four-

channel switch configuration will be discussed. This N = 4 configuration n't only avoids

excessive complexity in the discussion, but is a very practical configuration for the many

array systems which use four planar arrays to achieve hemispheric coverage.

BUTLMR-LOWE MATRIX SW.TCH

The Butler matrix(1) is an arrangement oi 3 db hvbrids and fixed ph.,se shifters which

has been applied to multiple-beam arrivy ante.nas. A four--lement example is shown in

f;uare I which has four input ports, four outp%:ts. and is capab'e of prr-ducing four discrete

ola7':.i. .•pe 'of "natrix- vas .•Ik, developed independen:!y by. Willev •2) ar~d Shelton (3). See
~refarce5.
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beams as indi,"Id. The device is inherently binary, and can be extended to produce 8, 16,

or 2" beams. Power introdchced into any one cf the input ports is divided equally among the

output ports, but with various phase delays, as for example the values shown in table .

Table I

Output Phases from 4-Port Butler Matrix
When Power Is Applied To Various Input Terminals.

Input

Terminal 1 2 .1 4

A -135. -225° -1800 -2700

B -180 - 900 3-50 -225.

C -255° -315' - 90 41800

D -2700 -18 00. -225' -1350

When the output ports are connected to a linear array of antenna elements, a tilted beam is

radiated. Higher order antennas of this type have been extensively studied and are well

known (4), (5), and (6).

If instead of radiating the divided output power, we feed it into the ports of an identical

Butler matrix, attached back-to-back, the power will be recombined in the second matrix

and the total power will appear at a single terminal diagonally opposite the Input port as

shown in figure 2. If we now intrmduce variable phase shifters between the back-to-back

Butler matrices as shown in figure 3, we can cause the power to recombine Lnto any of the

other terminals by properly adjusting the phase shifters.

7-'or the four-port example sht;wn, power Into input terminal 1 can be recombined into

outmit termi.nals 1. 2, 3, o0 4 by providing the phase shift values A, B, C, and D given in

table 1I.

Table 11

Values of Phase Shift Required To
Switch Input 1 Into Four Outputs

Outputs 1 2 3 . 4

A 0C -180, -180° 270'

B 0 0 -270° -1800

C 0 -180' 0 - 90°

D _ _0 0 _90_ 0
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Notice that here all phase shifs are negative (i. e. ndditional delay) and are in discrete

"Aultiplos of 90, which conveniently allows the variable phase shifters to be digital rather

than analng devices. Also note that each phase ,hifter is exposed to only one-fourth the total

power being switched rrom input terminal I to any of four output terminals. By extendine the

principles illustrated here in this 4 port example to higher powers of 2, such as an N-port

device, the total power which can be switched is N times the power-handling capability of the

individual variable phase shifters. We can therefore use this technique for switching very

high RF power levels by means of medium-power phase shifters, together with 3 db hybrids

and fixed phase shifters which, of course, must be respectively capable of handling all 'or

half of the total power being switched.

HYERIMD-COUPLER MATRIX SWITCH

The Butler matrix includes fixed phase-shifters and some cro,;wd lines which are

necessary only for its original antenna application, but are not necessary for the switching

at~lication. A simpler matrix switch can be devised as illustrated in figure 4.

POWER VARIASLE POWER
DIVIDER PNASE COMSINEft
MATRIX SHIFTERS MATRIX

A~ 
,4

INPUT f•UTPUT
S.. TERMINALS

Figure 4. Four Channel Hybrid-Coupler Matrix, Switch

Not only does this simpler arrangement eliminate the fixed phase shil~trs. but It can

be ihown that the variable phase shifters need to have only two values of phase shift, namely

0 and 180%, whereas up to three multiples of 900 are. required in the Butler matrix c'nMfiguri,-

ticn (see .,able II). The values of phase shift requ',red in this simplified arrangement. And the

corresponding switch paths established, are shown in table rI. This hybrid-coupIer matrix

configuration can, of course, also be extended to higher orders, such that an N-terminxl

3witch requires each of the phase shifters to handle only one N' tIe input power. It can be

moade in either stripline or waveguide form. the latter being a natural choice for high power

appiications.



Table lI

Phase Shift Requirements For A Four Crannel Matrix Switch

Phase Shift Values
Switch Paths Established A B VC WD

14-0 1', 2 4-p2', 3', 3', 4 4-'A 0 0 0 0

14-.,', 22-01', 34"44', 44 3' 0 0 -180° -1800

1 4,3', 2 -44', 3 e1', 44.2' 0 -1800 0 -1800

14.44', 2.-.3', 3 -- 2', 4.- 1' -1800 0 0 -180°

* COMBINATION SWITCH AND. POWER AMPLIFIER ARRANGEMENTS

*For systems requiring extremely high output power levels, the possibility of inserting

* N power amplifiers between the phase shifters and the combining matrix can be considered.

The power amplifiers must have adequate phase and gain stability'to provide good isolation

of output power from the unswitched terminals.

Another variation of this technique which may have advantages in some systems Is

shown in figure 5, again in the form of a four-channel example. Here power ampliflers are

used between the hybrid-coupler matrices and switching is done at-the lower Input powe.- level.

The multiple-throw switch can be a diode or ferrite device, depending on the power levels

and switching speeds required. No variable phase shifters are involved, and the combined

power of many power amplifiers can be'rapidly switched to a single output terminal.

ANALYSIS OF IDEAL MATRIX SWITCHES

In analyzing the performance of hybrid-coupler matrix switches, the following phase

propertles (7) of 3 db hybrid couplers is used: a signal into one terminal of a coupler is split

into two equal-amplitude components at the two opposite (output) terminals, with no coupling

to the adjacent input terminaL The outputs are equal in amplitude but differ in phase by 90

degrees. The comipcnent at the in-line (primary) output termrnal experiences a 450 delay

relative to the phase of the signal which would exist at that terminal if there Were zero

coupling to the auxiliary (secondary) line. The other component experiences a 135' delay,

wh.ch differs 7 -H90o from the primary output. In other words, a signal which goes "straight"

through a coupler comes out with a 450 delay, while a signal which goes "across" a coupler

comas out , a 135° delay. It is assumed that all coupler matrix paths are made of equal

electrical lengtths, and therefore the above' coupler phase delays are the only significant

phase effects. With these "ground rules", the values of phases in table I can be verified,
and the following �implified (but accurate) analysis meth-d can be applied to various matrix

switch configurathms.
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Figure 5. Four Channel Switch Amplifier Configuration

Consider the flow of signal components through a pair of back-to-back hybrid coupler

matrices with no phase shifters as shown in figure 8. Power is fed into the divider matrix

at input terminal 1. It splits into four equal amplitude components at intermediate terminals

A, B, C, aid D as shown. Component A is shown with a 900 phase lag with respect to the

dotted reference phase. This 900 lag results from signal A having gone "straight" through

two hybrid couplers, each contributing a 450 delay. Component b goes "straight" through

the first coupler, and "across" the second, hence experiences 450 + 1350 = 180° delay. The

remaining components are easily derived in the same way.

Each of the four A. B, C, D components then enters the combining matrix and is

further split into four equal-amplitude (but differing phase) outputs. These are represented

by the four columns of four output signals shown to the right ,Xf the output terminals 1', 2',

3'. and 4' in figure 8. Note how the components add up horizontally to a resultant ovitput,

which for this case is zero in all but output terminal 1'. wintre all the power emerges if ideal

lossless matrices are assumed for the 0noment. Later we wVl1 consider the effects of

imperfect matrix components.

7
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Figure 6. Phase Analysis of Matrix Switch

Using a similar analysis, it In simple to show how Introducing 1800 phase delays at

terminals C sd D will cause all the powercoming into terminal 1 to be switched to output

terminal 2•'. Figure 7 i similar to figure 6 except for the Introduction of the phase shifters.'

Note Mhw output components in columns C and D are reversed in direction compared with

figure 6, and how this results in complete power combination in terminal 2', with zero at the

othr terminals.

• . INHIFT ,

VALUEI RESULTING COMPONENTS
DWIMSC KATRIX ICOUSIN OR WATkIX ____________

i A I C 0

,-~0 ZERO ®®.,
S ~ sy)~j ~ ZERO

C3 E)E)zso

Figure 7. Phase Analysis of Matrix Switch

EFFECTS OF PH-A0E AND AITILTJDE ERRORS

The analysis above dealt with ideal compomnts in which perfect amplitude and phase

shift values wre assumed. For a practical matrix switch, it is necessary to examine the

effects (i imperfect components on the switch performance, to determine reasonable

tolerances for the hybrid couplers ind phase shiftors,

, 8



First consider a four-channel switch with an amplitude error in one of the four paths.

Let us assume, for example, that one of the four variable phase shifters has an insertion

loss, such that its output amplitude is 0.5k (volts) where k < 1. The other three amplitudes

are assumed to be 0.5 volts, resulting from a unit voltage at one of the switch input termi-

nals.

Using the simple phasor diagram method of analysis on the switch condition of figure 7,

the signals are now as shown in figure 8. A unit input voltage at terminal I produces 0.5

volt components at intermediate terminals A, B, C, and D. If one phase shifter, say 0C,

causes an amplitude error such that its output is only 0.5k volts, then all the output signal

components in column C will have an amplitude of 0.25k. This results in imperfect cancella-

tion in output channels 1,, 3', and 4', such that a resultant voltage of e = 0.25 (1-k) appears.

On the switched output channel 2', the resultant voltage wil! be E = 0.25 (34k). Thus the

signal in the desired channel is down by

A (db) = 20 log 10 [0.25 (341

and the isolation (L e., coupling into undesired channels) is given bI.

a (db) = -20 log (E/e)

Assigning some numbers in this case results the following:

Voltage amplitude error k 0.944 0.891 0.795 0.707

Amplitude error in db -0.5 -1.0 -2.0 -3.0

Loss in output A (db) -0.12 -0.24 -0.46 -0.66

Isolation a (db) -37 -33 -26 -23

It can be seen that the loss in the desired output due to a pure amplitude error in one

path is roughly one-quarter of the amplitude error in db for a 4 channel switch. Thus it

appears that

A (db) = 20 log1 0 (k)/4

or A (db) = K (db)/4

For a higher number of channels, N. the output loss will be proportionately less.

namely

A (db) = K (db)iN

The same analysis method can be extended to determine the effects of phase errors and

amplitude errors in more than one channel, but then the question arises as to what assump-

tions to make for the various errors. This is best handled on the basis of statistics and

random variables. Such an extension to the analysis is in process, and includes combinations

of phase and amplitude errors.

9
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Figure 8. Amplitude Error Analysis

A similar analysis has been made on a hybrid matrix switch using magic-tee hybrids

(8). but otherwise equivalent to the switch technique described above. In this analysis

random amplitude and phase errors are assumed, such that they make equal contributions

to the decoupling (isolation) of power to undesired output channels. Under these assumptions,

the results indicate that for a 16 channel switch with better than -20 db of isolation, the

overall amplitude and phase tolerances are 2.2 db and 16.0 degrees, respectively, while for

-30 db isolation the values are 0.8 db and 5.2 degrees. Also, the tolerances become less'

stringent as the number of channels increases. These results are being confirmed and ex

tended to less restrictive assumptions.
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THE DESIGN OF-A BROADBAND ROTATING FEED FOR A LOW NOISE
TEMPERATURE ANTENNA WITH AUTO-TRACK CAPABILITY

By D. G. Henry*

ABSTRACT

A feed it described that was designed to fit in a 19 foot parabolic
reflector to give auto-track capability. The feed operates at 860, 900,
960, 1400, 1700, 2290 and 2800 Mc. The polarization is right circular
from the reflector. The VSWR is 1. 5:1.0 or better at the above fre-
quencies. The peak-to-peak tracking modulation does not exceed 2.0 db
at a rate not less than 20 cps. Maximum signal to noise ratio, rather
than maximum gain, is desired from the reflector.

The feed described is a conical log-spiral with a spiral rate of 83
degrees, a cone angle of 20 degrees, a truncation diameter of 0. 592 inch
and a base diameter of 4.92 inches. The antenna is fed balanced by a
broadband tapered balun. The half power beamwidth varies from 62 de-
grees at the lowest frequency to 97 degrees at the highest frequency. The
beamwidthtofirst nulls varied from 160 to 175 degrees. The axial ratio
of the conical log-spiral varies from 0. 75 at 960 Mc (where it is the best)
to 5.0 at 2800 Mc (where it is the worst).

The conical log-spiral feed is mounted in the dish and tilted at 15
degrees to give the auto-track mode. The half power beamwidth of the
reflector and feed ranges from 4.4 to 1. 5 degrees from the lowest to high.
est frequency The tracking modulation level varies from 0. 9 to 1. 9 db
from low end to high end. The front to back ratio is a minimum of 40 and
a maximum of 48 db. The calculated noise temperatures range from 132
degrees Kelvin at 860 Mc to 37. 5 degrees Kelvin at 2290 Mc, where it is
a minimum. The noise temperature at 2800 Mc is 42. 1 degrees Kelvin.

For final installation the conical log -spiral and broadband balun
are potted in place and a pressurized protector is placed over the motor,
reference generator, and rotary Joint.

*PHYSICAL SCIENCE LABORATORY
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Box 548
University Park, New Mexico

Contract NAS 10-48



1.0 INTRODUCTION

.he National Aeronautics and Space Administration Launch Operations
Directorate of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center has requested the
Physical Science Laboratory of New Mexico State University to provIde a
nutating feed or feeds for a 19 foot parabolic reflector, which offers a low
noise temperature auto-track capability.

2.0 ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

2.I Operating Frequencies

The operating frequencies of interest are 860, 900, 960, 1400,
1700, 2290 and 2800 Mc/sec. The frequency of highest interest is 2290 with
960 and 1700 next and 2800 of least importance.

2.2 Polarization

Polarization diversity Is desirable, but not required. If a single
polarization is to be provided, right circular polarization is required.

2.3 VSWR Limits

The V•,WR must be 1. 3:1 or better at the critical frequencies
(2290, 1700 and 960).

2.4 Noise Temperature

The feed shall provide for maximum signal to noise ratio rather
than maximum ga'n. The noise temperature of the preamplifier is assumed
750 K.

2.5 Tracking Modulation

The peak-to-peak tracking modulation in db shall not exceed
2. 0 * .5 db.

2. 6 Modulation Rate

The modulation rate shall not be less than 20 cps.

2. 7 ?eference Signal

A reference signal coherent with the modulation voltage must
be orovided. The refererce level shali be a iioninal 10 volts at 60G ohms.
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3.0 MECRANICAL PARAMETERS

The feed shall be rigidly connected to the reflector and be mechani-
cally balanced to preclude vibration. The feed must also be capable of all-
weather operation and be impervious to moisture, rain and salt spray, and
blowing sand for a period of three years

4.0 CONICAL SPIRAL

The conical log-spiral antenna is defined by a logrithmic equation.
There are two arms to the spiral. The defining equation for the first arm
is

pl po e•O 4.1

where b - cot W sin G/Po is determined from truncation. $ and '
are the spiral rate and cone angle respectively as shown in Fig. 1. The
second arm is defined by

p2 pjie-be . 4.2

The diameters of the truncated portion of the cone and the base of the cone "
are determined by the extremes of frequency bandwidth desired. For this
antenna, the diameter of thm arms is a constant.

The first of this type of antenna tested had a spiral rate (•) of 73,
a cone angle (-) of 20", a truncation diameter (d) of 0. 592" and a base
diameter (D) of 4.92'. Since the antenna is a two armed structure and must
be fed balanced, a broadband tapered balun3 was constructed to excite and
match tLe antenw. The radiation patterns were smooth, had no back radia-
tion above -20 db, and with the exception of 2800 Mc/sec were essenAally the
same. The patterns were a great deal too broad tn give the desired illunit-
nation in the 19 foot parabolic reflector. A summary of the pattern character-
istics is given in Table 1.

A change of the spiral rate (0) from 73'• to 83 o with all other para-
meters remaining the same was next stuidied. This antenna was much more
critical in its impedance matching. The same type of broadband balun, as
previously noted. was used to feed this antenna. The radiation patterns of
the conical spiral were quite good at all frequencies with the possible excep-
tion of 2800 Mc/sec, although 2800 is quite good except for the axial ratio.
This antenna will give very close to the desired illumination when placed
in the 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector. The antenna is ahown in Fig. 2.
Table II gives ? summary of the patterns shown in Figs. 4 through 24.
The antenna coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3.



This antenna was the model with which all tests of the 19 foot pan,-
bolic reflector were run.

5. 0 PRIMARY FEED TESTS IN REFLECTOR

3. 1 RPadiation Pattern Test Setup

The 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector was mounted on an
elevator on a 30 foot tower. The 360 " azimuth rotator la an integral part
of this elevator. The 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector was used asra
receiver in the radiation pattern measurement setup. The transmitter was
located 3000 feet away (Fig. 25). A 10 foot diameter parabolic reflector
with a linearly polarized feed, for the desired frequency, was used as a
transmitting antenna.

The conical spiral antenna is shown mounted in the reflector for
radiation pattern measurements in Fig. 26. The rf, a-c and modulation
reference lines are run down the same tripod support leg.

5.2 Radiation Pattern Measurements

The conical spiral feed was mounted in the 19 foot diameter
reflector with the axis of the cone coinciding with the axis of the reflector.
The conical spiral was adjusted to give the best focus over the frequencies
required. ladiation patterns at 960, 1700 and12300 Mc/sec are shown in
Figs. 28 to 33. These are the critical frequencies and also give a good
representation of the entire group of operational frequencies. A coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 27.

The average back, radiation is down 47 to 50 db from the peak of
the main lobe for all of the frequencies. The radiation patterns with the cone
on axis were run so that a comparison of sidelobe and back radiation could
be made when the cone is tilted off-axis to achieve the automatic track mode.

5. 3 Modulation Level Tests

The conical spiral was tilted off-axis a number of different ways
,.o determine the optimum position for a constant power modulation. This
xower modulation is the difference between the peak of the main lobe and
he point where the beam crosses the axis of rotation.

The cone base was kept on-axis and the apex tipped off in the
'irst series of tests. This configuration did not give a constant power modu-
ation over the frequency range. The cone base wato next moved off-axis
ind the aiex kept on-ax.s. Various degrees of tilt were tried from 2. 5* to
50. Te 15° tilt was found to Vive the most nearly constant power



Wtioa level over the frequwy range. The modulation level at each
froequcy Is shown in Fgs. 34 through 40. The amplitude of the patterns
is wt relative but are only to show modulation level and beamwidth. An
see oa ths fures, only the first ten db of the pattern isplotted.

The front-to-baCk ratio wben the feed Is tilted does not differ
appreciably from that when the feed is on axis. The first sidelobe is
slightly hisber due to feed tilt., A sUminary of the pattern characteristics
is given in Table IlL The VM and axial ratio are also included in this
table. -The measured and calculated pain are also shown on this table.

G6.o0 N TIMPIRTATURE

The noise temperature of the 19 foot diameter reflector was calculated
Mfro the *"am

TA. I. TB(e, G((e,) sine • do do 6.1,

whom TA - a m , temperature
Tip (e,) - background temperature dlstribution

S(e,*) - ra�ation pattern of the antenna.

tMr the O Asumred rsdiation pattern of the antenna, the measured
vlue of the coMic noise1 , aWd assuming that the earth has a noise tempera-
ture of M0 K X, a noise temperature was calculated for each frequency. The
results these calculations are given to Table I V. The upper frequaencles
giv t best nois tope.rature and are within the 75," K specification while
thlower freuencies are somewhat higer than the 75" a desired.

The nw•oe temperature of the dih at the uppr frequ•n•ies Is not.
as low as was et-ected. This is probably due to the fact that the screen
bWe sine Is an appreclible portion of a wavelength and allows leakage
throvo the scrson. Also the reflector saur1ce has perturbttions which give
rime to smislobs which tmd to increase the noise temoperature. These per-
turIbatoms also cauee a knos in gpfn as man fn T~ble III b'y compsring the
meau with the calculated pit .

7.0 MCAWAICAL CONSTRUCTION

7. 1 Rot~tor Assembly

7. 1,1 Meotor.(Iterator Mowat

Vtetor srA gwerater are movutd such tat •o"y



form an integral part (Fig. 41). Pulleys, oelt and bearing are mounted
directly to this housing (Fig. 42). Tbls complete unit can be removed from
the tritod, mounting plate.

7. 1. 2 Tripod Mounting Plate

The tripod mounting plate (Fig. 43) is used to support the
motor-generator mount and feed antenna. Support studs are located at 120"
on Ws plate. These studs are adtached to the support arms attached to the
dish. Next to one stud is located an rf connector, a-c plug and a reference
generator output Jack.

7.2 Tripod Assembly

7,2.1 Tripod Support Arms

The tripod support arms are made of fibercast pipe and
are 10 feet long (Fig. 44). The pipe is 2. 375" In diameter with a 0. 210"
wall. The pipe is made by FIBERCAST of Sand Springs, Oklahoma.

7.2.2, Adjustable Mounting Studs

Adjustable mounting studs are located on the ends of the
support rods attached to the dish (Fig. 45). These studs can be adjusted a
total of *,1" linear travel. The studs will come marked for the proper
position.

7. 3 Radome

The radome (Fig. 46) is constructed of aluminjm and is attached
to the mounting plate by socket head cap screws from the reverse side of the
plate. A stainless steel clamp is attached around the radome to help hold
the o-ring in place. The radome is designed to be pressurized to 5 zsi. The
pressure is carried to the radowe by means of 7/8" helix coaxial cable.

The radome is pressurized to protect the motor, generator and
axociated parts from condensation of moisture.

The radome should not be pressurized abole the design pressure

or seriotu3 damage could result.

7. 4 Antenna Assembly

7. 4. 1 Cojnterweiait and Ground Plane



The anltenna has been dynamically balanced at 1200 rpm
to Minimixe vibrations. The counterweight and ground Plane have beenbolted together to iorm a single unit (Fig. 47), Screws and bolts shouldbe -0-.Move from this assembly o0 the balance wil be destroyed.

7.4.2 Conical Spiral Antenna

The conical spiral can be r.,,"oved from the ground
Plan* by removi the three (3; socket head cap screws on the undersideof tde grond plane. It this becomes neceesary extreme care should be
takeft not to twist the rf connector at the base of _,---. care interior of
the cone has been filled with a foam potting material and should not be dis-turbed. Failure to heed this warning can result in a destroyed balun andaftennm.

7.4.3 Rotary Joint and RF Cable
The antennA counterweight and ground plane assembly

cm be emovor inide tae dt r,.tary JOint and rx Connector off the end of
the mo0tor Inside the ra..me. Set screws located at the base of the couplingshaft of the counterweight are then loosened and the entire assembly re-"Mwoed. Sealnt and 0-rings have been placed inside the motor shaft andShould be removed with care.

The rotary Joint is an RJ-3 (SIN 14) and Is of adanced
desg as to long life at hig... speed a--- low noise. The rotary joint Iras beenrun a tOtAl of 10 hours ard no Woise has been detected.

I.|, 
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FIG. 43 - TRIPOD MOUNTING PLATE WITH MOTOR GENERATOR
IN PLACE
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of the electronically scanned antenna array there has

existed a need for methods of developing relative phase and amplitude infor-

mation without the complexity of a multitude of phase shifters and power

dividers. The optical phasing lens can adequately satisfy this need. However,

such lenses can assume dimensional proportions which render them unsatis-

factory for airborne and space applications. To alleviate this problem,

dielectric-filled lenses have been proposed. By this technique, lens dimensions

are reduced by a factor Inversely proportional to the square-root of the

dielectric constant of the loading material.

The approach was pursued in an effort to radically reduce lens volume by

a factor as great as 1000. Such reductions in size require the use of materials

whose dielectric constants are on the order of 100 to 300.

This paper describes the results of a program to advance lens design and

dielectric loading techniques. During the program dielectric plating methods

were improved, materials were developed to conform to lens geometries, and

electrical devices such as coupling elements, transmission lines and transition

elements (coax tc microstrip) were developed in very high dielectric constant

materials. A demonstration model lens was designed, fabricated, and tested.

The paper includes discussions of the modes of propagation in a dielectric

lens, selection and processing of lens materials, and the development and

testing of the experimental model lens.

2. MICROWAVE PHASING LENSES

For use in antenna and array scanning systems, microwave lenses are

employed to develop the phase and amplitude of each array element. Geometric

optics (ray tracing) is applied to develop the equations which describe the

lensesy geometrical and electrical form. This design approach requires that

equal electrical path lengths are developed throughout the lens unit, originating
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from a point source (the lenses' focus), and culminating in an equi-phase

front along a plane perpendicular to the lens body (the antenna aperture).

Two basic lens types result from this technique:

1. "Normal" Lenses, in which the electric field vector is in the plane

of the lens media, and

2. " Constrained" lenses, in which the electric vector is normal to the

lens media.

"Normal" lenses are designed using Snell's law. Thus, equal paths are

developed through a lens by causing discrete " rays" to bend at prescribed
1

dielectric interfaces. The classic Luneburg lens is of this form.

" Constrained" lenses guide the rays along confined courses. Ray direction

is not controlled by refraction. The Ruze2 and Rotman3 lenses are examples

of the constrained lens design.

In each of the lens designs, a small microwave horn or similar radiator,.

is located at the lenses' focus. Energy is then " launched" into the lens media

by means of this source. When the lens is biing used as a phase computing

device (rather than a direct radiating antenna), probes or similar type

elements are placed along the contour opposite this focus. These "pick-off"

elements serve to couple energy from the lens media to the antenna array.

The fundamental requirement of each type lens is that it develops equal

path lengths from the focus to the antenna array. However, to properly perform

this task, lenses, in general, must assume dimensions which result in their

physical size becoming prohibitively large for many applications. The problem

then becomes one of maintaining performance while reducing lens size. One

means of accomplishing this task is to cause a uniform reduction in the

velocity of propagation of the ray energy as it passes through the lens. This

may be realized by uniformly increasing the lens media dielectric constant

2



over the value assumed during its initial design. This has been the approach

used during the development of a High Dielectric Phasing Lens for Electronically

Scanned Arrays.

3. HIGH DIELECTRIC LENS DESIGN

An earlier Motorola study had developed a microwave phasing lens assem-
3bly designed according to the methods reported by Rotman . In this unit,

multiple-beam scanning was achieved in one plane over -50 degrees from a

line source array. An S-band model having a 5-degree HPBW was tbilt and

tested. The molel consisted of two parallel conducting plates separated by an

air dielectric, spaced to support the TEM mode, and shaped to the calculated

lens geometry. Figure 1 is a photograph of the completed model. Tests indi-

cated the lens performed highly satisfactorily.

The ultimate objective of the development described by this report was

to build an analogous unit in which the lens media is replaced by a high

dielectric constant material. In so doing, electrical lengths are preserved

while physical dimensions are reduced by a factor equal to the reciprocal of

the index of refraction in the dielectric material.

3.1 Dielectric Material

Dielectric constant, loss aid homnogenuity are, of course, primary con-

siderations in the selection of a dielectric material which is to be used il a

microwave device. In this case, certain mechanical properties were also to

be considered. Earlier work had shown that high dielectric constant bodies

made up of many pieces of material which are cemented together to form a

single unit are not satisfactory for use in a high performance lens system.

This required that the selected material be supplied as a unit piece. In

addition, to achieve the necessary lens contour geometry the material was to
be machined to very close tolerances.

3
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Because of the extreme mismatch which results at an air interface in

very high dielectric constant materials, a lens must be constructed with its

coupling elements imbedded in the dielectric. Printed circuit techniques

provide a relatively simple approach to this requirement. but their use

requires Liat the shape, dielectric constant, and loss of the material are not

altered by the plating and etching processes.

In order to achieve a sigrificant size reduction, a material was sought

having a dielectric constant in excess of 100. The required properties may

be found in a newly developed low loss material produced by Motorola's

Solid States Systems Division. This material is multicrystalline titanium

dioxide, a homogeneous ceramic material having a dielectric constant of 110

and loss tangent <.0003.

3.2 Coupling Elements and Transitions

There are many factors which must be considered during the selection of

the lens coupling elements. The antenna element's polarization, pattern shape,

transmission line requirement, self and mutual impedance characteristic,

aperture size, and fabrication technique must be compatible with each facet of

the lens development. Following an extensive analytIcal and experimental

study, the yagi and dipole antennas were selected to serve respectively as the

dielectric lens launch and pick-off coupling elements.

Each of these antennas propagate a vertically polarized wave. The vaji

exhibits a directive beamwidth and well controlled pattern shape, a stringent

requirement for the lens launch element. The dipole has a very broad beam-

width; a desirable feature for the pick-off element. Each antenna can be fed

with balanced, two conductor transmission lines. The combination of self and

nmutual impedance characteristics make each element a highly desirable

selection. Half wavelength spacing of the pick-off elements is preferred for a.
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Tchaby cheff distribution of elements in the antenna array, thus, the dipole

lends tPself quite well to the resultant close proximity between adjacent

pick-off elements. The proximity of beams from the multibtam array is

determined, in the Rotman lens, by the relative spacing of the launch ele-

ments, thus, the half wavelength breadth of a yagi antenna allows for the

placement of large numbers of fixed beams along the lenses' focal arc.

Finally, and perhaps of greatest significance, each of these antennas can

be formed using printed circuit etching techniques. This is of utmost impor-

tance in this application due to the ext-emely miniature size the coupling

elements assume when scaled down by the factor 1/'-. (Typical dimensions

of an S-band dipole Imbedded In an e = 110 material are: line radii of .002

inch, element length of .190 Inch, and transmission line separation of .035

inch.) Printed circuit-type methods are the obvious solution to the problems

encountered in the abrication of such elements.

Because of the very close physical spacing between adjacent elements,

the transition from conventional sized system hardware to the dielectric-

loaded lew coupling elements required the development of unique inter-

connection methods. The very miniature nature of the nicrostrip transmission

lines also added to the complexity of the inte.-connectlon problem.

During an experimental evaluation of several approaches, the Microdot

31-50 receptical was modified to fit into the available space and also make

the contact necessary for the electrical transition. Typical performance over

a six-percent band of frequencies yielded an average mismatch of 1.5:1 and

a coupling of 2.7 db below theoretical. (This performance was rea'ured on a

developmental model consisting of a set of ytgi ard dipole coupling eiements,

mounted on opposite ends of a 4-inch test bar of le.aa material. Modified

Microddt transitions were used to make the necessary equipment inter-

connections.)
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3.3 Lens Description

Having selected a lens design, the high dielectric constant m'aerial, and

the lens coupling elements and transition method, an experimental model was

designed, built and tested to demonstrate the fe-.ibility of the technique.

Since the dielectric-loaded lens was to be the electrical counterpart of the

earlier S-band model (figure 1), it was necessary to validate the electrical

equivalence of the two units. This was done by an analysis of their respective

modes of propagation.

The literature 4 5 6, 7, 8, 9 describes propagation through dielectric

materials in an environment of closely spaced ground planes. Barlow com-

pares surface wave propagation to transmission line modes as a fimction of

Single and dual ground planes. Equations are derived for phase velocity

through grounded and ungrounaed dielectric sheets for each of TE, TM, and

for TEM propagation. Richmond shows similar results and presents the data

in graphical form for various ground plane and dielectric sheet spacings as a

function of dielectric constant. Using these design criteria, it was shown that

in the dielectric-filled lens model, the TMoIl mode is supported. A surface

wave is propagated along the dielectric interface with a velocity ar ,roxi-

mately 1/i'p• that of the TEM mode in the air lens model. Thus, even though

their mode of propagation is different, the two lens models exhibit equivalent

electrical lengths to the ray paths through them. Therefore, where equal

wavelength spacings exist in each unit, equivalent phase delay occurs.

The S-band air lens measured approximately 65--inches across. Multi-

crystalline titanium dioxide has a dielectric constant of 110. Thus, a reduction

of 1/A , or .095 in tne air lens dimensions was realized. This resulted in a

volume reduction of 1160:1. The high dielectric-constant lens vnit thus con-

sisted of a 7.5-inch titanium dioxide disc supported over a ground plane.
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Seven yagi antennas were placed about the focal arc and axially aligned, facing

the center of the array of pick-off elements. They held beam positions of

0, 120, *30, and *45 degrees relative to the center axis. Twenty-nine dipoles

were placed at approximately half-wavelength intervals along the lenses

rear contour to serve as pick-off elements. These launch and pick-off ele-

ments are shown in figure 2.

3.4 Fabrication Techniques

In a high performance lens-array system, phase errors must be held to

a mrinimurn. When suchg errors occur, they appear at the array as deviations

from a plane wavefront. Their pre-sence causes degradation of the radiated

pattern. The phase errors may be caused by many facets of the lens system:

the basic lens design (geometry) ip generally not perfect as the beam is

scanned; the lens media is not homogeneous; the feed source is not located at

the lens focus; and, loose mechanical tolerances alter the intended lens shape.

The lens design being used for this application exhibits negligible inherent

phaae errors with scan (theoretical maximum phase error for ±50 degrees of

acr -As 0.8 degrees while measured maximum error on the air lens model

was S degrees). Homor.eneity of the dielectric material can be controlled only

during its manufacturing stage. Following delivery of the disc from the vendor

its point-to-point dielectric conrtant cannot be altered. However, lcose

in'chaniczI tolerances in the lens shape, or in the location of coupling elements

can seriously iwpair a phasing lenses' performance. This is illustrated by

bbscrv~ng the wavelength as measured in the dielectric. Free space wavelength

at 2950 mc is 4.000 inches. This wavelength measured in the e110 material is

0.330 inches. Thus, a one-mil dimensional tolerance represents 0.947 electrical

degrees of phase error. For this reason, extreme care was taken in locating

the lens coupling element- and in shaping the dielectric disc to the required

Ions shape.

8
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3.4.1 Coupling Element Circuit

Artwork ot the coupling e.lments was initially drawn to a 16:1 scale. Then,

individual pc negatives of each element In an 8:1 scale were accu-

rately located In a phaing lens meometry, also placed on an 8:1 scale.

The twenty-nine pick-off dipoles were positioned with their centers located

on the rear contour. Location dowe:a were placed at four points along the

perifory of the lens. These served to accurately aflgn the finished negative

to the dielectric plate during the photographic exposure process. The art-

work was then reduced to photographic negatives on a 1:1 scale. Figur'e 2 is

a print of the completed artwork.

3.4.2 Dielectric Lens Shaping

Reflections in a phasing lens can serioumly degrade the lenses' performancel

For this reason, LIf conditions are much that reflections are unavoidable, their

phase must be controlled so as not to alter the desired phasing characteristic

of the lens. A very large mismatch occUrs at the lens edge, due to the high

dielectric constant interface. The result is that energy is absorbed by the

dipole pick-off elements both from an incident wave and from a wave reflected

from Lhq rear lenm contour. These reflections can be tolerated only if their

phalG is equal for each pick-off element. To achieve this condition requires

that the dielectric disc be shaped to the lens geometry with very close

tolerances held along the rear-face contour. Special tocng employed eon-

sigted of a "vertical floatlng-cam-foio'wer" for the grLnding operation.

The device was made to rapport the ceramic disc vertically to a diamond-

wheel grindor. The disc vam keyed to a master cam wt. ,h had been cut on a

computer-programmed vertical -mll to conform to the lens contour. The

maxter cam aad cmi-foflower permitted citting slots for the "location"

dovweeLs whAch were to become an Lntegral part of the lens assembly. These

10



dowels coincided in location to those placed on the coupling element artwork.

Thus, the pick-off elements were automatically aligned to the reflective

contour of the lens materiaL

3.4.3 Lens Plating and Etching

Following the grinding operation the lens disc was plated with 1-mil of

copper on each side. A photo-sensitive spray-on film was applied and,

following exposure through the artwork the coupling elements were etched

onto the top surface. To insure a positive, reproducible method of accurately

locating the coupling elements on the ceramic, a lens mounting base-plate

was prepared with dowel pins corresponding in location to the dowel positions

on the artwork and lens. This mounting plate was used for the photographic

exposures, and assembly of the lens into a test assembly.

3.4.4 Lens Mounting Fixture and Circuit Connections

Because of the close proximity between pick-off elements, the microdot

probes could not be aligned adjacent to one-anoth3r. To provide a uniform

method of mounting, each probe was inclined at a 45-degree angle to the lens

surface. A two-sided angle bracket was curved to the rear-face contour and

suspended over the dipole transmission lines. Successive microdot probes

were alternately placed in tapped holes on either side of the bracket as shown

in figure 3.

Accurate location and pitch of the holes was necessary for the probe to

align itself with the 2-mil-wide transmission line of the dipole. This difficult

task was performed by first placing a 1:1 scaled-print of the lens coupling

circuit onto the master cam which was used during the material grinding

process. The circuit was accurately placed on the cam by means of the dowel

locators, and, by photo-etching techniques. The cam was then placed on the

11
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lens-mount base-plate and positioned to the base-plate dowels; thus the cam

became a 1:1 dimensional counterpart of the dielectric lens. The entire

fixture was then placed on an optically aligned, vertical jig-bore for drilling

and tapping of the pick-off probe holes.

Each coupling probe was tapered to a sharp point on the bulkhead side

(the microdot series 31-50 is basically a bulkhead receptical; it was modified

with the taper for use on the lens fixture). Contact of the probe tip with the

printed circuit transmission line was assured by spot-painting each connection

with silver paint. The ground side of the transmission line was extended

around the lens edge to the ground plane.

Ele-vated brackets were built which would allow locating a probe over each

yagi transmission line. The probes and transmission lines were connected in

the same manner as were the dipoles. Each yagi reflector element was bridged

over the dual transmission lines with silver paint imbedded with gold wire.

The reflector was isolated from the transmission line with 3-M mylar tape.

All connections were tested for dc resistance. The ground lines had approxi-

mately 0.5 ohms; the high lines approximately 0.2 ohms; and the reflectors

approximately 2.5 ohms. Following the resistance measurement each probe

was bonded to the mounting case to prevent its movement.

Connection of the microdot probes to laboratory test equipment required

"a series of transitions. It was necessary to go from the miniature probe to

"a type ' N' coaxial connection. To do so in a minimum of space and signal-loss

"a special assembly was devised incorporating multiple transitions. Thirty-six

of these transitions were made, each having an equivalent electrical length of

360 ±.4 degrees at 2950 mc. The average cable VSWR was found to be 1.97

at 2950 mc.

13



In order to prevent movement of the cables during phase measurements

and to protect the dielectric lens from possible contamination and breakage,

a Supporting bulh•head was placed over the lens fixture. The transition

assemblies were closely grouped in the support according to a pre-arranged

connection scheme. Figure 4 shows the completed lens test assembly. Each

yagi beam position was labeled as to its angular position, and each dipole *

coupling element was identified w fh a position number. The counterpart to

figure 4 is figure 1 showing the Identical lens design having an air dielectric.

3.5 Lens Test and Evaluation

3.5.1 Test Methods

Ideally, an evaluation of a phasing lens would consist of antenna pattern

range tests performed with the array for which the lens was designed to

operate. However, because of the complexity and expense involved, the array

elements and coaxial members for this lens-array system were not assem-

bled. In lieu of these tests, phase and amplitude coupling measurements were

made. Energy was fed into the lens at each yagi position and detected at the

pick-off probes. Additional measurements were made of the mutual coupling

into neighboring lens elements; i.e., cross-coupling from feed point-to-feed

point, and from dipole-to-dipole. The VSWR of each lens element was also

determined.

The measurements were taken at the type 'N' connector of the transition

assembly; 50-ohm terminations wr re placed on all probes and/or feed ele-

ments not at.'ually being detected (except where otherwise specified). Tests

were made with a 1 KC square wave modulated signal at 2750, 2950 and 3150 md

A bridge techMique incorporating a coaxial slotted line was used in making

the phase measurements. Well-matched coaxial isolators were used to isolate

14
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the bridge system mismatches from the slotted line. Because the system

was very sensitive to amplitude unbalances, care was taken to maintain a

,balanced bridge circuit at all times. Null depths on the order of 30 to 40 db

were thus obtained. Using the center probe as a reference, changes in the

null position were detected between adjacent probes along the rear-face

contour. This null shift, A, was converted to degrees by the relation 0 = X

Then values were designated as the phase shift, from probe to probe, 'across

the lens contour. A reflectometer set up was used during the VSWR and

coupling measurements.

3.5.2 Test Results

Typical results of the dipole VSWR tests are presented in graphical form

In f4gre 5. Pick-off probe positions are placed sequentially along the

abselsm, the curves show the measured VSWR at the thite test frequencies.

Typical cowpling through the lens for the +30 degree beam position is

given in figure 6. The graph shows the coUplg, expressed In db, measured

from tM yagW bnpt to each pick-off probe, plotted as before. Thus the data

yields the amp&litaf distribution which would exist across an array fed by

the leaS

Mutual couplng between the yag beam positions and between arbitrarily

nseer4ed dipole pick-off oionms Is given in tables I and H. The coupling,

xpreomd In db, shows.th. energy level measured at variout lens positions

when power'Is fed into the specite loen elment. Table MI shows the same

type o4 Informafton as table I, for a cnd.m of ntn circuits on all lons

pie-off element.

Dat coUeete duht4r the phase nwasurementa required sligft adjustment

beforeit could be pld. Mwh phase delay attributed to each coaxal Une

16
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TITANIUM DIOXIDE ....

LENS MUTUAL COUPLING

TABLE I INPUT BEAM POSITION

000 0 0 00
S+45 +30 +20 0 -20 -30 -45°

2750 40 26.9 35.2 34.7 40 29.7

2950 29.8 28.7 40 32.4 30.1 31.1 +45°

3150 30.6 40 30.7 38.7 40 40

2750 40 31.6 31.4 33.0 18.1 30-.5

2950 30.0 28.0 32.7 25.9 16.9 40 +300

3150 30.9 28.4 38.6 30.1 25.7 33.2

2750 26.6 32.6 23.4 19.8 21.6 30.4 0

2950 28.3 25.8 26.6 21.1 24.5 40 +20°

3150 1 40 27.4 29.0 18.6 34.0 35.7

2750 35.3 32.0 23.5 27.3 27.6 34.3

2950 40 33.0 27.2 33.7 40 37.0 00

3150 30.8 36.8 28.2 28.3 34.8 40.0

2750 33.5 30.0 20.3 26.6 25.8 33.8

2950 33.8 26.6 21.6 32.2 26.5 34.8 -20°

3150 37.5 31.8 19.0 28.6 30.8 35,5

2750 40 40 21.8 27.6 25.9 40

2950 30.1 40 25.3 40 26.9 38.7 -30°

3150 40 26.8 34.6 36.6 33.9 31.1

2750 29.5 30.6 30.7 32.9 29.6 37.8

2950 30.8 40 40 28.5 28.7 32.3 -450

3150 40 33.4 33.5 35.7 40 30.0
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TABLE II DETECTED PROBE NUMBERS

Fre-
uency 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13
(MC)

2750 27.9 26.1 26.0 31.6 19.9

2950 31.7 25.8 40 28.2 21.0

3150
2750 31.9 14.0 28.7 33.2 115.2

2950 29.0 17.6 28.8 14.3 24.2

"3150 --
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TABLE III INPUT BEAM POSITION

0•0

+45° +300 +200 0 _ 20° 30° 0450

2750 32.6 30.5 31.0 25.9 40 23.6

2950 24.1 33.9 39.8 29.6 34.5 27.6 +45°

3150 28.4 28.5 30.5 31.9 25.5 30.2

2750 32.9 27.4 31.8 29.1 16.9 25.2

2950 25.0 30.4 40 29.0 18.1 40 +30°

3150 27.9 36.0 31.7 29.8 19.0 40

":750 30.4 27.5 25.8 15.1 24.0 28.1
02950 34.3 30.9 29.0 21.8 27.0 30.5 +20° -

3150 28.6 35.8 34.6 18.5 38.4 35.0

2750 29.5 30.7 26.2 23.4 24.5 32.9

2950 38.8 40 29.2 30.8 40 36.5 00 <

3150 33.1 35.5 34.0 27.6 39.4 34.3

2750 26.5 28.1 14.9 22.5 27.4 39.1

2950 31.1 28.1 21.6 29.2 24.4 28.0 -20

3150 32.2 29.5 19.5 26.9 40 33.7

2750 40.0 17.0 24.4 23.8 29.6 40

2950 33.1 17.7 27.0 39.8 24.5 29.0 -30°

3150 25.7 18.9 38.4 39.0 40 32.4

2750 22.3 25.3 27.9 32.5 40 40

2950 28.8 40 27.6 34.8 27.5 28.5 -450

3150 30.4 40 32.3 34.2 33.6 32.1
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connecting the lens to an array waa determined. Also, the amount of phase

lead (or lag) resulting from an off-axis beam position was calculated for

each array position. These values were added algebraically to the measured

phase shift of each corresponding probe. The result was the predicted phase

distribution at the aperture of a hypothetical array. Typical data are shown

by the curves of figures 7 and 8. The solid straight line on the graphs repre-
0sents the ideal phase distribution for scanning to the designated angle (1-20 ).

The irregular curve is the phase distribution obtained after adjusting the

measured phase shift through the lens. The data is plotted in degrees with

the necessary phase lead or lag, relative to the array center element for

each of the 29 lens output terminals.

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of studies made during this program, observations,

conclusions, and recommendations can be made as follows:

1. Large, one-piece ceramic materials may be acquired having a dielectric

constant in excess of 100 and dissipation factor less than 0.0003. These

materials can be accurately shaped to a controlled geometry. Their

surfaces can be plated with conductive materials without altering their

dielectric properties, The materials can be etched with a multi-element

antenna array of ultra-minlature circuits using photo-redction,

prin' i circuit techniques. Close tolerance dimensions can be obtained

on line widths of approximately orie-mU in close proximirty to similar

lines.

2. Inter-connection of Zon,7entional circuits to closely grouped circuits

has been demornstrated. However, it is a problem area in which addi-

tional activity could greatly •improve the present performance.
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3. The narrow beam characteristics of the yagi launch elements were not

demonstrated on the dielectric lens model. The measured average

amplitude coupling across the lens equaled the predicted value (-23 db).

However, amplitude levels across the lens aperture were of a random

nature with values fluxuating 1 5 db about the mean.

4. Phase distribution across the dielectric lens aperture did not meet the

performance standard of its air lens counterpart. However the lens' did

exhibit the phasing characteristics of a wide scan-angle beam-culminating

device. The phase distribution was not random; errors were not

intolerable; beam positioning w*as vividly demonstrated; there was slight

evidence of a pointing boresight-error, and of the primary source

defocus.

5. With a demonstrated capability for coupling energy through very high

dielectric-constant ceramics, the use of these materials in microwave

devices becomes feasible. Such applications make possible volume

reductions on the order of 1000:1-.- 3500:1.

6. As a direft result of the development effort made during this study, a

signifi•cat advance has been made in the state-of-the-art for micro-

wave application of very high dielectric-constant materials.
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